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SUMMARY  

The main theme of this thesis is the development of new rigorous 

formalisms to describe the diffraction properties of multiply configured, 

perfectly conducting, gratings with simple groove geometries. This class 

of gratings is composed of singly or doubly periodic elements. The 

formalisms are derived using modal techniques which are particularly 

suited to solving the diffraction properties of these gratings. 

Considerable attention is paid to the far infrared properties of the 

gratings with the aim of describing their performance as interference 

filters used in this wavelength range. 

The thesis contains a general review of the previous contributions 

to the theoretical study of diffraction gratings, including a review of 

investigations which have been undertaken into the properties of far 

infrared interferometers. This is followed by a discussion of a 

formalism describing the diffraction properties of lossless dielectric 

and finitely conducting gratings. This study represents one of the first 

generalisations of a modal formalism to structures which are other 

than perfectly conducting, and is a step towards the solution of the 

diffraction properties of capacitive or finitely conducting inductive 

grids. 

The remainder of the thesis is concerned with perfectly conducting 

gratings having basically rectangular geometries. The structures 

considered are either singly periodic or doubly periodic. The double 

periodicity results either directly from the geometry of the element (as 

for example in the case of inductive grids) or is contrived by suitable 

• arrangement of singly periodic elements. 

The performance of singly periodic interference filters, composed 



of two or more lamellar gratings, is then described. The first such 

structure to be considered is the double grating and the diffraction 

properties of this arrangement are described in detail. The associated 

analysis is performed by explicitly specifying the fields in each groove 

region by a modal expansion. The geometry of the double grating is then 

generalised to consider a grating composed of a stack of an arbitrary 

number of singly periodic elements, and the properties of this structure 

are analysed using a new rigorous multiple scattering technique. 

These singly periodic gratings have application as Fabry-Perot 

interferometers only for radiation having a particular linear polarization. 

If the incident radiation is unpolarized it is necessary to use doubly 

periodic devices such as inductive grids. For this reason the performance 

of the double grid interferometer is considered, and a rigorous formalism 

for it is derived using an approach similar to that used for the double 

grating. The properties of multi-element grids are then analysed using a 

multiple scattering approach. 

Interesting conservation properties for lossless singly and doubly 

periodic structures are presented and are related to the geometrical 

symmetry of the structure. These relations provide constraints on the 

scattering matrices of the diffraction system. 

Finally, two formalisms are presented describing the diffraction 

properties of a structure which is doubly periodic by virtue of the 

positioning of its two singly periodic elements. This arrangement is 

termed the crossed lamellar transmission grating. The first formalism 

uses a modal expansion to describe the field within the grooves of each 

element, while the second employs a rigorous multiple scattering approach. 

In particular, it is demonstrated that this structure has application as a 

solar heat mirror. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 PRELIMINARY COMMENTS  

This thesis is chiefly concerned with the solution of the diffraction 

properties of multiply-configured gratings using modal techniques. These 

gratings are composed of one or more singly periodic or doubly periodic 

elements. Emphasis is placed on their application as far infrared 

interferometers and interference filters. Previous contributions in these 

two areas are reviewed in this chapter, together with an outline of the 

studies reported in this thesis. 

It is only after the many years of research into singly periodic 

(classical) gratings and the development of successful theories describing 

the properties of these gratings that it is now possible to model doubly 

periodic structures. Thus it is appropriate to review firstly the earlier 

investigations into singly periodic gratings and this is performed in 

sections 1.2 and 1.3. Also it is important to discuss the advantages of 

using modal techniques in solving the problem of diffraction by multiply 

configured gratings in preference to using the other methods well-known 

to grating theorists (in particular, integral and differential methods). 

Only a brief precis of these latter techniques is given because a number 

of thorough review articles [1.1 - 1.4] and in particular an excellent and 

comprehensive text [1.5] on the electromagnetic theory of gratings have 

been published. For this reason, this chapter contains at most brief 

mention of many interesting associated studies of and controversies 

regarding the properties of diffraction gratings. 

1 
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Section 1.4 is specifically devoted to the description of previous 

studies of the properties of far infrared interference filters. The use 

of the terms "grating" and "grid" concerning interference filters appears 

very confused in the literature. Thus, in order to make the classification 

used in this thesis perfectly clear, the following notation is specified: 

Gratings are singly periodic structures having arbitrary profiles, while 

grids are doubly periodic structures which may be of two types. Structures 

of the first type are called inductive grids and consist of apertures 

perforated periodically in a thin metal sheet, while those of the second 

type are called capacitive grids and are composed of a periodic array of 

isolated metallic shapes deposited in or on a supporting medium. More 

recently, the term "bi-grating" has been introduced (section 1.3) to 

describe generalised grids. These are doubly periodic structures whose 

profiles are specified by arbitrary functions. 

1.2 A BRIEF HISTORICAL SURVEY AND DISCUSSION OF THEORETICAL APPROACHES  

APPLIED TO CLASSICAL GRATINGS  

The evolution of grating theories from the ability to predict the 

dispersion properties of the instrument to the ability to solve the more 

difficult problem of determining the distribution of energy among the 

orders diffracted by a grating, has occurred over the last 160 years. 

Fraunhofer, in 1821, first derived the constraint which determined 

the manner in which a grating disperses the incident radiation. This 

constraint, now called "the grating equation", is given by 

nX 
sin 0_ = sin 00  + 

Here 0 is the angle of incidence (measured from the grating normal), 
0 

0n 
is the angle of diffraction (associated with the integer n), X is 



the wavelength of the incident radiation and d is the grating period. 

However, it was many years after the discovery of the grating 

equation before any realistic attempts at determining the energy 

properties of gratings could be made. This only became possible with 

the advent of digital computers. Several major methods of determining 

these energy properties were developed and these are discussed in the 

following sections. 

1.2.1 Scalar Theories  

The many investigations undertaken into the properties of 

diffraction gratings using this technique have been reviewed [1.1, 1.2] 

and will not be discussed in detail here. In this method, the vectorial 

nature of light is neglected and consequently the differences in 

efficiency for a grating operated in different polarizations is not taken 

into account. Naturally, unless the wavelength to period ratio is very 

small (Aid 5, .1), the diffraction efficiencies of a grating are greatly 

dependent on the polarization of the incident beam. The one useful 

feature of this method is that the diffraction efficiencies can be 

derived in a closed form and hence predictions, however unreliable, of the 

performance of gratings could be made before computers were available. 

The necessity for an electromagnetic theory of gratings is obvious. 

Indeed, since the time of Fraunhofer it has been known that the energy 

properties of gratings are polarization dependent. Two fundamental 

polarizations of the incident field, namely P and S polarization, are 

defined for singly periodic diffraction gratings operated in classical 

mounts (that is, such that the wave vector lies in a plane perpendicular 

to that of the grating grooves), P polarization implies that the 

electric field vector of the incident wave is aligned with the grooves of 

3 
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the grating, while S polarization designates the situation where the 

magnetic field vector is aligned with the grooves. 

There are three basic criteria that the solution of the diffraction 

problem must satisfy. These are the outgoing wave conditions, the 

boundary conditions applying on the grating surface and the wave equation. 

• Given that these conditions are satisfied, then the solution is unique. 

The outgoing wave (radiation) condition stipulates that at infinity the 

diffracted fields must consist purely of outgoing waves. In other words, 

it specifies a unique incident field. 

The following sections consider the electromagnetic diffraction (or 

vector diffraction) theories which have been proposed. 

1.2.2 Methods Based on the Rayleigh Expansion  

In 1907, Lord Rayleigh 11.61 suggested.that a single plane wave 

expansion (satisfying the Helmholtz equation and the radiation condition) 

could be used to describe the fields diffracted by a grating everywhere 

above the grating surface. This conjecture is now called the Rayleigh 

hypothesis and the plane wave expansion is termed the Rayleigh expansion. 

Rayleigh's "dynamical theory of gratings" [1.6] was initially 

successful, in that it was able to predict some of the properties of the 

recently discovered S polarization Wood anomalies [1.7]. These Wood 

anomalies appear as rapid variations in the amplitudes of the diffracted 

propagating orders and were shown by Rayleigh to correspond to the 

passing on or off of a spectral order. (An order is said to pass on or 

off when its angle of diffraction reaches ± 900 ). A second type of 

anomaly was later recognised by Hessel and Oliner 11.8] and was termed a 

"resonance anomaly". These anomalies appear as a resonant type of 

behaviour in the spectral amplitudes and are related to the complex 
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guided waves that the grating may support. 

Again the review articles 11.2, 1.3] provide comprehensive 

discussions of the many theories, based on refinements of Rayleigh's 

method, which were proposed. Once digital computers became readily 

available and the Rayleigh expansion method could be adequately tested, 

it was found to be unsatisfactory with respect to the energy conservation 

criterion [1.9] as the groove depth increased and considerable controversy 

was generated over the validity of the method. Petit and Cadhilac [1.10], 

Neviere and'Cadhilac [1.11], Neviere 11.12] and Millar [1.13] undertook 

theoretical studies of the region of validity of the Rayleigh hypothesis 

and it was concluded in general that the Rayleigh expansion is not a valid 

point-wise representation of the field everywhere, although it may give 

valid field representations if used in the least-squares 'sense. 

Thus the method, although mathematically simple, is not reliable and 

the following physically and analytically sound techniques were 

subsequently developed. 

1.2.3 Integral Formalisms  

These rigorous theories express the diffraction problem for a 

grating in terms of an integral equation (or a system' of coupled integral 

equations). In these formalisms, the fields above the grating surface are 

expressed in terms of :integrals containing unknown functions which are 

characterised by their values at a finite number of points on the grating 

surface. The linear integral equation (or system of integral equations) 

is derived by applying the boundary conditions at the grating surface and 

is then solved numerically using either a Fourier series, iterative or 

more frequently a points-matching method. This latter method, which is 

the most reliable for the solution of diffraction grating problems, 



replaces the linear integral equation by an infinite system of 

simultaneous linear equations (the Fredholm Alternative) which is 

truncated to enable a numerical solution to be obtained. 

In the case of perfectly conducting gratings one unknown function, 

commonly related to the surface current density, is required and this 

results in a single integral equation. In early integral theories for 

finitely conducting gratings, two unknown functions, characterising both 

the field and its normal derivative at the grating surface, were chosen 

and a coupled system of linear integral equations were derived. However, 

as discussed later in this section a technique has been recently developed 

so that only one unknown function is required. 

The first integral formalisms originated in the mid 1960's with the 

publication of papers by Petit and Cadhilac [1.14], Wirgin [1.15] and 

Uretsky [1.16] which described the diffraction of P polarized waves by 

perfectly conducting gratings. Subsequent papers by Petit [1.17 - 1.19] 

discussed the numerical treatment of the integral equation and presented 

the first numerical results using the formalism for P polarized 

radiation. Petit also presented an integral formalism for S polarized 

radiation. 

Pavageau et al [1.20] reported the first successful integral 

solution to the diffraction of S polarized radiation by perfectly 

conducting gratings and the first numerical results obtained for this 

problem were later given in a paper published by Pavageau and Bousquet 

[1.21]. In 1971, Maystre and Petit 11.22] proposed an integral formalism 

for a perfectly conducting grating operated in a conical diffraction mount 

(that is, where the wave vector of the incident wave no longer lies in a 

plane perpendicular to the grooves). 

One of the earliest integral formalisms for finitely conducting 
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gratings was described by Van den Berg [1.23] in 1971. This study resulted 

in a pair of coupled integral equations and consequently the method 

encountered numerical difficulties associated with the determination of 

the two unknown functions. 

In 1972, Maystre 11.241 developed a fundamentally different integral 

formalism for describing the diffraction properties of finitely conducting . 

gratings. This formalism, unlike earlier formalisms for finitely 

conducting gratings, involves only one equation in terms of one unknown, a 

fictitious surface current. The linking together of the field and its 

normal derivative in terms of one unknown function is a feature which all 

subsequent integral formalisms have utilized. 

Following this, Maystre [1.25, 1.26] and Botten [1.27] have 

published integral formalisms for dielectric coated and multiprofile 

gratings. Botten [1.28] has also applied an integral treatment to the 

bi-metallic grating. 

The integral theories have a wide range of application and can treat 

both finitely and perfectly conducting gratings having arbitrary profiles. 

Most importantly, these theories are rigorous and very general but are 

mathematically and numerically complex and so require the use of large•

digital computers. 

1.2.4 Differential Formalisms  

The differential method is based on the direct solution of the wave 

equation, with the diffraction properties of the grating being determined 

by the solution of a system of ordinary coupled differential equations. 

This system of second order differential equations is numerically 

integrated, often using Numerovls method. The technique was originally 

proposed by Petit 11.29] and subsequently the method has been developed so 
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that it is competative with (and complimentary to) the integral 

formalisms. 

There are two main classes of differential formalisms in use. The 

first method applies to finitely conducting gratings and derives a set of 

ordinary differential equations by projecting the wave equation onto an 

orthogonal plane wave basis. This technique was developed by 

Cerutti-Maori et al 11.30] and Neviare et al [1.31] for finitely 

conducting gratings. Hutley et al [1.32] and Neviare et al [1.33] then 

applied this method to consider gratings conformally coated with 

dielectrics. 

The second class of differential formalisms applies to perfectly 

conducting gratings. This method involves a conformal mapping of the 

grating profile onto a plane. The mapping preserves the outgoing wave 

condition and simplifies the boundary conditions, but at the expense of 

complicating the wave equation. The diffraction problem is solved by 

numerical integration of the modified wave equation. After the conformal 

mapping, the problem is equivalent to that of a perfectly conducting plane 

coated with a graded dielectric layer whose refractive index is periodic 

along the plane. This method was developed by Neviare and Cadilhac [1.34] 

and Neviare et al [1.35] to consider perfectly conducting gratings of 

arbitrary profile. Neviare et al [1.36] then applied the technique to 

dielectric coated perfectly conducting gratings. 

The former, most general differential formalism can be applied to 

most grating problems [1.5]. However, numerical difficulties occur for 

highly reflecting gratings used in S polarized radiation. These 

difficulties are mainly due to the slow convergence of the Fourier series 

used to model the refractive index profiles of the gratings. 
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1.2.5 Modal Formalisms  

Modal formalisms are intimately linked with waveguide theory since 

the technique involves the determination of waveguide modes to describe 

the fields within the grooves of the grating. These modes are 

eigenfunctions of a differential operator derived from the wave-equation 

(usually by separation of variables) and satisfy appropriate boundary 

conditions. The fields in the free-space regions exterior to the grating 

grooves are specified by Rayleigh (plane wave) expansions and the two 

series are matched at the grating-free space interfaces (that is, where 

the domains of convergence of the two expansions intersect) by utilizing 

the continuity conditions on the fields and applying the Method of 

Moments [1.37]. 

The earliest modal formalisms were derived for perfectly conducting, 

rectangular-profile gratings. Deriugin [1.38, 1.39] undertook one of the 

first investigations of the properties of these gratings using modal 

techniques and applied the approach to both polarization cases. Wirgin 

[1.40] in 1966, proposed a modal formalism for an irregular surface 

having rectangular grooves. This study was followed by the presentation 

by Wirgin and Deleuil [1.41] of a modal formalism for a perfectly 

conducting lamellar grating. In these investigations [1.40, 1.41], 

Green's theorem is applied to determine explicit expressions for the 

modes used in the description of the fields within the grating grooves. 

The latter authors commented upon the fact that the modal expansion for 

the groove region could not be expressed in the same form as the Rayleigh 

expansion, supporting Lippmann's proposition [1.42] of the non-rigorous 

nature of methods based on the Rayleigh hypothesis. 

Subsequently, Maystre and Petit 11.43] detailed a modal formalism 
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describing the diffraction properties of a perfectly conducting lamellar 

grating. They derived a system of linear equations from the expression of 

• the continuity conditions, after representing the lamellar profile by a 

Fourier series expansion. Roumiguieres et al [1.44] then generalised this 

study to take into account a lamellar grating surrounded by homogeneous 

dielectric layers. 

Chen [1.45] in 1970 proposed a modal formalism for doubly periodic 

inductive grids (see section 1.3). By contrast with the approach of 

Maystre and Petit [1.43], the equations resulting from the application of 

the continuity conditions applying to the fields, are transformed into a 

system of linear equations by application of the Method of Moments [1.37]. 

To make this possible, the mode functions describing the fields within the 

grooves must form a complete orthogonal set over the groove region. This 

method is numerically preferable and is the type used in all modal 

formalisms presented in this thesis. 

Jovidevid and Sesnic 11.46] derived a modal formalism for a 

triangular profile grating where the modal fields are written as an 

expansion of Bessel functions of the first kind. The method, however, 

has been criticised [1.5] as not being rigorous in the case of 

asymmetrical profiles, but there is some debate as to whether the 

discrepancies observed in the tests of conservation of energy and 

reciprocity are due to programming errors or to a deficiency in the 

formalism. 

More recently, Adams and Botten 11.47] have used the technique of 

Chen 11.451 to describe the diffraction properties of the double grating. 

Andrewartha et al 11.48] have developed a modal theory for perfectly 

conducting gratings having a semi-circular profile and have subsequently 

generalised the method to encompass perfectly conducting gratings of 
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arbitrary profiles [1.49]. Fox [1.50] has also considered the problem of 

diffraction by perfectly conducting gratings having arbitrary profiles and 

in particular discussed the unitary nature of the scattering matrix derived 

using this method. 

Modal theories describing the diffraction properties of gratings 

which are other than perfectly conducting have only been proposed in recent 

years. In 1978, Knop 11.511 published a theory capable of describing the 

properties of lossless dielectric lamellar gratings. Botten et al 

[1.52, 1.53] then derived a modal formalism for both lossless dielectric 

and finitely conducting lamellar gratings using a substantially different 

approach to that of Knop (see section 2.2.2). 

In summary, modal techniques are particularly suited to modelling 

the electromagnetic properties of diffraction gratings in that they 

provide a relatively easy means of solution compared with the integral 

and differential techniques and also give more physical insight into the 

relevant physical processes of the system. However, the advantages of the 

method are tempered by the difficulty of finding expressions for the modal 

fields in the groove regions. Consequently, this method has been until 

recently, restricted to relatively simple geometries. Nevertheless, it 

represents one of the few viable approaches for determining the diffraction 

of light by multiple gratings (and in particular, by doubly periodic 

diffracting structures). The numerical complexity of these diffraction 

problems is immense when solved using the other types of rigorous 

formalisms. A discussion of previous studies of doubly periodic 

structures is . given in the following section. 

1.3 RIGOROUS THEORETICAL STUDIES OF DOUBLY PERIODIC STRUCTURES  

Theoretical interest in the rigorous diffraction properties of 
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doubly periodic structures has developed only over recent years following .  

the mastering of the resolution of singly periodic diffraction problems. 

The interest in these structures gained impetus with the suggestion put 

forward by Horwitz [1.54] in 1974 that inductive grids have application 

as solar selective surfaces. 

Chen [1.45, 1.55] proposed modal formalisms to describe the 

diffraction properties of perfectly conducting inductive grids having 

rectangular or circular apertures. The grids considered in these studies 

were assumed to be of infinitesimal thickness but Chen [1.56] later 

removed this restriction. The equations derived from applying the 

continuity conditions were reduced to a system of linear equations by 

application of the Method of Moments 11.371. 

This theory was adapted in 1976 by McPhedran and Maystre [1.57] to 

study the diffraction properties of perfectly conducting rectangular- 

hole inductive grids of finite thickness. McPhedran and Botten [1.58] and 

Bliek et al [1.59] subsequently considered the diffraction of a plane wave 

by an inductive grid having circular apertures of finite depth, using a 

modal technique also based on the work of Chen [1.45]. These formalisms 

incorporated the possibility of the grid having dielectric plugs and 

sandwich films. 

Adams et al [1.60] proposed a modal formalism to analyse a doubly 

periodic structure termed the crossed lamellar transmission grating. The 

author [1.61] also described the diffraction properties of a double grid 

composed of two rectangular-hole inductive grids using this technique. 

More recently, interest has developed in the diffraction properties 

of doubly periodic reflection gratings. Maystre and Neviere [1.62] and 

Vincent [1.63] derived formalisms based on generalised-differential 
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techniques to describe the properties of finitely conducting reflection 

bi-gratings of arbitrary profile. Derrick et al [1.64], however, proposed 

the most general formalism for this diffraction arrangement. This study 

uses a coordinate transformation to map the bi-grating surface onto a 

plane and a system of coupled integral equations is derived. 

Wirgin [1.65] proposed an integral formalism describing the 

diffraction properties of a perfectly conducting bi-grating. The grating 

profiles along the two axes of periodicity were allowed to be arbitrary 

periodic functions. However, the enormous and unexplored computational 

difficulties associated with this formalism have made the method 

unattractive. 

1.4 SURVEY OF PREVIOUS STUDIES REGARDING INTERFERENCE FILTERS AND  

FABRY-PEROT INTERFEROMETERS FOR THE FAR INFRARED  

This section reviews the use in the far infrared of gratings and 

grids as filters and more particularly, as the reflecting elements in 

Fabry-Perot interferometers. 

Fabry-Perot interferometers make use of the multiple reflections 

between two or more parallel, highly reflecting yet weakly absorbing films 

or elements. In order to obtain a practical Fabry-Perot interferometer 

for the far infrared, suitable reflectors for this region of the spectrum 

must be found. The necessary requirements (low absorptivity and high 

reflectivity) cannot be fulfilled simultaneously in the far infrared by 

the thin, homogeneous, conducting films or the multiple dielectric layers 

which are traditionally used for reflectors in the visible and ultra-

violet regions of the spectrum. Such filters were found to be impractical 

for the far infrared because the dielectric films became too thick and the 

thin metal films too lossy. 
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However, the use of grids (or gratings) as the reflecting elements 

has enabled Fabry-Perot interferometers to be successfully constructed 

for the far infrared and sub-millimeter regions of the spectrum. 

Inductive grids having square symmetry can be used for unpolarized, 

normally incident radiation since they are polarization insensitive under 

these conditions. Although singly periodic gratings show strong 

polarization effects, they provide suitable alternative reflecting 

elements when used in long wavelength, P polarized radiation. 

Many investigations have been undertaken over the last thirty years 

into the theoretical and experimental properties of grid (and grating) 

filters and interferometers. Excellent review articles by Genzel and 

Sakai [1.66] and Kneubllhl 11.67] on contributions to this area of 

research have been published but some of the more significant 

contributions will be mentioned here with emphasis placed on the 

theoretical studies. The papers described here will, for the most part, 

be given in chronological order and consequently grid and grating studies 

will be intermixed. 

Casey and Lewis [1.68] were among the first to introduce gratings 

as the reflecting elements for Fabry-Perot interferometers. Their 

suggestion on the use of double inductive grids and double gratings as 

interference filters for the microwave region [1.69] was further pursued 

in 1952 when they discussed the advantages of using double gratings as 

the reflectors in Fabry-Perot interferometers operated in P polarized, 

far-infrared radiation. Their theoretical study of the transmission 

properties of a parallel pair of wire gratings was performed by 

determining the currents induced in the wires of the grating. However, it 

was restricted to situations in which the wavelength far exceeded both the 

grating period and the diameter of the wires. The further restriction of 
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zero displacement of the wires in the top grating relative to those in the 

bottom grating was imposed. 

Renk and Genzel 11.701 provided the first investigations into the 

optical properties of inductive grids and introduced these structures as 

the reflecting elements in Fabry-Perot interferometers. Subsequently 

Ulrich et al [1.71] theoretically and experimentally studied the 

properties of Fabry-Perot interferometers constructed from gratings and 

inductive grids. They investigated the grating problem using an 

equivalent circuit representation and qualitatively derived the optical 

properties of the grids from their results. 

Ulrich [1.72] in 1967 introduced the capacitive grid, which was a 

complementary.structure to the inductive grid, and developed a theory. to 

describe this structure using a transmission line analogue. This approach 

applies to thin grids and radiation of wavelength longer than the grid 

period. Ulrich [1.73] demonstrated the use of capacitive grids as low 

pass transmission filters for the far infrared and investigated the use of 

both types of grid for far infrared multi-layer interference filters 

[1.74]. Many papers [1.75 - 1.78], mainly of an experimental nature, were 

published at this time. Adonina et al [1.79] produced a theoretical study 

of the diffraction properties of a double grating (i.e. a double array of 

rectangular bars) operated in long wavelength, normally incident radiation, 

using an equivalent electrical circuit representation. Saskena et al 

11.80] also used this approach to study wire gratings. 

During the early 1970's interest [1.81, 1.82] grew rapidly in the 

application of multi-element grid (and grating) stacks as interference 

filters for the far infrared. Multi-element structures are important 

since given enough elements, it should be possible to construct filters 

having nearly any desired characteristics. Also it has been found that 
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many elements are needed to give the required sharpness of cut-off to 

filter characteristics. 

At this time Pradhan 11.83, 1.84] and Pradhan et al 11.85 - 1.87] 

published a series of papers concerned with the filtering properties of 

single and multi-element grids and gratings. Their analysis was 

performed using a multiple scattering technique for the zeroth diffracted 

orders. The treatment utilized values of the diffracted field amplitudes 

of the single elements obtained using non-rigorous methods (for example, 

the values given by Saskena et al 11.80] for the grating element). 

However, in this series of papers, the expressions derived for the 

multi-element structures (having up to six elements) were far too 

cumbersome and had little hope of being generalised to account for the 

properties of multi-element stacks with an arbitrary number of elements. 

In 1979, Botten [1.88] published an article generalising the work of 

Pradhan and Garg. A multiple scattering approach was used for the single 

specularly reflected and transmitted orders of a multi-element filter 

having an arbitrary number of elements and a recurrence relation was 

derived for the diffracted complex amplitudes of the structure. The 

transmission characteristics of a filter with an arbitrary number of 

elements could thus be written in closed form. 

In 1972, one of the first rigorous descriptions of the diffraction 

properties of the double grating was presented by Blok and Mur [1.89]. 

They considered a pair of gratings of identical period having 

infinitesimally-thin metal prisms and solved the diffraction problem for 

the two fundamental polarizations using an integral equation technique. 

However, their interest was not in the interferometric nature of this 

structure and no pertinent results were given. Many experimentally 

oriented papers, describing the properties of interference filters and 
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grating interferometers for the far infrared 11.90 - 1.99] were presented 

In the Following yenrs. 

This was the stage of the research in this field when many of the 

investigations reported in this thesis were undertaken. Adams and Botten 

[1.47] rigorously described the properties of a double grating 

interferometer composed of two perfectly conducting lamellar gratings 

and investigated the far infrared filtering characteristics of this 

structure. Botten et al [1.100] subsequently applied a multiple 

scattering treatment to the multi-element grating stack, which 

incorporated the interaction of all orders, both propagating and 

evanescent, between the elements of the grating. Adams [1.61] also 

proposed a modal formalism for a double inductive grid and discussed the 

application of this structure as a Fabry-Perot interferometer. Adams and 

Botten [1.101] then extended the geometry to encompass a multi-element 

inductive grid and determined the diffraction properties of this 

structure by applying a multiple scattering approach. 

Whilst not an exhaustive survey of the literature pertaining to 

far infrared interferometry and filter design, this section does 

include the major contributions relevant to the work undertaken and 

reported in this thesis. 

1.5 CONTENTS OF THE THESIS  

In this thesis the application of modal formalisms to various 

diffraction problems are described. As discussed in section 1.2.5, modal 

methods have been almost exclusively applied to perfectly conducting 

structures. Indeed, the range of grating geometries associated with this 

method is particularly restricted. This thesis does not have as a primary 

goal the extension of the range of singly periodic geometries encompassed 
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by modal techniques. Nevertheless, the formalism [1.52, 1.53] presented 

in chapter 2, which describes the diffraction properties of finitely 

conducting and lossless dielectric lamellar gratings, is one of the first 

modal theories to remove the constraint of perfect conductivity. The 

contribution made by the author and co-workers L. C. Botten, M. S. Craig, 

R. C. McPhedran and J. R. Andrewartha, is in the prescription of the 

fields within the groove region since once these are found the solution is 

performed according to the well known Method of Moments [1.37]. The modes 

are eigenfunctions of a differential operator derived from the wave 

equation in that region. 

In the case of a lossless dielectric grating the operator is 

self-adjoint and as a consequence its eigenvalues are real. This leads 

to a relatively simple solution of the diffraction problem. However, in 

the case of the finitely conducting lamellar grating, the problem is no 

longer self-adjoint and the eigenvalues lie in the complex plane. This 

necessitates the solution of the adjoint problem to obtain a complete set 

of eigenfunctions orthogonal to those of the physical problem and thus 

allow the Method of Moments to be applied. 

Chapters 3 to 8 are concerned with perfectly conducting, multiply-

configured gratings having rectangular geometries. The gratings are 

either singly periodic or doubly periodic. Modal techniques are used in 

the derivation of the formalisms describing the diffraction properties 

of these gratings. 

Chapters 3 to 5 describe the properties of singly periodic 

interference filters composed of two or more lamellar transmission gratings. 

The author was fortunate to have worked closely with L. C. Botten, 

R. C. Mahedran and G. H. Derrick on many aspects of these investigations. 
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Chapter 3 discusses at length the properties of the double grating 

[1,47], which is a simple two element interferometer, The diffraction 

problem is analysed by explicitly specifying thefields in both the 

upper and lower arrays in terms of modal expansions, Rayleigh field 

expansions are used to describe.the free space fields (in particular in 

region between the gratings). The interferometric characteristics of this 

structure are discussed - in.terms of the geometric parameters and those of 

the incident radiation. These long wavelength characteristics are 

elucidated by a simple multiple scattering approach_ (assuming that only 

the zeroth diffracted orders co43.e. together the grating elements) used 

in conjunction with a,monomodal approximation, 

In chapter 4, a series of interesting conservatiowtelations are 

presented, which apply to lossless, singly periodic structures and which 

are the subject of a.paper 11,102]. Two techniques, namely an integral 

approach and the more powerful concept of time reversal, are applied in 

their derivation. The most compact forms of the relations exist when 

certain symmetries (left-right and/or up,-down) are present in the grating 

geometry. Naturally the double grating is an ideal choice for the 

demonstration of these relations and numerical examples confirming the 

symmetry properties for this structure are presented. 

The material presented in chapter 5 extends the analysis of 

chapter 3 and considers a grating composed of a stack of an arbitrary 

number of identical, up-down symmetric, singly periodic elements [1.100]. 

The method used in chapter 3 is too: cumbersome for this geometry, and thus 

a rigorous multiple scattering technique is adopted and the properties of 

the stack are deduced from those of a single element. In this analysis', 

the interaction of all propagating and evanescent orders between the 

grating elements is taken into account, Also in this chapter, further 
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development of the conservation relations is presented. In particular, it 

is demonstrated that within the formalism, the unitarity and symmetry of 

the scattering matrices of each up-down, left-right symmetric element of 

the stack is assured. Furthermore, these properties are shown to be 

analytically preserved for the entire stack. 

The gratings considered in chapters 3 and 5 are polarization 

dependent and consequently have application as Fabry-Perot interferometers 

only when operated in P polarized radiation. For effective interference 

filters in unpolarized incident radiation it is necessary to use doubly 

periodic devices, such as the structures described in chapters 6 and 7. 

In chapter 6, the author applies an approach similar to that 

employed in chapter 3, to determine the diffraction properties of the 

double grid [1.61]. The interferometric properties of this structure are 

considered in detail and are shown to be very similar in general to those 

obtained for the double grating interferometer discussed in chapter 3. 

Chapter 7 continues the theme of the previous chapter to consider 

multiple element inductive grids [1.101]. This study, conducted jointly 

with L. C. Botten, applies a multiple scattering approach similar to that 

used in chapter 5 and the properties of the stack are obtained from the 

knowledge of the diffraction properties of the individual grid elements. 

Furthermore, conservation properties analogous to those given in chapter 5 

are developed, analytically constraining both the scattering matrices of 

the individual elements and those of the entire grid stack. 

In chapter 8, a doubly periodic structure termed the crossed 

lamellar transmission grating is considered. This structure is composed of 

two singly periodic elements arranged so that the two axes of periodicity 

are inclined at an arbitrary (non-.. .zero) angle to each other. Two 
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formalisms are presented to describe the diffraction properties of this 

grating. The first formalism uses a modal expansion to describe the 

fields within the grooves of each element and matches these expansions to 

Rayleigh expansions which describe the fields above, between and beneath 

the individual gratings. This represents an extension by the author of a 

study originally undertaken in collaboration with R. C. McPhedran and 

L. C. Botten [1.60]. The second formalism employs a rigorous 

multiple scattering approach similar to that used in chapter 5. When the 

two axes of periodicity are orthogonal, the crossed lamellar transmission 

grating is shown to behave in a similar manner to a single rectangular.-hole, 

inductive grid [1.57] and once again it has a potential application as a 

solar selective surface, The array separation parameter, which is not a 

feature of the single inductive grid, determines to some extent the 

interference action between the arrays and thus may be used in optimising 

the transmissivity of the structure for this solar energy application. 

Finally, two general comments regarding this thesis should be made, 

Firstly, in formalisms for doubly periodic structures described hereafter, 

TE/TM orthogonal vector modes are predominantly used in the prescription 

of the free-space and modal fields. TE (transverse electric) implies no 

electric field component parallel to the grating normal, while TM 

(transverse magnetic) implies no magnetic field component along this axis. 

It is advantageous to use this representation of the fields since under 

certain conditions (see section 6.3) no coupling occurs between the TE 

and TM fields. That is, a TE polarized incident wave is diffracted as 

TE polarized waves, Again, because of the linear nature of the problems 

considered in this thesis, the amplitudes of waves diffracted by a system 

illuminated in light of arbitrary polarization may be written very simply 

as a linear combination of the amplitudes corresponding to TE and TM 



polarized incident waves. In these formalisms, the transverse resolute 

of a field is the decomposition of the field into its components in the 

plane perpendicular to the grating normal. 

Secondly, the symbols used in the formalisms, particularly those 

describing doubly periodic structures, are very often reminiscent of the 

nomenclature used in FORTRAN programs and in fact, the notation was 

designed specifically with ease of programming in mind. 

1.6 CONCLUDING REMARKS  

The unifying features of this thesis are the use of modal techniques 

to solve the various diffraction problems and the application of these 

techniques to investigate the far infrared interferometric properties of 

different diffraction arrangements. The investigations described in the 

thesis are developed and concluded chapter by chapter since this is the 

manner in which the research was conducted. 

Many of the investigations reported evolved naturally from studies 

in earlier chapters. For example, the research on the double grating was 

initially undertaken and this led to the author's interest in both the 

multi-element grating as well as the double grid and multi-element grid 

problems. The investigations of the symmetry constraints of lossless 

structures developed from interestingproperties observed in the numerical 

results obtained from the double grating formalism. This initiated the 

search for a comprehensive series of these constraints for both singly 

periodic and doubly periodic structures. 

When the author commenced this study, theoretical investigations of 

*doubly periodic structures were few in number, Since that time, this area 

of research has grown rapidly and should continue to expand now that most 

of the singly periodic diffraction problems have been so thoroughly 

investigated. 
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CHAPTER 2 

FINITELY CONDUCTING AND LOSSLESS DIELECTRIC LAMELLAR DIFFRACTION GRATINGS 

2.1 INTRODUCTION  

The investigations, to be discussed in this chapter, are the subject 

Of papers submitted to Optics Acta [2.1, 2.2], and are concerned with the 

diffraction properties of both finitely conducting and lossless dielectric 

lamellar diffraction gratings. The theory is developed using a modal 

treatment similar to that employed in the solution of scattering problems 

associated with perfectly conducting lamellar gratings. The formalism 

is presented for the finitely conducting lamellar grating and the 

simplifications which arise when considering the lossless dielectric 

grating are clearly indicated. The lossless nature of the dielectric 

lamellar diffraction grating leads to an expression of the diffraction 

problem in a self-adjoint form. In contrast, the introduction of loss 

(or energy dissipation) in the grating material renders the finitely 

conducting lamellar diffraction problem non self-adjoint. 

The areas of application of the two different types of gratings are 

extremely diverse and for this reason a review of previous investigations 

of these structures is given separately below. The studies of the 

properties of lossless dielectric diffraction gratings are covered first. 

Recently, proposals [2.3, 2.4] have been made for the recording of 

colour images as surface relief structures, which are subsequently 

replicated by embossing in transparent plastic sheet. The recordings can 

then be read-out in conventional projection systems which transmit only 

the zeroth order diffracted beam. Knop [2.5] has suggested the use of 

square wave profile lossless dielectric (glass) gratings for providing 
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colour selectivity. Such structures can be produced having the required 

wavelength dependence in the zeroth order diffracted efficiency i.e. with 

transmission characteristics in the visible comparable with those of 

conventional colour filters. 

Gratings used for such applications require small periods (wavelength 

to period ratios approximately unity) and under these conditions the 

scalar diffraction theories can no longer be rigorously applied. Knop 

[2.6] published a rigorous electromagnetic theory describing the 

diffraction properties of dielectric lamellar gratings. This analysis 

was based upon a technique previously applied by Burckhardt [2.7] who 

investigated the diffraction properties of a dielectric grating with 

sinusoidally-varying dielectric constant. 

Knop's method involves the derivation of an eigenvalue equation 

constraining the eigenmodes describing the field in the groove region. 

The discontinuous function representing the square of the refractive 

index is specified in terms of a slowly convergent Fourier series. This, 

however, poses numerical difficulties as the refractive index transition 

becomes large, as can be seen from the experience of Neviere et al [2.8] 

when they applied their differential technique to similar situations. This 

differential method has been recently used [2.9] to verify the results 

given by Knop [2.6] and excellent agreement was found. 

The-motivations for studying the diffraction properties of 

finitely conducting lamellar gratings were entirely different. Firstly, 

the generalisation of existing modal methods to encompass finitely 

conducting structures may form the basis of a modal formalism for lossy 

inductive grids. Interest has developed in the problem of determining the 

diffraction properties of finitely conducting grids since the suggestion 

of Horwitz [2.10] that such structures could provide effective solar 
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selective surfaces. 

Lamellar diffraction gratings also have application as masks in the 

fabrication of integrated circuits. With this in mind, Roumiguieres et al 

[2.11] conducted a study of the diffraction properties of perfectly 

conducting gratings encased in parallel dielectric layers. However, the 

masks used in photolithography are not well approximated by the 

assumption of infinite conductivity and it is thus important to derive a 

formalism which takes into account the lossy nature of the grating. 

Finally, lamellar gratings are finding increasing application in 

the X ray region of the spectrum [2.12]. At these wavelengths the finite 

conductivity of the grating is very significant. 

The method adopted in this chapter is a generalisation of the modal 

approach familiar in describing the diffraction properties of perfectly 

conducting lamellar gratings and thus retains the elegance of the 

classical treatments. The perfectly conducting lamellar grating has 

long attracted interest [2.13 - 2.16] since the surface profile of this 

structure is inherently simple and is well suited to a solution of the 

diffraction problem using a modal technique because the boundary 

conditions applying to the fields may be explicitly incorporated in the 

field expansions. The choice of the form of modes used in the description 

of the waveguide fields for the dielectric lamellar grating given in this 

chapter, was to some extent guided by the-work of Marcuse [2.17]. A more 

detailed comparison of this method of solution and that of Knop's is 

included in section 2.2.2.1. 

The diffraction problems were solved for the two fundamental 

polarizations P and S. Although a detailed description of the analysis 

for the former polarization is given in sections 2.2.1 - 2.2.3, only a 

review of the salient differences between the approaches for S and P 



polarizations is provided in section 2.2.4. 

Results of the numerical investigations undertaken for the lossless 

dielectric diffraction grating are presented in section 2.3.1. Included in 

this section are a curve for comparison with the results of Knop [2.6] and 

spectra obtained for gratings constructed from both weakly and strongly 

reflecting materials. 

At the time of writing this thesis, the numerical algorithm for 

determining the complex roots of the eigenvalue equation associated with 

the finitely conducting lamellar grating was not sufficiently refined to 

make extensive calculations possible, and so only a limited number of 

results are presented for this structure (section 2.3.2). However, 

recently a more computationally reliable algorithm has been developed by 

Botten et al [2.29] so that the complex roots may now be determined for 

gratings constructed from highly conducting metals. The validity of the 

theory is confirmed using numerical results satisfying physical criteria 

such as reciprocity and conservation of energy. Results are presented 

indicating the adequacy of the formalism for dealing with extreme grating 

profiles, namely those having depths as large as several hundred times 

their period. Such problems are intractable by the widely used integral-

formalisms of diffraction grating theory. 

2.2 SOLUTION OF THE DIFFRACTION PROBLEM 

2.2.1 Notation and Description of the Diffraction Arrangement  

The grating configuration is illustrated in figure 2.1. A 

rectangular Cartesian coordinate system, with unit vectors x, 	z 

along the OX, OY, OZ axes respectively, is introduced with the OZ 

axis aligned with the rectangular grooves of the grating. The origin of 

the coordinate system is taken to coincide with one vertical wall of the 

grating structure. The grating, of period d, groove width 	and• 

31 
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Figure 2.1 The geometry of the diffraction problem. 
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groovc depth h, is assnmed int ['lite In extent. The refrnclive indices 

r
i 

of the regions D
i 

(i = 1,2,3) are assumed real for the lossless 

dielectric lamellar grating but may be complex for the lossy structure. 

The lower dielectric region D
3 

is unbounded below and the region D 0 
 

above the grating surface is taken (without loss of generality) to be free 

space (ro  = 1). 

Consider a P polarized plane wave of free space wavelength A , 

incident upon the grating at some angle (p. Then the incident electric 

field may be written 

e(x/Y) 	exPigaox - Xo (Y - h/2))1z 	 (2.1) 

where 	a0 = 

X = k0 
 coscp 

0  

k
0 
 = 2TrOt 

and the time dependent term exp(-iwt) has been suppressed. 

Now the incident field, upon interaction with the grating produces 

a diffracted field of the same polarization. The total field E is thus 

also of the same polarization and it must satisfy the Helmholtz equation 

In each region of space D., (see figure 2.1) 
1 

(V 2  + k. 2) E(P.) = 0 	for P 	in region D i  
1 —1 

where 	k
i 
= k

O
r
i 	

for 	i = 0, 1, 2 or 3 

Since all fields have the same polarization, all vector dependence of 

the electric fields may be suppressed, remembering that they have non-zero 

components along the OZ axis only. The diffracted fields in the upper 

region D
0 
 and the lower region D

3 
are composed of plane waves and thus 

the fields in regions D
0 
 and D3 

may be written as a series of outward 

going plane waves (Rayleigh expansions [2.18]). So the total electric 



field is written 

CO . 

E(x,y) = vE_ojexP(-iX0(Y-h/2)) '5p,0 + Rpexp(ixp (y-h/2))1exp(iapx)/VoT 

D
0 	

(2.2) 

CO 

= E [T exp(-in (y+h/2))]exp(ia x)/VT p in D
3 

(2.3) 

where 
a
p = 0.0 

+ 211p/d 
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= vk 2 _ a  2 
^p•0 

if 	lap k 0 

= iva  2 _ k 2 
0 

and 
	= Vk

3
2  - a 2  

where the imaginary part of n ,  (n ) is chosen to be non-negative. 

The sets {R } and IT } are the reflection and transmission plane wave 

coefficients. If r
3 

is complex then the transmitted waves decay 

exponentially in region D 3 . 

The basis of any modal method is that the field within the groove 

region is expanded in terms of waveguide modes. The Rayleigh fields are 

matched to the modal fields along the upper and lower grating surfaces 

(i.e. where the domains of convergence of the different field expansions 

overlap) and the resulting field equations are multiplied by orthogonal 

modal basis functions to extract a system of linear equations whose 

unknowns are the modal coefficients. Thus in order to apply the Method 

of Moments, an .orthogonal set of modal functions is required. 

2.2.2 Field Expansion in Groove Region. for Finitely Conducting Lamellar  

- Grating Operated in P Polarized Radiation  

• 	This section is devoted to the problem of deteraining a modal 

if 
	

> k 0 
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expansion appropriate to the finitely conducting lamellar grating operated 

in P polarized radiation. 

The aim is to determine a series expansion for the groove region, 

each term of which analytically satisfies the appropriate Helmholtz 

equation and the continuity and pseudo-periodicity conditions applying to 

the fields. The continuity conditions relating fields on the left and 

right hand sides of the interfaces are 

E(c- ,y) = E(c+ ,y) 

E(d7 ,y) = E(d+ ,y) 
3x 	'  

aE,  
' 

, 
= --Ac y) 

3x 	.  

The pseudo-periodicity conditions imply 

T E(04- ,y) = E(d+,y) 	T  + 
ax 	

'y) = 
 3x 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

where 	T = exp(ia0 
 d) 	 (2.6) 

a d 
0 

incident wave. 

2.2.2.1 Comparison of Approaches  

At this stage it is appropriate to discuss the differences between 

the approach described in this thesis and that of Knop [2.6] and Burkhardt 

[2.7] who considered lossless dielectric gratings. 

Firstly an outline of the approach to be used in this chapter is 

discussed. Each term of the modal expansion analytically satisfies the 

Helmholtz equation and continuity and pseudo-periodicity conditions. 

Solutions of the Helmholtz equation 

a 2u 	a2u  
n 	n k 0 2 r2(x) u  

Dx2 	ay2 

are determined and the pseudo-periodicity and continuity conditions are 

representing the phase shift across one period associated with the 

=0 
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applied to obtain the eigenvalue problem. In the above equation r 2 (x) 

is the square of Lhe refractive index profile of the grating and tu n .) 

are •the eigenfunctions. 

Since each eigenfunction involves only a single term, the eigenvalue 

problem involves the solution of only a single transcendental equation 

(for each eigenvalue). Then for the lossless dielectric lamellar grating, 

it can be shown that the eigenfunct ions form an orthogonal set and thus the 

Method of Moments [2.19] may easily be applied to solve the diffraction 

problem. The infinite set of linear equations resulting from the 

application of this method are then truncated to obtain a numerical 

solution. In the case of the finitely conducting lamellar grating, the 

eigenfunctions {u n
} do not form an orthogonal set. However, the 

eigenfunctions corresponding to the adjoint eigenvalue problem will be 

shown to be orthogonal to the eigenfunctions {u n} and again a Method 

of Moments solution can be applied. 

Knop 12.5], however, uses a substantially different approach. Each 

individual eigenfunction of the wavefield is taken as a sum, each term 

of which automatically satisfies the pseudo-periodicity and continuity 

conditions but not the Helmholtz equation. Substitution of these 

eigenfunctions {un} into the Helmholtz equation then yields the 

eigenvalue problem which involves an infinite set of homogeneous linear 

equations. These equations must be truncated to numerically obtain the 

values of the individual eigenvalues. However, the square of the 

refractive index is written in terms of a Fourier series and the dimension 

of the coefficient matrix of the linear equations appears highly dependent 

on the convergence of the Fourier series for r2 (x). That is, for large 

refractive index discontinuities, when the Fourier series for the step 

function is slowly convergent, the matrix dimension needs to be large. 
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From this point on, the methods are essentially the same, in that Knop also 

applies the Method of Moments to solve the field problem. 

In summary, the main difference between the approaches is that Knop 

introduces terms satisfying the boundary conditions and then satisfies the 

Helmholtz equation by using a series of these terms, whereas in the 

approach presented in this thesis, each eigenfunction individually 

satisfies the Helmholtz equation and is then constrained by the boundary 

conditions. Knop's modal expansion thus involves a double infinite sum 

whereas that used in this chapter is a single infinite sum. 

The main advantage of Knop's method is that it is more easily 

'generalised to solve the diffraction problems associated with different 

grating geometries - in particular for modulated dielectric surfaces. 

However, it does not appear well suited to the consideration of profiles 

having discontinuities. The approach discussed in this chapter is 

specific to this problem in that it only handles step function refractive 

index profiles, but it is a more elegant approach and as discussed, is less 

involved numerically. 

2.2.2.2 The Eigenvalue Problem  

Consider the determination of the eigenvalues associated with the 

eigenvalue problem. The Helmholtz equation in the groove region is given 

by 
n2E 	n2r 

k 2 r2 (x ) 0 	 0 x < d 
ax 2 	ay2 	0  

(2.7) 

where 

	

r(x) = r
1 	

0 < x < c 

	

= r2 	c < x < d 

and E satisfies the continuity and pseudo-periodicity conditions 

specified in equations (2.4, 2.5). Assume a separable solution of the 

form 
E(x,y) = u(x) v(y) 	 (2.9) 



Then by introducing a separation constant p , the following equations 

are obtained 

	

U" + (k2  - p 2 ) u = 0 	 (2.10) 

	

v" + p 2v = 0 	 (2.11) 

where 	signifies d2 /dx2 . 

If the following definition is introduced 

	

S(x - c) = 0 	for x < c 

	

=.1 	for x > c 

then equation (2.10) may be rewritten as 

• u" + 2  S(x-c) u 

where 

and k. = k r 
0 i 

_ 02u  

 

(2.12) 

k 2 
2 _ k 

1
2 

.  

= k1 2 

i = 1,2,3. 

Writing this in operator notation gives 

Lu = _82u 	 (2.14) 

d? 
where 	L 	= 	+ C 2  S(x-c) 	 (2.15) 

dx2  

The problem is then to find eigenfunctions satisfying equation (2.14) 

and also the appropriate continuity conditions (u and u' continuous at 

x = ) and pseudo-periodicity constraints. 

T u(0+) = u(d) 

T u 1 (04-) = u'(d-) I . 	(2.16) 

Here u refers to 
du and T has been defined in equation (2.6). 
dx 

Let e(x) and 11)(x) be two linearly independent solutions of 

equation (2.14), which are continuous and continuously differentiable at 

x = c and satisfy the following initial conditions: 

38 
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0(0) = 1 	tp(0) = 0 
(2.17) 

0' (0) 	= 0 	tp'(0) = 	1 

Then by applying the continuity and initial conditions, the following 

expressions may be obtained 

6(x) = cos(ax) 

= cos(ac)cos[y(x-c)] - 	sin(ac)sin[y(x-c)] 	c < x < d 

1 
11)(x) = 	sin(ax) 	 0 < x < c 

(2.19) 

= 	sin(ac)cos[y(x-c)] + 
1-cos(ac)sin[y(x-c)] 	c < x < d 1 

= c2 	f32 

The solution of the eigenvalue equation (2.12), subject to the 

boundary conditions (u and u' continuous at x=c) is thus of the form 

u(x) 	= 6(x) + wtp(x) 	 (2.21) 

where w is found by applying the pseudo-periodicity constraints 

(equation (2.16)) as follows: 

T 	= 0(d-) + wip(d- ) 

Tw 	= 0'(d-) + wIP'(d - ) 

Thus 

(2.22) 

I0(d) —T] [p I (d —) —T] -(d)0'(d).= 0 	(2.23) 

This will provide a constraint on the eigenvalues ( 2 ). Since 6, tp 

satisfy equation (2.12), it follows that 

d 	• 	, 
ketp - 	= 0 

That is, the Wronskian 

w0,10 =  - coll) 

is constant and so from equation (2.17), 04)' - 6'tp = 1 . 	Hence equation 

(2.23) may be simplified to 

T[0(d) + tp t (d)] = 1 + T2 

0 < x < c 1  
(2.18) 

where (2.20) 
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or 	O(d) + tp'(d-) = 2 cos(a 0d) 	 (2.24) 

Substitution of equations (2.18), 2.19) into this equation yields 

the eigenvalue equation 

A2  
cos(Ec)cos(yg) 	

12 
 ) sin(Ec)sin(yg) = cos(c od) (2.25) 

where g = d - c 	 (2.26) 

Note that when 	= 0, then 	= y and so equation (2.25) degenerates to 

cos(Ed) = cos(a 0d) 

i.e. 	a = a
o 
+ 2np/d 
	

(for any integer 

which is simply the classical grating equation. 

Finally, the complete expression for the groove expansion is 

determined. For any eigenvalue 2  satisfying equation (2.25) (i.e. those 

values of 0 chosen so that the system of equations (2.22) has a 

non-trivial solution) it follows that 

T  
= 	

- e(d-)  
U)  

Ip(d- ) (2.27) 

Also the differential equation (2.11) constraining v(y) has a solution of 

the form 

v(y) = a sin(py) + b cos(py) 	 (2.28) 

So the separable solution, equation (2.9), is given by 

E(x,y) = [e(x) + wip(x)] [a sin(py) + b cos(py)] 	(2.29) 

2.2.2.3 The Question of Self-Adjointness  

Now, for a lossless dielectric lamellar grating the operator L can 

be shown to be self-adjoint with respect to an inner product defined by 

rd 
<f,g> = j f(x) g(x) dx 

0 

where f(x) and g(x) are two functions from the space of functions 

satisfying the equations (2.4, 2.5, 2.7). Indeed, consider 

(2.30) 



<u,Lv> - <Lu,v> = tu[v" + ‘ 2 S(x-c)v] - 	+ c 2 S(x-c)ii]v} dx 
0 

(since C 2  is real for a lossless structure) 

= /0 (v" - u"v) dx 

= 	0 	(by the pseudo-periodicity conditions (2.16). 

Thus, for the lossless dielectric grating, L is a self-adjoint 

operator and consequently has real eigenvalues (3 2) and the 

eigenfunctions corresponding to distinct eigenvalues are orthogonal. 

This means that the Method of Moments may readily be applied to this 

problem. 

However, if the constraint of losslessness of the groove region is 

removed, then the term t 2  becomes complex and as shown below, the 

boundary value problem is no longer self-adjoint. Consequently, the 

eigenvalues of the differential operator are no longer constrained to be 

real, nor are the eigenfunctions corresponding to different 

eigenfunctions orthogonal. The aim, therefore, is to find a set of 

functions {u1} related to the set of eigenfunctions {u.} of the 
3 

non-self adjoint problem by a biorthogonality relation 

3 1 
	= 0 
	

for i # j 	
(2.31) 

0 0 	for i = j 

where the inner product is defined by equation (2.30). 

Inordertoobtainthefunctions{u.}, an operator 
3 

d2  + Z'2 S(x-c) 

is introduced and the following eigenvalue problem is considered 

(2.32) 

++  2 
L u = —( s )u (2.33) 

41 



= ccs(6
+
c)cos[y 4.(x-c)] - 	sin(a+c)sin[y+(x-c)] 	c < x < d 

following expressions are obtained 

+
( ) = PDP(6+k) 

} 

0 < x < c 

(2.36) 

42 

+  du+  
subject to the constraints that u and 	be continuous 

dx 

at x = c, d and pseudo-periodic between x = 0 and x = d. 

The following discussion shows that L
+ 

is the adjoint of L 

++ 
<u ,Lu> = <L u ,u> 	 (2.34) 

where the eigenfunctions ti of e are subject to the same boundary 

conditions as u. 

Indeed consider 

<u±,LU> - <L+u47 ,4> - = fd q " +  

0 
d 

= f iu"(T14) - Ti+)"ldx 

= 0 by the pseudo-periodicity conditions. 

2.2.2.4 The Adjoint Problem  

In order to determine the form of the adjoint eigenfunctions, a 

process exactly similar to that described in section 2.2.2.2 is followed. 

+(x) and *. (x) are assumed to be two linearly independent 

solutions of equation (2.33), satisfying the initial conditions 

+(0) = 1 

e , (0) 

4)+(0) 

0'0) 
(2.35) 

By applying the continuity and pseudo-periodicity conditions, the 

i•e• 

11)
+
00 =sin(x) 0 < x < c 

a+  (2.37) 
+  1 	+ 	+ =- sin(ac)cosfy (x-c)] + -4.cos(6 c)sinfy (x-c)] c < x < d 

6+ 
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where 

	

2 	2 

	

+ 	+ -2 Y 	= 	+ C (2.38) 

Then by writing 

u+(x) = 6 1 (x) + we(x) 	 (2.39) 

and applying the pseudo-periodicity constraints, the eigenvalue equation 

constraining the values of a
+ 

so that w+ may be non trivial can be 

determined to be 

2 	2 
4- 	+ -1- 	+ 

cos(a c)cos(y g) -2 (8 	4-Y  ) sin(a+c)sin(y+g) = cos(a d) + + 	 0 
13 y 

(2.40) 

Now this equation is exactly the same as equation (2.25), which 

constrains the eigenvalues (a 2 ) of the operator L, except that al-  and 

+ 
are related by c 	(see equation (2.38)). Thus 

0_2 . 12.  

+
2 

Y 

and from equations (2.36), (2.37) 

O(x) = T(x) ;
+
(x) = Ti(x) 

 

(2.41) 

(2.42) 

Then for any eigenvalue 13-2  satisfying the eigenvalue equation 

(2.40), the following constraint on w
+ can be determined: 

w
+ 	T0(d)  

*
(d-) 

_ t-0(d)  

11,-(d-) 

Thus the adjoint eigenfunctions have been specified. Now the 

eigenfunctions will be shown to satisfy the biorthogonality relation 

specified in equation (2.31). 

Consider equation (2.34) which is written 

+ + 
<um ,Lun> = 

- ‹L u
m
,un> 

2.43) 



Using equations (2.14) and (2.33) this can be rewritten 

•
-4-2 

— an
2 <u inn > 7 - 	<U ,U n 	m n 

or 

(13n2-  m 
2  um' un > = 0 

+ 	using equation (2.41) 

That is, d- 

-4- 
f 	

nm 
uu dx = nm 

0+ 

(2.44) 

where the sets of eigenfunctions {un} and {u
n
} have been renormalised 

according to 

u u 	= 1 
n' n 

(2.45) 

Thus the sets {u
n
} and {u

n
} are indeed orthogonal with respect 

to the inner product defined by equation (2.30). 

2.2.2.5 Properties of the P Polarization Eigenvalue Problem  

This section is concerned with the properties of the eigenfunctions 

and eigenvalues associated with the differential operator L defined in 

equation (2.15). In particular, the following are discussed: 

(i) constraints on the real or imaginary nature of 8 and y for the 

lossless dielectric lamellar grating 

(ii) the distribution of the eigenvalues (8 2) and 

(iii) the completeness of the eigenfunctions. 

(i) The eigenvalue problem associated with the lossless dielectric 

lamellar grating has been shown to be self-adjoint and the eigenvalues (8 2 ) 

to be real. Consider now the constraints on 8 and y • 	Since 8 2  

and C 2  are purely real then so is y 2 . The possible values that a and 

y may take are (remembering they must also satisfy equation (2.25)) 

(1) a real, y real 
	

y >  , a > 0 

44 

(2) 8  imaginary, y real 	0 < y < 	, 0 < 181 < 
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(3) real, y imaginary 

(4) 0 imaginary, y imaginary 

Case (3) obviously cannot provide a possible combination of 13 

and y and by explicitly considering the eigenvalue equation (2.25) 

for case (4) it is found that it takes the following form 

cosh(10(c)cosh( 	
[4312 	1

lyig) + 1/2 " 	
12

1811Y 	
sinh(ISI sinh(iyig) = cos(a0d) 

Except when 181 = IYI = 0, the left hand side of the above 

equation exceeds unity while the right hand side is less than unity. and 

hence case (4) cannot furnish allowed 0 ,y values. The remaining two 

possible combinations, case (1) and case (2), are permissible. 

(ii) Consider firstly the distribution of eigenvalues for the lossless 

dielectric lamellar grating problem. It may be shown 12.20] that 

D(8 2) = e(d)  Ip'(d), taken as a function of 82  always has behaviour 

of the type illustrated in figure 2.2. Firstly D(82 ) is continuous. 

Secondly, D(8 2 ) > 2 for 8 2  < some number Q. (It may be shown that 

> — C 2 ). For 02 >  D(02) oscillates infinitely often; its maxima 

always being greater than 2 and its minima always being less than -2. 

D(8 2 ) is always monotonic between values of 8 2  where D(0 2) = -2 and 

D(8 2 ) = 2. 	Hence the eigenvalue equation (2 	 25) always has infinitely 

many discrete solutions 01 2, 02 2, 832  with
n
2 4  c° as n 00 

(integer n). It may also be shown that provided c 0 0, there is only 

oneeigenfunctionum(x) corresponding to any eigenvalue 8m2  (except 

possibly at certain isolated points if T = 1). 

Now consider what happens to the distribution of eigenvalues when a 

finitely conducting lamellar grating is considered. It may be shown that, 
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Figure 2.2 Plot of the function D(0 2) for .a lossless dielectric 
lamellar grating. The eigenvalues correspond to points 
where D(0 2 ) = 2 cos aod. In the first case shown, at 
least three eigenvalues occur for 0 2  < 0. In the 
second case only one eigenvalue occurs for 13 2  < 0 
while the first four eigenvalues for 13 2  > 0 are shown. 
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as the imaginary part of a refractive index r i (i = 1 or 2) is increased 

from zero, the eigenvalues ql  move continuously away from their 
positions on the real axis into the complex plane (see figure 2.3), and 

that all the complex eigenvalues may be found by following the paths 

illustrated, starting from , real eigenvalues. As the real part of the 

eigenvalues E 2  approaches infinity (that is as n 4  w) the complex 

eigenvalues approach the real eigenvalues of the simpler problem, 

consisting of the differential equation (2.12), with ‘ 2  = 0 and the 

boundary conditions (2.4, 2.5). Further, the eigenfunctions {u n } 

approach the eigenfunctions of this simpler problem. 

(iii) It may be shown using arguments similar to those in [2.21], 

chapter 12, that the eigenfunctions {un} are complete in the sense that 

any continuous and piecewise differentiable function f(x), satisfying 

the boundary conditions (2.4, 2.5), may be expanded as a linear 

combination of the ill } : 

f(x) = 	E a
n
u
n
(x) 

n=0 

where 	an = <u
+
, f> 

Thus it follows that the general solution for the total electric 

field E can be expressed in the form 

E(x,y) = E [ansin(p ny) 	bncos(p ny)j u(x) 	(2.46) 

The following section describes the matching of the plane wave field 

to this solution at y = ± h/2 

2.2.3 Solution of the P Polarization Diffraction Problem for the  

Finitely Conducting Lamellar Grating  

The following sections are concerned with the solution of the 
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Figure 2.3 Evolution of the first 20 complex eigenvalues 

8 with increasing imaginary part of r 2 
from 0.0 

to 1.0, for a finitely conducting lamellar grating 

operated in P polarized radiation, having the 

following specifications: d = 1.0, c = 0.4, h = 0.1, 

r
1 
= 1.0, r 2 

= 1.5+11.0, r
3 
= 1.0, A = 0.8, 4 = 11.5 0 . 



diffraction problem for the finitely conducting lamellar grating, but ,  

simplifications which arise when considering the lossless dielectric 

lamellar grating will be indicated throughout. 

2.2.3.1 Application of the Method of Moments  

Consider the continuity of the electric field at y=h/2. This 

can be written 

EIR + d Je (x) = E(a + b ) u (x) 
P 	p0 P 	m 	m in 

0 < x < d 	(2.47) 

where 
1 

e (x) = -= exp(ia x) 

a
m 

= a
m 

sin(p
m 

h/2) 

b
m 

= b
m 

cos(p
m 

h/2) 

and the u
m
(x) are normalised according to section 2.2.2.4. 

_A- 
This equation is multiplied throughout by u(x) and integrated 

over the interval [0,d) to make use of the biorthogonality relation 

(2.31). The following system of equations is then obtained 
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* 	* 
a +b = E[R

p 
+

p0 
1-‹ 

n 	n pn 
for n=1, 2, ... 	(2.48) 

where 
+ 

K
pn 

= j e
p
(x) un (x) dx (2.49) 

It is noted that for the self-adjoint problem corresponding to the lossless 

dielectric structure, u±(x) = u(x) and the set lun
1 is orthonormal. 

Equation (2.48) may be rewritten in more concise matrix notation as 

follows 

* 	* 
a + b = K

H 
(R + F) 	 (2.50) 
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* 
where 	a

* 
 = [a*n], b

* 
 = [bn ], K = IKpn], R = [Rp ], F is a vector 

whose entries are F = p0 
and the superscript H is used to denote 

the Hermitian conjugate of a matrix. 

Similarly, continuity of the field at y = -h/2, projected onto the 

adjoint modal basis gives 

-a*  +b * 	
H 

=K 
 (2.51) 

where 
	

T = [T] 	. 

Now applying the continuity of the normal derivative of 

aE — , at y=h/2 gives rise to the equation 
Dy 

E ix [R - ó ]e (x) = E (Da + D
2mm m 
b) u(x) 	for 0 < x < d 	(2.52) 

pp 	PO P 	lmm  

where 
	

Dim = pm
cot(p

m 
h/2) 

D
2m 	

-p tan(p
m 

h/
2
). 

The Method of Moments is then applied by multiplying throughout 

equation (2.52) by e (x) (for some integer q) and integrating over the 

interval [0,d] to derive 

where 

iy [R - ó ] = E (D a
* 
+ D b

*
) J 	q=0, 41, +2... 	(2.53) 

-q q 	q0 	lm m 	2m m qm 

d 
J
qm0 

e
q
(x) u

m
(x) dx 

This procedure is followed without change for the lossless 

dielectric problem. 

Equations (2.53); when expressed in matrix notation, reduce to 

-1 
= F -ix J(D1 a

*  * 
+ D

2
b) (2.54) 

where x = diag (Xp ) 
	

= diag (D ) ; D2  = diag (D2m) and J = Pqm] . 



- 

	

iK
H-1 

 JD1 + I 	iKH x-1 JD2 + I 

. H -1 

 

n JD
1 
 - I 	iK

H 
n
-1 

JD
2 
+ I 

 

(2.56) 

 

a 

=2 
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Similarly by projecting the continuity of 	at y = -h/2 onto 

the plane wave basis, the following equation is obtained 

- 
T = in 1J(D1 a

* - D
2
b * ) 

where 	n = diag(np ) 

(2.55) 

By substituting equations (2.54) and (2.55) into equations (2.50) 

and (2.51), the following coupled pair of linear equations, relating the 

unknown modal coefficients {a.
m
} and {b

m
} can be obtained: 

Here I denotes the identity matrix, of the appropriate dimension. 

The system of equations (2.56) may readily be solved numerically 

using standard elimination techniques after truncation of the matrices 

of infinite dimension. The Rayleigh field amplitudes may then be 

obtained using the reconstruction equations (2.54) and (2.55). 

2.2.3.2 Conservation of Energy - Calculation of Efficiencies  

The conservation of energy criterion can be shown to hold 

analytically (independently of truncation errors) for the modal formalism 

describing the properties of the lossless dielectric lamellar grating. 

Consequently. it can provide no test on the numerical accuracy of this 

formalism. However, this is not the case for the finitely conducting 

lamellar grating formalism for which the energy balance between the 

incident, reflected and transmitted fields is dependent on truncation 

errors, i.e. the errors introduced when the infinite modal (2.46) or 

Rayleigh (2.2, 2.3) series are truncated to a finite sum in the 

numerical solution. Thus the energy conservation criterion can provide 
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an excellent check on the convergence and accuracy of this formalism. 

Two important results can be shown [2.2] for the finitely 

conducting lamellar grating. To describe these the following definitions 

are introduced: 

The total flux of energy crossing a surface xc[0,d], y constant 

is 
P(y) =[E 	- 	-P-!] dx 

ay 	3y 0 
(2.57) 

Within the dissipative grating region (-h/2 < y < h/2) the ohmic 

loss Q is given by 

Q = 	If div[E gradE - E gradE] dA 	(2.58) 

D
1
UD

2 

where the area integral is over the grating region 0< x < d, 

-h/2 s y s h/2. 

Then it can be shown [2.2] that 

(a) he ohmic loss Q in the groove region is both physically and 

analytically equal to the difference in the flux of energy crossing the 

surfaces at y = (h/2) -  and y = (-h/2) -1-  

i.e. 	Q = P[(h/2) -] - P[(-h/2) -1- ] 

and 

(b) the flux of energy crossing the surface y = (h/2) 1" is not 

analytically equal to that crossing the surface y = (h/2) - 	i.e. the 

quantity P[(h/2) -1- ] - P[(h/2) -] is dependent upon the truncation errors 

arising in the numerical calculations. Similar remarks obviously will 

apply at the lower grating surface y = -h/2. Thus by comparing the 

energy fluxes crossing the surfaces y = (h/2) +  and y = (h/2) -  the 

extent of the truncation errors in the numerical results can be estimated. 
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2.2.4 The Formulation of the S Polarization Problem for a Finitely  

Conducting Lamellar Gratinz.  

The fields for this problem are described in terms of a scalar 

magnetic field H(x,y), since the magnetic field vector has a component 

only along the OZ axis. The differences occurring between this and the 

earlier problem arise because of the different boundary conditions 

1 3H applying to this polarization. These are that H and 	be 
r 3n 

continuous at each interface and also be pseudo-periodic. Here Di 
an 

signifies the derivative of H taken normal to the surface. 

2.2.4.1 The S Polarization Eigenvalue Problem  

Since k is a function of x in the groove region, the wave 

equation appropriate to this polarization may be written 

 

L (1 all) 	a ( 1 H  
ax ic,2 3x 	3y k2 ay' 

0 	 (2.59) 

where k2 	k02 r2 (x ) 

 

and r(x) has been defined in equation (2.8). 

This may be rewritten as 

a2H 	a2H k2H  = 1 3H c2 6(x-c ) 
ax2 	Dy2 	k2  ax 

(2.60) 

• 

where o(x) denotes the Dirac delta distribution and C 2  is defined 

in equation (2.13). 

Equation (2.60) is an inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation and has the 

same form as the Helmholtz equation derived for the P polarization 

problem, equation (2.7), but with a distributive term on the right hand 

side. This distributive term behaves in the same manner as the 

discontinuity in the normal derivative of H at the surface of 

discontinuity (x = c). 



The essential changes to the eigenvalue problem will now be 

outlined. Again a separable solution of the wave equation is assumed of 

the form 
4 

H(x,y) = u(x) v(y) 	 (2.61) 

Substitution of this into equation (2.59) yields 

k2 [1--fk  ti t ] + 2S(x-c) u = -S2u 	 (2.62) 

v" + p 2v = 0 	 (2.63) 

where the separation constant 

p2 = k 
1
2 	2 

has been introduced. 

Equation (2.62) may be written in operator notation 

Lu = -13 2u (2.64) 

where k2 d= 	+ 2S(x-c). - dx k2 dx 
(2.65) 

The boundary conditions for this problem may be explicitly written: 

u(c-) = u(c+) 
1
2 u '(c-)  = r2 u '(c+)  

1 
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(2.66) 

u(d-) = u(d) 	; 
1
22 u'(d-)  =  rl  

while the pseudo-periodicity conditions are 

Tu(01") = u(d+) 12  Tu t (04") = 	1 2  u t (d+) 
r
1 	

r
2 

(2.67) 

Two functions 0(x), ip(x) are again introduced which are linearly 

independent solutions of equation (2.62), satisfying the same continuity 

and pseudo-periodicity conditions given in equations (2.66), (2.67) for 

u and obeying the initial conditions specified in equation (2.17). Then 
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0(x) = cos(8x). 	 for 0<x<c s  

r 2  
2  131  c<x<dl 

(2.68) 

= cos(8c) cos[y(x-c)] 	- 	sin(8c) 	sin[y(x-c)] 
r
1
2 Y 

4)(x) 
1  

= — sin(8x) 	 for 0<x<c 

r  2 (2.69) 
1 	 2 	1 

= — sin(8c) cos[y(x-c)] + —2- — cos(8c) sin[y(x-c)] c<x<d 
8 	r

1  y 

where i32 	2 2.70) 

Then u(x) 	can be written in terms of the basis functions 0, 	IP 

u(x) = 0(x) + up(x) 

where, by applying the pseudo-periodicity constraints (2.67), it follows 

that 
- 4)(d-)  w  

1-0(d-) 

subject to the non-linear eigenvalue equation 

r
2
2 

f3. 	r
12 y 

cos(8c)cos(yg) - 1/2(-5--+ 
r1- 	

—77) sin(8c)sin(yg) 	cos(a0d) 	(2.71) 
y 	r2 - 0 

This eigenvalue equation has properties similar to those discussed 

in section 2.2.2.5. 

In the groove region 	D 1 UD2 , 	the field 	H 

expansion 	involving terms of the form 

is given by an 

u(x)v(y) 	= 	[0(x) + wa,(x)][a sin(py) + b cos(py)] (2.72) 

The following inner product of two functions f(x) and g(x), 

defined with respect to a weighting distribution 

introduced. 	d 

1 
, 	is 

k2 (x) 

<f, g>  = 
1  - 

(2.73) 
k2(x) 	

f(x)g(x)dx 

0 

It can be shown that the operator L defined by equation (2.65) is 
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self-adjoint with respect to the inner product (2.73) only for the lossless 

dielectric lamellar structure. Since the operator L corresponding to 

the finitely conducting lamellar grating is non self-adjoint, its 

eigenfunctions{u.}do not form an orthogonal set. It is therefore 

necessarytofindasetoffunctionsfuiwhich are orthogonal to the 

{u.} in order that the field problem can be solved using the Method of 

Moments. 

As in section 2.2.2.3, an operator 

L+ 
= 	-2 d 	1 d ) 	z-c) 

dx 	dx 
(2.74) 

is introduced and the following eigenvalue problem is considered 

L
+
u
+ 	

-(e) 2  11+ 
	

(2.75) 

subject to the following continuity and pseudo-periodicity conditions 

+ 	- ++ 1 +' 	- 	1 	+' + 1 
u(c) = u(c) ; u(c) = ==.7 u (c 	) - 2  

r
1 

r
2 	. 

+ 1 +' 	- 	1 	+' + 
u(d

-
) = u(d) ; (d 	) u 	(d ) - 	u 

r
2 1 (2.76) 

Tu
+

(0
+

) = u
+
(d) ; 7.  2 

+'+ + 1 
Tu(0)= 

_1
2 u (d

+
) 

'1 rl 

Then L
+ 

can be shown, using an analysis similar to that described 

in section 2.2.2.3, to be the adjoint of the operator L, with respect to 

the inner product defined by equation (2.73). That is 

+ 	++ 
, Lu> = u <u 	, u> (2.77) 

Note that the adjoint boundary conditions (2.76) differ from those 

given in equations (2.66, 2.67), the latter corresponding to the physical 

problem. 

2.2.4.2 The Adjoint Problem  

The solution of the eigenvalue problem given in equations (2.75), 

(2.76) proceeds in an exactly analogous manner to that described in 



ty+ (d -) 
= T - w   (2.81) 

section 2.2.2.4. 

The eigenfunctions u
+
(x) are written in terms of two linearly 

independent solutions, 6 (x) and 4)
+
(x), of equation (2.75). 

+ ( 	+ x) = 6(x) + w+ + u 	 (x) 

where 6+(x) and tp
+
(x) satisfy the initial conditions given in 

equation (2.35) and the boundary conditions specified in equation (2.76). 

These functions may be written explicitly as: 

6
+
(x) = cos(a

+
x) 	 0<x<c 

2 pi- 	 (2.78) 
+ 	' = cos(6 c)cos[y

+ 
 (x-c)] 	

2 
 - 	sin(a

+
c)sin[y

+
(x-c)] c<x<d 

-f12 Y  

-+ 	1 . 	. 
(x) =in(a

+  
x) 

a 
0<x<c 

2.79) 
2 

1 	+ r21 
	+ 

= 	s1n(6 c)cos[y
+
(x-c)] + 	cos(a

+
c)sin[y (x-c)] 

y' 
1 

where (y+) 2  = 	+ ( 4) 2  

The pseudo-periodicity constraints may be used to obtain 

(2.80) 
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c<x<d 

They also lead to the non-linear eigenvalue equation for the adjoint 

problem 

+ 	+ 	r2 f3+ 	2 
2 	1 cos(ac)cos(yg) - 1/2(=.7-f- 	sin(a

+
c)sin(y+g) = cos(c od) 	(2.82) r1  y 	r2 6 

Since (2.80, 2.82) are exactly the same as (2.70, 2.71), it follows 

that 

( ±)2 2 	-2 

4' 2 	-2 Y 	Y 
(2.83) 



Kpn = 	, 	
1 -

e-__(x) un
+
(x) dx 

k2 (x) P 
0 

(2.86) 
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and thus 

04-(x) = -6-(x) 

+
(x) = i(x) 

	 (2.84) 

2.2.4.3 Properties of the S Polarization Eigenvalue Problem  

Firstly, following a process exactly similar to that given at the 

end of section 2.2.2.3, the eigenfunctions {un} may be shown to be 

orthogonal to their adjoint functions {u
n
+
} and they may be renormalised 

according to equation (2.45). 

Secondly, the eigenvalue equation (2.71) can be shown to have 

properties similar •to those discussed in section 2.2.2.5 (ii). 

Finally, the eigenfunctions may be shown to form a complete set 

using an extension of the methods described in [2.21] (see section 

2.2.2.4 (iii)) and so it is possible to express the field within the 

groove region (D 1 UD2) as the sum of eigenfunctions 

H(x,y) = E [amsin(pmy) + bmcos(pmy)] um (x) 	(2.85) 

2.2.4.4 Solution of the S Polarization Diffraction Problem  

This proceeds in exactly the same manner as for the P polarization 

problem, by applying the Method of Moments. The magnetic fields in free 

space (D0) and in region D 3  are given by Rayleigh expansions having the 

same form as those introduced in section 2.2.1. These fields are matched 

to the modal field described by equation (2.85) at the surfaces y = h/2, 

y = -h/2. 	Thus the analysis described in section 2.2.3 is unaltered 

except that the inner products must be redefined 

qm 	

fd 	_ 
= k2 x) eq (x) um (x) dx (2.87) 



and the matrices x and n must be redefined as 

x = diag (x /k
0  2

) 
p  

n = dips (n  
3
2 ) 

P  

2.2.4.5 The Conservation of Energy Criterion  

The discussion given in section 2.2.3.2 can be repeated here and the 

same conclusions may be drawn: 

(a) Q = P[(h/2) -] - P[(-h/2) +] both physically and analytically and 

(b) P[(h/2) +] - P[(h/2) -] is not analytically zero. 

Here of course, P(y) and Q must be redefined as 

P(y) 	f 6i 	ail 	H  
"y 

. 1j11 div[ii 	1 	grad H H 	1 	grad If] dA 
r2 ( ) 	Tr-G) 
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= 1 for y > h/2 

= r(x) for -h/2 < y < h/2 

= r3  for y < -h/2 

where 

D
l
UD 2 

v(x,y) 

2.3 CONFIRMATIONS OF THE THEORY AND APPLICATIONS  

This section will be subdivided into two parts in order to discuss 

the two different types of lamellar gratings separately. 

2.3.1 Numerical Results Pertaining to the Lossless Dielectric Lamellar  

Grating  

The conservation of energy criterion can be shown to be analytically 

satisfied by the lossless dielectric lamellar grating formalism, 

independently of truncation errors. Thus this test can not serve as a 

check on the convergence properties of the formalism. However, the 
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formalism was rigorously tested using the Reciprocity Theorem and a 

series of symmetry constraints [2.22]. An example confirming the 

Reciprocity Theorem is contained in table 2.1 while sample results 

demonstrating the symmetry properties associated with the Littrow mount 

are given in tables 2.2 to 2.4. The formalism was also compared with the 

results published by Knop [2.6]. Figure 2.4 illustrates one comparison 

curve which was obtained using the formalism described in section 2.2. 

The S polarization formalism was also tested for the case where the 

grating degenerates to a dielectric slab (r i  = r2) and the radiation is 

incident at the Brewster angle. Under these conditions, total 

transmission of the incident energy occurs as required. 

Further verification of the convergence properties of the formalism 

was obtained in the region of strong diffraction anomalies, not only for 

weakly reflecting materials (such as glass), but also for the case of a 

strongly reflecting material (having a refractive index of 5.0). The 

change in energy diffracted as the number of modes was increased was 

observed and the numerical accuracy of field matching was determined. 

These results were satisfied to much better than 1% for all points on 

the curves given in figures 2.4 - 2.10. 

Figures 2.5 and 2.6 show spectra obtained for a glass reflection 

grating operated in normally incident radiation. The solid curves 

designate the total energy transmitted through the grating while the 

broken curves show the energy transmitted by the zeroth diffracted order. 

Two observations may be made immediately. The grating is more strongly 

diffracting (i.e, disperses more energy) for P polarization than for S 

polarization. Also the diffraction anomalies are much stronger for the 

former polarization. Note that for refraction gratings, Wood anomalies 

occur at differing wavelengths in air and in the substrate. The position 



Table 2.1 Confirmation of the Reciprocity Theorem for a Lossless  

Dielectric Lamellar Grating  

Grating parameters 	: 	d = 1.0, 	c = 0.5, 	h = 0.2 

Problem 1 

Problem 2 

: 

: 

Aid = 0.8, 

Return 	-1 

4> = 0° , 	ri  = 1.0, 	r2  = 

order in reflection 

1.5, 	r3  = 2.0 

Problem 3 : 

Aid = 0.8, 

Return 	-1 

0 = 53.13010 , r1  = 1.0, 

order in transmission 

r2  = 1.5, r3  = 2.0 

Aid = 0.4, 4> = 23.5782 ° , 	r1  = 0.5, r 2  = 0.75, 	r 	= 0.5 

The parameters for this latter run are taken so that the incident 

wave appears to be returned from beneath the grating in the new problem. 

For the physical problem, it is equivalent to Aid = 0.4, 4> = 23.5782 ° , 

r1 = 1.0, r2 
= 1.5, r

3 
= 2.0. 

Method Parameters : P polarization - 10 modes 

S polarization - 12 modes 

Number of Rayleigh orders = 17 
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Run 1 

Run 2 

Run 3 

P 	Polarization S 	Polarization 

OR 
-1 

0T 
-1 

(0.04249,-105.04) 

(0.08213,-115.48) 

(0.02325, 	86.85) 

(0.04580,-123.18) 

E.T. 0.9106 0.9384 

0R -1 (0.04249,-105.04) (0.02325, 	86.86) 

E.T. 0.9501 0.9531 

OT 
-1 (0.08213,-115.48) (0.04581,-123.18) 

E.T. 0.9266 0.9140 

0R = (pR arg(R )) where pR is the efficiency of the pth reflected 
P 	P' 	P 

order and arg(R ) is the phase of the p th reflected order. E.T. 

specifies the total energy transmitted by the grating. 



Table 2.2 Confirmation  of Symmetry Properties for a Lossless Dielectric 

Lamellar Grating Operated in a -1 Order Littrow Mount  

The properties to be shown in this table rely on the lossless 

structure being left-right 

to a 	-1 order Littrow mount. 

X = 	Re(RoK 1 4.  To  
‘-, 1 

X =  Re(Roi_i  + To l 

Grating Parameters 	: 	d 

r 

Incidence Parameters : 

Method Parameters : 

(LR) symmetric. 	The following results apply 

0 = 	polarization) n; ;7 — 1 1  
X0 	--,- 1 n  71) — 

X0  

— 

c 

r 

P 	polarization 

S 	polarization 

P 	polarization 

S 	polarization 

no n-i 0 (S 	polarization) 2 T_i 
xor3  

= 1.0, 

1 
= 1.0, 

Xor3 	
= 

	

= 0.8, 	h = 0.2 

	

2  =1.5, 	
r
3 

= 2.0 

- 	Aid = 1.5, 0 = 48.5904
o 

- 	X/d = 1.6, 0 = 53.1301°  

- 12 modes, 21 Rayleigh orders 

- 	8 modes, 15 Rayleigh orders 

P 	polarization S 	polarization 

-1 
(IR0 1 2 ,arg(R0 )) 0.1695 	, -150.95 0.2021x101, 	47•54 

(IT0  I 2 ,arg(T0  )) 0.2918 	, 	-22.41 0.1269x10
1 , -21.67 

(IR_1 1 2 ,arg(R_1)) 0.3809x10-2 , -130.38 0.9678x10-2 , 	99.41 

(IT-1 I 2 ,arg(T-1 )) 0.3120x10
-2 , -128.74 0.1315x10

-2
, 	84.41 

X -7.04x10
-6 -4.42x10

-6 
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P polarization S polarization 

(.2001x10 -1 , 107.48) 

(.9401 , 9.20) 

(.1737x10-1 , -71.25) 

(.2247x10 -1 , -73.43) 

(.7083x10 -2 ,-171.41) 

(.7942x10-2 ,-158.39) 

(.4455x10 -2 , 12.29) 

(.5155x10-2 , 25.40) 

(.4844x107 3 , -76.11) 

(.9914 6.27) 

(.6912x10 -2 , 96.80) 

(.1223x10 -2 , -80.74) 

(.8670x10 -2 , 131.09) 

(.7998x10 -2 ,-120.19) 

(.5216x10,-126.54) 

(.6078x10, 139.16) 

Re(R 	+T 	) 

0 -1 0 -1 
Re(RoY l+R_Jo ) 

Re(Rjo+R_117  1 ) 

karg(A0+A_1 ) 

karg(A0-A_1 ) 

karg(B0+B_1 ) 

karg(B0 -B
-1 

 ) 

arg(A1+A_ 2 )+(7) 
arg(A1-A_2 )+(ii) 

arg(Bi+B_ 2)+(7) 

arg(B1-B_ 2 )+(ir) 

5.05x10 -6 

-7.50x10 -7 

1.02x10 -5 

0.62 

16.97 

90.03 

91.12 

0.62 

16.97 

90.07 

91.12 

4.37x10 -7 

1.32x10 -6 

1.07x10-6 

3.89 

1.13 

90.73 

97.16 

3.89 

1.11 

90.36 

97.16 

0R 
1 

0T 
1 

0R -2 

0T 
-2 
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Table 2.3 Confirmation of the Littrow Constraints Associated with the  

Rayleigh Field Quantities of a Lossless Dielectric Grating  

The properties are applicable to a lossless LR, UD (up-down) 

symmetric structure operated in a -1 order Littrow mount and are given 

by equations (4.7-9) of §4.2 and (4.21-22, 4.43-46) of §4.3 of this thesis. 

Also, for example 0
R = ( IR I ,arg(R )). 

Grating parameters : 	d = 1.0, c/d = 0.5, h/d = 0.2 

r 1 = 1.0 
	r2 = 1.5, r3 = 1.0 

Incidence parameters: Aid = 1.2, 	(1) = 36.8699 o 

Method parameters 	: P polarization - 10 modes, 17 Rayleigh orders 

S polarization - 8 modes, 15 Rayleigh orders 
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Table 2.4 Confirmation of the Symmetry Properties Associated with the 

Modal Field Quantities of a Lossless Dielectric Lamellar Grating  

Operated in a -1 Order Littrow Mount  

The properties to be tested are given by equations (4.49) of 

§ 4.3.2 of this thesis. The following data was obtained for the grating 

configuration specified in table 2.3. 

P polarization 

S polarization 

m X-Symm. arg(am)+(ii) arg(bm)+(n) 

I
-
1

 C
V

 C
f1

 -4'  
Ill
 V

D
 r--
 co 

	
I  

odd 1.12 106.97 

even 90.04 0.61 

odd 1.12 106.97 

even 90.04 0.61 

even 90.03 0.61 

odd 1.12 106.97 

even 90.03 0.61 

odd 1.12 106.97 

■ 
I  

Li') 	
1/4.0

 	
r... 	

cc 	
I 

odd 7.16 91.13 

even 90.37 3:89 

even 90.38 3.89 

odd 7.16 91.13 

odd 7.14 91.13 

even 90.36 3.89 

odd 7.16 91.13 

even 89.16 3.89 

These tables must be used in conjunction with the following data 

obtained from the results given in table 2.3. 

P 	polarization S 	polarization 

+ + 
1/2arg(R -T ) 
1/2arg(R

+
_4T

+
_) 

1/2- arg(R -T 
harg(R- 	

) 
+T- ) 

90.04 
0.62 

91.12 
16.97 

90.37 
3.89 

97.16 
1.13 
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Figure 2.4 The energy transmitted by the zeroth diffracted order as a 
function of wavelength for the grating configuration 
considered by Knop [2.6], operated in S polarized 
normally incident radiation., 
Grating parameters: d = 1.4p, h = 1.56p, r2 = r 3  = 1.5 

(a) c = 1.26p 
(b) c = 0.98p 
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Figure 2.5 The total transmitted energy (solid line) and the energy 
transmitted by the zeroth order (broken line) are shown 
as a function of normalised wavelength (Aid) for 
normally incident light (1) = 00). The grating parameters 
are: c/d = 0.6, h/d = 0.4, r 1  = 1.0, r 2  = r

3 
= 1.5. 

P polarized light. 
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Figure 2.6 As for figure 2.5, but with S polarized light. 



for all 

}
for all p < 0 

of the anomaly corresponding to the p th 
order in airis given by the 

wavelength 

A
R 

= d(+1 - sinWp 

• (2.88) 
= d(+1 + sin(p)/(-p) 

while for the p
th 

order in the dielectric medium of refractive index 

r
3 ' 

the Rayleigh wavelength is 
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R = d(+ r3  - sin(p)/p 

= d(+ r3  + sin)/(-p) 
} 

for all p > 0 

for all p < 0 
(2.89) 

It is also interesting to note that as the wavelength increases the energy 

transmitted in both polarizations tends to 96% - just the value given by 

Fresnel's equations for a refractive index of 1.5. 

Figures 2.7, 2.8 show the performance of a glass (r 2  = 1.5) 

transmission grating operated in both P and S polarized radiation. In 

contrast with the previous figures the anomaly in the S polarization 

curve is sharper than is the P polarization anomaly. This is generally . 

the case for diffraction gratings. At long wavelengths the incident wave 

no longer "sees" the grating and 100% of the incident energy is transmitted. 

Figures 2.9 and 2.10 show spectra for a high refractive index 

(r2 = 5.0) transmission grating. The striking feature of these curves is 

the large number of resonance anomalies that are present. These anomalies 

are of the type discussed by Hessel and Oliner [2.23] and are related to 

the leaky guided waves which the grating may support. In their 

description, the grating is viewed as being analogous to a multi-mode 

resonant cavity. After a propagating wave has passed off it becomes an 

evanescent wave which may resonate as its wave number approaches that 

of a complex guided wave supportable by the grating. This peak of 

Intensity. in the evanescent order causes a corresponding change in the 
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Figure 2.7 As for figure 2.5, but with r 2 	1.5, r 3  = 1.0 . 

Figure 2,8 As for figure 2.6, but with r = 1.5, r 3  = 1.0. 
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00 	. 
0.8 	1.0 	1:5 	20 	30 	50 	 100 

Figure 2.9 As for figure 2.5, but with r2  = 5.0, r 3  = 1.0. 

(To simplify the figure, the zeroth -order energy 
transmission curve has been omitted). 
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Figure 2.10 As for figure 2.9, but with S polarized light. 
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intensities of the propagating orders. The high Q-factor of the resonances 

in these figures is due to the large value of the refractive index of 

the dielectric and the consequent high reflectance of the groove walls. 

The high refractive index also permits the grating to support a large 

number of "propagating" modes (those for which p m  is real)which may 

resonate in the vicinity of their cut-off wavelengths. 

2.3.2 Numerical Investigations Concerning the Finitely Conducting  

Lamellar Grating  

Any numerical implementation of the finitely conducting lamellar 

grating formalism must involve the solution of the complex, non-linear 

equations (2.25, 2.71) for the two fundamental polarization cases. The 

problem of solving such equations poses substantial numerical difficulties, 

as it is essential to find a complete set of roots with modulus smaller 

than a specified tolerance. The use of an incomplete set of eigenvalues 

and modes leads to intolerable numerical errors. 

The numerical method initially used to determine the complex roots is 

based on a generalisation [2:24] to complex numbers of the standard 

numerical technique "Regula Falsi" [2.25]. It has proved adequate in the 

case where the modulus of the complex refractive index is not too large. 

However, when this modulus does become large, the computation times become 

excessive and in some cases the algorithm does not find a complete set of 

eigenvalues. An alternative algorithm was subsequently developed by 

Botten et al [2.29], based on the argument principle of complex variable 

theory. 

The numerical implementation of the finitely conducting lamellar 

grating formalism has been tested using various criteria. Firstly, 

the numerical results obtained for structures having either purely real or 

purely imaginary refractive indices-have been shown to agree with results 
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obtained from the lossless dielectric lamellar grating formalism. Secondly, 

the criteria of conservation of energy and the Reciprocity Theorem have 

been used to confirm the numerical results. A typical result of such a . 

verification for a grating whose modulus of complex refractive index is 

small, is given in table 2.5. In this table the following notations are 

adopted for brevity: 

(1) R  = (pRP, arg(R )) , 

where 
PR 

is the efficiency of the p
th 

reflected order, and the 

arg(R ) is the phase of the p
th 

reflected order; 

E.R. 	is the total reflected energy, 

E.T. 	is the total transmitted energy, and 

E.D. 	= 1 - E.R. - E.T. 

From table 2.5, it can be seen that the numerical results are in 

excellent accord with the Reciprocity Theorem, whether the returned order 

be reflected or transmitted. The agreement is slightly less satisfactory 

for the S polarization results than for the P polarization results. 

This feature is also evident in the criterion of conservation of energy 

(as can be seen by comparing E.D. with Q for each problem). It is a 

general situation in diffraction grating theory that in corresponding S 

and P polarization calculations, the results of numerical errors are 

more evident for the former than for the latter. 

The results presented in table 2.6 provide confirmation of the 

Reciprocity Theorem and conservation of energy criterion for a finitely 

conducting grating, whose modulus of complex refractive index is large. 

One characteristic of the present formalism is that the convergence 

of the modal expansions it employs grows more rapid as the ratio of 

groove depth to period becomes large. This characteristic has been 
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Table 2.5 Reciprocity Results for a  Finitely_Conducting  Lamellar Grating 

Grating parameters 	•d = 1.0000, c = 0.4001, h = 0.1000, 
r l  = 1.0, 	r 2 = 1.5 + i1.0 	r 3 = 1.0 . 

A =0.80 . 
Incident parameters : 	Problem 1 - 0 = 11.50 0 , Problem 2 - = 36.91518 °  

Problem 3 - 	= -87.96276 °  . 
Method parameters 	Number of modes = 20 , 

Number of Rayleigh orders = 51 

Problem Quantity P Polarization S Polarization 

• 	
• 	

•  
IH

  
l

c:4
 O

H
  0

1::4,--IH
  r—I 	

H
  

A
 

e
 	

e
. 	

• 	
• 	

•
 czx 

r.T.1 	
Ex1 

	

(2.8529x10 -2 , 	92.7502 °) 

	

(3.8574x10 2 , 	96.3899 ° ) 

(6.2128x10-2 ,-139.1595 °) 

	

(4.6913x10-1 , 	44.8301 ° ) 

	

(4.6011x10-3 , 	-61.1899 ° ) 

	

(5.4894x10 -3 , 	-59.6281 0 ) 

0.09526 

0.51319 

0.39155 

0.39156 

	

(1.6772x10 -2 , 	-78.6682 ° ) 

	

(2.1372x10 -2 , 	117.5688 ° ) 

	

(9.5755x10-2 , 	32.6897 ° ) 

	

(3.9939x10-1 , 	50.8365 ° ) 

	

(1.2779x10-3 , 	120.5751 0 ) 

	

(3.6226x10-3 , 	-46.2306 ° ) 

0.11381 

0.42438 

0.46181 

0.46047 

2 

' 

R 
0 -1 
T 

0 -1 
E.R. 

E.T. 

E.D. 

Q 

	

(2.8529x10-2 , 	92.7501 0) 

	

(3.8574x10 -2 , 	96.3899 ° ) 

0.16745 

0.37027 

0.46229 

0.46229 

	

(1.6772x10-2 , 	-78.6671 °) 

	

(2.1372x10 -2 , 	117.5694 ° ) 

0.06755 

0.43902 

0.49343 

0.49184 

3 

0
R 
1 

oT 
1 

E.R. 

E.T. 

E.D. 

Q 

(4.6012x10-3 , -61.1899 ° ) 

(5.4894x10-3 , -59.6281 ° ) 

0.89431 

0.00993 

0.09575 

0.09575 

o 
(1.2800x10 -3 , 120.5788 °) 

(3.6223x10 -3 , 	-46.2321 ° ) 

0.82541 

0.02269 

0.15190 

0.15151 

Wavelength 



Table 2.6 Reciprocity Results for an Aluminium Grating Operated in S  

Polarized Radiation  

Grating parameters 	d = 1.0000, c = 0.9001, h = 0.1000, 
r
1 
 = 1.0, 	r2 

= 1.8 + 17.12, 	r
3 
= 1.0 

Wavelength 	A = 0.75 

Incident parameters : Problem 1 - 	= 11.5 °  
2 - 	= 33.41039 °  

Method parameters 
	Number of modes = 22 

Number of Rayleigh orders = 29. 

Quantity Problem 1 Problem 2 

_ (0.1261x10-1 ,-103.04 ° ) (0.1261x10-1 ,-103.04 ° ) 

T 
cl)-1 

(0.2071x10-2 , 	106.56 ° ) (0.2069x10
-2

, 	106.56 ° ) 

E.R. 0.0268 0.0504 

E.T. 0.9567 0.9285 

E.D. 0.0165 0.0211 

Q 0.0101 0.0137 

13 
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Table 2.7 Results for a Finitely Conducting Lamellar Grating with  

Large h/d  

Grating parameters 	: 	d = 0.0040, c = 0.0024, h = 0.8000, h/d = 200, 

r
1 

= 1.0 , 	r
2 
= 2.7 + i0.5, r3  = 2.7+ i0.5 . 

Incidence parameters : 	= 0.80, (1) = 00 . 

Method parameters 	Number of modes = 3 , 

Number of Rayleigh orders = 31. 

Quantity P 	Polarization S 	Polarization 

* 	
*

4
C

  
cq

(dm
  
4
C

 
ctl 

Gx4
çx 

3.1734x10-1  

-1 3.7891x10 

1.1223x10-5 

1.3451x10-5 

5.0528x10-9 

6.0571x10-9 

0.10043 

0.02295 

0.87663 

0.87663 

6.5833x10-1  

6.4689x10
-1 

3.5221x10-9 

4.2734x10
-9 

1.0174x10
-3 

1.0678x10-3 

0.04284 

0.71290 

0.24426 

0.24416 
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exploited previously in discussions of inductive grids [2.26, 2.27], and 

is well exemplified by the modal amplitudes given (for a relatively 

extreme case) in table 2.7. The formalism is here shown to provide 

results of good accuracy for a grating with a groove depth to period 

ratio of two hundred. When a similar calculation was attempted with the 

most powerful existing integral equation formalism [2.28], adequate 

accuracy was achievable only for values of this ratio substantially 

smaller than five. 

It is noted that the good accuracy of the numerical results in 

table 2.7 is obtained with a very small number of modes used in the 

calculations. In fact, the accuracy of these results has been seen to be 

not significantly reduced if only the first mode is used in field 

expansions inside the grating groove region. 

2.4 CONCLUSIONS  

A new modal formalism has been described for determining the 

diffraction properties of both finitely conducting and lossless dielectric 

lamellar diffraction gratings. This represents the generalisation of the 

classical modal formalism for perfectly conducting lamellar gratings. 

The lossy nature of the finitely conducting lamellar grating makes 

it necessary to consider not only the boundary value problem associated 

with the physical structure, but also that associated with the adjoint 

structure. The problem is much simplified in the case of a lossless 

dielectric lamellar grating where the diffraction problem can be 

expressed in a self-adjoint form. Nevertheless, both formalism retain 

the elegance of the modal formalism widely used in the description of the 

diffraction properties of perfectly conducting lamellar gratings. 
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CHAPTER 3 

DIFFRACTION PROPERTIES OF DOUBLE GRATINGS AND THEIR APPLICATION AS  

FABRY-PEROT INTERFEROMETERS  

• 3.1 INTRODUCTION  

In this chapter, the diffraction properties of a double grating are 

discussed. This structure is composed of two singly periodic, perfectly 

conducting, lamellar transmission gratings lying in closely spaced, 

separated parallel planes and arranged so that the two axes of periodicity 

are mutually parallel. 

These investigations, which are the subject of a paper [3.1] 

published in the Journal of Optics (Paris), were motivated by the 

widespread use of multi-element gratings as the reflecting elements in 

Fabry-Perot interferometers and as interference filters in the far 

infrared. Many theoretical and experimental studies, which are reviewed 

in chapter 1 of this thesis, have been undertaken to describe the 

interferometric properties of multi-element gratings. However, most of 

the theoretical investigations so far have been based on scalar-optics 

descriptions of individual grating (or grid) elements. There were 

several exceptions to this description which should be mentioned. 

One of the earliest rigorous theories describing diffraction by a 

double grating was presented by Blok and Mur [3.2] in 1972. Their 

analysis was performed for the two fundamental polarizations using an 

integral equation technique and was limited to gratings having 

infinitesimally thin arrays of identical period. However, few numerical 

results were presented and the interferometric nature of the grating was 

not examined. Since the study reported in this chapter was completed, 

78 
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investigations of the interferometric properties of filters composed of 

an arbitrary number of gratings have been undertaken by Botten [3.3] and 

Botten et al [3.4]. 

In this chapter, the diffraction of a plane wave, incident at an 

arbitrary angle, by a double grating is considered. The analysis is more 

general than that presented by Blok and Mur, since gratings having finite 

thickness arrays of different periods are considered. The only necessary 

condition that must be added is that the ratio of the two periods is a 

rational number. 

The diffraction problem is formulated in two different ways, each by 

applying the Method of Moments. The first method involves the solution 

of the diffraction problem for the two fundamental types of polarization, 

P and S. The Rayleigh field amplitudes so derived are then combined using 

the method of Petit and Maystre [3.7] to determine the Rayleigh field 

amplitudes for the conical diffraction problem. The second formalism•

employs a method similar to that described in chapter 8 of this thesis, 

where the behaviour of the four field components defining the problem is 

explicitly considered. This latter method is detailed in [3.5] but is 

not included here for the sake of brevity. 

The interferometric aspects of the double grating are discussed in 

section 3.3.2. Attention is focussed mainly on the performance of the 

structure in P polarized radiation since the operation of high 

resolution interferometers relies upon the use of highly reflecting 

elements. This study has confirmed the application of double gratings in 

long wavelength Fabry-Perot interferometers and also theoretically 

examines the individual effects of the design parameters. It is shown 

that a double grating, composed of identical lamellar arrays having deep 
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grooves and relatively narrow apertures, can produce an interferometer 

with very high finesse. If the incident radiation Is unpolarized, it is 

necessary to construct the interferometer from polarization independent 

filters such as doubly periodic inductive grids. Investigations into 

the diffraction properties of the double grid are described in chapter 6 

of this thesis. 

Section 3.3.3 discusses the operation of the double grating in S 

polarized radiation. Although this configuration is not applicable as an 

interferometer, an analysis of the features of the S polarization 

spectra is included for completeness and again the individual effects of 

the grating parameters are determined. 

3.2 THEORETICAL FORMALISMS  

3.2.1 Definition of the Diffraction Problem  

Consider a plane wave incident with an oblique wave vector k 

(i.e. in conical diffraction) upon the double grating depicted in figure 

3.1a. A rectangular Cartesian coordinate system, with unit vectors 

A 	A 	A 

X, x and z is chosen so that the OY axis is orthogonal to the grating 

surface and the array grooves are aligned with the OZ axis. The upper 

and lower surfaces of the arrays are taken to lie at y = s + 1/211, s 1/211, 

-s + 1/211' and -s - 1/211 1 . The apertures in the upper array are of width c 

and spaced periodically along OX with period d. The lower array has 

periodicity d' along OX, aperture width c' and is displaced in the 

X-direction by an amount dx relative to the upper array (see figure 3.1a). 

The overall period dT 
of the grating structure is the "lowest 

common multiple" of d and dl. It is worth noting that if the ratio 

d'id is irrational then the structure is aperiodic (i.e. the grating 
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Figure 3.1a The geometry of the double grating. 

Figure 3.1b Specification of the incident field. 
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period is infinite) and an unlimited number of "real" orders can propagate 

giving rise to a continuous spectrum of plane waves. 

The geometry of the incident field for the conical diffraction 

problem is defined as follows: The wave vector k of the incident wave 

strikes the grating in a direction specified by the angles • and lp (see 

figure 3.1b). (I) is the angle between k and the OY axis, while tp is 

the angle between the projection of k onto the XOZ plane and the OX 

axis. Thus if a
0' 
 B 

0 
 and y

0 
 represent the direction cosines of the 

incident beam and k = 2w/X is the wave number of the incident wave, then 

k = (a0'  
— 	0' 0 

and 
	

a
o 

= k sin (I) cos ip 

0 = k cos 4) 
	 (3.1) 

y
o 

= k sin cp sin LI) 

Throughout the following analysis, the time varying term exp(-iwt) 

in all field representations is suppressed. Then the electric and magnetic 

field vectors of the incident wave can be written respectively 

Ei  = Afexpli ( 0x x - Y Y z)LVid-   0 	T 

Hi  = Bfexp[i (a
0
x-8

0
y+yz)nicir 
 0 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

The polarization of the incident wave is defined by introducing an 

angle 6 such that when 6 = 90 0  the vector amplitude of the incident 

electric field A lies in the plane of incidence, and when 6 = 0 0 , A 

is orthogonal to the plane of incidence. 

By normalising the moduli of the vector amplitudes A and B, the 

following expressions are obtained for the Cartesian components of the 

incident fields; 
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A
x 

= sin 	cos 6 + sin 

A 	= sin 6 sin 0 

6 cos 0 cos 

(3.4) 

A
z 
= cos 0 sin 	sin - cos 6 cos 

and B
x 

= ik(cos 6 cos 0 cos - sin 6 sin 0) 

B 	= ik(cos 6 sin 0) (3.5) 

B= ik(cos 6 cos 0 sin + sin 6 cos 0) 

In deriving expressions for B, B and B z
, a constant multiplying 

x y 

factor ( 1  ) has been suppressed. iwpo  

3.2.2 Outline of the Theoretical Approach  

The diffraction problem is solved by determining the diffraction 

properties of the double grating operated in a classical mount in both 

and S polarized radiation and then applying Petit and Maystre's theorem 

of conical diffraction [3.6, 3.7]. These authors showed that the 

efficiency of a perfectly conducting grating operated in a conical 

diffraction mount can be derived from the efficiencies of the same grating 

operated in the two fundamental polarizations (with the wavevectors lying 

in the XOY plane). 

For this reason the following subsections discuss the diffraction 

properties of the double grating operated in each fundamental polarization. 

A complete description of the formalism appropriate to the diffraction of 

a P polarized plane wave (whose wavevector lies in the XOY plane, 

. 0=0 0) by the double grating is presented and modifications required when 

considering S polarized radiation are indicated in the following section 

(3.2.4). 

3.2.3 Solution of the P Polarization Diffraction Problem  

In this case the component of the electric vector E is aligned 

z 
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with the grooves 	i.e. 	E = E
z (x,y) z . 

The incident field can now be written as 

i 	1 
E (x,y) 	

Vd 	
- 13,y)1)] 	z 

T 
where 

= k sin cp 

= k cos (I) 0 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

Diffracted plane wave fields propagating above, below and between the 

arrays are produced when the field is incident upon the grating. It may be 

shown that the reflected fields can be written as the superposition of 

plane wave terms of the form 

P
p
(x,y) = 	exp[i(cOx + p (3.8) p 

where 

 

a'  = a' + 2irp/d
T 

	

p 	0 (3.9) 

=  (112 if 	av2 k2 

otherwise 

(3.10) 

ija ,2_ k2 

Correspondingly, the transmitted field expansion is composed of terms of 

the form 

(x,y) = exp[i(cOx -  
P 	P 

(3.11) 

In the region between each of the two arrays, the field must be expanded 

using both upward (equation (3.8)) and downward (equation (3.11)) going 

plane waves. 

Since the diffracted fields have the same polarization as the 

incident field, all non-trivial field components may be expanded in terms 

of the scalar field quantity representing the z (non-zero) component of 

the electric field (Ez). 
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3.2.3.1 Boundary Conditions and Specification of the Field Expansions  

Although Rayleigh expansions are used to describe the fields in all 

semi-infinite free space regions, they are not valid descriptions of the 

field excited within the grooves (3.8, 3.9). Instead, the fields in the 

apertures are specified by superposition of waveguide modes and the fields 

within the different regions are matched by applying conditions of 

continuity on all grating surfaces. The continuity conditions to be 
aE 

applied to the problem are that Ez 
and its normal derivative 	Z be 

Dy 

continuous across aperture-free space interfaces and that E z  be zero on 

metal walls. 

The fields in the different free space regions are written in terms 

of the following Rayleigh expansions 

CO 
1 

E z (x,y) = 7==exp[i(a (!)x - 13;y)] + E C P (x,y) if y > s + 
id
T 	

v-co P P 	2 
(3.12) 

Co 	

+ 	
-^ 

E [CP (x,y) + C P (x,y)) 	i 	h' f -s + —< y < s- 	(3.13) 
P P 	P P 	2 p=-m 

CO 

E C'P (x,y) 
P P 

(3.14) 

In order to characterise the modal expansions, the following 

definitions are made. 

d
T 1 

(3.15) 

N' 
d
T 

d' 

A = {integer 9l0 < k < N).  

and 
	

A' = {integer ki0 < k s N') 

Note that there are (N+1) grooves in the upper array and (N'+1) grooves 



U
m 

(x) = 	sinFEE (x  + c - kd)] 
C. 

(3.16) 
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in the lower array for each period d
T 

of the double grating. The 

appropriate forms of the mode structure corresponding to the field 

component Ez  for the upper and lower grooves are then given by the 

k 	 k' 
functions U(x) and L

m 
(x) respectively which are defined as follows: 

and L ' (x) = 	sin EI 
c 	c' 

c _ 
2 

- k'd')] 	(3.17) 

where 	2.. c A 	and 	2,' E 

Each of the functions introduced above satisfies the appropriate boundary 

conditions on the aperture walls. These modal functions may be derived 

by following the work of Wirgin [3.10]. 

The electric field in the upper grooves can then be written 

CO 

E
z (x,y) = E [c sin(p M  (y-s)) + d cos(p M(y-s))] Um (x) 

M  m=1 
(3.18) 

for 	x e [kd - 	(k + 1)d - L] 	and 	k e A . 
2 	2 

In order that each mode satisfies the Helmholtz equation, 

/k2- I" 2  (--) 

The field in the lower grooves is specified by the waveguide modal 

expansion 

= E [C k  sin(p
m
(y + s)) + d k  cos(p (y +.$))] L k (x) 

m=1 

for 	X E [kV - 	+ dx (2,+1) d - 	+ dx1 and 	2.. E 
2 	 2 

(3.19) 



where 
11
^
m 

= 11(2 - (m
c
117
, 

3.2.3.2 Solution of the Diffraction Problem  

The continuity conditions are applied across the surfaces 

Y = S + 14 , S h _s  +
' -- 

h' 	_ h' and the resulting equations are 
-2--  

solved using the Method of Moments. 

Consider the continuity of the electric field at y = s + 

This can be written 

CO 

E[C Y (s+h) + Y(s+h)6 ] P (x,0) = E 1c 
 t* 
+ d

k*
] U

k
(x) .  

p0 p 	in 	m m=1 

if x c [94 -L, (2,+1)d 
2 	2 

= 0 	otherwise 	(3.20) 

where 	 Y(y) = exP(WY) 

k • , 	h = c sinkti 

	

in 	m 	m2 

and 	 d
m 	

= d
t 

cos(p IL) . t* 
m2 

Using the Method of Moments, this equation is multiplied by yx,0) 

(where the bar denotes complex conjugation) and integrated over the period 

x  [_ C d 
T 

_ c ]. The orthogonality properties of the plane wave terms 
2 	2 

can be written 
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f l  
P (x,0) -P" (x,O)dx = 6 

Pq 
(3.21) 

and thus 

-1 
C Y (sit)) + Y (S+h) 
q q 2 	0 	2  

co 	N 
E 	E [c 	d

k* ] J 
m=1 k=0 in 	

in 	qm  
(3.22) 



wnere the modal inner product J
qm 

, defined by 

kd+c/2 

jcjIM = 1/41 	sinval (x 	kd)] exp[-ia'x] dx 
2 

£d-c/2 

can be evaluated analytically. 

A similar analysis for the continuity of E z  at y = s - 121 yields 

N k* C Y (s 11) + C-  Y-1 (s - 12) = E 	E [-c 	+ dZ* ] J Z  
q q 	2 	q q 	2 	m 	in 	qm m=1 k=0 

The continuity of E at y = -s + h i  can be written 
2 

CO 

-k* 	-k* 	k E [C Y (-s + 	+ C Y (-s + 	P (x,0) = E [c 	+ d ] L (x) 
P 	pp 	2 	pp 	2 	P 	

m 	
111 	in m=1 

(3.24) 

if x e [kd' + dx - ci
' 
 (k+l)d' - c'  + dx] 

2 	2 

= 0 	otherwise 	(3.25) 

Here 	Cm  Z*  = Cm  Z  sin6 h' ) 
m 2 	' 

and 	ak*  = e cos6 hL) . m 	m 	m 2 

This equation is multiplied throughout by i (x,0) and integrated 
q 

over the region x e [dx - c ' d
T 
 + dx - cl-] to give the following 

2 	2 

equation 

N' - -1 	-k* 	^k* C
+ 
Y (-s + 	+ C Y (-s + 12. = E 	E [c +d] K

qm q q 	2 	q  q 	2 m=1 k=0 
m 	m (3.26) 

where the following inner product has been introduced: 

dx+ke+c 1 /2 

KZ  = 2 	f 	sin[- 	£'- - dx - kd')] exp[-ia'x] dx (3.27) qm i/c d 	c 	2 	q T 	6x+24'-c'/2 
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(3.23) 



Similarly by applying the continuity of ay 
at y = s -  , the 

nz  

Similarly, by applying the continuity of at y.= -s - h' 
2 
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the following equation is obtained 

co 	N' 
C Y-1 (-s - 1.2) 	E 	E fjcsR,* 	V.*, Kt 
q q 	2 m 	qm 

m=1 k=0 
(3.28) 

nz  
The continuity of ay  is now applied at all free space-aperture 

interfaces. At y = s + 

CO 

EIC Y (s+h) - Y
-1 (s+h)6 ] P (x,0)1 = E [D c

L* + D dL* ] UL (x) 
P 	P PP y 	0 	7  p0 p m=1 lm in 	2m m 	in 

if x e [Ld - 	, Ld + 

and for each L c A 	(3.29) 

where 	D
lm 

= p
m
cot(p m  11) 2 

and 
	

D2 	-pmtan(pm 2
) . 

Multiplying both sides of this equation by U M
(x,z) and integrating 

over the aperture x e [Ld - 	, Ld + 	yields 
2 

-1 	— 	L* 
E {if3 T [CY(s+11) -Y (s+h)6 ] J

L  1= D c
L* 

+D d_ 
P 	P P P 2 	0 	7 p0 pM 	1M M 	2M m 

where M e [1, 03) , L e A , 

and the following orthonormality of the modal basis has been used: 

jLd+c/2 
Ut 
	_L  
m(x) i(x) dx = MM 

Ld-c/2 

(3.30) 

(3.31) 

following equation is obtained 
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- -1 	h -L 	L* 	L* 
P 	PPP 
E liE t [C

+
Y (s - 	- C

p
Y
p 
(s -)] JpM} = Dimc

m  - D2mdm  (3.32) 

LEA 

The Method of Moments is applied to the equations derived from 
DE h' 	h' consideration of the continuity of —z at y = -s + -2-- , y = -s - -2-- , 
ay 

-L by multiplying by Lm (x) and integrating over the aperture 

c' 	Tc' x 	[Ld' + 6x - -2— , Ld' + 6x + -]. Here M e [1, ) , L e 

following equations are obtained using this procedure. 

h' 	- -1  
E fiE l [C

+
Y (-s + 	- C Y (-s + 	K 

P 	P P P 	2 	P P 	pM 
mom..  + Diimdm  (3.33) 

(3.34) 
h' -L 	-L* 	-L* E 	Y (-s - --) K} = D c_ - D d 

p p p 	2 	pM 	3M m 	4M M 

where 	D3m = pmcotkp 	, m2 

h' 
D4m 

=tan(p m 	m2 

Thus, four electric and four magnetic field equations linking the 

eight sets of unknown Rayleigh and modal coefficients have been derived. 

Following some elementary but tedious manipulation, four independent 

matrix equations in the four infinite sets of modal coefficients can be 

derived. These are 

cc' 	N 	 k -L E 	E ic
k*

[E iE' J J 	- D 6 6 ] + d
k*

[E iE' J J 	- D 6 6 ]} 

	

m p p pm pM 	lm mM kL 	m p p pm pM 	2m mM kL m=1 k=0 

-1 	--L = 2iE 1  Y (s+h) J 0 0 	2-  OM L e A 	(3.35) 
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00 	N 
k -L E 	E {-c [EHJ J 	+ D tS 6 ] + d

k*
[E H J J 	+ D 6 6 D 

m=1 k=0 m p p pm pM 	lm raM kL 	m p p pm pM 	2m mM kL 

N' 
k -L  - E 	E {c [E G K J ] - d [E G Kt J ]). = 

m=1 m P P Pm PM 	m P P Pm PM k=0 
L c A 	(3.36) 

a' 
where 	

sin(0 S) , 

H = 	cot(0'S) 	, 
P 	P 

and 
h 

S = 2s - -
2 2 

00 	N 
E 	E {-c

k*
[E G J K ] + d

Z*
[E G J K 11 

m1 =0 m P P Pm PM 	m P P Pm PM = k 

N' 
+E 	E 	+D6 6 ] -d [EHKK +D6 6 p p pm pM 	3m mM kJ, 	m p p pm pM 	4m mM k 

{-c [EHKK 
m=1 k=0 m  

L e A' 	(3.37) 

and 

co 	N' 
-k* 	. , k -L 	^St* 	k -L E 	E {c 	E 10 K K 	- D 6 6 ] - d [E i0 1 1( K 	- D 6 

m=1 m p p pm pM 	3m mM 21 	m p p pm pM 	4m t=0 

= 0 	L cA' 	(3.38) 

In the above equations, M e [1, cc.). Once equations (3.35 - 3.38) are 

solved, the Rayleigh coefficients can be reconstructed using equations 

(3.22, 3.28) and the efficiencies in reflection and transmission 

evaluated. 



3.2.4 Solution of the S Polarization Diffraction Problem  

In this case, the component of the magnetic vector H is aligned 

with the grooves 

H(x,y,z) = H
z
(x,y)z 	only 	 (3.39) 

The non-trivial fields for this problem may be derived from the scalar 

field quantity H. 

The differences occurring between the solution of the S 

polarization diffraction problem and that given in the previous section 

for a P polarized wave field arise because of the different boundary 

conditions which apply to the two polarizations. 	The continuity 

conditions applicable to the S polarization problem are that 

(1) H
z 

is continuous across groove-free space interfaces, and 

z 
(2) is continuous across groove-free space interfaces and equal to 

Dy 

zero on metal surfaces. 

The free space magnetic fields are specified by the Rayleigh 

expansions (3.12 - 14) but with the Rayleigh coefficients {C }, {C
+
}. 

„ 	 .. 
IC } and IC } replaced by {D }, {D

+
}, {D} and {D } respectively. 

P 	P 	 P 	P 	P 	P 
For this polarization, the mode functions corresponding to the field 

component Hz  in the upper and lower grooves are given respectively by 

u :(x) 	cos, iiitc  ( X + 	- 9,4) ]  

L (x) = -7- .COS[-TOC c' 	ox - 
2 

where 	k E A 	and JO e A' 

The fields in the groove regions are then specified by the modal expansions 

(3.18) and (3.19) but the modal coefficients are denoted by {a!}, 
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m
1 and {b 

m}. 

The diffraction problem is solved in a similar manner to the method 

given in section 3.2.3.2. In contrast to the P polarization analysis, 

however, the Method of Moments is applied to equations derived from 

consideration of the continuity of the field component H
z
, by 

multiplying throughout by the conjugate of a modal basis function. 

z Equations derived from consideration of the continuity of — are 
ay 

projected onto the plane wave basis. 

Using this treatment, four matrix equations are again derived in 

the four infinite sets of unknown modal coefficients. These may be solved 

using standard elimination techniques and the Rayleigh field coefficients 

for the reflected and transmitted magnetic fields are reconstructed. The 

efficiencies in reflection and transmission may then be evaluated. 

3.2.5 Solution of the Diffraction Problem for Arbitrary Incidence  

Parameters  

In this section, Petit and Maystre's theorem of conical diffraction 

[3.6] is applied. This method requires that the Rayleigh field amplitudes 

corresponding to the field diffracted by the grating operated in the two 

fundamental polarizations, P and S, be determined before combining these 

amplitudes to solve the diffraction problem for arbitrary incidence 

parameters. 

As discussed in section 3.2.1, the incident fields E
i 

and H
i 

associated with the arbitrary incidence diffraction problem propagate in 

the direction of the wave vector k whose direction cosines are 

The basis of the method is to project the wave vector k 

onto the XOY plane and to solve the P and S polarization diffraction 

rk, 
problems associated with the modulus k and direction cosines a and a 

of this projection.• 
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An understanding of this theorem is most clearly gained by 

describing the direction of the incident wave by new angles 0 1 ç, 

introduced by Maystre and defined in the accompanying diagram. 

Relations between the angles e, 	and q, * may readily be obtained. 

In this notation 

ao  = k sine cos 

o = k cos 0 cos 
	

(3.40) 

and 	y
o 

= k sinc 

The modulus of the projected wave vector is then given by 
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= k cos C = 	- yo2 	(3.41) 



while the projected direction sines of the incident field 

rk, 
a
o 

= k sin 0 = k cos 0 (3.42) 

are unchanged from a o  and f30 . 

Using the work of Petit and Maystre [3.7], the following expressions 

h for the electric and magnetic field components may be derived for y>s ,,
_71 : 

CO 

1 E
x 
= -E — [(aA + SA)SD +yAaC ] (x,y,z) 

Oy 	Ox pp 	Ozppp (3.43) 

CO 

E
z

= 	E AC 	(x,y,z) 	 (3.44) p p p=—co 

CO 

H
x 

= 	E 	1 	[k2
p
A
z
C
p 

- y
O
a
p
(a

0
A
y 
+ a0Ax)Dpp 1 	 (x,y,z) 

'1 .2(01.1 0  

and 

(3.45) 
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1 H
z 

= 	E — (a A + a A )D (x,y,z) wp 	Oy 	Oxpp p=-00 	0 • (3.46) 

In these equations {C } and {D} are the Rayleigh field 

coefficients of the reflected fields corresponding to the classical P and 

S polarization diffraction problems respectively discussed in sections 

rx, 	A 3.2.3 and 3.2.4. These problems are solved for a wavelength A - 

and direction cosines a andS 	Also, 
0 	0 .  

cos 

a0 dT  

W - a 2 	= Ac2  !— a 2  
YO (3.47) 

. i v/ a  2 _ f-("2 = i v/ a  2 	y
o
2 	k2 otherwise 

P (x,y,z) = exp[i(a
p
x + apy  + y0zWia-P 

(3.48) 



and A , A A are defined in equation (3.4). 
x 	y' z 

h' 
The fields in the region y < -s --2-- are given by exactly analogous 

expressions to (3.43 - 3.46) except that $ 	is replaced by - ' E 	{C }, 
P 	P 

{D } are replaced by {C }, {D } respectively, and ? is replaced by 
P 	P 	P 

P where 

P (x,y,z) = exp[i(a
p
x - E

p
y + y

0
z)]/4-1—  

P 
(3.49) 

At this stage, it is worth commenting on the origin of the name 

"conical diffraction". The diffracted plane waves propagate in directions 

specified by the direction cosines a p , E p , yo . That is, the grating 

conserves momentum parallel to the OZ axis, and changes momentum in the 

2ff 
OX direction by multiples of 

a 
. Thus the diffracted wave vectors lie 

on the surface of a cone whose axis is parallel to the grooves. 

Finally, the energy conservation criterion can be written as 

f3 A 1 2 1D 1 2  4- A 2 IC 1 2 ] = E 	{[(a A + 
0 y 	Ox ' p' 	z ' p' peg 

+ [(a A + $ A )21D 12 	A 2I c  12D 
0 y 	x 	' p' 	z ' p' 

(3.50) 

where 	= {plIm(Ep ) = 0} 

The problem of conical diffraction by a double grating has been 

reduced to the two separate diffraction problems corresponding to the two 

fundamental states of polarization for the double grating, in the classical 

mounting. Each of these problems involves solving a set of four matrix 

equations of infinite dimension (in the unknown modal coefficients) which 

are truncated in order to obtain a solution. 
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3.3 DISCUSSION OF THE LONG WAVELENGTH PROPERTIES OF THE  DOUBLE GRATING 

1.3.1 	Introduction 

The main reason for studying the double grating was to investigate , 

the possible application of the structure as a Fabry-Perot interferometer. 

Since this type of interferometer relies upon highly reflecting elements 

substantially displaced from one another so as to produce a multiplicity 

of interference orders, the double grating is only useful in this context 

when used in P polarized incident radiation. For long wavelength 

radiation of this polarization the double grating elements are highly 

reflecting. Thus the following section discussing the Fabry-Perot 

aspects of the double grating considers operation in P polarized 

radiation only. However, the multiple scattering approach used in this 

section to locate and explain the resonances can also be beneficially 

applied to predict features of the curves obtained for a double grating 

used in S polarized radiation. Section 3.3.2 is therefore devoted to 

analysing the features of spectra for double gratings operated in S 

polarized radiation, using the multiple scattering technique. 

Extensive numerical tests have been performed on the formalism and 

table 3.1 includes results of one such test carried out using the 

Reciprocity Theorem. Further verification of the method is provided in 

chapter 4 where the double grating formalism is thoroughly tested using 

a series of symmetry properties. 

3.3.2 The Double Grating_as a Fabry-Perot Interferometer P Polarized  

• Radiation)  

A typical spectrum for a double grating interferometer composed of 

two identical lamellar arrays is presented in figure 3.2a. This curve 

was computed using the double grating formalism described in section 3.2. 

As discussed in section 3.3.1, a multiple scattering approach was adopted 



Table 3.1 Confirmation of the Reciprocity Theorem  

Reciprocity results for a double grating specified by d'id = 1.5, 

c/d = 0.8, c i /d = 0.9, 6x/d = 0.3, S/d = 0.6, h/d = h'/d = 0.3 used in 

P polarized radiation of wavelength Aid = 1.65. 

Problem 1 was characterised by 4) = 20.4873 ° . The +1 order was 

returned to give the second diffraction problem (cp = -64.1624 °) while 

the -1 order was returned to form the third problem (4) = 11.5389 0). In 

each case, 7 waveguide modes and 15 Rayleigh orders were used to 

characterise the wave fields. 

• 

Order p Efficiency ency (p) Phase (p) 
Total Energy 
Transmitted 

Problem 1 1 0.03386 14.49100 0.50557 

-1 0.00722 -77.35114 

Problem 2 1 0.03447 14.39083 0.03495 

Problem 3 -1 0.00720 -77.49372 0.43898 
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in order to explain the features of this curve. In this treatment, the 

double grating is thought of as being composed of two single lamellar 

transmission gratings (d = d') coupled together by the multiple 

reflections of the zeroth order beam between the two arrays. 

Naturally, such a treatment requires that the wavelength of the incident 

radiation be longer than the grating period (so that the only propagating•

order is the zeroth order) and that the separation of the two arrays be 

large enough so that there is no evanescent coupling between them. That 

is, the zeroth order provides the only significant coupling mechanism 

between the gratings. This treatment is generalised in chapter 5 to allow 

for multi-element grating arrangements with small array separations and 

small wavelength to period ratios by incorporating the interaction of all 

real and evanescent waves between the arrays. 

Let the complex zeroth order reflection and transmission 

coefficients of each lamellar array be R
0 
 and T

0 
 respectively. 

Then if a unit amplitude plane wave is incident at an angle 4) upon the 

double grating, the total transmitted amplitude of the grating (whose 

phase origin is shown in figure 3.1) is given by the infinite geometric 

series 

T = T0 2 [1 + R
o 

exp(2ix) + R
o 

eXp(44)  . 

 

 

T0 2  

 

(3.51) 

 

1 -
o
2exp(2ix) 

  

where 	x = a;(S + h) 	 (3.52) 

is the phase difference between successive emergent beams and a; is 

defined in equation (3.7). Hence it follows from equation (3.51) that the 

total transmitted intensity of the double grating is 
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(3.53) 

(3.54) 

1 + f sin2  

= x + arg(R0 ) 

1T12 

where 
	E 

and the term f , known as the finesse of the interferometer, is defined by 

4 1 1 Ro 2 

(1 - 1110 1 2 ) 2  (3.55) 

By determining the value of R
0 
 using the computer program for 

solving the diffraction properties of a single lamellar transmission 

grating and using equation (3.53), the reconstruction of the P polarized 

transmittance is possible. Such a reconstruction was performed and the 

resulting spectrum is depicted by the solid curve in figure 3.2b (the 

dotted curve in this figure represents the transmission properties of the 

single lamellar array). Comparison of this curve with figure 3.2a shows 

the excellent agreement between the rigorous theory and the reconstruction 

procedure. 

It follows from equation (3.53) that for normally incident radiation, 

resonance maxima occur when 

2ff 
+ h) + arg(R

0 
 ) = Lit 	 (3.56) 

where 2.. is an integer specifying the order of interference 	= 1,2,3...). 

This equation demonstrates that the phase term arg(R0), (a quantity 

dependent on both the groove geometry and the incidence parameters) is 

capable of displacing the resonance maxima from their geometrically 

obtained positions, given by 

2S 
(k = 1,2 	(3.57) 

max 	2. 
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Further inspection of the curves in figures 3.2a and 3.2b reveals 

the improved resolution of the interferometer at long wavelengths. This 

can be directly attributed to the increasing reflectivity of each lamellar 

array with increasing wavelength as demonstrated by the dotted curve in 

figure 3.2b, which describes the transmittance of a single lamellar 

grating. This rise in reflectivity increases the finesse and consequently 

reduces the resonance half-widths. It is also interesting to note that 

the positions of the interference maxima approach their geometrically 

obtained limit, given by equation (3.57), as the wavelength increases. In 

order to explain this property, a monomodal treatment was adopted and 

applied to the single lamellar problem. This model, which has been 

discussed previously by Chen [3.11] and McPhedran and Maystre [3.12], is 

based upon the observation that the bulk of the incident energy is 

channelled into the fundamental mode, i.e. the mode having the lowest 

spatial frequency (n=1). This technique when applied to a single lamellar 

array yields the following expressions for the reflected and transmitted 

amplitudes: 

2i8'1K
0 	

1 2 [p
1 
 cos(p

1
h) - P sin(p

1 
 h)] 

0   
exp(-iqh -1 + 	 (3.58) 

0 	[2 1P cos(p
1 
 h) - (P 2-p

1  2
)sin(p

1 
 h)] 

and 

T
0 = 

2ip
1 	

1K
0  1

2  exp(-Wh) 
0 	0 (3.59) 

 

[2p
1 
 P cos(p

1 	"
.h) 	(P 2_, 

1 	. 2) sin (,, 1101  

where 

P = E iv 1K 1 2  
P P 

(3.60) 
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and 	c/2 

K 	= /2-1 	exp(-ic0x) sin[ 111-(x + -C-)] dx 
p 	cd 	 2 

-c/2 

(3.61) 

Using these results, it can be shown that for normally incident 

radiation T
o 

must approach zero with increasing wavelength and 

+ -exp(-iqh) 

from which it can be shown that 

, 

i.e. arg(R0) + it - 

(3.62) 

The interference maxima are then situated at the geometrical 

positions given by equation (3.57). 

The grating parameters, the aperture width c and groove depth h, 

will now be considered in relation to their effects on the performance of 

the interferometer. Figures 3.2a- 3.2d, showing the transmission 

spectra of several double gratings operated in normally incident radiation, 

demonstrate an enhanced resolution with both decreasing aperture width and 

increasing groove depth. It is noted that it is the parameter c which 

appears to govern the positions of the interference maxima. These 

observations may be readily understood by further pursuing the monomodal 

treatment. 

Consider firstly the effect of the aperture width. It can be shown, 

using equation (3.59), that for normally incident radiation and small 

values of c, 1T01  approaches zero, thereby improving the finesse of the 

instrument. Once again 

arg(R0) + 	0;h 

which moves the interference maxima to their geometrical positions. 
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Now consider the dependence of these spectra on groove depth. 

Consider in particular wavelengths in excess of twice the aperture width, 

so that every mode is evanescent. In this case, the denominator of 

equation (3.59) can be written 

	

i1 2 111 1 1(P cosh(lp i lh)) - (P 2  + 
	

2) sinh(lp i lh)] 

= - 	[(P- lp
1 
 1) 2  exp(lp

1 
 Ih)] if h is sufficiently large. 

It is the presence of the exponential term that leads to an 

enhanced finesse. It is also evident from the above expression that the 

phase of T
0 
 (and hence of R0) is, for large groove depths, largely 

determined by the term (P - 	) 2 . This term is dependent only on the 

incidence parameters , and the aperture width. Hence 

3n 
arg (T0) =2 	o 

where 	x' = arg f(P - 
	j)2 ] 

	

(3.63) 

Now since 	arg (R0) = arg (T0 ) - 
TI 	

(see 3.13]) 	(3.64) 

hence 	= 	• 

	 (3.65) 

This shows that for large groove depths the positions of the 

interference maxima are essentially independent of the groove depth and 

are determined solely by the aperture width. 

Finally, the effects of oblique incidence on the performance of the 

structure will be briefly discussed. Figure 3.3 depicts angle of 

incidence spectra for three double gratings of varying groove depth and 

aperture width. An immediate observation is that these curves exhibit the 
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Figure 3.3 Angle of incidence spectra for a double grating characterised by the parameters d'id ■ 1.0, S/d ■ 4.0, dx/d ■ 0.0, 

operated in P polarized radiation of wavelength Aid • 2.0. The dashed curve shows the transmission properties of 

a single lamellar array and the solid curve accompanying this was obtained by the reconstruction procedure. 
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same aperture width and groove depth dependence as seen in the wavelength 

spectra. Inspection of these curves also shows the finesse to be 

increasing as the angle of incidence becomes more oblique. In order to 

explain this', consider equations (3.58) and (3.59). The numerator of both 

equations contains the term 	= k cos cp which tends to zero as (1) tends 

to + 900 . Hence 1T01  tends to zero, so increasing the finesse of the 

interferometer, and arg(R0) tends to ff. Thus the resonance maxima 

approach their geometrical positions given by 

= arc cos(-)  °max 	2S 
(3.66) 

as the obliquity of the angle of incidence increases. 

3.3.3 Analysis of the Performance of the Double Grating in S Polarized  

Incident Radiation  

As suggested in section 3.3.1, the double grating is not useful as 

a long wavelength Fabry-Perot interferometer operated in S polarized 

incident radiation, since generally the reflectivity of the structure is 

low for radiation of this polarization and wavelength. That is, the 

transmittance of the grating approaches zero as the wavelength increases. 

Nevertheless, the method of analysis presented in section 3.3.2 affords 

some explanation of the features occurring in the S polarization spectra 

of the double grating and so once more a multiple scattering approach is 

adopted. 

As before, the assumptions made are that the separation of the two 

identical arrays (d=d 1 ) of the double grating be sufficiently large so 

that no evanescent coupling occurs between the arrays and that the 

wavelength be long enough so that the zeroth orders are the sole 

propagating waves. Then the grating can be analysed in terms of two 
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• single lamellar arrays and the diffraction problem solved by summation of 

all multiple reflections of the zeroth order waves. If R and T 0  
0 

represent the zeroth order reflection and transmission coefficients of 

each of the lamellar arrays, then as discussed in section 3.3.2, the total 

transmitted intensity of the double grating is again given by equation 

(3.53). 

Figure 3.4a shows the S polarization transmittance of a double 

grating, computed using the rigorous theory described in section 3.2.4, 

while the solid curve in figure 3.4b depicts the S polarization 

transmission properties of the double grating obtained using equation 

(3.53) and the computer program for solving the diffraction problem of a 

single lamellar transmission grating (dashed curve). The excellent 

agreement between these curves again confirms the validity of the approach. 

This is also demonstrated by the remaining curves in figure 3.4 which show 

transmission spectra of double gratings, obtained by using the rigorous 

formalism (3.4c and'3.4e) or the reconstruction procedure (3.4d and 3.4f). 

These spectra show that the finesse decreases as the wavelength 

increases. This is due to the increasing transmittance of each lamellar 

array under these conditions, as shown by the broken curve in figure 3.4b, 

depicting the S polarization transmittance of the single lamellar array. 

This behaviour is in contrast with the phenomena observed in the 

polarization spectra, where the finesse increased with increasing 

wavelength due to an increased reflectance of each lamellar array. 

It is also interesting to note by comparing figure 3.2c (P 

polarization) and figure 3.4e (S polarization) that the P polarization 

resonance maxima correspond to the S polarization resonance minima. To 

explain this feature a monomodal treatment (see section 3.3.2) is again 

applied, where for this polarization it is assumed that the majority of 
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Figure 3.4 Wavelength spectra for a double grating composed of identical lamellar arrays separated by S/d - 2.0, with zero 

relative displacement (6x/d 0.0) operated in normally incident, S polarized radiation. All figures incorporating 

both broken and solid curves depict the transmission properties of each single lamellar array and the properties of 

the double grating obtained from the reconstruction process, respectively. 
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T
o 

= exp(-ia'h) 0 

where 
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energy incident upon the grating is carried by the m=0 mode. Applying 

this treatment to the single lamellar array operated in S polarized 

radiation yields the following expressions for Ro  and T : 

R = exp(-Wh) a , ( p  h)4.2p P'cos(p h)] 
0 	0 	0 	0 

0 	0 

{ 	

2ip o lJo l [cos(p oh) - p oP'sin(p oh)] 

[0.  _ p 02p,2) sin   (3.67) 

2ip
0 
 IJ0  1 2  

P'cos(p oh) + (1 - p 0 2P' 2 )sin(1"1 0 
 h) 1  

00 ilJ 12 
E 0 , 

	

p.-03 	p 

c/2 

J =  j_c/2exp(-ia'x) dx 
p 	cd  

(3.68) 

(3.70) 

Using these equations, it can be shown that for normally incident 

radiation 

lim 	= 
0 A+00 

(3.71) 

and 	arg(R0) + -S;11 - 	as 	A + 	 (3.72) 

Thus the finesse decreases as the wavelength increases. This is 

observed numerically as shown by figure 3.4a. 

Equations (3.54) and (3.72) imply that for normally incident 

radiation, the positions of the S polarization resonance maxima and 



minima as A co are given by 

2S  
A 	-(9,+1/2) 	- 0, 1,  	(3.73) 
max  

2S  
X . min 	(k+1) 

(3.74) 

respectively. By comparing equation (3.74) with equation (3.57), it is 

seen that the positions of the S polarization resonance minima approach 

the positions of the P polarization maxima (which are the geometrical 

positions) as the wavelength increases. 

Consider briefly the effects of aperture width and groove depth on 

the spectra, for normally incident radiation. It can be shown by 

considering equation (3.68) that (for h sufficiently large that sin(p oh) 

be non-negligible) ITo l 4. 0 as c 0 , thus improving the finesse of the 

double grating, and that arg(T o ) 4- 1. 12 - B;h. Using equation (3.64) it 

follows that arg(R0) -6;11 as c 0. This implies that 

2S 
X 	+ —

k  
as c 0 -  

max 
2. = 1, 2, 	 

•which is the geometrical position. 

This result depends upon the value of the groove depth and 

consequently this effect would only be seen for large h. Figures 3.4a 

and 3.4c confirm these results and show that as the aperture width 

decreases the finesse of the structure increases and a slight movement of 

the resonance towards the geometrical positions occurs. 

Consider now the effect of the groove depth. In this case the 

dominant (n=0) mode is always non-evanescent. This is one of the 

fundamental reasons for the differing long wavelength behaviour of the 

grating operated in P and S polarized radiation. The dominant mode 

110 
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(m=1) for P polarized radiation becomes evanescent as the wavelength 

increases. The following results may be derived from equation (3.68): 

as 	h 	0 , X -> 

which causes a decrease in the finesse of the structure. 

Also 

arg(ro ) 	- 	as h+0 , 

which, using equation (3.64), implies 

arg(R0 ) 	_ S t h 
0 	2 

Thus the resonance minima are moved towards the position of the P 

polarization resonance maxima. Comparison of figures 3,4e and 3.2c 

confirms these predictions for long wavelengths. 

Finally, the effects on non-normal incidence will be discussed. It 

can be shown that 1T0 1 	0 and arg(R0 ) -> - S ip as 	-> 90 0  (c,h > 0), 

which implies that as the angle of incidence becomes more oblique, the 

finesse of the double grating increases and the resonance maxima approach 

the geometrical positions. This property can be seen in figures 3.5a-d. 

It is to be noted that the aperture width dependence observed in 

these curves is the same as that in the wavelength spectra. In determining 

the groove depth dependence of the angle of incidence spectra, it can be 

shown for oblique incidence that ITo l -> 1 and arg(R0 ) 	-0;11 - 

as h 0 (0 -> 90° ). This again causes a decrease in finesse and a 

movement of the resonance minima to the positions of the P polarization 

resonance maxima. 

3.3.4 Validity of the Multiple Scattering Approach  

The multiple scattering treatment has been thoroughly tested and 
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found to be valid for normalised separations of S/d > 0.5. Smaller 

separations lead to a significant coupling of the two arrays by the 

evanescent field. This may be demonstrated by consideration of the array 

phasing parameter ox. The multiple scattering approach predicts no 

dependence upon Ox, and for large array separations (Sid > 0.5) this 

prediction is in agreement with the numerical results obtained from the 

rigorous theory. However, for separations S/d 	0.5 the evanescent 

coupling becomes quite noticeable and a marked dependence upon Ox is 

observed. This is illustrated by figure 3.6, which shows the effects of 

array phasing on the transmission properties of a double grating with an 

array separation of S/d = 0.02. It is interesting to note that when 

Ox = 0.5, total blocking of P polarized radiation occurs whereas there 

is a substantial leakage occurring for S polarised radiation. It is 

thought that this may be attributed to the directions of current flow 

appropriate to the two polarizations. 

3.4 CONCLUSIONS  

A rigorous theoretical formalism, capable of describing the 

diffraction of radiation with arbitrary incidence parameters by a perfectly 

conducting double grating, has been presented. 

In addition to confirming the applicability of this structure as a 

Fabry-Perot interferometer (operated in P polarized radiation), these 

studies have also clarified the individual effects of the.basic design 

parameters. It was demonstrated that the finesse of the interferometer 

is influenced by both the mark-space ratio and groove depth, whereas only 

the aperture width plays a dominant role in the determination of the 

location of the interference resonances. 
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Figure 3.6 Demonstration of the effect of the array displacement parameter on gratings with small separations. The grating was 

composed of identical lamellar arrays specified by c/d ■ 0.5, h/d ■ 0.4, separated by Sid ■ 0.02 and operated in 

both P polarized (broken curve) and S polarized (solid curve) radiation of wavelength Aid ■ 0.6. 
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If the incident radiation is unpolarized, it is essential that the 

interferometer be constructed from elements which are polarization 

independent. An analysis of the properties of such a structure, composed 

of an identical pair of doubly periodic inductive grids [3.14], is given 

in chapters 6 and 7. 

Investigations into the performance of the double grating in S 

polarized radiation, although not relevant to Fabry-Perot interferometers, 

were also described. Again the effects of the grating parameters on the 

wavelength and angle of incidence spectra were determined. 
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CHAPTER 4 

SYMMETRY PROPERTIES OF LOSSLESS DIFFRACTION GRATINGS 

4.1 INTRODUCTION  

Many of the 'conservation theorems' found in nuclear scattering 

theory have analogues in electromagnetic theory, and in particular 

diffraction grating theory. Amongst these properties are energy 

conservation and reciprocity which are distinguished by their independence 

of either the geometry or the conductivity of the structure. In contrast, 

the constraints [4.1] which are derived in this chapter apply only to 

• lossless structures. 

During the past decade, authors such as Petit [4,2] and Van den 

Berg [4.3], who were concerned with integral formalisms for diffraction 

gratings, presented clear discussions of the concept of energy conservation 

and demonstrated that their theories obeyed this criterion to high 

precision. Although conservation of energy represents an actual physical 

test of the validity and convergence properties of the integral and 

differential formalisms, the same remarks do not apply to modal formalisms. 

This was shown by Amitay and Galindo [4.4] and later by McPhedran and 

Maystre [4.5] who demonstrated that conservation of energy was analytically 

satisfied, independently of any truncation errors. 

The Reciprocity Theorem, however, does not share this problem since 

it provides a physical test to all integral, differential and modal 

formalisms. Early investigations concerning the Reciprocity Theorem were 

undertaken by Uretsky [4.6] and Petit [4.7] with a view to establishing a 

statement of the result appropriate to perfectly conducting gratings. In 

1974, Maystre and McPhedran 14.8] generalised this property to include 
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finitely conducting reflection gratings. Neviere and Vincent [4.9] further 

extended the theorem to account for the reciprocity property consequent 

upon the return of a transmitted order. Subsequently, McPhedran and 

Maystre [4.5] discovered the form of the Reciprocity Theorem appropriate 

to doubly periodic structures. 

The properties to be derived in this chapter using the principle of 

time reversal, rely upon the perfect conductivity of the grating and the 

most compact forms of these relations exist when certain symmetries 

(left-right and/or up-down) are present in the grating geometry. Relations 

of this form have already been determined by McPhedran and Maystre [4,5], 

Botten[4.10] and Adams et al [4.11] using a variety of methods. 

A brief review of some of these properties derived using 

conventional integral techniques [4.12] is provided in section 4.2 and 

this approach is extended to derive further relations. A detailed 

description of the derivation of the conservation relations using the 

concept of time reversibility is then provided in section 4.3. Specific 

properties of this type were originally derived solely for a left-right, 

up-down symmetric double grating as a means of checking the numerical 

implementation of the formalism which is described in chapter 3. Once the 

significance and usefulness of the properties were discovered, the analysis 

was more closely investigated so that as many singly periodic, lossless 

structures as possible could be encompassed in the treatment. The 

derivations are restricted to the MO important cases: 

(a) the long wavelength formulation (for which only the zeroth orders are 

• 	propagating) and 

(b) the first order Littrow mount (for which only the zeroth and first 

orders are propagating). 

It is the field symmetry associated with these two mounts that facilitates 
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the derivation of concise analytic forms of the conservation relations 

using the principle of time reversibility. Particular reference is made 

throughout to the double grating with the constraints derived being 

illustrated by numerical results obtained from the formalism [4.13] for 

this structure. 

The conservation relations presented in this chapter are derived in a 

• thoroughly general manner. Some of the results are well known but others 

are new. The existence of such a catalogue of analytic tests will be of 

great value in the future development of grating formalisms, and also to 

users of existing numerical implementations. 

A further series of new conservation relations constraining the 

scattering matrices of singly periodic diffraction gratings are described 

in chapter 5. 

4.2 A REVIEW OF SOME CONSERVATION THEOREMS DERIVED USING INTEGRAL  

TECHNIQUES  

The relations to be derived in this section depend upon both the 

symmetry and the lossless nature of the structure and the importance of 

both of these properties applying cannot be stressed too heavily. The 

symmetry properties and physical constraints required for the derivation of 

the conservation relations in this and all subsequent sections will be 

recalled using the notations 

(a) LR - left-right symmetry, 

(b) UD - up-down symmetry, 

(c) RT - Reciprocity Theorem, and 

(d) CE - conservation of energy, 

The discussions in this section refer to a P polarized wave field 

but an exactly analogous analysis may be used for S polarized radiation. 



Eu (x,y) = E .[(5p0
exp(-ia0y) + R

p
exp(ia y)]exp(ia x) 	in D

u 
(4.1) 

p = —co 
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4.2.1 Relations for a First Order Littrow Mount  

Botten 14.101 has proposed a constraint relating the phases and 

efficiencies of the reflected and transmitted orders excited by a lossless 

left-right symmetric transmission grating used in a first order Littrow 

mount with only , two propagating orders. The proof contained in this 

article is repeated in order to permit the derivation of two further 

properties. 

Consider a P polarized plane wave I of wavelength A = •2 /k 

incident upon the structure shown in figure 4.1. In the semi-infinite free 

space regions (Du  and D i), the field may be expressed in terms of the 

following Rayleigh expansions; 

00 

and 

CO 

  

 

x,y) = E [T exp(-ia y)]exp(ia x) 
P 	P p=-03 

in D (4.2) 

Here a = -a
-1-p 

= (p + li)K, a constraint imposed by the (-1)
th 

order 

Littrow configuration, and K = 2w/d. Also 

a = Ik2  - a 2 	 if 

= act  2 _ k2 	if 
	

>k 

If a second incident wave 	is returned along the path of the 

original zeroth order reflected wave, a corresponding wave field given by 

[(S poexp(-i)+ R;exp(ia l y)]exp(ia'x) 	in D
u 

p=-m 

and 
CO 

Et 	
' 

(x y) = 	T'exp(-ia yflexp(icOx) 
k  p=-co 

is established. In this case a' = -a = p - 
-P 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 
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Figure 4.1 Integral derivation of the conservation relations for 
ar first order Littrow configuration. 



Now if E
T 

denotes the superposition of these two fields, i.e. 

E
T 
= E + E', then it may be shown (using a simple application of Green's 

Theorem) that for lossless gratings 

dx = f x,y t  
0 

(4.5) 

where F(x,y) = E
T al7 -T DE - E 

3y 	3y 

(Here the bar denotes complex conjugation). 

If the symmetry relations R' = R 	and T' = T 	(consequent 
-P 	-P 

upon the left-right symmetry of the structure) are now applied and 

equation (4.5) is explicitly integrated using the field expansions given 

in equations (4.1 - 4.4), it follows that 

+ T112 = 1 
- 

(4.6) 

From the constraint imposed by conservation of energy, namely 

1R 1 2 	1 10 	1 2 J. 

"0 	' 	' + IT-1  1 2  = 1 

equation (4.6) may be reduced to the form 

Re(Roi + TcX 1) = 0 	(LR) 	(4.7) 

Numerical evidence of this property is given in [4.10]. It has already 

been shown [4.11] that, for the case of modal formalisms, this constraint 

is analytically satisfied provided that the set of Rayleigh orders used in 
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the numerical algorithm is symmetrically truncated about the propagating 

orders. 

If the further constraint of up-down symmetry is now imposed, it is 

possible to derive MO additional conservation relations. Consider a 

wave returned along the path traversed by the original zeroth order 

transmitted wave so that the following wave fields 

CO 

E t (x,y) = E [T' exp(WY)]exP(icex) 
P 	P p.„ 

in D
u

, 

and 

CO 

E l (x y) = E [6
p0
exp(Wy) + R'exp(-Wy)]exp(in'x) 0 	

in D 

areestablished. On substituting these expressions into (4.5) and noting 

the field symmetry given by R' = R 	and T' = T 	, one derives 

Re (R0-17.4  + R.47170) = 0 
	

(LR, UD) 	(4.8) 

The final conservation relation appropriate to this mount, 

Re(R 	+ R
-1
T) = o 	(UD) 	 (4.9) 

may be similarly derived, this time by returning a wave along the path of 

the original (-1)
th order transmitted wave. However, its derivation 

requires that only up-down symmetry is invoked. 

These properties have been verified numerically, sample evidence 

of which can be found in table 4.1a. 
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Table 4.1a Confirmation of the Littrow Field Cons traints for a  

'Order Littrow Mount  

These results were obtained for an UD, LR symmetric double grating 

[4.13] composed of two identical lamellar arrays specified by c/d = 0.8, 

h/d = 0.4. The arrays were separated by S/d = 0.6 and were arranged with 

zero relative displacement (6x/d = 0). The grating, operated in a -I 

order Littrow mount, was illuminated by P polarized radiation of 

wavelength Aid = 1.2001. The fields were specified by 4 waveguide modes' 

and 10 Rayleigh orders. The Rayleigh orders were symmetrically chosen 

[4.11] about the Littrow order 	< P < n for n > 0} so the 

Littrow constraints are satisfied analytically. In the following, 

0R = (pR
' 
 arg(R )) where pR  and arg(R ) denote respectively the 

P 	P 	P 	P 	P 

efficiency and phase of the 	p
th 	

reflected order. 	A superscript 	T 

refers to transmitted orders. 

	

o 	= 	(0.1315478654, -134.37053299 ° ) 

	

R 	
= 	(0.4061970027, 	44.642000892° ) 

-1 

	

o 	= 	(0.2323407636, 	-46.65716855 °  

	

OT 	= 	(0.2299143685, 	-46.66589318°) -1 

Using these results, 	it follows that 

Re[Roki  + = 4.9x10-10  

Re[RJ 	+ Rjo ] = 2.2x10-8  

Re[RA + 	1 ] = 2.2x10-8  
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4.2.2 Constraints for Long Wavelength Radiation 

This section discusses the constraints which may be derived using 

an integral technique, for a lossless grating operated in radiation whose 

wavelength is sufficiently long so that only the zeroth order reflected 

and transmitted waves are propagating. 

Consider then a long wavelength plane wave I incident at some 

angle cp upon a lossless grating possessing LR symmetry. 	Let the 

resulting reflected and transmitted propagating waves have complex 

amplitudes R
0 
 and T

0 
 respectively,as shown in figure 4.2a. A second 

incident wave I' is returned from below the grating (also at an angle (I) 

to the normal). Let the resulting zeroth order reflection and 

transmission complex amplitudes be •R o ' and To ' respectively. 

Conservation of energy for this field distribution may be expressed 

in the form 

0 	0 	
+ T

0
1 = 2 IR 	T! 	2  (CE) 	(4.10) 

However, from LR symmetry and the Reciprocity Theorem, 

	

= To  . 	(LR, RT) 

	

and 	111 1;1 = 1110 1 	(CE) 

With these constraints, some simple manipulation reduces 

equation (4.10) to the form 

	

Re(R0Y0  + ROT°) = 0 	(LR) 	(4.11) 

or 

	

arg R 	+ arg(11(;)] 	arg(T) = Tr 	
(4.12) 



LR signffmtry 
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R0 (NC) 

CUD) 

• Figure 4.2 Integral derivation of constraints appropriate to 
the long wavelength case. 

UD symmetry 
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Here (7) denotes an arbitrary additive multiple of 7. 

Note that in the case of normal incidence, the Reciprocity Theorem 

alone will constrain T; = To  so that under these conditions it is not 

necessary to impose the constraint of LR symmetry to derive equations 

(4.11, 4.12). 

For structures possessing UD-symmetry only (such as that shown in 

figure 4.2b), Ro  = R; and To  = T; and these constraints together with 

the conservation of energy criterion (4.10) lead to the simpler result 

arg(R0) - arg(To) = n/2+ (7) 
	

(UD) 	(4.13) 

Numerical confirmation of these results is given in table 4.1b. 

4.3 TIME REVERSIBILITY AND ITS APPLICATION TO CONSERVATION THEOREMS  

The concept of time reversibility provides a means of establishing 

conservation relations for lossless structures, which, as the following 

sections demonstrate, is more powerful than the integral techniques. Grivet 

[4.14] has given a lucid discussion of this concept. In the context of this 

thesis the following principle is sufficient: the field distribution in 

the lossless system is unmodified if the directions of all wave vectors 

are reversed and the conjugates of all complex amplitudes are taken. 

The application of the principle of time reversal is now considered 

in the following situations: 

(1) a lossless, symmetric structure operated in long wavelength 

radiation such that only the zeroth orders in reflection and 

transmission are propagating (section 4.3.1), 

(2) a lossless 'asymmetric" structure formed by displacing relative to 

one another the grooves of a two element LR, UD symmetric grating, 

operated in normally incident, long wavelength radiation (section 

4.3.1.4), and 
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Table 4.1b 

Numerical Evidence of the Long Wavelength Rayleigh Phase Properties for 

LR Symmetric Structures (non-normal incidence) and Asymmetric Structures 

(normal incidence). 

Pol. m Symmetry arg(R
0  ) 0  

arg(T
0 
 )° arg(R

0
T ) X 

P 20 LR -175.622 -108.078 139.947 90.241 

20 LR -55.534 -159.809 -83.448 90.319 

P 30 LR -176.541 -108.634 139.523 90.125 

30 LR -56.199 -160.152 -83.693 90.205 

P 20 NC -62.609 173.474 -130.248 90.098 

S 20 NC 115.541 173.696 51.907 90.028 

P 30 NC -62.667 173.485 -130.220 90.071 

S 30 NC 115.105 173.488 51.877 90.003 

These results were obtained for the following structures: 

(a) The optical arrangement shown in figure 4.2a. The sine profile is 

defined by a depth of 0.18 pm. and period of 1.0 pm. and is placed 

0.20 pm. beneath the planar surface. The refractive index of the 

dielectric grating is taken to be 3.1 (LR) 

(b) A triangular profile of blaze angle 10 °  and period 1 pm., 0.21 pm. 

above a planar surface. Again the refractive index.of the grating is 

chosen to be 3.1 (NC) 

X = 1/21arg(110) + arg(R;)] - arg(To) + (n). 

Note that the original data were obtained from the numerical solution of a 

Fredholm integral equation of the first kind (using a points matching 

technique) and thus the final results are non-analytic. 

m denotes the number of sampling points per period. 
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(3) a lossless symmetric grating operated in a first order Littrow 

mount (section 4.3.2). 

Note that analyses presented in all subsequent sections assume the 

radiation to be P polarized but the same derivations and relations 

apply to the orthogonal polarization. 

4.3.1 The Long Wavelength Case  

Consider a plane wave I incident upon the lossless structure shown 

in figure 4.3 at some angle • such that there are only two plane wave 

output energy channels, R and T
0 
 (state 1). Upon application of 

0  

time reversibility there are now two input channels R and 	and a 
0 	0 

— 
single output channel I (state 2). 

Initially the far field behaviour is discussed and LR symmetry is 

invoked. State 2 of figure 4.3 is regarded as the superposition of 

states 2a and 2b, and thus the following equations are obtained. 

1 R01 2 	1T0 1 2 = 1 

R
0  T0 

 + T
0 
 R = 0 
 0 

(LR) 

(LR) 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

Since UD symmetry has not been assumed, then 11 (')  is not 

constrained (NC) to be equal to Ro , but their moduli are equal (CE). 

The result expressed in equation (4.12) is derived from (4.15). 

The uniqueness condition [4.15] is now invoked in order to extend 

these far field results to all space. Here the assertion is that if two 

fields diffracted by the same structure exhibit the same far field 

behaviour, then their difference has zero far field and is zero everywhere 

in space. In the upper and lower free space regions Du  and D t , field 

distributions E
u
(x,) and E (x y) are defined to be excited by the sz,  

incident plane wave I. Time reversal then implies that the fields 



STATE 1 
ORIGINAL PROBLEM 0 

STATE 2 
TIME — REVERSED FT0To+ ToR; 

ToTo  
(I-R,RT) 

STATE 2A • 

RETURN ITIO  

STATE 2s 
RETURN To  • 



in D and D excited by the incident fields R and T of state 

2 are given by E
u
(x,y) and E

t
(x,y) respectively. 

In D
u
, an. incident field R gives rise to a wave field 

0 

R
0
E
u
(-x,y) because of LR symmetry. In order to be able to relate 

fields corresponding to an incident wave in D k to those applying to the 

initial situation, the additional assumption of UD symmetry must be 

invoked. Thus the form of this field corresponding to an incident wave of 

amplitude 

structures, 

in D 	is 7I7
0 
 E (-x

' 
 -y). Hence, for all UD, LR symmetric 

k  

-gu (x,y) = i.oEu (-x,y) 4- YoEt ( -x, -y) 
	

(4.16) 

— 
In order to express the time reversed field E k

(x,y) in medium D k 

as a linear superposition of Eu  and E n, , both LR and UD symmetry 

must again be imposed and it follows that 

t (x '
y) =E

u
(-x,-y) +

0 
 E (-x

' 
 y) 

k  
(4.17) 

Equations (4.16) and (4.17) are the most general form of the constraints 

on the lossless symmetric system. 

In the following sections specific field representations (appropriate 

to their various regions of convergence) will be applied in order to 

extract a number of explicit conservation relations. 

4.3.1.1 Application to Rayleigh Fields  

For those regions of Du 
and D

t 
not lying within the grooves of 

the grating, the fields Eu  and E 	be expressed in terms of 

Rayleigh series. On substituting expressions (4.1) and (4.2) into (4.17) 

and equating the coefficients of like plane waves, it can be seen that 
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(a) the contribution from the real order term p = 0) yields 

R0 
 T
0  + ;F0R0 = 0 , and 

(b) the evanescent order terms (p 0 0) give rise to 

7r-  =KT +YR 
p 	Op • 	0 p .  

(4.18) 

Similarly, from equation (4.16), 

(a) IT0  1 2  = 1 from the zeroth order term, and 

(b) R =
O
R
p 
+ TO Tp from the evanescent order contributions. 

The significance of the real order terms, discussed in section 4.2.2, 

may be readily seen from an inspection of figure 4.3. Now consider the 

evanescent order contributions. 	These properties (which cannot be 

extracted from the integral treatment) may be readily summarised in the 

form 

where . 

arg(A ) = ½ arg(A
0 
 ) + (n) 

P  

arg(B ) = ½ arg(B) + (n) 

A =R +T 
p  P  P 

B = 	T 
P 	P 	P 

(p co 
(p# 0 ) 

(4.19) 

(4.20) 

(4.21) 

(4.22) 

Numerical evidence of these relations obtained using the double 

grating formalism [4.12] is presented in table 4.2a. 

4.3.1.2 Application to Modal Formalisms  

The importance of the general field constraints (equations (4.16) 

and (4.17)) to modal formalisms will now be discussed. Only those 

formalisms for which it is possible to expand the groove fields in terms 



Table 4.2a  

Demonstration of the Long Wavelength Phase Constraint for the Rayleigh Fields 

Order p IR 	I P arg
(
R )

o 
P 

arg(T )° 
P 

arg(A )° 
P 

arg(B )° 
P 

0(real) 0.93946 26.1651 0.34265 116.1651 46.2035 6.1267 

-1(evan) 4.50734 -164.1307 1.47349 -134.2479 -156.8983 -176.9367 

+1(evan) 6.9267x10 1  -164.8529 1.8683x10 1  -126.0298 -156.8983 -176.9367 

-2(evan) 2.4431x10 1  5.0619 1.9763x10 1  -179.4075 23.1017 3.0633 

+2(evan) 2.5723x10 3  14.8127 6.3213x10 2  59.0216 23.1017 3.0633 

-3(evan) 3.3958x10 3  17.6967 1.6579x10 3  34.2265 23.1017 3.0633 

+3(evan) 8.4597x10 4  -165.0203 2.1782x104  -123.6189 -156.8983 -176.9367 

These results were obtained for a double grating composed of two identical lamellar arrays specified by 

c/d = 0.8, h/ = 0.4 with zero relative displacement (6x/d = 0), separated by S/d = 0.6. 	The grating 

was operated in P polarized radiation of wavelength Aid = 1.8 and incident at clo = 35 ° . The run was 

performed with 6 waveguide modes in each array and 9 Rayleigh orders. These results confirm equations 

(4.19) and (4.20). 

Notice also that these results show 	IR0 	
2 = 1 	arg(To ) - arg(R0) = n/2 . 



and 0
x
(x) = -0

x (-x) 

E
x
(x) = Em(-x) 

(4.23) 

(b) UD symmetric and antisymmetric modes 

E(y) = E:(-y) 

Y and OYm(y) = -O(-y) 

(4.24) 
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of separable modes will be considered. The following classification of 

the modes can then be made because of the assumed LR and UD symmetries 

of the structure. 

(a) LR symmetric and antisymmetric modes, namely 

Naturally in making such definitions it is essential to select the 

axes of the coordinate system to be coincident with the axes of symmetry 

of the physical system. Furthermore, since the structure is assumed 

lossless, the diffraction problem may be expressed in , a self-adjoint form 

and it is possible, without loss of generality to take all modal functions 

to be real. Also as a consequence of the self-adjoint nature of the 

problem, no coupling terms arise between different modes. Hence, it is 

possible to speak unambiguously of the 'energy flux" carried by a mode". 

Since the next section derives the property of "detailed balance 

of modal fluxes" which relies upon the analysis of a structure having two 

systems of grooves, this arrangement will be considered here. Obviously 

relations for a single array will follow similarly. 

Using the definitions (4.23, 4.24), the field in the upper grooves 

may now be written as 



CO 

Eu (x,y) = E [alETIOYIn (y l ) + b:EIY11 (y')]E:(x) + E [a(1 :1110:1 (y') + bripliE):(Y e )]O:(x) 
m=1 	 m=1 

(4.25) 

where y' = y - s, s representing the displacement of the axis of groove 

symmetry from the axis of grating symmetry. In a similar manner the field 

in the lower set of grooves is specified by 

00 

	

yx,y) = E [a:0:(y") -  + blEnErYll (Y")]E:(x) + E [POY ( 	O y") + 	EY (Y")]0:(x) 

	

mm 	mm 
m=1 	 m=1 

(4.26) 

where y" = y + s. 

On substituting these expansions into equation (4.17) and equating 

the coefficients of like modal terms, the following relations are obtained. 

- E 
a =Ra -Ta 
m Om Om 

	

77E  "E - E 
b
m 

= R
O
b
m 

+ T
O
b
m 

 

(4.27) 

Equation (4.16) yields a further set of relations 

 

-E - E - -E 
a =Ra -Ta 
in 	Om 	Om 

-E - E - ^E 
b
m 

= R
O
b
m 

+ T
O
b
m 

 

(4.28) 

Analogous relations linking the x anti-symmetric modal coefficients 

may be found. After some elementary manipulation, the information 

contained in equations (4.27) and (4.28) may be summarised by equations of 
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the form 

- 
arg( E 
	E 

a
m 

+ a
m
) = 1/2 arg(B

0 
 ) + (n) 

EE 
arg(a

m 
- a

m
) = 1/2 arg(A

0 
 ) + (n) 

The results expressed in these two equations are the analogues 

(4.29) 

(4.30) 

(for 

single periodicity) of the common modal phase property established by 

McPhedran and Maystre [4.5]. Numerical confirmation of these properties 

for a LR, UD symmetric double grating is presented in table 4.2b. 

Although these properties may not appear to be of fundamental 

importance, they do enable a rather startling phenomenon,which is referred 

to herein as the detailed energy balance of the mode structure in the 

upper and lower arrays of grooves, to be explained. 

4.3.1.3 Detailed Balance of Modal Fluxes  

Before commencing the mathematical analysis of this phenomenon, the 

result will be accurately defined. In each of the upper and lower arrays 

of grooves, it is possible to calculate a set of modal energy fluxes 

E/O } 	"E/O {F 	and IF
m } respectively. Here the 'E' and the '0 	refer to 

the LR symmetric and antisymmetric modes respectively. If the structure 

possesses both LR and UD symmetry, then the flux of each mode is array 

invariant, 

E 
F
m 

= F
m for all m 	(4.31) 

This flux invariance may be shown to be equivalent to 

Im(am%)1 E/0 	IM(ambm)1 E/00 	
(4.32) 

Consider now the derivation of this property for the even LR 



Table 4.2b  

Results confirming the modal field phase constraints applying to the long wavelength formulation and the 

'detailed balance' of modal fluxes. 

m x-symmetry arg(a +a ) 
m m 

arg(a -a ) 
m m 

- 	 o arg(a +a ) - 
mm 

1/2 arg(B0 
 )° 

o 
arg(a -a ) - 

m m 
1/2 arg(A0  )° 

1 E -176.937 -156.898 0.11686 0.11686 180 180 

0 93.063 113.102 0.46449x10-3  0.46449x10 -3  90 90 

3 E -176.937 -156.898 0.80501x10-4  0.80501x10 -4  180 180 

4 0 93.063 113.102 0.30167x10-5  0.30167x10-5  90 90 

5 E -176.937 -156.898 0.11184x10-5  0.11184x10 -5  180 180 

6 0 93.063 113.102 0.63581x10-7  0.63581x10-7  90 90 

These results were obtained using the diffracting arrangement described in table 4.2a and 6 waveguide 

modes in each array and 9 Rayleigh orders to specify the fields. 	The values of arg(A0) and arg(B0 ) 

given in table 4.2a were also used. 
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symmetric modes. 	The 

(4.28) is best summarised 

where 	A 

information contained 

in the following 

MA; 

- 	E l 
a
m 

B = 
^El -a
m 

bEl 

"E 
b 

.in equations (4.27) and 

matrix notation 

and 

R0 	T01 

T0 	R0  

At this point it should be noted that M is a unitary matrix. 

derive equation (4.32) consider the product 

riT 	B 

= A
T 
 I B 

i.e. 	Im(aESE  - 'E'E = 0 
mm mm 

Of course an identical result can be derived for the LR 

antisymmetric modes. Numerical examples of these properties (pertaining 

to the double grating) are presented in table 4.2b. 

4.3.1.4 An Asymmetric Arrangement of the Upper and Lower Arrays of  

Symmetric Grooves  

In this section the discussion centres on the conservation 

relations associated with an asymmetric structure constructed by 

displacing (relative to one another) the upper and lower arrays of the 



previously discussed UD, LR symmetric grating. 

Consider long wavelength radiation incident upon the structure 

shown in figure 4.4. Now invoking the principle of time reversibility, 

— 

	

incident fields are returned as the waves 	R
0 
 and T 	If the point 

0 .  
6x 

(-27,0) is taken to be the phase origin, it becomes evident that the wave 

returned along the channel Yo  is incident upon a structure almost 

identical to that which diffracted the original incident wave. (In fact, 

it is exactly the same except for the transformation x 4 -x). 

However, from an inspection of the accompanying diagram, it is clear 

that the same remarks do not apply to a wave returned along the path R o . 

Only for normally incident radiation can both R0  and To  be incident upon 
a structure that is essentially the same to both waves. 

Hence for normally incident radiation, the general conservation 

relations for the system can be written 

	

E-u (x,y) = ioEu (x,y) + YoEi (-x,-y) 	 (4.33) 

	

(x,y) = YoEu (-x,-y) + ioE st (x,y) 	 (4.34) 

Upon substituting the Rayleigh expansions (equations (4.1) and 

(4.2)) into expressions (4.33) and (4.34), the following constraints can 

be derived. 
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(a) for the real order 

(4.35) 

and 	(b) for the evanescent orders (p 	0) 
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Figure 4.4 The asymmetric structure of section 4.3.1.4. 
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=ill 	TT, p 	0 -p 	Op • 
(4.36) 

= R 
p 	Op 	0 -p 

(It is to be noted that when dx = 0 equations (4.36) revert to their 

earlier form discussed in section 4.3.1.1). Once again these evanescent 

order properties may be summarised in the concise notation 

arg(A + A) = 1/2 arg(A0) + (it) 	(4.37) 
P 	-P 

arg(A - A) = 1/2 arg(B
0 
 ) - ii/2 + 0) 

P 	-P  

arg(B
p 

+ B
-p

) = 1/2 arg(B
o
) + (ii) 

arg(B - B) = 1/2 arg(A
o
) - ¶12 + (it) 

P 	-P 

(4.38) 

(4.39) 

(4.40) 

using the definitions for A and B 	given in equations (4.21, 4.22). 

Sample numerical results confirming these assertions for the double grating 

are given in table 4.3a. 

Constraints on the modal quantities may also be established [4.16] 

using a treatment analogous to that discussed in section 4.3.1.2. The 

detailed modal flux balance which is observed numerically (table 4.3b) may 

be readily verified from these relations. 

4.3.2 The First Order Littrow Configuration 

In general it is not possible to apply the time reversal (or any 

other) treatment to devise further conservation relations (relying only 

upon a knowledge of the original diffraction problem) for arbitrary 

wavelength and angle of incidence combinations. However, the angular 

symmetry of the field distribution associated with the first order 

Littrow mount (when only the first and zeroth orders are propagating) is 



Table 4.3a  

An example to verify the phase properties pertaining to the Rayleigh field quantities of an asymmetric 

double grating. 

Order p IRI arg(R )° IT 	1 arg(T )° arg(A +A 	)° arg(A -A 	)° arg(B +B 	)° arg(B -B 	)° 

0(real) 0.59047 -89.8986 0.80706 -179.8986 -143.7085 - -36.0887 - 

-1(evan) 7.79043 -180.0250 1.5254x10 1  -6.7296 
-71.8543 -108.0444 161.9556 18.1457 

+1(evan) 7.90892 -108.2162 1.5315x10 1  -78.4082 

-2(evan) 2.4889x10 2  -88.5381 2.5600x10 2  -126.8985 
-71.8543 71.9556 -18.0444 -161.8543 

+2(evan) 2.4510x10 2  54.7156 2.5231x102  88.5983 

-3(evan) 5.8188x10 3  28.8298 3.0083x10 3  -211.4406 
-71.8543 -108.0444 -18.0444 -161.8543 

+3(evan) 5.7507x10 3  243.2105 2.8744x10 3  -65.9814 

Results obtained from the computer program for a double grating consisting of two identical lamellar arrays 

specified by the parameters c/d = 0.8, h/d = 0.4, separated by S/d = 0.6 and with a relative displacement 

6x/d = 0.2 . The grating was operated in normally incident P polarized radiation of wavelength X/d = 1.8 

and 6 modes in each array and 9 Rayleigh orders were used to describe the fields. The above phases have been 

modified so that the phase origin lies at the axis of symmetry of the grating x = 6x/2. These results 

confirm equations (4.37), (4.38), (4.39) and (4.40). 



Table 4.3b  

Numerical confirmation of the modal phase properties and 'detailed 

balance' of the modal fluxes for the asymmetric double grating. 

m x-symmetry arg(am+;111) arg(am4sm) °  F
m 

161.956 108.146 .65049 .65049 

0 108.146 161.956 .41429x10-11  .41437x10-11  

E 161.956 108.146 .85137x10-3  .85137x10-3  

108.146 161.956 -.41003x10-11  -.41004x10-11  

E 161.956 108.146 .11529x10 -4  .11529x10-4  

108.146 161.956 -.42576x10 -13  -.42571x10-13  

These results are applicable to the diffracting arrangement specified in 

table 4.3a and were obtained from the computer program using 6 modes in 

each array and 9 Rayleigh orders. Again the phase origin was taken to 

be at x = óx/2. The above results, together with those presented in 

table 4.3a, can be used to verify the following properties: 

arg(a: + 	= 1/2 arg(126 - T0) + (Tr) . 

arg(arEn  - at ,)= 1/2 arg(Ro  + To) + (ff) 

arg(al°11  + 'A(11 ) = 1/2 arg(R0  + To) + 

arg(a: - alipm) = 1/2 arg(Ro  - To ) + ( ) 
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sufficient to permit the elegant derivation of a further set of analytic 

constraints. 

Consider a plane wave I incident upon the symmetric structure 

shown in figure 4.5. Upon applying the principle of time reversibility, 

there are now four input energy channels (R
0' R-1' T0 

 and Y y and a 

single outgoing energy channel ("). States 2(a) to 2(d) of the 

accompanying diagram show a detailed examination of the return of these 

various waves together with a legend illustrating the minimum number of 

symmetry constraints that need to be applied in order to derive the 

propagating diffracted wave amplitudes. An inspection of state 2 

reveals that the conservation relations derived using this treatment are 

identical to those discussed in section 4.2.1. 

However, in order to be able to construct general field constraints 

of a similar form to those in equations (4.16) and (4.17), both UD and 

LR symmetries need to be invoked. For this particular mount the 

following relations are derived: 

1(x,y) =E
u
(x,y) +E

u
(-x,y) + 717 

1 
 E (x,-y) + 717

0 
 E (-x,-y) 

- 	R. 	2, 
(4.41) 

and 1-  (x y) =E 	
' u

(x-y) +E
u
(-x -y) + 

-1 
 E (x

' 
 y) 

2,  
-x,y) . 

(4.42) 

After substituting the Rayleigh expansions (4.1) and (4.2) into 

equations (4.41) and (4.42) and equating the coefficients of like plane 

waves, the evanescent order contributions (p 0 0, -1) are found to be of 

the form 

R +RR 	+ -17  T + T 
-1-p 	-1 p 	0 -1-p 	-1 p 	0 -1-p 

and 
	

=
7-1

R
p 
+ 

TOR-1-p 
+ it" T 	T 

p 
+

-1-p 
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Figure 4.5 Time reversal treatment of the (1) th 
order 

Littrow configuration. 
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These may be summarised as follows: 

arg(Ap  + A_l_p) = 1/2 arg(A0  + A) + (n) 

arg(Ap  - A_ p ) = 1/2 arg(A0  - A 1) (n) 

arg(Bp 
+ B-1-p

) = 1/2 arg(B
o 
+ B) + (ii) 

arg(B
p 

- B-1-p
) = 1/2 arg(B

0 
 - B_1) + (w) 

(4.43) 

(4.44) 

(4.45) 

(4.46) 

where A and B are defined in equations (4.21, 4.22). 
P 	P 

If the general modal expansions, discussed in section 4.3.1.2, are 

also applied to equations (4.41) and (4.42), the following modal 

coefficient constraints are derived: 

 

- -E 	E 
a = R a . 	T .  am 

-E -4 E -4 ^E 
a
m 
=R a

m 
-T a

m 

- E -4  
b in = R bm + T b

E
m 

bm

- 

 = R bE 
m 
+ T b

m 

Rt = R0 
 + R  -1 

Tt = T + T_1  
-1 

(4.47) 

where 

(4.48) 

Then for example, these equations are written in the following 

summarised form: 

arg(al: 	aE) = 1/2 arg(Rt  + T ) + (n) 
 in 

arg(a 
E  + a ) = 1/2 arg(Rt - Tt ) + (w) 
in  in 

(4.49) 

A further set of relations applying to the LR antisymmetric modes 

may also be deduced. 
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Note that these expressions are identical in form to those presented 

in equations (4.27) and (4.28). It is this feature together with the result 

IR'I 2  + ITT I 2  = 1%1 2 	1R_11 2  1T01 2  IT  + 2Re(q_ 1  + 	= 1 

that ensures the detailed balance of the modal fluxes for the UD, LR 

symmetric grating operated in this configuration. Numerical confirmation 

of these results is presented in tables 4.4. 

4.4 CONCLUSIONS  

A series of conservation relations for lossless, symmetric singly 

periodic diffraction gratings derived by direct consideration of the. 

field symmetry associated with the structure, have been presented. Until 

now, the consideration of symmetry in diffraction grating studies has 

been much neglected. However, as indicated by the results in this 

chapter, its application can yield a number of interesting field . 

constraints of value to those involved in the testing of grating 

theories. 

Relations have been derived not only for the propagating orders 

but also for the evanescent orders and the groovemodes. In particular, 

the relations appropriate to the modal coefficients enable a fascinating 

property which we term the detailed balance of mode fluxes to be 

identified. 

With the existence of such constraints having been established, it 

may well be possible to use these to some advantage in designing more 

efficient theories and algorithms. At first sight, it would appear that 

such algorithms would be of insufficient generality to be useful. 

However, it is stressed that the mountings considered here are the most 

interesting to users of gratings as spectrographic instruments (the Littrow 

mount) and as filters (the long wavelength mount). 



Table 4.4a  

Results demonstrating the phase properties for the evanescent Rayleigh orders applicable to a -1 order 

Littrow mount. 

Order p R 	1 
P 

arg(R ) 3  
P 

IT 	1 P arg(T) °  
P 

arg(A
p
+A

-  p
)°arg(A 

p
-A

-1-p
)9arg(B 

p
+B

-1
)°arg(B 

-p p
-B

-1-p
f 

0(real) 0.36278 -133.3856 0.48212 -46.6548 -30.7135 -134.1289 117.3904 -134.4416 

-1(real) 0.63729 45.2026 0.47939 -46.6683 

+1(evan) 5.1611x10 1  142.6262 1.9706x10 112.9256 164.6433 112.9356 -121.3048 112.7792 

-2(evan) 5.0217x10 1  -97.8241 1.8974x10 1  112.5656 

+2(evan) 2.3965x10 3  -24.2412 1.2765x10 3  -53.9954 -15.3567 -67.0644 58.6952 -67.2208 

-3(evan) 2.0336x10 3  59.5136 1.2710x10 3  -54.1249 

Results obtained for a diffracting arrangement identical to that used in table 4.2a, using 6 waveguide 

modes to describe the field in each array and 15 Rayleigh orders to specify the free space fields. 

These results confirm equations (4.43), (4.44), (4.45) and (4.46). 



Table 4.4b 

Demonstration of the modal phase properties and 'detailed balance' of 

modal fluxes for a ( 1) order Littrow mount. 

m x-symmetry arg(am+am) °  arg(am-am ) °  Fm  F
m 

1 E -121.305 164.643 .46221 .46221 

2 0 22.779 22.936 .37136x10-5  .37136x10-5  

3 E -121.305 164.643 .43104x10 -4  .43104x10-4  

4. 0 22.779 22.936 .10264x10-7  .10264x1077  

E -121.305 164.643 .70754x10-6  .70754x10 -6  

6 0 22.779 22.936 .12906x10 -9  .12905x10-9  

Results obtained from the computer program for the diffracting geometry 

described in table 4.2a using 6 waveguide modes in each array and 15 

Rayleigh orders. 	These results, together with those given in 

table 4.4a,.demonstrate the following properties: 

arg(a: a:) = 1/2 arg(R1  +

• 

 TT) + (w) 

arg(all  + 	= 1/2 arg(Ii1 -

• 

 T1) + (n) 

'arg(a0m  + am) = 1/2 arg(R-  - 	+ 7/2 + (7) 

arg(a l?li  - = ½ arg(R-  +

• 

 T-) + n12 + (n) 

where R-  = R - R 
0 	-1 

and T = T - T 
0 	-1 
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CHAPTER 5 

THE MULTI-ELEMENT GRATING 

5.1 INTRODUCTION  

In this chapter, the results of a study [5.1] of the diffraction 

properties of multi-element gratings are presented. These gratings are 

composed of an arbitrary number of identical, up-down symmetric, singly 

periodic transmission gratings lying in spatially separated parallel 

planes. 

The formalism presented in section 5.2.2 is derived using a 

rigorous multiple scattering approach, which takes into account the 

interaction of all diffracted orders (both propagating and evanescent) 

between the individual elements of the grating stack. This treatment 

• leads to the derivation of a matrix recurrence relation for the 

scattering matrices (and hence the complex amplitudes of the diffracted 

waves) of the multi-element grating. 

The study reported in this chapter represents a generalisation of 

the earlier work of Botten [5.2], which describes a theoretical formalism 

for the far infrared transmission characteristics of multi-element grating 

interference filters. This formalism was developed by adopting a multiple 

scattering approach for the zeroth order diffracted waves. Consequently, 

the wavelength of the incident radiation was assumed to be longer than 

the grating period and the separation of the individual elements was 

assumed to be sufficiently large so that the zeroth order provided,the 

only means of interaction between them. Using this analysis, a non-linear 

first order recurrence relation for the zeroth order diffracted 

amplitudes was derived. This equation was linearised and solved using 
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standard Lechniques. 

Several new relations constraining the scattering matrices of the 

individual up-down symmetric, lossless elements of the multi-element 

grating are derived and presented in section 5:2.4. The relations are 

comprehensive in that they constrain the complex amplitudes of both. 

propagating and evanescent orders diffracted by the grating for plane 

waves incident not only in the propagating order channels but also in the 

evanescent order channels. The conservation relations are shown to 

constrain the "physical" submatrix of the scattering matrix to be unitary, 

in accordance with the investigation of Uretsky 15.31. The "physical" 

submatrix contains the elements of the scattering matrix corresponding to 

the propagating orders produced by waves incident in the propagating order 

channels. If the elements of the grating are also left-right symmetric 

then the Scattering matrices are symmetric. Furthermore, the conservation 

relations are shown to hold analytically, independently of errors 

introduced by truncating the field expansions in the numerical 

calculation of the properties of a single lamellar transmission grating 

element. The multi-element grating containing an arbitrary number of 

elements is then shown in section 5.2.5 to possess the same conservation 

properties as the individual elements. Several studies [5.3 - 5.6] of 

this type have been undertaken previously and the properties derived here 

are a generalisation of those presented in chapter 4 of this thesis. 

Multi-element interference filters are used extensively in the far 

infrared and many studies-, which are reviewed in chapter 1, aimed at 

predicting the characteristics of filters composed of either grating or 

grid elements, have been published, However, most of these analyses rely 

upon the explanation of the characteristics of individual grating or grid 
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elements in terms of scalar theories. 

The study reported in chapter 3 rigorously describes the diffraction 

properties of the double grating (a two-element lamellar grating) and 

discusses its Use as a Fabry-Perot interferometer. The analysis in 

chapter 3 explicitly specifies the field in both groove regions and the 

three free space regions. The appropriate continuity conditions and the 

Method of Moments are applied to relate these fields. Consequently, the 

technique is not easily adapted to solve the more general problem. The 

study reported in this chapter encompasses the results described in 

chapter 3 and in the papers [5.2, 5.8]. The large number of elements in 

the grating enables quite varied filtering characteristics to be 

obtained and sample numerical results of the diffraction properties of 

multi-element lamellar transmission gratings are presented in section 5.3. 

5.2 THE THEORETICAL ANALYSIS  

5.2.1 Concepts and Nomenclature  

The structure to be considered is composed of (ii + 1) (integer n, 

n > 0) identical, up-down symmetric singly periodic transmission gratings 

having period d = 27/K and separated from one another by a constant 

distance t as shown in figure 5.1. Also shown is the rectangular 

Cartesian coordinate system which is introduced with the OY axis normal 

to the elements in the multi-element grating stack and the OZ axis 

aligned with the grooves of the grating. 

A plane wave of wavelength X = 27/k is assumed to be incident 

upon the structure at some angle cp to the grating normal. The 

wavevector of this wave is taken to lie in the XOY plane and the two 

fundamental polarizations of the incident wave are considered. A discrete 
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Figure 5.1 A side view of the (n + 1) -element grating and 
description of the notation used in the multiple 
scattering analysis. 



a
r
/k 	and direction cosines 	a /k. 	Here 

(integer r, 	< r 	< co) 	(5.1) 

if larl 	< k 

(5.2) 

if larl 	> k 

(5.3) 

regions with direction sines 

= a + tK 
0 

a = k sin (1) 
0 

and 

 

= 4,2 
`4r 

set of diffracted plane waves is established, propagating in free space 
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The fields in the free space regions are then specified by the summation 

of plane wave terms of the form 

exp[i(arx + a y)] 	for upward going waves 

and 	exp[i(a rx - ary)] 	for downward going waves 

 

(5.4) 

 

In order to derive the recurrence relation for the reflection and 

transmission scattering matrices describing the properties of the 

multi-element grating, it is necessary to regard the (n + 1) -element 

grating as a composite structure consisting of a single grating displaced 

from the remaining n-element stack (see figure 5.1). Before proceeding 

further, it is essential to note that the set of direction sines for the 

problem is closed. To explain this concept, a wave incident upon the 

single grating with direction sine a
0 
 /k is considered. This wave is 

diffracted into a set of reflected and transmitted waves with direction 

sines constrained within the set W = iq /10. Each of these transmitted 

waves will be scattered by the n-element stack into a further series of 

orders whose direction sines are also elements of W, this process being 
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repeated ad infinitum for all subsequent reflections and transmissions, 

In order to perform the multiple scattering analysis, the 

interaction between the individual elements of the grating and plane 

waves incident not only in the zeroth channel (i.e. with direction sine 

a0/k) but also in any channel p (with direction sine a /k) must be 

characterised. This is most readily achieved by describing the scattering 

properties of each element of the stack by the reflection and transmission 

scattering matrices R1  and T1 , where for example, the elements of R1  

are designated by R . In this notation R hq-  is the complex pq 	pq p  

amplitude of the wave reflected into the p
th channel from an incident 

wave of complex amplitude 1/47-  in the channel q . The apparently 

arbitrary scaling factors (i.e. 1/i -S--) are introduced since their 

inclusion normalizes the diffraction problem with respect to the energy 

conservation properties. This is demonstrated in the sections discussing 

the inherent properties of the scattering matrices .. Similar definitions 

apply to the elements of the matrix T l  and to those of the scattering 

matrices R
n 

and Tn 
of the n-element stack. The phase origin of the 

complex amplitudes constituting the elements of R1  is taken to be the 

upper surface of the single grating element while that for the elements 

of T
1 

is the lower surface of this component. Correspondingly, the 

phase origins of the elements of Rn 
and T

n 
are the upper and lower 

surfaces respectively of the remaining n-element stack. 

Following these preliminary definitions, the recurrence relations 

constraining the scattering matrices of the multi-element grating will be 

derived and the properties of the stack will be inferred from those of 

the single element. 

5.2.2 Derivation of a Recurrence Relation  

The complex amplitudes of the various channels of the incident 
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field are represented by the entries of a column vector F i . These 

amplitudes have phase origins at the upper surface of the single element 

of the grating stack. In a similar manner, the overall reflected and 

transmitted fields are represented by Fr 
and F

t 
respectively (with 

phase origin at the upper surface of the single grating element and lower 

surface of the remaining elements of the grating stack respectively). The 

upward and downward scattered fields shown in figure 5.1 are represented 

by F and F. 

The diagonal matrix P = diag (exp(iB p t)) is introduced to describe 

the propagation of the set of plane waves across the region between 

successive elements of the grating. Then the field F +  propagating 

upwards from the upper surface of the n-element stack becomes the field 

PF
+ 

at the lower surface of the single grating as shown in figure 5.1. 

Correspondingly F , representing a downward propagating field whose 

phase origin is at the lower surface of the single grating, becomes the 

field PF-  at the upper interface of the grating stack. 

The scattering of the inward going fields F. and PF +  at the 

single grating is considered firstly. F. will produce a reflected 

component RiFi  and a transmitted component T.F.. By virtue of the 

up-down symmetry of the single grating, the other inward coming field 

PF+ (see figure 5.1) produces an upward going transmitted field T 1
PF 

and a downward going reflected field R 1
PF
+
. Thus, it follows from the 

principle of linear superposition that 

	

F
r 

= R
1
F
i 
+ T

l
PF
+  (5.5) 

	

RPF
+ 	 5.6) 
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In an analogous manner, it also follows from consideration of the 

fields incident on the remaining n,elements of the grating stack that 

F
+ 

= R PF
- 

_n 

F = T PF-
t 	n 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

By eliminating F and F from equations 5.5) - (5.8) it can be shown 

that 

F
r 

= R
n+1

F
i 

F = F 

	

t 	n+1 
 

where Rn+1 
= R

1 
+ T PR

n
P(I R

I
PRI?) 1T

1  

- 
and T 	= T P(I - R

1n
PRP) iT 

	

n+1 	n 	1 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

(5.11) 

5.12) 

denote the reflection and transmission scattering matrices of the (n+1)- 

element grating. Here I denotes the identity matrix of appropriate 

dimension. Equations (5.11) and (5.12) may be stated more concisely in 

the form 

An
+1 

=A + B
l
A
h
(I -A

1
A
n

) IB
1 

-1 
and Bn+1 = Bn" 	in

B
l 

(5.13) 

(5.14) 

where Ak  = RkP 
	

B
k 

= T P 
	

k = 1„ 	n+1 

Equations (5.13) and (5.14) are the fundamental recurrence relations 

from which the scattering properties of a grating containing an arbitrary 

number of components can be deduced. It is noted that similar recurrence 
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relations can be derived by considering the (n41)-element grating stack 

as being composed of an n-element structure placed above the remaining 

single element. The two derivations are equally valid. 

Botten 15.2], when considering the properties of a multi-element 

grating stack whose elements were coupled only by the zeroth order 

diffracted waves, was able to linearize the non-linear recurrence relation 

for the diffracted amplitudes of the stack by a sequence of substitutions. 

This approach may also be used to linearize equations (5.13 - 14). 

However, this procedure is of no obvious benefit for this problem since 

the matrices referenced in equations (5.13 - 14) do not necessarily 

commute, thus inhibiting an elegant analytic solution. The linearized 

recurrence relation may be solved but only by introducing a large 

eigenvalue problem. Overall, the computational efficiency of the problem 

is markedly reduced by employing this linearization approach. 

The multiple scattering technique may now be easily extended to 

consider a multi-element grating having arbitrary separations and 

arbitrary x-displacements of the elements composing it. The separation 

of the single grating and the remaining n-element grating stack is 

designated by tn  and the displacement of the stack relative to the 

single grating is denoted by dx n
. This parameter denotes the lateral 

distance between corresponding features of the upper grating in the 

n-element stack and the single grating. Naturally, the following matrices 

must also be introduced 

Pn  = diag (exp(iBp tn)) 

and 	X
n 
= diag (exp(ia

p 5xn
)) 

The reflection and transmission scattering matrices associated with 



the generalised (n+.1)-element grating are then easily shown to be given 

by the following expressions, analogous to those given in equations 

(5,11, 5.12). 

-1 	-1 	-1 
Rn+1 = R1 T1PnXn RnPnXn - RiPnXn  RnPnXn) Ti  

- 	- 	- and 	
T 	1 TPX(I R1PA.

1 
 nnri RPX) 1T nnii 	1  n+1 = 

(5.15) 

(5.16) 

5.2.3 Scattering Matrices for a Single Lamellar Transmission Grating  

The reflection and transmission scattering matrices for a perfectly 

conducting single lamellar transmission grating are now derived explicitly 

to enable the properties of a multi-element lamellar grating to be 

determined. The motivations for choosing the components of the multi-

element grating stack to be perfectly conducting lamellar transmission 

gratings were; 

(a) that the theory describing the diffraction properties of this 

grating is well known 15.9, 5.10], 

(b) that the structure is lossless and 

(c) that the structure possesses both up-down and left-right symmetries. 

(The importance of this latter constraint will become evident in 

sections 5.2.4 - 5). 

Also the grating is considered to be operated in P polarized 

radiation but the analysis may be easily applied to the other fundamental 

polarization. The derivation of the diffraction properties of the 

lamellar transmission grating presented in this section is based on the 

formalism developed for this structure by Maystre and Petit [5.10]. 

The geometry of the structure considered in this section is shown 

in figure 5.2. A plane P polarized wave is assumed to be incident in 
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Figure 5.2 The geometry of the individual lamellar transmission 
gratings. 
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channel q (that is, with direction sine a /k). Since the radiation 

is P polarized, the electric field component along the OZ axis and its 

normal derivative are the only non-zero components of the diffracted fields. 

Consequently, all vector dependence of the fields may be suppressed. 

The electric field in the free space region y > h/2 is given by the 

Rayleigh expansion 

CO 

1 E(x,y) = E  IR 
q 
 exp(ia (y-h/2)) + 

Pq
exp(-ia (y-h/2))]e (x) 

P  p=„co Pp 

(5.17) 

where 1 
e (x) = 	exp(ia x) 

P 
(5.18) 

and a
'  a 
	have been defined in equations(5.1) and (5.3). Similarly 

P 	P 

for y < -h/2 

CO 

1 
E(x,y) = E  IT exp(-ia (y4h/2))]e (x) 

p=-oo
Va

p 	
pq (5.19) 

while the field within the apertures (l xi s c/2, lyl s h/2) is given by 

CO 

E(x ,y) = E Ubl;mqcos(mmy) + b2;mcisin(mmy)]Nm(x) 	(5.20) 
m=1 

with 
	

Nm(x) = 	sin[ inx + c/ 2)] 

and 	p
m 

= /k2 	1117-5 2  

The boundary conditions applying to this polarization are 

(a) E = 0 on the metal surfaces and is continuous across the aperture-

free space interfaces, and 

(b) -
lE 

is continuous across the aperture-free space boundaries. 
3y 
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• The continuity of the electric field at y = h/2 is projected onto 

the orthogonal plane wave basis and the following equation is obtained 

R + 6 = 	E lb
1;mq 	m 

cos(p h/2) + b
2;mq 	m 

sin(p h/2)]L
pm Pq 	Pq 

c/2 

where 	L = f 	e (x)N (x) 
Pm -c/2 P 	m  

(5.21) 

(5.22) 

Similarly at y = -h/2, the projection of the field continuity onto 

the plane wave basis yields 

T 	= I E lb 	cos(p h/2) -b 	sin(p h/2)]L 
pq 	p 	1;mq 	in 	2;mq 	m 	pm (5.23) 

At this stage, the up-down symmetry of the lamellar transmission 

grating is exploited to decouple the field problem into its y-symmetric 

and y-antisymmetric parts. The derivation of the scattering matrices for 

the y-symmetric problem is considered firstly. Adding equations (5.21) 

and (5.23) yields 

1;pq 
+6 

pq 
= 2

ic 
E L

pm
b
1;mq 

• 	m 
(5.24) 

where S 	= R +T 
1;pq 	pq 	pq 

and 	b
1;mq 

= b
1;mq

cos(p
m 
h/2) . 

The continuity of tha normal derivative of the electric field at 

y = h/2 is now considered. The expression of this continuity is 

projected onto the orthogonal waveguide modal basis and the following 

equation is obtained 



00 

EiJ 	[R 	- 6 JL 	= - plb1;nq 	n 
sin(p h/2) - b 2;nq

cos(p h/2)] 
p pq 	pq pn 	n  p=„0  

(5.25) 

The following equation may be derived similarly from the continuity of 

-53,-  at y = -h/2: 

CO 

E 	T 1.7 = p[b1;nq 	n 
sin(p h/2) + b2;nq 	ncos(p h/2)] 

p pq pn 	n  
(5.26) 

Equations (5.25) and (5.26) imply 

CO 
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p=-co 
(s 	-6 ) 	-2p b 1-,-  p 	1;pq 	pq pn 	n1;nq

ta
n
(p
n 

h/2) (5.27) 

Substitution of equations (5.24) in (5.27) leads to the relation 

E [M
nm 

 + iD1;nm
6nm

]b 	=V 
1;mq 	nq 

(5.28) 

where M =E Sp
L
pm
E 	 (5.29) 

am 

D
1;nm 

= -p
m
tan(p

m 
 h/2) 
	

(5.30) 

and V. 	/F3-  nq 	q qn 
(5.31) 

Definitions (5.29, 5.31) are best summarised by using the following 

matrix notation 

M = L
H L 

D1  = diag (Di;nm) , 

and 
	

V =L 8 
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where 	0 = diag (0 ) 

L = IL
pn

] 

At this stage it is worth noting that the elements of the diagonal 

matrix D
1 
 are purely real. 

Using this matrix notation, equation (5.28) becomes 

+ iD
1
)b

1 
= 
	

(5.32) 

where 	b = rb1;mq ] 	Similarly equation 5.24) may be rewritten as 
1  

* 
= 	+ 213 'Lb i  

-1 H 1/2 -I + 213 1..(M + iD) L 

(5.33) 

(5.34) 

where 	S = [S 	] . 
1 	;Pq 

The numerical treatment involves solving the system of linear 

equations (5.32) for the modal coefficients 
{b1;mq 

and then 

reconstructing the scattering matrix elements 
S1;pq 

 using equation (5.33). 

The y-antisymmetric problem follows in a precisely analogous manner. 

• The system of linear equations corresponding to those presented in 

equation (5.32) now reads 

(M + iD
2
)b

2 
= V 
	

(5.35) 

while the analogous version of the reconstruction equation (5.34) is 

given by 

= 	+ 2811L(M 	
02)7.10a1/2 	 (5.36) 
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Here
2;pc, 

= R 	
PI  

b
2;nq = 	;nq

sin(p
n 

h/2) 

andand 
	

D
2 
= diag (p

m
cot(p

m 
h/2)) 

It is stressed that the physical significance of the matrices S
1 

and S
2 

is that 

S
1 

= R
1 
+ T

1 
	 (5,37) 

S 2  = 	- T 	 (5.38) 

where R1  and T1  are the reflection and transmission scattering 

matrices of the single lamellar transmission grating element, using the 

notation introduced earlier in section 5.2.2. 

5.2.4. Properties of the Scattering Matrices of the Single Grating  

5.2.4.1 Introductbrp Cdmments  

The two most important constraints upon any electromagnetic 

scattering system are those imposed by conservation of energy and 

reciprocity. A review of these properties is given in section 4.1 of 

this thesis and so they will not be discussed in detail here. These 

constraints are not the only conservation properties which apply to 

lossless systems. Several new constraints of this type are described in 

chapter 4 of. this thesis and were derived by applying the principle of 

time reversal. It should be noted that in deriving the scattering matrices 

for this problem, the orders were not returned according to the principle - 

of time reversal. However, the assumed up-down symmetry of each grating 

ensures that the single element diffracting system is directly equivalent 

to the arrangement considered under time reversal. 



As discussed in section 5.2.1, the apparently arbitrary scaling 

factors 1//fT used in the prescription of the plane wave fields are 

introduced since they normalise the diffraction problem and thus 

simplify the mathematical representation of the laws of conservation of 

energy and reciprocity. For the lossless system considered here, 

conservation of energy is then given by 

E 	[IR 	1 2  + IT 	1 2 1' = 1 
pq 	Pq peO

r  

(5.39) 

where 0
r = iplIm(8 ) = 01 is the set of propagating orders. Also the 

Reciprocity Theorem may be written 

? 
R =R PR. 	RP and T = 

PR 	RP 
(5.40) 

where the primed quantities refer to the diffraction problem consequent 

upon the return of a diffracted order of the original problem. 

The same simplifying influence is observed in the symmetry 

constraints which are derived in this section. These constraints are 

summarised by the equation 

S
H
I
rS 

= i + iS I
e 

- II 
e
S 
	

(5.41) 

where S represents either S 1  or S2  given in equations (5.37) and 

(5.38) and I and I 	are matrices whose elements are defined 

respectively by 

(I
r

) 	E 
pq 

= 
ppq 

where 6 = 1 

= 0 
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(5.42) 

if f3 2 > 0 
P - 

if 	p2 < 0. pp  

and (I ) =(1 - 6 )6 epq 	P PR 
(5.43) 



Throughout this chapter the superscript H denotes the Hermitian 

conjugate of a matrix. 

In addition, if the structure is also assumed to be left-right 

symmetric, then this feature together with the Reciprocity Theorem, 

constrains R
1 

and T
1 to be symmetric matrices. That is, equations 

(5.40) may be rewritten for a left-right symmetric element as 

R =R 
Pq 	qp T =T 

Pq 	(IP 

The conservation properties specified in equation (5.41) are 

derived in the following section for a lossless single element grating 

whose profile. is constrained only by the requirement of up-down symmetry. 

These constraints, as well as the symmetric nature of the scattering 

matrices of an up-down, left-right symmetric structure are then shown in 

section 5.2.4.3 to hold analytically within the lamellar grating formalism. 

5.2.4.2 General Derivation of the Conservation Properties  

This section is concerned with the derivation of the conservation 

properties associated with a general lossless up-down symmetric, 

single-element structure. The derivation assumes a P polarized wave 

field but it applies equally well to S polarized radiation. 

If D denotes a column vector whose entries {D } represent the 

complex amplitudes of the various channels (specified by direction sines 

a /k) of the diffracted field and F denotes the corresponding vector 

describing the incident field, then 

D = SF 	 (5.44) 

where S denotes the scattering matrix of the system. 

In free space regions, the field distribution is specified in terms 

of a plane wave expansion which may be written in the form 

168 
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E(x,y) = 
po?.

r 

P exP( - 0 Y) 	0  oxP(.ii Y)IcxP(10L x) 
i i 	It 

1  
pes.2 vi  via  	fFp exp(laplY)  + Dp  exp( - I 	ly)jexpaapx) (5.45) 

e 

+ E 

where a and a are defined in equations (5.1) and (5.3) and 

r = {PlIm(a ) = 0} 
	

(5.46) 

e = {P1Re(a p) = 0} 
	

(5.47) 

represent the sets of propagating and evanescent orders respectively. 

The conservation of energy criterion provides the constraint 

d — 
Im[f E 	dx] = 0 . 	ay (5.48) 

where the bar denotes complex conjugation. 

Using equation (5.45), this implies 

Im{ E i[F exp(-if3 y) + D exp(i y)][ -T exp(-ip, y) 	exp(if3 y)] 
P 	P par 

+ E [F exp(I8 ly) + D exp( - Ia ly)MT exp(la 	- 	exp(-Ia ly)]} 
pae P 	P 	P 

=0 

Following some elementary manipulation this may be reduced to 

E [IF 1 2  - ID 1 2 ] + i E 	F- - D F ] = 0 
PP 	PP par 	pae 

or 

E ID 1 2  = E IF 2 + i E 65 F - D TA 	(5.49) 
par 	par 	

pe% PP 	PP 
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This equation demonstrates that the total energy diffracted by the 

system is equal to the sum of the energy entering the system through the 

propagating order channels and the energy coupled in through the 

evanescent order channels. 

Equation (5.49) can be rewritten 

D
H
I
r
D =  F + iD

H
I
e
F -

e

D 
 

(5.50) 

or using (5.44) 

S
H
I
r
S = I

r 
+ iS

H
I
e 

-
e
S 
	

(5.51) 

which is the relation introduced in section 5.2.4.1. This expression is 

the fundamental equation constraining the conservative properties of the 

system. The following conservation relations can be obtained by pre-

and post-multiplying equation (5.51) by the matrices I r  or Ie  and 

noting the relations I I = I, II = I, II = 0 : 

	

r r 	r  ee  e  re  

	

I S I SI = I 	 (5.52) ✓ rr 	r 

I S
H
I SI = iI 

r
SHI

e r r e 

IS
H
ISI =SI 

e r r  e r 

I
sH
ISI = ii S

H
I - iI SI 

e r e 
 

ee 	ee 

(5.53) 

(5.54) 

(5.55) 

The significance of each of the results expressed in equations (5.52) to 

(5.55) is now discussed. 

Equation (5.52) expresses the well-known property [5.3, 5.6] of 

the unitarity of the submatrix S r  of the scattering matrix S. Here Sr 



contains the elements of S corresponding to the propagating orders. 

That is, the elements (S r )pq such that p,q c
r
. Alternatively, this 

equation constrains the partitioned-matrix 

R r 

T 
r 

T r 

R 
r 

to be unitary. 	Again Rr 	and 	Tr  are submatrices of 	R1 	and 	T
1 

respectively, such that p,q s 	r . The conservation of energy property is 

also assured by this equation. 

The results expressed by equations (5.53) to (5.55) have not, to the 

author's knowledge, been presented before. These equations are of great 

interest in that they provide constraints on the evanescent orders of the 

diffraction problem. 

Equation (5.53) is a generalised description of the conservation 

properties previously derived 15.71 using the time reversal technique and 

constrains the evanescent orders produced by the return of propagating 

orders. The final two relations given in equations (5.54) and (5.55) 

cannot be obtained from the time reversal treatment. They provide 

constraints on the propagating and evanescent orders respectively, 

diffracted by the grating when waves are incident in the evanescent order 

channels. 

Thus the conservation properties derived from the time reversal 

treatment have been generalised so that all the complex amplitudes of 

fields diffracted by single element lossless up-down symmetric structures 

operated in any angle of incidence and wavelength configuration are now 

constrained. Equation (5.51) is therefore a very, powerful result which 

provides a comprehensive check on the numerical results of singly 
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periodic grating formalisms. 

5.2.4.3 Derivation of the Conservation Properties for the Lamellar  

Transmission Grating  

In this section, the analyticity of the conservation relation 

(5.51) is investigated for the lamellar grating formalism (described in 

section 5.2.3). 

The scattering matrix S
1 is considered. From equation (5.34), 

S
1 is given by 

S
1 
 = -I + 20 -L(M + iD ) -1

L
H
a

1/2 

where 

= -I + 20 2LJ
-1 

 L a 

J = (M + iD ) = L
H
OL + iD 

1 	1 
(5.56) 

Consider 

r1 = (I + S
H)I (I +S)-I -SHI -IS 
1 r 	1 	r 	lr 	rl• 

X- 	-1 B_H - 1/2 	1/2 -1.11 13 1/2 _ = 40- ) 2L0 ) L (a) Ia LJ L 	- SHI - I S 	• 	(5.57) r   
r 	1 r 	r 

To progress further the following relation must be shown 

J + JH = 2L
H
I al L 
r r 

To establish this result, consider 

(J + JH )nm  = Jnm  + .-Tmn  

= EaLE +i E laIL EPn +1D  - P Pm Pn 	p pm  
PE4G 	PEIG r 	e 	. 

+ E a T . ', 	— i E l a p I EPn pm 	1;nm L 	-ID 
_ p pn pm 

pesd 	pae r 

(5.58) 
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since 
D1;nm is purely real, 

=2L E a
p  patr 

= 2(L1I
r
aI

r
L)
nm 

confirming equation (5.58). 

So equation (5.57) becomes 

- % -1 H 	Ji -1 H S
1
Ir S 1 

= 2(a) 2L0 ) (J + J )J L a - I - SHI - I S 
r 	lr 	rl 
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(5.59) 

If it is noted that 

% 
2 

1 + i  
la 	I 

P 	v2 
for pate  

then it follows that 

(13) = (I r  + Ie)() ½  =Iral  - iIe a1/2  

Using this result, equation (5.59) may be rewritten, after much tedious 

manipulation, as follows 

15 -1 H % H 	% -1 H % H 	% -1 H % Si IrS1  = 2(I ra -LJ L a 2) + 2(-iIe a 2LJ L a 2) + 2(Ira 2LJ L a2) 

Is  + 2(-iI
e
a-LJ-1 LH a-) — r 	S

HI — 	S 
i 1 r 	r 1 

	

= (Ir (I + Si ) 	-IIe (I + S1 )) H + Ir (I + Si ) - iIe (I + Si ) 

- I - SH -I S r 	lr 	rl 

=1 + iS1 Ie - e S 1 
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Since at no stage in this analysis was it necessary to introduce any 

matrix properties dependent upon the completeness of the plane wave and 

modal bases, the above derivation ensures that the conservation properties 

are analytically constrained by the lamellar grating formalism. Naturally, 

a similar analysis may be used to derive this result for the scattering 

matrix S2 . 

Thus the conservation properties provide a useful test on the 

numerical implementation of the lamellar grating formalism. They do not, 

however, give any indication of the accuracy of the numerical results, 

since they are satisfied analytically. 

5.2.4.4 Symmetry  

The scattering matrices associated with the single lamellar grating 

(which is an up-down, left-right symmetric structure) will be shown to be 

symmetric in this section. 

Firstly, the scattering.matrix defined by equation (5.34), 

where 

• 1- 	-1 H 
S 
1 
= -I + 2S 2LJ L a 

J = LL + iD1  

(5.60) 

(5.61) 

is considered and it is noted that a necessary and sufficient condition 

for the symmetry of S 1 must be the symmetry of LJ
-1
L
H

. 

In order-to prove this, it is sufficient to demonstrate that 

(00L) nm  = (-1 )n+m(L1 aL). 

The following two elements of the matrix L
H
OL are examined 

(L 131) 	=E 	L 
nm 	pn p pm 

and (L L) = E
Pm

apLpn 

(5.62) 



The nature of the elements of the matrix L, which are the modal 

inner products L , are now considered. Since the structure under 
Pm 

consideration is left-right symmetric, the modes can only be either purely 

symmetric or purely anti-symmetric functions of x. For the case of the 

lamellar grating the purely symmetric modes are denoted by m an odd 

integer. It therefore follows that the inner product L
Pm 
 (equation 

(5.22)) is purely real in the case of purely symmetric modes and purely 

imaginary for purely anti-symmetric modes. Clearly then 

(L
HaL) nm = (-1) n41n (

LHaL) mn 
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Since D
1 

is a diagonal matrix, then from equation (5.61) 

(J) 	= (-1) 1141a (J) nm 	mn  • 

By denoting A = J
-1 , it has been proven [5.11] that 

A
nm 

= 	A 
ma 

(5.63) 

Now (LALH ) 	= E Lpn
A
nmecim 

Pq n,m 

while 	(LAL
H
) = E AnnL

qm 
n,m 

= E (-1) //4"mA L pn 	hmqm 

= (LAL
H

) 
Pq 

This establishes the result. 

In a similar manner the matrix S 2 
defined in equation (5.36), 

may be shown to be symmetric. Clearly then, R 1  and T
1 

must also 

be symmetric matrices. 

n,m 



In summary, the left-right symmetry of the lamellar transmission 

grating and reciprocity are sufficient conditions to constrain the 

scattering matrices of this structure to be symmetric. The proof given 

in this section relies nowhere upon the summation limits (that is, the 

completeness of the bases) and therefore holds analytically independently 

of truncation errors. 

The conservation and symmetry. properties of the scattering matrices 

determined for the single lamellar transmission grating have been confirmed 

numerically and a sample result is given in table 5.1. 

5.2.5 Properties of the Scattering Matrices of the Multi-element Grating  

In this section the unitarity of the scattering matrices of an 

aligned ,  Mtn  = 0 for all n), evenly spaced (tn  = t for all n) 

multi-element grating is established by the process of mathematical 

induction., The symmetry, of the scattering matrices of an aligned, evenly 

spaced left-right symmetric multi-element grating is also established 

using this process. 

5.2.5.1 Unitarity and Conservation Properties  

The results to be derived by mathematical induction are 

summarised by the following equations : 

AkIrAk  + BkIrBk  = I r  + ice
- iP

H
IeAk  

and AkIrBk  + BkIrAk  = iB
H
I P - iP I

e
B
k k e 

(5.64) 

(5.65) 

By noting that Ak  = RkP and Bk  = TkP and upon addition or subtraction, 

this pair of equations are easily shown to be equivalent to equation 

(5.51), the general conservation constraint, for the k-element grating 

stack. 
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Array R1  
-2 -2 3.13775E-02 1.47182E+02 -1 -2 1.11113E-01-1.97855E+01 
-2 -1 1.11113E-01-1.97855E+01 	-1 -1 4.95273E-01-1.42231E+02 
-2 0 4.79288E-02 1.49161E+02 	-1 0 1.83998E-01 3.56523E+01 
-2 1 1.542191-02-1.266661+ 0 2 	-1 1 1.27450E-01 1.41544E+02 

O -2 4.78288E-02 1.49161E+02 
O -1 1.83988E-01 3.56523E+01 
O 0 6.05617E-02-1.36910E+02 
O 1 9.65375E-02 1.11432E+01 

1 -2 1.54219E-02-1.26666E+02 
1 -1 1.27450E-01 1.41544E+22 
1 0 9.65375E-02 1.114322+01 
1 1 2.29572E-01 1.60446E+02 

Array Tl  
-2 -2 3.201051-02 2.27960E+01 	-1 -2 2.61543E-02-1.37016E+00 
-2 -1 2.51543E-02-1.37016E+00 	-1 -1 7.27614E-02 1.31023E+01 
-2 0 6.50830E-03 1.50360E+02 	-1 0 2.47977E-01 7.17866E+01 
-2 1 1.38175E-02-1.399671+02 	-1 1 6.30106E-02 1.45024E+02 

O -2 6.90830E-03 1.50360E+02 
O -1 2.47977E-01 7.17856E+01 
O 0 5.07473E-01 5.33410E+01 
0 1 3.37312E-02 5.22113E+01 

1 -2 1.381751-02-1.39967E+02 
1 -1 6.30106E-02 1.450242+02 
1 0 3.37312E-02 5.22113E-01 
1 1 5.67975E-22 3.37693E+21 

Array Z1  
-2 -2 4.00355E-22 0. 
-2 -1 1.08826E-22 0. 
-2 e 5.62483E-23 0. 
-2 1 e.vielz-zz 0. 

-1 -2 1.08826E-22 0. 
-1 -1 8.47033E-22 0. 
-1 0 3.34181E-22 0. 
-1 1 2.64698E-23 0. 

0 -2 5.62483E-23 0. 
O -1 3.34181E-22 0. 
O 0 1.90582E-21 0. 
O 1 4.79765E-22 0. 

1 -2 8.27181E-23 0. 
1 -1 2.64690E-23 0. 
1 0 4.79765E-22 0. 
1 1 1.32349E-23 0. 

Array Z2  
-2 -2 2.98612E-22 0. 
-2 -1 3.308721-24 0. 
-2 e 2.197201-23 0. 
-2 1 6.72084E-24 0. 

-1 -2 3.30872E-24 0. 
-1 -1 0. 	0. 
-1 0 2.61079E-23 0. 
-1 1 4.65289E-25 0. 

O -2 2.19720E-23 0. 
0 -1 2.61079E-23 0. 
O 0 8.47033E-22 0. 
O 1 1.65436E-23 0. 

1 -2 6.72284E-24 0. 
1 -1 4.65289E-25 0. 
1 0 1.65436E-23 0. 
1 1 2.06795E-25 0. 

Table 5.1 Confirmation of the conservation and symmetry properties for a 1-element grating. 
Grating parameters: c/d = 0.8, h/d = 0.2. 
Incidence parameters: Aid = 0.9501, (1) = 10 0 , P polarization 
Here the array Z. is defined by Z.3

=SkII rS.-I r  -iS'I  e  +iI  eS j  for j=1,2 where S i=111+Ti ,S 2=R2-T2  j3 	j 
Note that the two integers designate the diffracted and incident channels associated with the 
matrix element. 



Equations (5.64) and .(5.65) have been shown to hold for k = 1 

in section 5.2.4.3. Assume equations (5.64) and (5.65) hold for k = n 

and consider firstly 

A
H 

I A 	+ BH I B n+1 r n+1 	n+1 r n+1 
• 

+ 	- Loin14. ) -1A5 
-1 Ir  1A1  + B iAn  I 7  AlAid B1 ] 

- 	- + Bi (I - AHnAlH) 
1 
 Bn
H
IrBn (I - AlAn ) 1BI  

using equations (5.13) and (5.14) . 

This equation upon expansion and use of equations (5.64) and (5.65) 

for k = n , may be rewritten 

A
n+1

I
r
An+1 + Bn+1

I
r
B
n+1 

H -1 H 
= Ir + i[A

H + BH(I -A
H
A) AHB] 1e1' 1 	1 	n 1 	n 1  

- iP Ie [Al  + B A (I - A_ A ) IB ] + A 
in n 	1 

where 
-1 

	

A = BH [-I + ii PA(I - A
ln 	rin 

	

A) 	- IAA(I - 
1 r 	en  

-1 

- i(I - AHAH) -1A
H
P
H
I - (I - AHAH ) -1AHAH I nl 	ne 	n1 	nlr 

+ (I - AHAH)BHI B A (I - AA
n

) -1  
n 1 	nlrin 	l 

- + (I - AHA}5 -1BHI B (I - A A ) 1  ] B 	. n 1 	nrn 	in 	1 

Thus 

All IA 	+B1 I B 	=1 + iAH I P - iPHI A 	+ A 
n+1 r n+1 	n+1 r n41 	r 	n+1 e 	e n+1 

(5.66) 

After much manipulation it can be shown that 
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- A = B
H
(I - A

H
A
H

)
-1

[iIPA - iP IA + iA I P - iA
n
H
P
H 
 I
e 	

- A_A ) IB 1 	n 1 	en 	en 	n e 	n 	1 

=0 

thus confirming equation (5.64) for k = n + 1. 

To establish equation •(5.65) for all k it is necessary to 

introduce alternate expressions for Ak  and Bk  analogous to equations 

(5.13) and (5.14). These are derived by considering the (n + 1)-element 

grating as an n-element grating stack placed above a single array and 

can be written 

An  + BnAl (I 7  Any Bn  A 	= n+1  

- 
B
n+1 

= B
1 (I - AnAl)  IBn 

(5.67) 

(5.68) 

Consider 

A
H 

I B 	+ B
H 

I A 
n+1 r n+1 	n+1 r n+1 

= 	+ 	- 44) -141B11/1 ] Ir  [Bn (I - AlAn ) 71B1 ] 

+ [Bn (I - Al
H
An
H
)
-1 

 B1
H
] Ir  [Al .+ BiAn(I A1An )

-1 
 Bi ] 

using equations (5.67) and (5.68). This equation may be expanded, using 

equations (5.64) and (5.65) to yield 

A
H 

I B 	+ BH IA 	= iB
H 

I P - iP
H
IB 	+ A . n+1 r n+1 	n+1 r n+1 	n+1 e 	e n+1  (5.69) 

where , 

H 	H H -1 	 H 
A = Bn (I - AlAn) [-UP

H 
 I + A

H
I )(I - AlAn) + (I - A_A

H
)(iI P - IA) e 	1 r 	n 	e 	rh  

- + AHBHI B + BHI B A 1(I - A-A ) IB 	. 
lnrn 	lrin 	1 n 	1 
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Again it can be shown following elementary manipulation that A = 0 

and consequently equation (5.65) is satisfied for k = n + 1, and thus for 

all k. 

From these results it is clear that the multi-element grating 

containing an arbitrary number of elements possesses the same conservation 

properties as the individual elements. Furthermore, this result is 

independent of truncation errors introduced in the numerical treatment of 

the problem. 

5.2.5.2 Symmetry  

In this section the scattering matrices of a left-right symmetric 

multi-element grating are shown to be symmetric. The proof follows by 

induction. R. and Tk  are assumed to be symmetric matrices for 

1 < k < n . 

From equation (5.11) 

T 
RT =R

T +TT(I -P
T
R
TPTR_) -1  P

T
R
T
nP

T 
 T
T
1 n+1 	1 	1 	n 

- 
= R + T (I - PRPR1 	h) 1PRPT1 1 	1 

= R1  T1PRn
P(I - R_PR P) 1T 

n 	1 

R 1  

Thus Rn+1 
is a symmetric matrix. In a similar manner, from equation 

(5.12) 

T -1 
T
T 
+1 = T

T  (I - PTRTh
PT  R

1
) PT  TTn n 

- 
= T1 

 (I - PRn
PR

1
) 1 PT

n 

- = T
1
P(I - R

n
PR

1
P) 1T

n 

= Tn+1 
	using equation (5.68) 
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confirming that T
n+1 

is a symmetric matrix. 

The computer program describing the diffraction properties of 

multi-element lamellar transmission gratings has been used to confirm 

numerically the unitarity and symmetry properties of the scattering 

matrices of gratings with up to six elements. Sample numerical results 

are given in table 5.2. 

Thus, not only are the conservation and symmetry properties 

invaluable for testing the numerical solution of single element diffraction 

problems but they also provide the same function for the entire multi-

element grating stack. 

5.3 LONG WAVELENGTH FILTERING CHARACTERISTICS OF MULTI-ELEMENT LAMELLAR  

TRANSMISSION GRATINGS  

In this section, the long wavelength transmission characteristics 

of an aligned multi-element lamellar transmission grating are briefly 

discussed. These results are obtained numerically using the formalism 

described in section 5.2. 

The spectra depicted.in  figures 5.3 and 5.4 correspond to a 

multi-element lamellar transmission grating operated in P polarized 

radiation. Figure 5.3 shows the low pass filtering characteristics of a 

grating with up to six elements separated by a constant distance 

t = t (n = 1,2 ....5). The increasing steepness of the edge between 

the passband and stopband regions with increasing number of elements is 

evident from these figures. The edge of the passband also moves to 

longer wavelengths and the depth of modulation in the passband increases 

as the number of elements increases. These phenomena have been observed 

by Ulrich 15.12] and Holah 15.13] while investigating multi-element 

metallic mesh (inductive grid) filters 



Array R6  
-2 -2 6.40710E-02 1.48383E+02 
-2 -1 1.32350E-01 2.18987E+01 
-2 0.1.02819E-01 9.84162E+01 
-2 1 5.52823E-03-8.25645E+01 

-1 -2 1.32350E-01 2.18987E+01 
-1 -1 1.05053E-03-1.88710E+00 
-1 0 8.98359E-01 2.86021E+01 
-1 1 5.17169E-02 1.68269E+02 

0 -2 1.02819E-01 9.84162E+01 
0 -1 8.98359E-01 2.86021E+01 
O 0 6.02840E-03 1.60767E+02 
O 1 3.16251E-02-3.92135E+01 

1 -2 5.928231-03-8.256451+01 
1 -1 5.17169E-02 1.68269E+02 
1 0 3.16251E-02-3.92135E+01 
1 1 3.27978E-01 1.72683E+02 

Array T6  
-2 -2 3.83042E-03 1.18429E+02 
-2 -1 2.33064E-02 6.72342E+01 
-2 e 6.51830E-03 4.36460E+01 
-2 1 3.26322E-03-4.75443E+01 

-1 -2 2.330642-02 6.72342E+01 	0 -2 6.91830E-03 4.36460E+01 
-1 -1 8.37873E-02 9.50149E+00 	0 -1 1.68032E-02-6.56909E+01 
-1 0 1.68032E-02-6.56909E+01 	0 0 7.88094E-02-1.34191E+02 
-1 1 3.49257E-02-1.04025E+02 	0 1 2.76157E-02-1.23587E+02 

1 -2 3.26322E-03-4.75443E+01 
1 -1 3.49257E-02-1.04025E+02 
1 0 2.76157E-02-1.23567E+02 
1 1 2.16881E-03 1.74333E+02 

Array Zl  
-2 -2 1.961742-20 0. 
-2 -1 8.38993E-20 0. 
-2 e 3.541992-200. 
-2 1 1.81972E-20 0. 

-1 -2 8.38993E-20 0. 
-1 -1 5.94829E-19 0. 
-1 0 2.65696E-19 0. 
-1 1 9.97712E-20 0. 

O -2 3.54199E-20 0. 
O -1 2.65696E-19 0. 
O 0 2.74439E-19 0. 
O 1 5.43367E-20 0. 

1 -2 1.81972E-20 0. 
1 -1 9.97712E-20 0. 
1 0 5.433671-20 0. 
1 1 2.78530E-20 0. 

Array Z2  
-2 -2 2.782E4E-21 0. 
-2 -1 5.23157E-21 0. 
-2 e 6.29174E-23 0. 
-2 1 1.31031E-21 0. 

 

-1 -2 5.23197E-21 0. 
-1 -1 4.76456E-20 0. 
-1 0 2.45760E-20 0. 
-1 1 1.28709E -21 0. 

0 -2 6.29174E-23 0. 
O -1 2.45760E-20 0. 
O 0 1.02491E-19 0. 
O 1 4.56981E-21 0. 

1 -2 1.31031E-21 0. 
1 -1 1.28709E-21 0. 
1 0 4.56981E-21 0. 
1 1 2.92843E-21 0. 

      

Table 5.2 Confirmation 
The grating 
(for i = 1 
The array Zj  

of the conservation and 
elements are those given 
to 5). 
is defined in table 5.1, 

symmetry properties for 6-element grating. 
in table 5.1, and are separated by t i/d = 0.5 

but S =R-+T., S-=R--T 1 - o o 	o 6 
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Figure 5.3 Normal incidence (4) = 0 ) wavelength spectra for 
a multi-element grating composed of 
(a) 1, 2 or 3 elements and 
(b) 4, 5 or 6 elements 
The grating parameters are: c/d = 0.7747, h/d = 0.2553, 
ti/d = 0.1369 (for i = 1 to 5). 
10 modes and 31 Rayleigh orders were used to specify 
the fields in each element and 9 Rayleigh orders were 
assumed to couple the elements. 
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d/X 

Figure 5.4 Normal incidence wavelength spectra for a 4-element 
grating stack, operated in P polarized radiation. 
The grating parameters are as given in figure 5.3, 
but t

1/d = t 3/d = 0.1369 and t 2 /d = 0.05. 



It has been suggested (see for example 15.12]) that the filtering 

characteristics of a four-element filter whose elements have a constant 

separation
1 
 = t

2 
= t

3 
may be improved by the introduction of variable 

separation such that t 1  = t 3  and t2  # tl . These structures can be 

thought of as being composed of two subfilters (each having two elements). 

The subfilters act as the reflecting elements of the main interference 

filter and consequently the interference maxima of the subfilters can be 

positioned to optimise the transmission characteristics of the main 

filter. Such a structure has been considered and the results are shown in 

figure 5.4. This figure describes the diffraction properties of a four-

element lamellar transmission grating, whose elements are identical-to 

those of the gratings described in figure 5.3, but are now separated by 

normalised distances t
1
/d = t

3
/d = 0.14 and t

2 
 /d = 0.05, operated in 

P polarized radiation. This structure demonstrates improved filtering 

performance compared with that given in figure 5.3b. The steepness of 

the cut-off is retained and the ripple in the passband is decreased. 

Figure 5.5, showing the transmission properties of six-element 

lamellar transmission gratings operated in long wavelength S polarized 

radiation, demonstrates that this structure has application as a 

bandstop filter. The separations of the elements of each grating are 

constant, i.e. t n  = t (n = 1,2 ....5) but the spectra represent 

gratings with different separations t. 

The multi-element lamellar transmission grating also has application 

as a Fabry-Perot interferometer when operated in long wavelength P 

polarized radiation. This property has been previously , demonstrated for 

a two-element lamellar grating by Adams and Botten [5.8] and for a multi-

element lamellar grating by Botten 15.21. In order that it may act as a 

Fabry-Perot interferometer, the structure must be operated in long 
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Figure 5.5 Normal incidence wavelength spectra for 6-element 
gratings operated in S polarized radiation. The 
grating parameters are: c/d = 0.7, h/d = 0.2 and 
(a) ti/d = 0.3 
(b) ti/d = 0.35 
(c) ti/d = 0.4 

for i = 1 to 5. The transmission characteristics 
of the individual elements are represented by the 
broken curve. 
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wavelength radiation and the separation of the elements must be large 

compared with the period. Under these conditions the zeroth reflected 

and transmitted orders are the only orders coupling the elements of the 

grating. The analysis of Botten [5.2], which assumes the only coupling 

of the elements to occur through the zeroth diffracted orders, is 

therefore valid. Consequently, spectra obtained using the theory 

described in this chapter reproduce the earlier results given for this 

configuration and these will not be given here. 

5.4 CONCLUSIONS  

A recurrence relation for the scattering matrices of an up-down 

symmetric, lossless, multi-element grating has been derived in this 

chapter. This enables the diffraction properties of the grating to be 

inferred from those of a single element. 

A series of conservation properties have been presented constraining 

the scattering matrices of this general profile multi-element grating. 

These relations not only ensure the well known [5.3, 5.6] property of 

unitarity of the "physical" submatrix of the scattering matrix, but also 

constrain the remaining elements of the scattering matrix. Here, the 

"physical" submatrix contains those elements of the scattering matrix 

corresponding to the propagating orders produced by waves incident in the 

propagating order channels. Thus, the complex amplitudes of the 

propagating and evanescent diffracted orders consequent upon waves 

incident in both propagating and evanescent order channels are now 

constrained. Furthermore, it has been shown that if the grating elements 

are also left-right symmetric, then the scattering matrices are symmetric. 

These constraints were shown to hold analytically (that is, independently 

of errors incurred in the field expansions when they are truncated for 
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the numerical implementation) for the multi-element lamellar transmission 

grating. 

Sample numerical results have been presented illustrating the long 

wavelength filtering properties of the multi-element lamellar transmission 

grating. The slope of the spectral curve at the edge between passband and 

stopband regions was shown to increase as the number of elements in the 

grating was increased. 
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CHAPTER 6 
° 

INTERFEROMETRIC PROPERTIES OF DOUBLE GRIDS 

6.1 INTRODUCTION  

The material presented in this chapter describes a rigorous 

investigation into the diffraction properties and interferometric 

application of a double inductive grid; that is, a structure consisting 

of two perfectly conducting rectangular-hole inductive grids lying in 

spatially separated parallel planes. 

This study, which has been reported in a paper [6.1], published in 

the Journal of Optics (Paris), follows upon previous theoretical studies 

[6.2 - 6.6] of bi-periodic structures which are reviewed in detail in 

chapter 1. It was motivated by the need for a rigorous description of the 

properties of multi-element interference filters in the far infrared. 

During recent years numerous discussions of both a theoretical and an 

experimental nature have appeared (see section 1.4 of chapter 1). However, 

all but a few of the theoretical explanations of their characteristics were 

based on scalar optical theories describing the diffraction properties of 

single grids or gratings. All exceptions to this description [6.7 - 6.10] 

were studies on singly periodic multi-element diffraction grating 

configurations. 

The results of this study confirm that the double inductive grid has 

the required interferometric properties to enable its use as a long 

wavelength Fabry-Perot interferometer. In general, the results obtained 

for the double grating interferometer 16.8] are shown to also apply to the 

double grid. That is, optimal interferometric properties are obtained for 

a symmetric grid having deep apertures of small cross-section and also the 
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aperture widths are the main factors determining the positions of the 

resonance maxima. One important feature, however, exhibited by the double 

grid but not by the double grating, is the independence of polarization for 

normally incident radiation. This is a considerable advantage when the 

interferometer is to be operated in unpolarized radiation. 

Section 6.2 contains a description of the rigorous modal formalism 

derived to describe the action of the double grid. Since it is not easy to 

gain any physical insight into the interferometric properties of the 

double grid using this formalism, the long wavelength diffraction problem 

was solved using a multiple scattering technique. This analysis is given 

in section 6.3. 

A detailed discussion of the features of the double grid spectra 

and the effects of the grid parameters on the interferometric properties 

of the structure are described in section 6.4. This section is divided 

into three parts. The first, section 6.4.1, discusses the numerical 

investigations which were carried out to determine the performance of the 

double grid as a long wavelength Fabry-Perot interferometer and 

consequently considers a symmetric double grid operated in normally 

incident radiation. The multiple scattering approach discussed in section 

6.3 is used in conjunction with a monomodal approximation to understand 

the interference phenomenon associated with this problem. This monomodal 

and multiple scattering approach is extended in sections 6.4.2 and 6.4.3 

to consider off-normal TE and TM polarized radiation and to analyse 

the features obtained under these incidence conditions. Although the 

latter diffracting configuration is not useful as an interferometer, the 

analysis is included here for completeness. 
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6.2 THEORETICAL TREATMENT OF THE DIFFRACTION PROBLEM 

6.2.1 Notation and Description of the Diffraction Arrangement  

Consider a plane wave of free space wavelength A incident upon the 

double grid shown in figure 6.1. A conventional set of rectangular 

Cartesian coordinate axes (see figure 6.1) is defined with unit vectors 

X, jand i aligned with the OX, OY and OZ axes respectively. The 

double grid can then be specified as follows: Each perfectly conducting 

grid has period d along the OX axis with apertures of width 2c 1 
for 

the upper grid and 2c 2 
for the lower grid. The second periodicity axis 

is inclined at an angle r to the OZ axis and the projection of the 

grid periods along this axis onto the OZ axis is d', while the aperture 

widths along the OZ axis in the upper and lower grids are 2ci and 2c 

respectively. The thicknesses of the upper and lower grids are 2h and 

2h' respectively, while their centre to centre separation is 2s. The 

lower grid is also displaced relative to the upper grid by distances of 

dx and dz as shown in figure 6.1. Also, S is defined by S= 2s -h-h'. 

The direction of the plane wave which is incident upon the structure 

is specified by the angles 	and 	shown in figure 6.2. The 

polarization of this incoming beam is described by the angle 6 which is 

also defined in figure 6.2. Thus 

k  = °O , -1300' Y00 )  

where 	k = 2 /A is the wavenumber of the incident wave and the 

direction cosines of this beam are given by 

a = k sin 0 cos 
0 

0 = k cos 
00 

y = k sin 0 sin 
00 

Now, the electric and magnetic fields in both free space and 

(6.1) 



Figure 6.1 
	

Figure 6.2 

The geometry of the double grid. 	 Specification of the incident field. 



RTE x,y,z) - 
0 

1 	^ 	i 
{yoLc — ag} R (x,y,z) 

1  
RT.M (x,y,z) =idd r--T 	X -Ey 	R (x,y,z) 

0— 0 
00 

Ri (x,y,z) = exp[i(aox - a00y+ Y z)] 

COO = 1(aO2 YO2  

(6.2) 

(6.3) 

(6.4) 

(6.5) 

where 

and 
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aperture regions may be described either by Cartesian vector modes or in 

terms of 'UK (transverse electric) or TM (transverse magnetic) 

orthogonal vector modes. Here TE implies no electric field component 

along the OY axis, while TM signifies no magnetic field component along 

this axis. The latter method of specifying the fields was adopted for the 

reasons given in section 1.5 of this thesis. That is, for certain incidence 

conditions no coupling occurs between the TE and TM fields. Also 

the amplitudes of an arbitrary polarized diffracted wave may be simply 

described in terms of the amplitudes corresponding to TE and TM 

polarized waves. This is exemplified by the analysis described in section 

6.3 but is also advantageous in solving the diffraction problem for a 

double grid with dielectric plugs and films [6.11]. 

Throughout the analysis, the temporal dependence term exp(-iwt) 

will be suppressed. 

In order to define the incident electric and magnetic fields 

several preliminary definitions must be made. The transverse electric 

and magnetic vector modes for the incident plane wave are introduced and 

are specified by 

Then the transverse resolutes of the incident electric and magnetic 

fields are given by 



v x H = —
k  E. ---00  

E RTE + 
	

F. RTM0  
-t 	Z

o 00 

and a 00 (6.7) 
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E = E. RTE + F. RTM 
-t 	---0 	---00 

(6.6) 

where E. = cos 6 
1 

F. = 13 	sin 6 /k 00 

(6.8) 

  

and Z
0 
 is the free space impedance. 

6.2.2 Free Space Fields  

•This plane wave incident upon the double grid produces a diffracted 

field which, in all semi-infinite free space regions, is composed of plane 

waves. The two dimensional periodicity of the structure constrains these 

waves to propagate along discrete lines, the directions of which are 

specified by integers p and q. 

The free space fields can thus be expressed as a superposition of 

the following plane waves: 

For upward going waves 

RPq (x,y,z) = exPii(a px + S ixty + ypq z)] 

and for downward going waves 

R (x,y,z) = exp[i(a x - 	y + y z)] 
Pq 	 pq  pq  

where the direction consines are given by [6.5] 

a
p 

= a
0 
+ pK 

(6.9) 

(6.10) 

(6.11) 

where 
	27r 

'y 	=1  + Pq.• 	0 	• tann 
(6.12) 



where 
, 	n 

K = 2  
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and a  = A2 _ a2 _ y2 
Pq 	P 	Pq 

= 11a2 y2 _12 
P 	Pq  

if a 2  y2 <k2 p 	i pq  _ 

otherwise 	• 

1 	
(6.13) 

The TE, TM vector modes for upward going waves in free space may 

then be written 

RTE (x,y,z) 1  x,y,z) - 	r 	- 
ly x - a ij R pq 	p 	Pq Cpqarr  

(6.14) 

RTM (x,y,z) - 	
1 	r 	^ 

   to x + y ij R  
Pq 	

(x,y,z) 
Idd . 	p — 	pq 	pq (6.15) 

    

where = Va2 4. y 2 
• pq 	p 	pq  

The transverse vector modes for downward going plane waves RTE 

and RTM 	are defined similarly with R (x,y,z) replacing R (x,y,z). 
Pq 	P9 

The transverse resolutes of the reflected fields in y > s + h are 

expressed by the following plane wave expansions 

E= E 	E [E RTE + F RTM ] _t.  pq  pq  ___pq  (6.16) 

yxH = 	E 
-t Z

0 p=- 

co 	'73 
E 	[-HE RTE +----F RTM ] k pq 	a pq nn  (6.17) 

where the sets 1E
P9 
 and IF 

P9
I designate the plane wave coefficients 

of the reflected fields. All following sums E 
P 	

are over the same range 
,q 

as those specified in equations (6.16 - 17). 



Similarly, the transverse resolutes of the transmitted fields in 

y < -s-h' are 

A 	 A 	 A 	 A 	 A 

E = E IERTE + F RTM ] - t 	nq  ___pq 	pq ----pq p,q 	r 
(6.18) 

a 
^ 	I 	 nn 	 k ^ 	^ 

x H = — E 	E RTE + — F RTM ] 	 ( 6.19) -t Z0 p,q 	k pq ---pq 8 
Pq 

 pq ---pq 

while for the region -s+10 < y < s-h 
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[E+ RTE +F+ RTM ] -t •  rnq  ---pq. 	pq p,q   

arm + x x Et - -

1 E
pq 	

E+ RTE + nk  F+  RTM pq  ___pq  0 
Pq 

pq  ___p q - 
0 ,  

	

^ 	. n  
E 

- 

= E [E RTE + F RTM ] _t 	r nq  .......-pq 	pq ____pq  
. 
p,q   

	

a-" 	^ — k - ixH =- E 	E-  RTE + — F RTM ] -t Z0 p,q k pq ---pq a Pg  pq ---pq 

(6.20) 

(6.21) 

(6.22) 

(6.23) 

^ 
In theabove,thesets 	 {E-  } and {F } are 

Pq 	Pq 	Pq 	Pq 	Pq 	Pq 
the plane wave coefficients. 

The region of validity of the Rayleigh expansions has been the 

subject of much discussion [6.12, 6.13] and it has been shown that 

different expansions must be used to specify the fields within the 

aperture regions. 

6.2.3 Fields Within the Aperture Regions  

The fields within the aperture regions are expanded in terms of 

waveguide modes. Consider firstly the appropriate form of the modes for 

Cartesian field components. The Cartesian modes for an inductive grid, 



1.98 

having rectangular apertures of widths 2c
1 
and 2c 	along the OX and 

1 

OZ axes respectively, are given by 16.14] 

nn mn 
X (x,z) = P

nm 	
+ c1)] sinl 2c' 	1 

z + c')] 
nm 2c

1 	1 

nn 	mn 
and Z

nm
(x,z) = Pnm 

sin[---(x + c1)] 	
1 

+ c')] 2c1 	1 

(6.24) 

(6.25) 

/ n EEm  j  where 	P = 
nm 	4c c' 1 1 

  

and 	E. = 1 
	j =0 

	

= 2 	otherwise 

These modes thus characterise the field within the apertures of the 

upper grid. Similarly for the lower grid, the mode functions for Cartesian 

field components can be shown to be 

nn 
(x - ox + c 2 )] si 

m 
n1

n 
- z + c')] Xnm

(x,z) = Pnm 
cos[

2c 2 	
2c' 

	

2 	2 

nn 	MW 
Z (X,Z) = P 	sin[ 2c (x - Ox + c 2 )] cos[2c' (z - 	2 + c')] nm 	nm 	2 2 

(6.26) 

(6.27) 

    

where 
cc 

d/nm  P = 
nm 	4c c' 2 2 

These modes explicitly satisfy the boundary conditions applying on the 

vertical walls of the apertures. 

The TE and TM modes characterising the field within the upper 

grid apertures are then given by 

Mff 	nn 
MTEU 	(x,z) 	gnmj—

cl 
X
nm

(x,z) 
—
x - 

2c 
Z
nm

(x
'
z)  

----nm 
1 	1 

(6.30) 
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rnn _ , 	, ^ . mn 	, 
and MTMU (x,z = g r--- A 0( Z) X I-  - G 	' 

Z) 
----nm 	nm 2c nm ' 	2c' nm 	- 

1 	1 
(6.31) 

where a = 
M7 2 

 

le__T)  (ETL)21 -31  
prim 	2c• 

	

-1 	
2c

1 
(6.32) 

Note that the modes MTEUMTMU 	and MTMU 	are trivial. 
----00 ' ----n0 	Om 

The transverse resolute of the electric field in the upper apertures 

is given by 

E = 	E 	{anm sin[p (y -s)] + bnm 
cos[pnm

(y-s)]] MTEU (x,z) 
-t 

	

	nm 	 ----nm 
(n ,m) EA 

+ 	Ic 	sin[p (y-s)] + d 	cos[pnm(y-s)]} MTMU m (x,z) (6.33) urn
(n,m)EA nm 	nm  

where 	A 7 {(n,m) I n,m_= 0, 1, 2  	n + m 0 } 

= {(n.,m) I n,m = 1, 2, 	 

and application of the Helmholtz equation constrains 

p 	= [1(2  — ( 1212--)2_ 01421._)21 1/2  
mn 	‘2c" 2c1 ' 1 

(6.34) 

Here the sets {a}, Ibl, Ic} and Id } designate the modal 
nm 	nm 	nm   nm 

coefficients for the fields in the upper apertures. 

The transverse resolute of the magnetic field in this region is given 

by 

X. x R=' - {  
-t Z0 nom)EA 

La 	cos(p (y-s)) - b
nm 

sin(p
mm

(y-s))]} x 
nm 	nm 

x MTEU (x,z) 
-nm 

E 	k 

(n,m)EA.' Prun 
[c 	cos(p (y -s)) - d 	sin(p (y-s))]} x 
nm 	nm 	nm 	nm 

x MTMU (x,z)1 ----nm 	(6.35) 
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Similarly, the TE/TM modes specifying the field in the lower grid 

apertures, MTEL (x,z) and MTML (x,z) will be given by exactly the 
--am 	—am 

same expressions as equations (6.30) and (6.31), but with c I 
replaced 

by cc' by 	' 	X 	by X 	and Z 	by Z. Then the transverse 
2' 1 	2' 	nm 	nm 	run 	am  

resolute of the electric field in the lower apertures is given by 

E = 	E 	la 	sinfp (y+s)] + b 	cos[p 
am 

(y+s)]} MTEL (x,z) 
-t 	am 	am 	nm 	----nm 

(n,m)cA 

E 	{cam 
	+ d 	cos[plim (y+s)]} MTML m (x,z) (6.36) 

n,m)cA'
am  

 

where p
nm 	

[1(2 _ (!1L)2 
2c

2 	

(2E717)2]. 
2c2 

(6.37) 

The transverse resolute of the magnetic field in the lower apertures can 

be expressed using an expansion similar to (6.35). 

In order to relate these fields to the free space fields, continuity 

conditions are applied at the aperture-free space boundaries. 

6.2.4 Application of Field Continuity Conditions  

The relevant continuity conditions are that the transverse resolutes 

of the electric and magnetic fields be continuous across aperture-free 

space surfaces, i.e. at y = s + h, s - h, -s + h', -s - h'. The Method 

of Moments is then employed to extract a system of linear equations whose 

unknowns are the modal field coefficients. 

Consider firstly the continuity of E t  at y = s + h. This is 

expressed by 

f(E 	+ E. 6 6 ) RTE (y=0) + (F
* 

+ F. 6 6 ) RTM (y=0)] 
01 13 	

pq 	1 p0 q0 ---pq 	pq 	1 p0 q0 ---pq 
, 

▪ Z 	[a + b ] MTEU (x,z) + E 	[c + d
* 
] MTHU (x z) 

am 	am ----nm 
(n,m)cA 	 (n,m) A' nm 

	am ----nm 

if (x,z)cA 

• 0 
	 otherwise 

	
(6.38) 
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Here A is the aperture region defined by x e f-c 1 , cl ], z e [ -ci, cl]. 

 

E*  =E Y (s+h) 
Pq 	Pq Pq 

 

Also 

 

 

E.

• 

= E. Y ( -s -h) 
1 	1 pq 

F

• 

= F Y (s+h) pq 	pq pq  

F.

• 

= F. Y (-s-h) 
1 	1 pq 

(6.39) 

  

and 

Y (y)= exp[iE. y] 
Pq 	Pq 

a
nm

• 

 = a sin(p 	C 

• 

= h) 	cnm 
sin(p

nm
h) 

nm nm 	nm 
 

bnm

• 

 = b
nm 

cos(p
nm

h) 	d
nm

• 

 = d
nm 

cos(p
nm

h) 

(6.40) 

(6.41) 

The Method of Moments is now applied by multiplying throughout by the 

complex conjugate of the (r, s)
th plane wave term RTE (x,z) and 

---rs 

integrating the resulting equation over the rectangle defined by 

x c [-c1, 
d - cl

] 	z e I-c' d' - c'] to give 1 

E 	+ E. (5 	[a
nm 

+ bnm] J
11

(rs;nm) 
rs 	1 r (n,m)eA 

* 
+ 	ic 	+ d ] J,, 	'(rs.nm) 

(ri,m)eA' 	nm 	nm 	±4.  
(6.42) 

Here, the modal inner products are defined by 

Jii (pq;nm) = fj 
	

• Mr1;nm  dxdz 	i,j = 1,2. 	(6.43) 

A 

In this expression, the following notation has been adopted in order 

to systematize the terminology, 
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L.?1;pq = 	(Y=°) 
(6.44) 

= RTM (y=0) ___pq  

M, 	= MTEU x,z) 
-rim 

(6.45) 

and = MTMU (x,z) -2;nm ----nm 

In the derivation of equation (6.42), the following orthogonality 

properties of the plane wave terms have also been used 

d d' 

ff R. 	.R .  dzdx  6 6. 
0 0 -s;pq -3;rs 	

= pr qs 
= 1,2 	(6.46) 

Similarly, by multiplying equation (6.38) by RTM s (y=0) and 

integrating over the area x c [-c l , d-c1 ], z c [-ci, d'-c] the following 

equation is derived. 

F + F. 6 	6s0 	E 	a + b ] J (rs;nm) 
rs 	1 r0 sO 	nm 	rim 21 

(n,m)cA 

+ 	I 	[c
nm 

+ dnm] J22 (rs;nm) 
(n,m)cA' 

(6.47) 

Equations (6.42) and (6.47) may be combined and written in the 

following matrix notation 

P v + P0 
 1
A = J(e + f) (6.48) 

Here 

[Y(s+h) 	0 	] 

0 	Y(s+h) 
(6.49) 

Y(s+h) = diag (Y 
Pq

(s+h)) where 



11' 
(pq.nm)] IJ12'  (pq.nm)] 
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(6.50) 

(Pc"nm)] Ij22 (Pc"rim)]  

V 

[

- 

Epq ] 

[F ] 
_ Pq 

 

  

* - 

	

a
nm

• ] 

	bnm]  

f = 

	

C

• 

] ] 	d*] 

	

nm 	nm 

[ Al and A is a partitioned vector A 	composed of elements 
2 

e = 

A 	= E.6 	6 
;pq 	1 p0 q0  

A2;pq = Fi 6p0 6 q0 

In these definitions, the subscript pairs p,q and n,m should be 

regarded as compounded subscripts when filling the arrays. Here also the 

zeros in the array definition of P
0 
 represent the zero matrix of 

appropriate dimension. 

Consider now the continuity of the transverse magnetic components 

at y = s + h. 

a 
— 1 	Ef-2-1 	— 	6 )RTE :(y=0) + 

k 
F* - F.6 6 )RTM (y=0)1 Zo 	k 	pq 	p0 q0 	

Pq 
pq 	a 	pq  p0 q0 ---pq 

= 	v - D 1;nm nm 	2;nm bnm ] MIEUnm
(x,z) 

Zo  1 (n; eA 

+ 	E 	ID 	c
* 

- Dii;nm nm 	nm  d] MIn(x,z)1 (x,z) e A (6.51) 
(n,m)cA' 	3;nm nm 



.f 	 j ;•  M. 	dxdz = 6 6 6.. 
nN mM ij 

i,j = 1,2 (6.53) 
it 
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• where 	D
1;nm 

= pcot(p urn 	nm
h)/k 

D2;nm 
= p

nm 
tan(p

nm
h)/k 

D
3;nm 

= k cot(ph)/p 
nm nm 

and 
	

D
4;nm 

= k tan(ph)/p 
nm 	nm 

The Method of Moments is now applied by multiplying this equation 

by the complex conjugate of the modal basis function, MTEU (x,z) and 

integrating over the aperture region (x,z) e A to give 

* 	 k 	* 	* 
- E 	(E- E 6 6 ) J (pq;NM) + — (F - F 6 	) J . 	 (pq;NM)1 

k 	pq 	p0 q0 11 	a 	pq 	p0 q0 21 
13 ,q 	 Pq 	

. 

= i(D
1;NM 

a
NM 

- D
2;NM 

 b)  N,M e A 	(6.52) 

wherewhere the mode orthogonality property is expressed by 

Similarly, by multiplying equation (6.51) by MTMU (x,z) and 

integrating over the aperture region, an analogous equation is obtained 

which can be combined 

P 	V 

where 	x = 

with (6.52) 

-1 
- P

o 	
A] 	= 

[i3 :_11 
0 

1 

0 	D
3 

in the following matrix equation 

- 	D 	e - D
e 

f) (6.54) 

(6.55) 



-1 - + P V = J(-e + f) 
1 

(6.56) 

jH  (P1 V
+ 

- P
1
-1 

V ) - - (D e + D
e 

f) (6.57) 

and the following diagonal matrices have been defined 

a = diag (Pq 0 /k) 

j;nm)  
D. = diag (ID. 

The remaining matrix equations follow from a consideration of the 

continuity of the transverse electric and magnetic fields at the previously 

mentioned surfaces. In equations derived from application of the 

continuity of the transverse electric field, the Method of Moments is 

applied by multiplying the resultant equations by the complex conjugate 

of a plane wave basis function and integrating over a unit period cell. 

However, for equations obtained from consideration of the continuity of 

the transverse magnetic field, the complex conjugate of a modal basis 

function is used and the integration is performed over the aperture•

region. 

At y = s - h , the continuity of the transverse electric and 

magnetic fields are summarised respectively by the following matrix 

equation 
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for j = 1, 2, 3, 4. 

where P
1 

is defined by equation (6.49) but (s + h) is replaced by 

(s - h) , 

E+ -  
Pq 

V = 
IF+  ] 

_ 	Pq 

and 1E- 	] 
Pq 

IF 
	

] 
Pq 



Similarly at y = - s + h' 

P
2
V +P2 

V =K (e + f) 

K
H. (P 2 V - P2 V) = - 	- D

e 
f) 

(6.58) 

(6.59) 

where P2 
is defined by equation (6.49) but with (s + h) replaced by 

(-s + h') , 

0 
Do 

0 	D
3 

D2 0 
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De = 0 	D
4 

where the diagonal matrices D. = diag(iD. j;nm)  

composed of elements 

(j.= 1,2,3,4) are 

D 	= p  cot(ph')/k 
1;nm 	nm 	

nm 

D 	= " 	tan(ph')/k 
2;nm "nm 	

nm 
 

D 3;nm 
= k cot(ph')/p nm 	nm  

D4;nm 
= k tan(ph')/p nm 	nm  

   

^ 
[anm sin(pnmh')] 

lc 	sin(p h i )] 
nm 	nm 

f = 

[b 	cos(jinm
h')] 

nm 

[dnm 
cos(pnm

h')] 

   

   

   

and 

   

 

K = 

[

[1(11 (13"nm)] [1(12 (13"nm)]  

IK21 (P"nm)] [1(22 (13"nm)]  

(6.60) 

   



The elements of this matrix are the modal inner products for the 

lower grid, given by 

K..(Pq; 11m) =:• ffR._ 	M. 
ij 	

A' 
-s;pq 	--j;nm dxdz 	i,j = 1,2 	(6.61) 

where A' is the region defined by x c [-c + 6x, c 2  + dx], 

z e 1-c + Oz, 	+ dz] , R. 	(i = 1,2) has been defined in equation 2  

(6.44) and 

A 

M 	= MTEL (x,z) 
-1;nm .----nm 

= MTML (x z) 
-2;nm ----nm ' 

(6.62) 

Finally, the equations derived by field matching at y = -s - h' may 

be written 

P
3
V = K(-e + f) 
	

(6.63) 

... 	A  
= D

o 
e +D

e 
f (6.64) 

where jE )1 
,s•Pq 
v= 	„ 

IF ] 
Pq 

and P
3 

is given by equation (6.49) but (s + h) is replaced by 	-h'). 

6.2.5 Elimination of the Rayleigh Field Coefficients  

Substitution of equations (6.48) into (6.54) yields 

H 	-1 (J
H 

x J + Dd e + (J
H 

x J - De  )f = 2 J 	P
o 

A (6.65) 

Simple manipulation of equations (6.56) and (6.58) leads to 
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(6.67) -L1 
 V = P J(-e + f) - P K(e + f) 

2 	1 
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-1 	" 

	

L
1
V+ = P

-
2
1 J(-e + f) - P11 	+ f) (6.66) 

where 
L1  = 2i [ 

and 

0 	C1_ 
 

C1 
 = diag[sin(8 S)] . 
 Pq 

Substitution of equations (6.66) and (6.67) into equations (6.57) 

and (6.59) gives 

jET  x L J(-e + 	JH  x L2  K(e + f 
	

D
o 

e + De 
f) 
	

(6.68) 

^ 	^ 
and 	KH x L2  J(-e + f) - K

H x L3  K(e + f) = - (D o  e - De  f) 	(6.69) 

where 

 

and 

where 

[

:2 
L = i 
3 

OC  

2 

C2 
= diag[cot(8 S)] 

Pq 

Finally, substitution of equation 6.63) into (6.64) yields 

(KH  x K + Do )e - (KH  x K - De = 0 	 (6.70) 

Equations (6.65,68,69,70) are the matrix equations which are used 

to determine the modal coefficients. Once these have been found, the 
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Rayleigh field quantities can be reconstructed using equations (6.48) and 

(6.63). The set of matrix equations is truncated to enable a solution to 

be obtained numerically and consequently the convergence properties of the 

numerical implementation need to be tested. The accuracy of the 

formalism was confirmed by the results of numerical tests of the 

Reciprocity. Theorem, an example of which is contained in table 6.1, and 

also by using a series of symmetry constraints for doubly periodic 

structures, which are described in chapter 7. 

Finally, the efficiencies of the real order (p,q) in reflection 

and transmission (p
R 

q 
and p

Pq 
T respectively) can be determined from a 

P  

consideration of the Poynting vector and are given by 

P
Pq 	

2 4. k 	I F 	12)/ (, 
' pq' ""0 pq  

a 
Ppq 	k —P--q- 	2 4_ k 	12,/P I ) a 	. pq 	0 

Pq 

(6.71) 

(6.72) 

where p o  = aooik . The expression describing the conservation of energy 

criterion is then given by 

p
R 

+ p
T 
 ) = 1 

(p,q)61 	Pq 	Pq  
(6.73) 

where 	= {(p,q) I  Im(apq) = 0 } . 

6.3 RECONSTRUCTION OF THE LONG WAVELENGTH DIFFRACTION PROBLEM USING.A  

MULTIPLE SCATTERING TECHNIQUE  

In this section the amplitudesof propagating reflected and 

transmitted waves, for a double grid operated in long wavelength radiation 



Table 6.1 Confirmation of the Reciprocity Theorem  

Reciprocity results for a double grid specified by d i /d = 1.5, 

c
1 
 /d = 0.45, 	'id = 0.65, c 2 /d = 0.7, c 2

'/d = 0.8, 6x/d = 0.2, 6z/d = 0.3, 

S/d = 0.6, h/d = h'id = 0.4, n = 70°  and operated •in incident radiation of 

wavelength X/d = 0.95. 

The first diffraction problem was defined by incident angles (I) = 30 ° , 

= 0 ° , 6 = 90 0 . The (-1,-1) order was returned to give the second 

diffraction problem Op = 32.28520 ° 	= 32.57659 ° ) and for this problem 

the polarization angle was chosen to be 6 = 0 0 . 	In each problem the wave 

fields were specified by 4 modal indices and 11 Rayleigh orders. 

210 

E-1-1 F
-1-1 

Energy 
Transmitted 

(0.07795, 

(0.29953, 

121.56 ° ) 

45.14 0 ) 

(0.02336, 

(0.00998, 

105.71 ° ) 

121.33 0 ) 

0.22893 

0.06197 

Problem 1 

Problem 2 

The left and right hand sides of the Reciprocity relation [6.15] 

were calculated to be (0.06597, 121.33 ° ) and (0.06590, 121.56 ° ). 
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incident at arbitrary angles, are reconstructed using a multiple 

scattering technique. The individual elements of the double grids 

considered are assumed to be identical. The results of this reconstruction 

procedure will be used in the next section to analyse the properties of the 

double grid interferometer. 

It is assumed that the wavelength of the incident radiation is 

sufficiently long so that only the zeroth orders in reflection and 

transmission propagate and also that the separation of the two grids is 

sufficiently large so that no evanescent coupling occurs between them. The 

diffracted complex field amplitudes of the double grid may then be 

obtained by considering all multiple reflections and transmissions of the 

zeroth order waves at each of the identical single grids. 

The linear nature of the optical system enables the complex 

amplitude of a diffracted wave to be written as a linear combination of 

the amplitudes corresponding to 6=0 0  and 6=90 0  polarized waves. The 

following notation is introduced to facilitate the use of this property. 

If an incident wave having polarization angle 6=0 °  (TE polarized) and 

unit amplitude strikes a single grid, let the amplitudes of the resulting 

zeroth order waves in reflection and transmission be given by (C ° , H° ) 

^ 	" 
and (G0 

0  
, H ) respectively. Here G °  is the complex amplitude of the 

TE component, while H
0  is the amplitude of the TM component, and the 

phase origin for all quantities is located at the centre of the single 

grid. Let the corresponding diffracted amplitude for a TM(690
o

) 

90 	90 	"90 "90 
polarized incident wave be (G , H ) and (G , H ). 

An incident wave, with phase origin located at the centre of the 

double grid, is defined by the vector amplitudes 

E. 
(6.74) 

Fi  
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Here the subscript "c" refers to the centred phase origin. 

Reflection and transmission matrices are defined respectively as follows: 

and 

P 

T = 

G
o 

H 
o 

G 

"0 

- 
kG

90 
 /a 

90 
kH 	/0 

- 
kG 	/0 

H  90 

(6.75) 

(6.76) 

Also, a transfer matrix, which is used to shift the phase origin of 

waves from the centre of the upper grid to the centre of the lower grid, is 

defined as 

 

exp(in) 	0 

0 	exp(,in) 

 

= (6.77) 

   

   

where 	Ti = 	 00 (S + 2h) 
	

(6.78) 

The reflected and transmitted fields of the double grid (relative to the 

centre of the upper element and lower element respectively) are 

represented by the vectors 

E00 0 
F
r 

= exp(in/2) 	and F
t 
= exp(in/2) respectively. 

00 	 00 

Similarly, the upward and downward scattered fields shown in figure 6.3 

are represented by vectors 	and F respectively. The incident field 

in this figure is specified by F = exp(-in/2) F. Then, these fields are 

related by the following expressions 
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A 

2S 

Figure 6.3 The notation used in the multiple scattering analysis. 
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- Fr P  T 

T 	p aFF+  
(6.79) 

and 

P  T 1 aF 

p 0 
(6.80) 

Following an analysis similar to that given in section 5.2 of this 

thesis, the total reflected and transmitted complex amplitudes of the 

double grid (relative to the centre of the double grid) can be obtained 

from these equations and are given respectively by 

and 

where 

Equation 

00 

00 

- 

00 

00 

- 

00 

00 

= exp(-in)[p + Tapa(I - papa) 

= exp(-in)[Ta(I - papa) 1T] 

I 	denotes the 	2x2 	identity matrix. 

(6.82) may be expanded to give 

= exp(- in)TaII + (PG) 2  + (PO 4  

-1
T 

E. 
1 

F. 
1 

+  	

E. 
1 

IT 
F. 
1 

(6.81) 

(6.82) 

(6.83) 

which is jusC the sum of all the multiple reflections and transmissions 

of the double grid. 



"s 0 
(G )

2 
 

E - 
00  1 - (G

0 
)

2 
 exp(Zin) 

(6.85) 
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Equations (6.81) and (6.82) are the general expressions for the 

reflected and transmitted complex amplitudes of a double grid composed of 

identical elements, for arbitrary incidence parameters. However, these' 

expressions may be much simplified for several specific incidence 

combinations and for a symmetric double grid, (that is, a double grid 

composed of two identical elements having square apertures, n = 900  and 

d = d'). McPhedran and Maystre [6.5] have shown that radiation satisfying 

the criterion 

(I) arbitrary, ip = 0 ° , 45
0  or 90

0 	(6.84) 

incident on a symmetric grid, will produce diffracted fields satisfyin 

0 	^0 	 90 	^90 
H =H = 0 	and 	G = G =0 

Under these conditions there is a "decoupling" of the field 

components and since 

E. = cos6 	 F = a sind/k 
1 
	 F. 	00 

it can be seen that the polarization of the zeroth order wave is 

preserved upon interaction with the grid. 

As an example, a 6 = 0 polarized wave satisfying equation (6.84), 

incident upon a symmetric double grid will give rise to a transmitted 

zeroth order wave whose amplitude is given by 

and hence 

1E 12= 	
1  

00  1 ?sin2E°  

1 

where 	
fo  4IG I - 

(1  _ 1012)2 

and 	Eo = n + arg(Go ) 

(6.86) 

(6.87) 

(6.88) 



k2q
00 
, 2/k2_ 1 H90 where 

2)2 

2902 

f
90 

- 	
00 (6.91) 
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These can be recognised as giving the standard form of the 

transmitted intensity of a Fabry-Perot interferometer. Since there are no 

absorption losses, the transmission at the interference maxima is unity. 

Then using equation (6.72) it follows that expression (6.86) also gives the 

energy transmitted through the double grid structure. 

The other important case which is of interest is that of a TM 

polarized (6 = 900 ) wave also satisfying equation (6.84) incident on a 

symmetric double grid. Such a wave produces a transmitted wave whose 

complex amplitude is given by 

^90 2 
k(H )  

F = 
00 8 [1-k2exp(2in)(H

90 )
2
/8 2 ] 

00 	00 

Thus the transmitted intensity can be written 

2/k2 

12 = 	00  
90 . 2 90 

1 + f sin (E ) 

(6.89) 

(6.90) 

and 
	

E
90 

= n + arg(H
90

) 
	

(6.92) 

Thus the transmitted efficiency of the zeroth order is 

 

1 (6.93) 
00 + f9°sin2 (00 ) 

These results were used to reconstruct the double grid performance 

and excellent agreement between the rigorous formalism and reconstruction 

procedure was found, provided the grid separation to period ratio was 



S/d > 1.5. For values of S/d less than this, the rigorous formalism 

showed a noticeable dependence on the array phasing parameters ox and 6z. 

Since the multiple scatter approach does not predict any dependence on 

these parameters, it can be deduced that the validity of the approach does 

not extend to separations smaller than this. 

6.4 NUMERICAL INVESTIGATION OF THE INTERFEROMETRIC PROPERTIES OF THE  

DOUBLE GRID  

As discussed in section 6.1, this section is primarily concerned 

with the operation of the double grid as a far infrared interferometer. 

The double grid is assumed to be composed of two identical symmetric 

single inductive grids (having d = d', aperture widths 2c = 2c', 

aperture depths 2h and orthogonal axes of periodicity n = 900 ). 

The multiple scattering approach discussed in section 6.3 is 

used, together with a monomodal approximation to describe the features 

of the spectra obtained for the double grid. Long wavelength radiation 

incident either normally or such that 4) # 0, 	= 0, 0 = 0 or 90 °  is 

considered. Such radiation satisfies the criterion given in equation 

(6.84) and as discussed in section 6.3, this leads to simplified 

expressions for the zeroth order diffracted efficiencies using the 

reconstruction procedure. 

6.4.1 Application as a Fabry-Perot Interferometer  

This section discusses the numerical inveStigations which were 

performed in order to assess the double grid as a long wavelength 

Fabry-Perot interferometer. In order to produce a high finesse 

interferometer, each element of the grid must be highly reflecting and 

since the grid is to be operated in unpolarized radiation, the structure 

must be polarization independent, This can be achieved with the 
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diffraction arrangement to be considered in this section, which consists 

of a symmetric double grid operated in long wavelength normally incident 

(4) = = 0 0) radiation. The reconstruction procedure discussed in 

section 6.3 is valid for this problem and in particular the transmitted 

intensity will be given by equation (6,86). 

The curves depicted in figures 6.4a, 6.4c and 6.4d were 

obtained using the rigorous formalism, while that shown in figure 6.4b 

was computed using the reconstruction procedure and the results of a 

computer program that calculates the diffraction properties of a 

single grid (dashed curve). The excellent agreement shown by these 

curves confirms the validity of the reconstruction method. 

In order to explain the interference phenomena shown in these 

curves, the results of the multiple scattering analysis will now be more 

closely investigated. Since the radiation is incident normally and the 

double grid is assumed totally symmetric (having aperture widths 2c, 

thicknesses 2h and periods d = d' = 1.0), the grid will be polarization 

independent and conclusions drawn from the discussion for d = 00 

polarized radiation will apply equally well to radiation polarized with 

iS = 90° . 

The expression (6.86) shows that resonance maxima will occur for 

values of A given by 

2ff 
(S + 2h) + arg(G

o
) = kff 
	

2. = 1, 2  	(6.94) 

Since this expression is dependent on G
0 
 (the zeroth order 

reflected complex amplitude of the single grid), it can be seen that the 

grid parameters and the angles of incidence can provide mechanisms for 

displacing the interference maxima from the positions that would be 
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predicted geometrically, 

2S 
max 	k 

(6.95) 

Thus it is important to determine the relation between G
0 
 and the 

parameters specifying the grid and incident radiation. This information is 

extracted from the theory describing diffraction by a single grid by 

applying a monomodal approach. The analysis is similar to that 

described in chapter 3 and [6.8] and is based on work originally 

described by Chen [6,4] and later discussed by McPhedran and Maystre 

[6.5]. The crucial assumption in this approach is that a single mode 

carries the dominant fraction of the incident energy which passes through 

the grid. This assumption has been shown numerically to be justified 

for the diffraction problem under consideration. 

"0 
Explicit expressions for G

0  and G , the reflected and 

transmitted zeroth order complex amplitudes of a single symmetric grid 

(having aperture depth 2h, groove widths 2c = 2c' and d = d' = 1.0) 

will now be derived. 

Consider the modal expansion specifying the transverse resolute of 

the electric field applicable to a single grid (with phase origin 

located in the centre of the apertures). 	This will be given by 

E = 	E  fas  sin(p
nm

y) + b s  cos(p y)} MTEU (x,z) 
m  —t 	 nm 	nm ----nm 

(n,m)eA  

+ E  {cs  sin(p y) + d s  cos(p y)} MTMU  (x,z) 
(n,m) A' 	nm 	

TIM 	rim 	 rim 
(6.96) 

where MTEU  (x,z), MTMU (x,z) and p, 	have been defined in 
TIM 	 -11M 	 TIM 

section 6.2.3. Here symbols with a superscript "s" refer to quantities 
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defined for the single grid. 

Now for long wavelength radiation incident, such that cp is 

arbitrary but IP = 0 0 , 6 = 00 , the dominant mode is that for which 

n = 1, m = 0. This is the only mode used in the description of fields 

within the apertures. 

Then, by solving the single grid diffraction problem, it can be 

shown that 

c
10 

= d
10 

= 0 

s* -00 i8 E I 
00 i 10  as*  

10 = a10 
s sin(v

10
h) - 

P(A) - L cot(Lh) 

s* -00 i8 E 	I 
b
s* 

= b
s 
 cos(v  

001 	10  
10 	10 	10 	P(A) + L tan(Lh) 

(6.97) 

(6.98) 

(6.99) 

s* 
where 	E. = exp(-143 h) 

00 

L = v
10 

	

p(x) = E 	(k2 _ a  2) I IP(112 

Psq •Pq 
	P 	10 

and 
	

Ig 	c  = 

l 

 f 	2

ccn 
-c-c sin [---(x + c)] exp[-i 	

Pq 
(a x + y z)]dzdx 

Using these results, the zeroth order reflected and transmitted amplitudes 

of the single grid can be shown to be 

G°  = - exp(-i28 h)11 + i28 11° 1 2  1 	
Lcos(2Lh) - P(A)sin(2Lh)  

	

00 	00 10 	- P 2 (A) - L 2 )sin(2Lh) - 2P(A)Lcos(2Lh) 

(6.100) 



and 

"0 G = - i2f3 00exp(-i2000h)14°0121 	(P2 (X) - L 2 )sin(2Lh) - 2P(X)Lcos(21,11) 1  

(6.101) 

These results apply to long wavelength radiation incident at 

arbitrary angles. Since this section is particularly concerned with 

properties of the double grid interferometer, radiation specified by the 

incident angles cp = = 6 = 0°  will be considered. Under these 

conditions, careful consideration of the above results leads to the 

following conclusions: 

(a) IG° 1 4- 1 
	

as 	4- = 
(6.102) 

arg(G° ) 	it - 2S h 
00 
	or 

provided h 0 

Thus from equation (6.87) the finesse of the interferometer will 

increase as A 4- = or c 4- 0 , and using equation (6.88) 

positioning the interference maxima at the geometrical positions 

(equation (6.95)); 

(b) for wavelengths in excess of twice the aperture width (i.e. 

A > 4c, thus ensuring every mode is evanescent) 

0 
1G I-+ 1 

arg(6
o
) 	it 
	2 00h  - 6'  

 

as h = 	(6.103) 

  

where 	6' = arg[(P(A) - ILI) 2 ] 

Once again the finesse of the interferometer is increased as the 
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aperture depth is increased. However, 

0 
-* A 	S 	6' 

00 

where 6' is independent of h and depends only on the aperture width 

and incidence parameters. This result, also discovered for the double 

grating [6.8] shows that the grid depth does not govern the positions of 

the interference maxima, but that the aperture widths and parameters 

describing the incident field are the important features in determining 

the Position of the resonances. 

These results are illustrated in figure 6.4 . Consider finally the 

effects of polarization on the interferometric nature of the double grid, 

when the radiation is incident non-normally. Inspection of figures 

6.5a,6.5b depicting wavelength Spectra for a symmetric double grid 

operated in unpolarized, near-normally incident radiation shows that 

although the resonance half-widths are still small, total transmission of 

the incident energy at the resonance maxima is no longer assured. This 

can be attributed to the fact that under these conditions, the resonance 

maxima corresponding to the two fundamental polarizations (6 = 00  and 

6 = 90 0) may not occur at the same wavelength. Further discussion of 

these results is given in the following subsections. 

6.4.2 Operation in Off-Normal (q) 0 0 0 , 	= 0 0)  TE Polarized Radiation 

Consider a symmetric gi-id havirig aperture widths 2c and depth 2h, 

operated in long wavelength radiation with incidence angles specified by 

cp 0 0° , 	= 0 °  and 6 = 0° . Again the radiation satisfies the criterion 

given in equation (6.84) and this leads to the simplified multiple 

scattering treatment. Figures 6.6a , c, d show spectra obtained for this 

diffraction arrangement using the rigorous formalism while figure 

6,6b was obtained from the reconstruction process, The features of 
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these curves to be noted immediately are that the finesse of the 

interferometer increases as 	+ 900  and that decreasing aperture width 

and increasing grid depth again increase the finesse. These observations 

can be explained by making use of the results of the multiple scattering 

treatment and applying the monomodal approximation. 

The complex reflected and transmitted amplitudes of the zeroth 

order waves diffracted by a single grid operated under these incidence 

conditions are again given by equations (6.100) and (6.101). Using these 

expressions the following properties can be deduced: 

, arg(0) + 7 - 2S h 
00 

as 0 + 90° 	(6.104) 

i.e. 	e + ii + a s oo 

Thus as 	+ 900  , the finesse of the interferometer increases and 

the positions of the interference maxima tend to the positions obtained 

geometrically: 

max 
= arc cos(---) 

2S 
(6.105) 

The aperture width and grid depth dependence described for normally 

incident radiation in section 6.4.1 can be shown to also apply to this 

case. These results are confirmed in figure 6.6 for the symmetric double 

grid. 

6.4.3 Operation in Off-Normal (0 0 0 o , p = 0 o ) TM Polarized Radiation  

The wavelength of radiation is assumed suffioiently long so that 

only the zeroth orders in reflection and transmission propagate, and that 

the double grid is symmetric, having aperture widths 2c, grid depths 2h 

and periods d = d' = 1. Firstly, expressions will be derived for the 

as 
	90 °  
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"90 
reflected (H

90) and transmitted (H ) complex amplitudes of the 

zeroth orders diffracted by a single grid by adopting a monomodal 

approximation. The double grid performance is then reconstructed using 

equations (6.89 - 93). 

The waveguide modal expansion given in equation (6.96) will again 

describe the transverse resolute of the electric field in the aperture 

region of the single grid. In this case, however, the dominant mode is 

that for which n = 0, in = 1. Then by solving the single grid diffraction 

problem, the following results can be derived: 

c
s 1 

= d
01 
s 

= 0 
0  

ik 2  Fs*  Y°  s* 	s 	i 01  a = a sin(v
01

h) = 
01 	01 	8 00 (S(x) - L'cot(L'h)) 

ik2  Fs*  I°  s* 	s 	i 01  
b
01 

= b
01

cos(v
01
h) = 8 (S(A) + L'tan(L'h)) 

00 

(6.106) 

(6.107) 

s* 
where F. = 8 

00 
 exp(-i00 8 h)/k 

L' = v
01 

S(A) = 
P
E
q 	

(k2 _ y 
pq 

2)1 Pq 2 
a 	01 

,Pq 

cc 
and 	e ci  = 1  f 1 sin[2--(z + c)] exp[-i(a x + y z)] dzdx 

01  ifc c-c 	
2c 	P 	Pq - 

This inner product can be evaluated analytically. Then 

90 H = - exp(-i28 r a0  L'cos(2vh) - S(A)sin(2L'h)  )t 	i2k 11° 1 2 I 
01 	(S 2 (A)-L' 2 )sin(2L'h)-2S(X)L'cos(2L'h) 31 

(6.108) 
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and 

- 90 	00,, 	L'  
H 	= -i2k exp(-i20

00
h)1I

01I(S2(A)-L'2)sin(2L'h)-2S(A)L'cos(2L'h) 	
• 

(6.109) 

At this stage it is worth reiterating that for radiation incident such 

that 	= = 00 , the results described for TE polarized (6 = 0 0 ) 

radiation are exactly the same as for TM polarized (6 = 90 0) radiation. 

Explicit consideration of the above results confirms this comment. 

Now consider radiation such that 0 is arbitrary, 	= 0°  and 

d = 90 0 , and in particular what happens as 0 4 90 0 . The expression for 

the finesse, equation (6.91) is dependent on cos 	not only through the 

term (1190)  but also from the quantity 8 0  . Using expressions (6.108), 

(6.109) it may be shown that 

"90 	2iL'cos0  H 4 	nn  exp(-2i8 
00

h) 

kit 1 2  sin(2L'h) 
01 

and 

as 	0 4 900 	'(6.110) 

1190 4 cos 0 exp(-2i8 h) 
00 

as 	0 4 900  . (6.111) 

Thus, for h sufficiently large so that sin(2Lh) is not negligible 

and c large enough so that the inner product is non-zero, the finesse 

f90 	4 c6s 20IH90 1 2  
1 00 1 2 

increases as 0 4 900 . Also from equation (6.92) 

E90 4

00
S + n  as 0 4 90° 

	
• 

In other words, the positions of the resonance maxima should tend to 

the geometric limit as the angle of incidence becomes more oblique. 



It is also noted that the single grid zeroth order reflected 

efficiency 

k2 	1 9012 
H I 	1  

00 
as 4) + 90°  

The broken curves given in figures 6.7a and 6.7b depict angle 

of incidence spectra for single grids having deep apertures of large 

cross-section and confirm the above predictions for the single grid. These 

curves show that the transmittance of the single grid operated in TM 

polarized radiation rises from the value at normal incidence (4) = 0 ° ), 

reaches a maximum and then rapidly approaches the limiting value of zero 

at 4) = 900 . Consequently, the half-widths of the resonances in the 

double grid angle of incidence spectra, which are shown by the solid 

curves in figure 6.7, would be expected to decrease only for maxima located 

very close to 4) = 900 . 

Finally, the dependence of these curves on c and h are 

considered. For radiation incident near normal, it can be shown that 

(a) IH90 1 + cos 4) 	 as c + 0 

arg(H
90 ) + IT - 2(3 h 

00 

From equation (6.91), the finesse improves as the aperture width 

decreases and 

90 ++ Tr 
1300S  

which implies that the positions of the resonance maxima tend to the 

geometric limit given by equation (6.105) as c + 0, and 

(b) H
90

+ cos 4) 	 as h + = 

arg(H90 ) + it 	2
00 

a h - 6" 

	

where 6" =:arg[S(A) 	ILII1 2  

(A > 4c) 
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This shows that the finesse again increases as the aperture depth 

increases. 

6.5 CONCLUSIONS  

This chapter has discussed a rigorous formalism describing the 

diffraction properties of the infinitely conducting double grid shown in 

figure 6.1. The theory has been verified by numerical experiments and the 

results obtained are in excellent agreement with the Reciprocity Theorem 

and the symmetry constraints discussed in chapter 7. 

The investigations concentrated on the applications as Fabry-Perot 

interferometers of symmetric double grids operated in long wavelength 

radiation. A multiple scattering, monomodal approach was used to optimise 

the performance of the double grid for the interferometric application and 

it was confirmed that high finesse interferometers could be constructed 

from grids having deep apertures of narrow cross-section. The positions 

of the interference maxima were also found to be chiefly governed by the 

aperture widths and incidence parameters. Thus, in general, the 

properties discovered for the double grating interferometer [6.8] were 

found to apply to the double grid. However, in contrast with the double 

grating, the symmetric double grid interferometer is effective when 

operated in normally incident unpolarized radiation due to the 

polarization independence exhibited by this structure under these 

incidence conditions. 

The multiple scattering approach was also used in conjunction with 

the monomodal treatment to investigate the properties of the double grid 

operated in non-normally incident ( 	00,11, = 00 ) radiation. Again 

the interferometric action of the double grid is improved with decreasing 

aperture width and increasing depth for both TE and TM polarized 

incident waves. 
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CHAPTER 7 

SYMMETRY RELATIONS OF THE MULTI-ELEMENT INDUCTIVE GRID 

7.1 INTRODUCTION  

The investigations 17.11 presented in this chapter describe the 

diffraction properties of multi-element grids, which are structures 

composed of a stack of an arbitrary number of identical grids. Each grid 

element is assumed to be perfectly conducting and up-down symmetric. 

This study represents a generalisation to doubly periodic 

structures of the investigations reported in chapter 5, which analysed 

the properties of multi-element gratings. Since the relevant 

introductory material for this chapter has already been presented in 

section 5.1, it will not be repeated here. The multiple scattering 

approach used in chapter 5, which incorporated the interaction of all 

orders (both propagating and evanescent) between the elements, is also 

adopted in this chapter to analyse the multi-element grid diffraction 

problem. A matrix recurrence relation is derived in section 7.2.2 for the 

reflected and transmitted complex amplitudes of the multi-element grid. 

In particular, a multi-element grid, whose components are perfectly 

conducting, rectangular-holed inductive grids, is considered. The 

scattering properties of the individual elements of this grid are 

described in detail in section 7.2.3 and are determined using the 

technique developed by Chen 17.2, 7.3] and McPhedran and Maystre [7.4]. 

A series of new conservation relations are derived in section 7.3 

for the individual up-down symmetric, perfectly conducting, rectangular-

holed, inductive grid elements. These properties are shown to hold 

analytically (that is, independently of errors introduced by truncating 
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the field expansions) for this structure. The constraints are analogous 

to those presented in chapter 5 for singly periodic structures and 

provide a comprehensive and very useful check on the numerical 

implementation of the formalism. All orders, both propagating and 

evanescent, are constrained whether the orders are produced by waves 

incident in the propagating order or evanescent order channels. In 

addition, the same conservation properties are shown in section 7.4, to 

hold analytically for the entire grid stack. 

A short description of the long wavelength filtering properties of 

the multi-element, rectangular-holed inductive grid is given in section 

7.5 and the effect of the number of elements in the structure on the 

filtering characteristics is discussed. These results incorporate and 

generalise those presented in chapter 6, which described the diffraction 

properties of a two-element grid interferometer. 

7.2 THE THEORETICAL FORMALISM  

7.2.1 Notation and Description of the Diffraction Arrangement  

The structure considered in this chapter is composed of (n + 1) 

identical, up-down symmetric, perfectly conducting grids, as shown in 

figure 7.1. (Here n is an arbitrary positive integer). A Cartesian 
^ 	^ 	^ 

coordinate system, with unit vectors x, I and z aligned with the 

OX, OY and OZ axes respectively, is introduced with the OY axis 

orthogonal to each element of the grid. Each individual grid element has 

period d = 2n/K along the OX axis and period d' = 2n/K' along the 

second periodicity axis OZ. (Here it is assumed for simplicity that the 

two axes of periodicity are perpendicular, but a similar analysis can be 

applied for an arbitrary inclination of the MO axes). 

A plane wave of wavelength X = 2w/k is assumed to be incident on 



Nc- 
/ C+  

n elements 

Figure 7.1 Side view of the (n + 1) -element grid stack 
and specification of the fields considered in the 
multiple scattering analysis. 
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Figure 7.2 Specification of the incident field. 
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the structure, with direction specified by the angles (j) and 

depicted in figure 7.2. The polarization of the incoming wave is 

specified by the angle t5 shown in this figure. Thus, the direction of 

the incident plane wave is specified by the direction sines and cosines 

a = k sin cp cos ip 
0 

y = k sin (1) sin II, 
0 

= k cos (I) 
0 

(7.1) 

The fields in all regions are specified in terms of TE (transverse•

electric) and TM (transverse magnetic) vector modes, already 

introduced in chapter 6. Thus the transverse resolute of the incident 

electric field is given by 

a 
00  

E = — E 
R--00
TE  (x,y,z) 	F

i 
 RTM 
---00 

 (x,y,z) 
-t 	-  00 

(7.2) 

where E
i 

= cos (5 

F
i 
= sin d 

and the other quantities are defined in equations (6.2) to (6.5). The 

if--- 	

0 00 
scaling factors --L and —

k 
are introduced to normalise the energy 

0 00 
properties of the system and reduce the complexity of the mathematical 

representation of the conservation relations described in section 7.3. 

The field incident upon the multi-element grid produces a diffracted 

field which in free space is composed of a discrete set of plane waves 

whose direction sines and cosines are given by 

(- 	< P < ') 	(7.3a) a
p 

= a
0 
+ pK 
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and 

y q = y0 + c110 	(- 	q < m) 

 

= 42 _ a2 _ y2 	if l a2 y 21 < k 
Pq 	P 	q 	

p 	, q  - 

(7. 31)) 

(7.4) 

	

= 1.42 	.„2 _ k2 	if la2  + v2 I >k 

	

p 	, q 	p 	i q  

As discussed in section 5.2.1, it is important to note that the set of 

direction series for the problem is closed. 

The recurrence relations for the scattering matrices of the multi-

element grid stack are derived by considering the (n + 1)-element stack 

as being composed of a single grid element placed above the remaining 

n-elements as shown in figure 7.1. Alternatively, recurrence relations 

can be derived by considering the n-element grid placed above the 

remaining grid element. The response of both the single element and 

n-element stacks to fields incident in all channels (p,q) (that is, with 

direction sines a and y ) must be determined in order to apply the 

multiple scattering treatment. The scattering properties of the single 

element are written as reflection and transmission scattering matrices 

p
1 

and T1 respectively. The matrix p l  has the following partitioned 

form 

P1  

E(0) 	E(90) - 

F(0) 	F(90) 

(7.5) 

   

Here the following notation has been adopted. The submatrix E(6) 

(for 6 = 0 0 or 90 0) is composed of elements E6 
rs,pq 

where 

is the complex amplitude of the TE component of the wave 
rs 

rs,pq 

reflected into the (r,$) channel, corresponding to either a TE 

polarized (6= 0 0 ) wave of amplitude — E or a TM polarized 
Opq  



= 900) wave of amplitude -6-2-g- F
i
, incident in the (p,q) channel. 

8 rs 
F(6) contains the corresponding amplitudes k F

rs,pq 
of the TM 

component of the diffracted waves. Again the scaling factors iff31(  and 
rs  Fs-13k are introduced to normalise the energy properties of the system. 

Similar definitions apply to the elements of the matrix 11 
 but all 

amplitudes have a superscript , denoting transmission. The phase 

origins for the elements of pl  and Ti  are the upper and lower surfaces 

respectively of the single grid element in the centre of a nominated 

aperture. 

Similarly, the reflection and transmission scattering matrices for 

the remaining n-element grid are designated by p n  and Tn  respectively. 

The phase origin for the elements of these matrices are taken to be the 

upper and lower surfaces respectively of the n-element grid. 

7.2.2 The Recurrence Relation for the Scattering Matrices  

This derivation follows closely that given in section 5.2.2 of 

this thesis. However, the theoretical and numerical complexity of the 

problem is much greater when considering multi-element grids since both 

the TE and TM field amplitudes must be incorporated in the scattering 

matrices. 

The following partitioned column vector is introduced to represent 

the complex amplitudes of the TE and TM components of the various 

channels of the incident field. 

where 	IE 	] 
Pq 

c i 

and [F 
Pq 

[Ei  
Pq 

[k4  
Pq 

] 	are 

(7.6) 

column vectors. 
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Note that the subscripts pq and rs should be regarded as compounded 

subscripts when considering the numerical implementation of the theory. 

That is, when filling the arrays the subscript pair pq is taken as a 

single entity. 

In a similar manner, the overall reflected and transmitted fields 

are represented by C
r 

and C
t 

respectively while the upward and 

downward scattered fields shown in figure 7.1 are represented by the 

vectors C and C. In order to relate the fields on either side of the 

free space regions separating the grid elements, a matrix P 

Ep
Pq 

I 	[pPq  ] 
p 

[Pind 	[Ppcd 

is introduced, where p is a diagonal submatrix 

p = diag(exp(ia t)). 
Pq 

Using exactly the derivation given in section 5.2.2, the following 

constraints are obtained. 
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and 

C
r 

= p1 
 C
1  + T

1
PC
+ 

- 
C = T1 

 C
1  + p

1 
 PC
+ 

C = pn?C 

- 
C
t 
= T

n
PC 

(7.7) 

(7.8) 

(7.9) 

(7.10) 

Equations (7.7 - 7.10) reduce very simply to 

C
r 

= p
n+1

C 

and 	
ct 

= Tn+1C
i 

(7.11) 

(7.12) 



A
n+1 

= 

Bn+1 
= B(J - A

l
A 

n 	n ) 18
1 

Alc = 

B
k 

= T
k
P 

(7.15) 

(7.16) 

(7.17) 

k = 1,   n+1 (7.18) 

-1 + BiAn (J - AlAn) Bi  

and 

where 

and 
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where -1 
p
n+1 

= p
1 
+ T

1
Pp
n 	

- p
1
Pp

n
P) T (7.13) 

- 
and 
	

T
n+1 

T
n
P(J-p

1
Pp
n
P) 
	

(7.14) 

denote the reflection and transmission scattering matrices of the (n+1)- 

eleme

I 0]  
nt grid. Here J = [0 

	
, where I denotes the standard 

I 

identity matrix of appropriate dimension. Equations (7.13) and (7.14) 

are best rewritten in the more compact form 

The matrix recurrence relations (7.15) and (7.16) may be used to 

determine the scattering properties of a multi-element grid having an 

arbitrary number of elements. These relations have exactly the same form 

as those derived for the multi-element grating (equations (5.13) and (5.14)). 

Obviously these recurrence relations may be generalised as in section 

5.2.2 to encompass multi-element grids having arbitrary separations 

between the individual elements. 

7.2.3 Scattering Matrices for a Single Rectansular-Holed Inductive Grid  

The elements of the scattering matrices for a single rectangular-

holed inductive grid are explicitly determined in this section. The 

motivations for choosing this structure as the reflecting elements of the 

multi-element grid were the same as those discussed in section 5.2.3 of 

this thesis when rationalising the choice of lamellar gratings as the 
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components of multi-element gratings. That is, the theory describing 

the diffraction properties of perfectly conducting, rectangular-hole 

inductive grids is well known [7.2 - 7.4], and it has been shown [7.4] 

that constraints such as conservation of energy are analytically satisfied 

by the single grid formalism. Also the system is lossless and possesses 

both up-down and left-right symmetries, thus permitting the derivation of 

certain conservative properties (section 7.3) of the diffracting system. 

A plane wave is now considered to be incident upon the perfectly 

conducting inductive grid shown in figure 7.3, in the channel (p,q). In 

the free space regions, the fields are expressed in terms of Rayleigh 

expansions. The transverse resolutes of the reflected fields in y > h 

are thus described by 

1-k- 
E = E { 	[Ei exp(-i6pqy')drs,pq + Ers,pq exp( if3rs37'

ARTE s(x,0,z) 
-t 	a 	pq 

r,s 	rs 

(3 rs 	i 

	

+ 	[Fpclexp(-i6pqy')drs,pq + Frs,pqexp( jarsYl
)] RTM 

T
s(x,0,z)} 

(7.19) 
and 

1 Ei  exp(-i6y')(5 rs,pq
] x X H 	- 

	

-t 	Z
0 r,s E 	[Ers ,pclexp(i8 rs3°) 	Pq 	pq 

x RTE (x,0,z) 
----TS 

11-E  rF 
a 	rs,pqexp(i TS

6 y') - Fi  exp(-i6
pq

y' 6
rs,pq

DITLIr
s
(x,0,z)} 

Pq rs 

(7.20) 

where y' = y - h, Zo  is the free space impedence, RTE s (x,y,z) and 

RTM (x,y,z) are defined by equations (6.14) and (6.15) and the sums 
---rs 

E  
r  

are over the range r e (-  00) , s e (-  c0). 

,S 



-7 
2c 1  0 

r--  

11111111111111111111r 

Figure 7.3 Geometry of the inductive grid elements. 

The elements are assumed infinite in extent. 
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Similarly the transverse resolutes of the fields in the free space 

region y < -h are expressed by the following plane wave expansions 

Et = E { — E rs,pqexp(-iS rsy")RIErs (x,0,z) 
r,s 	rs 

f3rs ^ + -K- Frs,pqexp(-i rs
S  y"

---TS
)RTM (x,0,z)} (7.21) 

rs ^ 
=  El 	exp(-iS y")RTE (x,0,z) 

-t ZO r,s k 
E
rs,pq 	rs ---TS 

 

+ 	is' a 	exp(-iS y")RTM (x,0,z)} 
rs,pq 

 
rs ---TS 

TS 

(7.22) 

where y" = y + h 

Within the aperture region (1x1 < c, Izl < c' ,  IYI < h) the 

field is expanded as a sum of waveguide modes. Thus, the transverse 

resolutes of the fields in this region are given by 

= E {[b1;nm,pqcos0nmy)  + 
b2;nm,pqsin(p 

 yMMTEU (x z)} 
nm ----nm 

n,mcA 

+ 	E 	{[d1;nm,pqcos(py)  + d2;nm,pqsin(p 
 yHMTMU 	x,z)} 

nm nm ----nm 
n,meA

,   
(7.23) 

E { ib 
k 1;nm,pq

sin(p
nm

y) - b
2;nm,pq 	nm 	nm

cos(p y)]}MTEU (x,z) 
---- 

0 n,mcA 

+ E{ - [d
1;nm,pq

sin(p 	 ---- nm
y) - d2;nm,pqcos(p  y)]}MTMU (x,z)} 

nm 	nm 
n,meA nm 

(7.24) 
where 	A = {(n,m) 1 n,m = 0,1,2 	; n+m * 0} 	, 

A' = {(n,m) 1 n,m = 1,2, 	} 	. 

and 

x  Li t 



and MTEU (x,z) and MTMU (x,z) are defined by equations (6.30) 

and (6.31) respectively, with cl  being replaced by c, and c' 
1 

by c'. 	Also p
nm 

is defined by equation (6.34). 

Now that the fields within all regions of space have been specified, 

the continuity conditions appropriate to the problem are applied. These 

are that the transverse resolutes of the electric and magnetic fields are 

continuous across aperture-free space interfaces. 

Following an analysis similar to that presented in chapter 6, the 

equations derived from the continuity of the transverse component of the 

electric field, after application of the Method of Moments, can be 

written 

i 
a
RS 

pq RS,pq 	RS,pq 
+ E 	] = 	E {[b 	+ b 

* 

n,meA 	
1;nm,pq 	2;nm,pq 

(RS;nm)} 

+ 	E 	{[d
*  

+ d
* 

	

1;nm,pq 	2;nm,pq ]  
n,meA' 	

(RS;nm)} 

(7.25) 

°RS rvi x  
k L 'pq'RS,pq 	'RS,pq ]  = 

'' 	
] L (RS.nm)1 E {[b 	+ b 

1.nm pq 	2;nm,pq 	21 
n,mcA  

+ 	E 	{[d
* IL (RS .nm)} 

	

n,meA' 
	+d 2;nm,pq 	22 	' 

(7.26) 

Efl 	r

1 
* 

PRS A  'Pq  113 	b 

 

1  

* 

n,meA 	
;nm,pq 	2 ;nm,pq ] Lil (RS,nm 

+ 	E 	
{[d1;nm,pq 

-d 	L
12

(RS
;
nm)} 

n,meA T  

(7.27) 
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and 



RS c, 
E 
 * 
= 	E f[b 	- b 	' 

] L (RS-nm)] 
n,meA k 	RS,pq 	1;nm,pq 	2;nm,pq 	21 

 

] L (R.S.nm)} + 
noElleA'

{[d
l'nm'Pq 

- d2;nm,pq 	22 	' 

(7.28) 

Here 
b1;nm,pq 

= b
1;
nm

,pq
cos(p

nm
h) 	(7.29) 

b2;nm,pq = b2;nm,pqsin(pnmh) 	(7.30) 

and similar definitions apply to d1;nm,pq 
and  d2;nm,pq. 

The following modal inner products have also been defined. 

	

L..(pq;nm) = HR. 	 j . 	. M 	dxdz 	i,j = 1,2 	(7.31) 
3.3 	-vpq -;nm A 	' 

In this definition, the symbols R and M are specified by 

equations (6.44) and (6.45) and A is the aperture region defined by 

x e [ -c,c], 	z e [-c',c']. 

The up-down symmetry of the grid element is now used to decouple the 

diffraction problem into its y-symmetric and y-anti-symmetric parts. The 

solution of the y-symmetric problem is considered firstly. Addition of 

equations (7.25) and (7.27) yields 
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k IF-S  1E o n, 	+ S (RS pa)] -2 	[b;.;nm,pq 
L
11

(RS;nm)] 
n,meA 

pq Ao,pq 	lE 	2 	 " 
R 

+ 2 E  fd1;nm,pq
L12 (RS;nm)] 

'n,meA' 
(7.32) 

where (7.33) 
SlE (RS ' Pq)  = ERS,pq 	ERS,pq 

Similarly equations (7.26) and (7.28) may be combined and written 



fRS rvi 
k 'L p 'RS q 	,Pq 	ElF (RE ' Pq)] =2 E lb 1;nm,pq

L
21

(RS;nm)]  
n,meA 

+ 2 E 	Id1;nm,pqL22 (RS;nm) I 
n,mcA' 

(7.34) 

^ 
where 	SiF(RS,pq) = FRS,pq 	FRS,pq 

	(7.35) 

The continuity of the transverse resolute of the magnetic fields at 

y = ± h is now considered. Equations derived by applying this continuity 

condition are projected onto the orthogonal waveguide modal basis and 

integrated over the aperture region (x,z) e A. The following equations 

are obtained for the y-symmetric parts. 

Ers 
E   r,s 	[S1  q E (rs ' Pq) 	E  6rs,pq] 	(rs ;NM) 

P  

+ 	(rs,pq) - F i  6 
pq rs,pq E-21 (rs;NM)} S 	1F rs 

  

* . 2i !ni b 
k 1;

Nm,pqtan(pM h) N (7.36) 

and 

   

a rs [S
lE

(rs,p
q
) - E 6 

pq rs,pq'12
(rs;NM)  

r,s 

 

  

+ Ji 0 rs 	
rs,pq) - F

pq 6 rs,pq L (rs;NM)1 

= 2i *  
p
NM 

1;
N
M,pq

tan(pmmh) (7.37) 

Equations (7.32) and (7.34) may be combined and written in the 

following matrix notation 

X (V1 
 + A) = 2Le 
	

(7.38) 
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(rs;nm)] (rs;nm)] 

[L21' (rs•nm)] (rs;nm)] 

(7.40) 

Here E is a diagonal matrix defined by 

0 = diag(E rs/k) 

and A is a partitioned vector 

A 	= Ei  6 	 A 	=F1  6 
1;rs 	pq rs,pq 	2;rs 	pq rs,pq 

In a similar manner, equations (7.36) and (7.37) are written 

A
1 composed of elements 
A
2 

 

LH x 2 [V1 
 - A] = - 2iD

e
e 

where 
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[S
lE

(rs,pq)] 

(7.39) 

[S
1F

(rs ' pq)] 

[b
1;
nm

,pq
]  

(7.41) 

[d1;nm,pql 

• 	 (7.42) 

and 
	

13 	0 

X 

(7.43) 

(7.44) 

(7.45) 

(7:46) 

where 
	D

1  
De = 0 
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and U1  = 

D2 = 

diag 

diag ( 

nm 
tan(p 	h)) 

nm 
(7.47) 

h)) tan(p
nm Pnm 

Here it is noted that the elements of the matrix D
e 

are purely real. 

Again in these definitions, the subscript pairs r,s and n,m should be 

regarded as compounded subscripts when filling the arrays. 

Substitution of equations (7.38) in (7.45) leads to the following 

equation constraining the modal field quantities corresponding to the 

y-symmetric problem 

% 
(L
H
xL + iDe)6 = L

H 
 x 2A (7.48) 

Since this section is concerned with determining a scattering matrix 

composed of amplitudes corresponding to diffraction problems with incident 

	

waves of polarization 	6 = 0 0 	and 	6 = 900 	(see equation (7.5)), equation 

(7.48) is rewritten in the form 

11„ 	 (7.49) 

	

(L
H
xL + iDe)B 	= 	L

H 
 x v. 1 	1 

where [b
1;nm,pq

(0)] 	[b 	(90)] 

B
1  

(7.50) 

and 

Ed1;nm,pq
(0)] 	[d 

A1 (0) 	A1 (90) - 

(90)] 

v= (7.51) 
A2 (0) 	A

2
(90) 

Here the vectors A and 	A 	are defined in equation (7.44). 	In these 
1 2 

definitions the "0" and 	"90" 	refer to the quantities corresponding to 

an incident field having polarization angle 6 = 0 °  and 6 = 90 0  



respectively. Also, since 

	

i 	i 
= cosd 	and F 

	

E 
	
= sind , 

then 

A1 (0) = I, A2 (0) = 0, A1 (90) = 0 and A
2
(90) = I 

and hence 
	

V. = J 

Here J has been defined in section 7.2.2. Thus equation (7.38) may be 

written 

S = - J +2x - LB 
1 	1 

(7.52) 

where 	S 1  = 	[V (0)] 	[V1 (90)] 
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or S
1 
 = - J + 2x -L(L1  xL+ iDe 

-1.H 
LX • (7.53) 

The set of linear equations (7.49) is solved numerically and 

equation (7.52) is then used to reconstruct the scattering matrix elements. 

This process must be followed for fields incident in each channel (p,q). 

The y-antisymmetric problem is solved in an analogous manner, but in 

equations (7.32) to (7.53) the subscript "1" is replaced by the 

subscript "2", "tan" is replaced by "-cot" and D e  is replaced by 

D
o
. Also the following definitions are made 

S 2E (ES '")  = RS,pq 	ERS,pq 
	 (7.54) 

(RS,pq) = 
R ,pq 

- F
RS,p 
 (7.55) 

Then for the y-antisymmetric problem, the system of equations (7.49) 

is written 

H
xL + iD )B

2 
 = L

H 
 x 2V 

o  
(7.56) 



while the reconstruction equation is 

S
2 
= - J + x 2LB 2 

= 	J + 2x -L(L1  xL 	iDo
)-1 LH X 	

• 	(7.57) 

In these equations, it is noted, that the matrices S 1  and S
2 

are related to the scattering matrices p
1 

and T
1 

introduced in section 

7.2.1, as follows 

S1  p + T 
1  1  1 

S
2 

= p
1 

- T
1 

(7.58) 

(7.59) 

Thus, the response of each grid element to waves incident in each 

channel (p,q) has been determined and the scattering matrices p 1 
 and 

T
1 

have been characterised. This analysis, together with the multiple 

scattering formalism presented in section 7.2.2, enables the diffraction 

properties of a multi-element, rectangular-holed inductive grid to be 

obtained. 

7.3 CONSTRAINTS ON THE SCATTERING MATRICES OF THE SINGLE GRID ELEMENTS  

In this section, the properties constraining the scattering matrices 

of the inductive grid element considered in section 7.2.3 will be derived. 

These properties, which provide constraints on all elements of the 

scattering matrices, are used to check the numerical implementation of the 

single element grid formalism. 

The conservation relation constraining the scattering matrices of 

the single rectangular-holed inductive grid may be written 
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.11 
S JS = J - ijS + iS

H
J 

r 	r 	e e 
(7.60) 

where S denotes the scattering matrices S1  or S2  introduced in 

section 7.2.3, Jr  and Je  are partitioned matrices defined by 

I
r 

0 - 

(7.61) 

0 	I
r 

I
e 

0 

(7.62) 

0 -I
e_ 

	

(I) 	e rs,pq = 

	

r 	rsrs,pq 

(I) rs,pq 
= (1 - e 

	

e 	rs rs,pq 

and e =1 
rs 

=0 

It should be noted that J # Jr 
+ J

e 

Equation (7.60) is the analogous relation to equation (5.41) given in 

section 5.2.4.1, which constrains the scattering matrices of an up-down 

symmetric, lossless, singly periodic element. The similarities between 

these equations is obvious. However, it is to be noted that J e  takes a 

different form for the conservation relation applying to the grid. The 

negative sign is introduced to take into account the differing scaling 

factors [IT  a  
TS 	

d 	, multiplying the TE and TM amplitudes, 
TS 

respectively. 

As discussed in section 5.2.4.2, by pre-multiplying and post- 



multiplying equation (7.60) by the matrices J r  or J
e
, a series of 

relations constraining both the propagating and evanescent orders is 

derived. In particular, the following relation can be obtained 

J S
H
J SJ = J 

r rr 	r 
(7.63) 

since 	J J = J 	and 	JJ = JJ = 0. 
r r 	r 	re 	er  

Equation (7.63) ensures the unitarity of the submatrix of the scattering 

matrix S, containing the elements of S corresponding to the diffracted 

propagating waves produced by waves incident in the propagating order 

channels. 

Equation (7.60) is now derived for the scattering matrix S i  

defined by equation (7.53) which is rewritten 

where 

and 

Consider 

- J + 2 21J 2  

U = LQ
-1LH  

Q = LHxL + iDe 

S
H
J S = (-J + 2x2Ux )

H 
 J (-J + 2x -Ux -) 

in 1 

(7.64) 

(7.65) 

(7.66) 

- 	 - 	- 
= 4(0 2U

H 
 (X) 2.3.  X 2

1- 
 UX

1/2 
 - 2 (0 2U

H 
 (X) 2 .1  

- 2Jx -
k  
Ux -  + J r 	r 

= 4 00 21,(Q )  (X) 2J X 21,  x 1/2  
-1  -  - H - 

- 26-0 1/2L(Q-1 ) HLH(
A)
71 ,1r  - 2J -1/2LA-1LHx1/2  + J 

‘ 	r A  "4  
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(7.67) 



In order to simplify this equation, it is necessary to show that 

+ QH = 2LHJ xJ L 
r 

Using equation (7.66), 

Q + Q
H = L

H
xL + iDe 

+ LH- xL - ID 
e 

=
H
(x + 

(7.68) 

(7.69) 

since De 
is purely real. 

The matrix 

+ 

-1 - -1 
0 	8 + (0) 

Is now evaluated, where 0 is the diagonal matrix defined by equation 

8 

(7.43). 

+= 	E 	8 s /k + i 	E 	18 s l/k 
(r,$)60 r 	(r,$)6Q re 

r 

E 	13rs /k  r,$)eRr  
sl ik  

r,$)62e 

where r 
= f(r,$) 	2 > 0 1 rs - 

and e 
= ((r,$) 1 e < 0 } rs 

Then 	8 + = 2 E 	8 /k 
(r,$)d2r  rs  

Similarly, 

-1- -1 
0 	+ (0) 	= 2 E 	k"rs 

r,$)62r  
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Hence, the proposition (7.68) is established. 

Then equation (7.67) is written 

sHj s 	2(1,0-1 ) H (Q40-tH)Q-10x1/2 	2 6-01/21,(Q-1 ) H0 (7 ) 1/2 j  
1 r 1 	 r 

-1 H - 2J
r
x1/21Q L x

1/2 
 + Jr 

% 	 % 	 - 1/2 	% 	-1 H 
= 2(TO 2L(Q ) L (X 2- (i) 2J ) + 2 ((X) -J X 2)LQ L X 2  + J . (7.70) 

By noting that 

e 
=

e 
 iI 

it follows that 

X- 1  2 
X - (X) 2

J1  = i(X) 2 Je  

and 

- 
(X) 2 rX 2 = eX 2  

Hence equation (7.70) becomes 

-  S l JrS1 = 2i(x)-
1/2 
UH  ()2

% Je - 2iJ x2Ux2+ 'J r 
 

=J r 
- iJS 

e1 
+ iSHJ le 

confirming equation (7.60) analytically for the scattering matrix S l . 

The same result may be similarly derived for the scattering matrix S 2  

defined by equation (7.57). 

Thus a new relation has been derived constraining both the 

propagating and evanescent waves diffracted by the single inductive grid 

when waves are incident in either the propagating or evanescent order 

channels. The conservation relation therefore provides a thorough means 

of testing the numerical implementation of the grid formalism presented 
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in section 7.2.3. 

Confirmation of the conservation properties was obtained from the 

numerical solution of this grid problem and sample results are presented 

in table 7.1. The numerical calculations have also demonstrated that 

the scattering matrices of the inductive grid element are symmetric. This 

property is a consequence of both the left-right symmetry of the element 

and reciprocity. It should be possible to show that the scattering 

matrices of this structure are analytically constrained to be symmetric as 

demonstrated for the single lamellar grating in section 5.2.4.4. This 

will be the subject of future investigation. 

7.4 CONSTRAINTS ON THE SCATTERING MATRICES OF THE MULTI-ELEMENT GRID  

The process of mathematical induction is used in this section to 

establish the conservation properties of the scattering matrices of an 

evenly spaced (tn  = t for all n) multi-element grid, whose elements 

are rectangular-holed inductive grids. These derivations are very 

similar to those given in section 5.2.5. 

Since S
1 
= p + T , the conservation relation 7.60) may be rewritten 

in terms of the following two equations 

A
H
J 	= J - iP

H
JA

1 
+ iA

H
J P 

e lrir 	le 

and B
HJ B = - iP

H
J B + iB

HJ P 
in 1 	el 	le 

where the definitions of AK  and Bk  given in equations (7.17) and 

(7.18) have also been recalled. The relations to be established by 

induction can thus be written 

= 'r - iP
HJ AL

K 
 + iA.J P 

Kric 	e 	K e 
(7.71) 

and 
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1 	1-1.43514E- 0 1 3.69109E-01 2 1 6.1,6534E-02 1.2190.)0-02 3 1 1. 7 1 060E-01-5.13215E-02 4 	1 6.965346-02 1.21619E-02 
1 	2 8.96534E-02 1.216007-02 2 2-6.1 5;470-01-4.037-31 3 2 6.961340-02 1.21W97-02 4 	2-2.497495-02 1.21t630-02 
1 	3 1.710690-01-5.1371',0-02 2 3 6.2.9534s.-02 	1.2160!.0-32 3 3-1.435141'-01 	3.99929E-01 4 	3 1 .34955E-01-6.434 ,6-02 
1 	4 6.16534E-02 1.21609F-62 2 4-2.457490-02 	1.214t.30- -.'3 3 4 I.:9,1551-01-6.62427E-02 4 	4-5.13647F-6t-4.1.1v-01 
1 	5 1.196301-01-1.3551f,E-41 2 5-3.61452-01-1.579377-31 3 5 1.1f.6:W-01 - 1.35515.7-. 01 4 	5 1.21765E-14 4.10715r-13 
1 	6 1.329151-01,6.62427E-67 2 6-7.497410-02 	1 .71443i. -17 3 6 6.967247-0 	1.21609F-02 4 	6 1.769640-01-4.949!6E-01 
1 	9 1.710697-01-5.177.151-02 2 7 1.38951.E-01-6.634177-82 3 7-4.84571E-01-1.744407-e1 4 	7 6.965241-02 1.7166. ,E-07 
1 	8 1.38955E-01-6.67427E-07 2 8 1.79964C-01-4.94296F-01 3 8 1.329551-01-6.634271-02 4 	8-2.497490-02 1.214!'1E-07 
1 	9-4.045711-01-1.744400-01 
10-1.500961-12 2.297567-12 

2 
2 

9 1.19955V-01-6.634771-02 
te 3.02077E-02 1.28611F-31 

3 
3 

0 	1.716690-31-5.13:1L1.-32 
10 4.154147-01-4.772771-01 

4 	9 1.385550-01-5.934270-02 
4 10-3.020777-02-1.29071F-01 

1 11 2.61E210- 0 1-1.922340.01 11-1.05437-11-7.14705E-12 3 11-2.91621E-01 	1.93734E-01 4 11 1.176537-01 	1.59734E-03 
1 12-4.15414E-01 	4.722770-01 2 12-3.22377E-62-1.820711-01 3 12-2.91522E-12 9.254050-12 4 12 1.56544E-02 3.9it7750-12 
1 13-2.01621E-01 	1.922341-01 2 13-1.17 ,;531-61-1.197341-63 3 I! 1.719127-02 4.3 7782F-01 4 13-1.033021-11-7.244960-12 
1 14 1.196301-01-1.355151-01 2 14-6.17161E-12-2.75095E-12 3 14-1.19630Y-01 	1.355151-01 4 14-3.61452E-01-1.57937E-01 
1 15-1.719127-02-4.377981-01 2 15 1.176522-01 1.597240-4 3 15 2.816211-01-1.932241-91 4 15 2.71730E-12-8.269361-12 
1 16 4.16414Y -01 - 4./3377 E -01 2 16-1.55544E-02-2.98795E-02 3 16-8.345390-12-3.71537E-12 4 16 3.02077E-02 1.99071E-01 
1 19 1.719101-02 4.377500-01 
1e-9.710671-12 1.92705E-12 

2 
2 

17 2.823321-12-0.4359n-12 
18 1.165441-02 3.98795E-02 

3 
3 

17-1.71918E-02-4.37780E-01 
10-4.15414E-01 4.93397E-01 

4 17-1.17853E-01-1.597340-13 
4 18-1.56544E-02-3.90795E-02 

--------.--------- ------------ ___________ ----- 	------- 	----- ----- _________ 
5 	1 1.19630E-01-1.351151-01 6 1 1.38955E-01-6.63427E-02 7 1 1.71059E-01-5.13215E-02 1 1.389550-01-6.63427E-02 
5 	2-3.614622-01-1.!:79371-01 6 2-2.49749E-02 1.21463E-02 7 2 1.32955E-01-6.63427E-02 2 1.76964E-01-4.94696E-01 
5 	3 1.196301-01-1.315151-01 6 3 6.36534E-02 1.216090-02 7 3-4.84571E-01-1.74440E-01 3 1.28955E-31-6.63427E-02 
5 	4 1.47372E-13 3.25202E-13 6 4 1.76964E-01-4.949261-01 7 4 6.00534E-02 1.21609E-02 4-2.497493-02 1.21463E-02 
5 	5 2.478970-01 5.412697-01 6 5 5.60422E-14 4.26926E-13 7 5-1.19630E-01 1.35515E-01 5 3.61452E-01 1.57937E-21 
5 	8 1.855641-13 3.63144E-13 6 6-6.13647E-41-4.73203E-01 7 6 1.387551-01-6.634271-162 6-2.49749E-02 1.21463E-02 
5 	7-1.19632E-01 1.35515E-01 6 7 1.36955E-01-6.63427E-02 7 7-1.43514E-01 3.69989E-01 7 6.96534E-02 1.21629E-02 
5 	E 3.014521-01 1.572377-01 6 8-2.4974911-22 1.214635-02 7 8 6.96534E-02 1.216091-02 8-6.136471-21-4.232031-01 
5 	9-1.19630E-01 1.35515E-31 6 9 6.96534E-02 1.21609E-02 7 9 1.710690-01-5.132150-02 9 5.96534E-02 1.2:639E-02 
5 10-2.51224E-02-2.55011E-71 6 10-1.565441-02-3.9E7977-02 7 10-4.15414E-01 4.73377E-01 10 1.56544E-02 3.96795E-02 
5 11-6.350131-12-2.699711-12 6 11-1.176535:21-1.197341-03 11-1.71910E-02-4.37789E-01 11 2.802361:-12-6.735201-12 
5 12 2.51224E-02 2.55811E-01 6 12 3.22077E-02 1.880717-01 7 12-2.37229E-12-3.47809E-12 12-1.56544E-02-3.98795E-02 
5 13 4.0E1921-31 5.514731-02 6 13 2.229471-12-6.922731-12 7 13 2.81621E-01-1.93034E-01 13 1.17653E-01 1.597341-03 
5. 14 4.30879E-12 9.381691-12 6 14 3.61452E-41 1.57937E-01 7 14 1.196307-01-1.35515E-01 14 5.23930E-12 2.64385E-12 
5 15-4.061020-01-5.514721-23 6 15-1.061191-11-6.601191-12 7 15 1.71912E-02 4.37785E-01 15-1.17653E-01-1.59734E-03 
5 16-2.51224E-02-2..5611E-01 
5 19 6.117492E-12 2:72992E-12 

6 
6 

15 1.565447-02 3.9E4795E-92 
17 1.17652E-01 1.59734E-93 

7 16-2.43366E-12 9.75019E-12 
17-2.81621E-01 1.93234E-01 1.7:?1,21;;I:f!=k:MI:!1 

5 te 2.512241-02 2.55411E-01 6 18-3.22077E-02-1.880712-01 7 18 4.15414E-01-4.73377E-01 18 3.02077E-02 1.800711-e1 

1-4.845711-01-1.74443E-01 10 1 2.775202-12-5.650051-12 11 1 2.81621E-01-1.93234E-01 12 	1-4.154141-01 4.93379E-01 
2 1.38955E-01-6.63427E-62 10 2 3.02077E-02 1.88071E-01 11 2-5.27717E-14-2.97224E-12 12 	2-3.020771:-02-1.890,11-01 
3 1.710E91-01-5.12215E-02 le 3 4.15414E-01-4. 73377E-01 11 3-2.81621E-01 1.932340-01 12 	3-2.75263E-12 3.73160E-12 
4 1.38955E-01-6.63427 E-02 10 4-3.020772-02-1.882717-01 11 4 1.17553E-01 	1.59734E-03 12 	4 1.565441-02 3.997951-02 
5-1.1962 0 E -2 1 1.755151-01 10 5-2.51224E-02-2.556110-01 11 5-1.543927-13 2.74205E-14 12 	5 2.51224E-02 2.15811E-01 
6 6.965341-02 1.216091-02 10 6-1.165447-02-3.98795E-02 11 6-1.17653E-01-1.59734E-03 12 	6 3.02077E-02 1.6E071E-e1 

1.710692-21-5.122151-02 10 7-4.15414E-01 4.733771-01 11 7-1.71919E-02-4.37709E-01 12 	7 2.13167E-12-2.84345E-12 
E 6.96524E-02 1.21609E-02 10 A 1.56544E-02 3.26795E-02 11 8-1.46004E-13-2.6122 00-13 12 	8-1.56544E-02-3.90795E-02 
9-1.435147-01 3.579827-01 10 9-1.926977-12 2.942917-12 11 9 1.719180-02 4.277800-01 12 	9 4.154141-01-4.7237 7 1-21 
10-8.40217E-12 1.60544E-12 10 10-8.56734E-01-7.947451-01 11 10 7 .116E5E-01 7.976201-02 12 10-1. 76892E-01-5.46576E-02 
11 1.91216E-22 4.277600-01 IC 11 7.11626E-01 7.956227-02 11 11 1.94773E-21 4.26645E-01 12 11 7.116855-01 7.95520E-22 
12 4.1541 49-01-4.73177 E-e1 10 12-1.76022E-21-5.465767-02 11 12 7.116867-21 7.95620E-02 12 12-9.66734E-01-7.94795E-01 
14-1.19630E-01 1.315:57-01 10 14 2.51224E-02 2.518117-01 11 14-4.06192E-01-5.51473E-03 12 14 2.11224E-02 2.51911E-01 
15-2.016210-01 1.93234E-01 10 15-3.42966E-01-2.45212E-61 11 15-5.91517E-02 2.154591-01 .  12 15 7.11686E-01 7.91E22E-02 
1E-4.15414E-01 4.723770-21 10 16-1.76992E-01-5.465767-02 11 16-3.42966E-01-2.45212E-01 12 16 3.44685E-01 5.773407-01 
17 2.81621E-31-1.93234E-01 le 17-3.42966E-01-2.452121-61 11 17 6.69178E-01-1.95468E-01 12 17-3.42986E-01-2.45212E-01 
18-1.8E1946E-12 1.01756E-12 10 18 3.446851-01 5.77340E-01 11 18-3.42986E-01-2.452120-01 12 18-1.76892E-01-5.46576E-02 

13 	1-2.816212-01 1.93234E-01 14 1 1.196301-01-1.25 5 152-01 15 1-1.719181-02-4.37788E-01 16 	1'4.15414E-01-4.733771-01 
13 	2-1.176131-01-1.157341-03 14 2 3.27521E-14-9.31217E-14 15 2 1.17653E-21 1.59734E-03 16 	2-1.56144E-02-3.98795E-02 
13 	3 1.9191E11-02 4.377280-e1 14 3-1.19E30E-01 1.35515E-01 15 3 2.816211-01-1.932341-21 16 	3 2.70434E-12-2.8E223E-12 
13 	4 2.13924E-13 1.44064E-15 14 4-3.614521-01-1.579370-01 15 4-1.98016E-13 1.29933E-13 16 	4 3.02077E-02 1.82071E-01 
13 	5 4.06192E-01 5.51472E-03 14 5 6.622 1 01-14 4.53402E-14 15 5-4.051921-01-5.114 721-02 16 	5-2.512241-02-2.559111-01 
13 	-1 .211100-13-1.42827!-13 14 6 3.614527-01 1.579371-11 15 6-1 .533030-13-5.6162L-14 16 	6 1.56144E-02 0.96795E-02 
13 	9 2.816211-01-1.922341-01 14 7 1.196201-01-1.355111-01 15 7 1.71918E-02 4.377 98E-01 16 	7-3.55267E-12 3.97776E-12 
13  e 1.19613E-01 1.53734E-03 14 8 7.11172F-14-6.72312F-14 15 8-1.17653E-01-1.197341-03 16 	9-3.020770-02-1.880711-01 
13 	9-1.719181-02-4.2778s1-21 14 9-1.19630E-01 1.255157-01 15 9-2.81621E-01 	1.932347-01 16 	9-4.154140-21 4.73377E-01 
13 10 7.11666E-01 7.956227-22 14 13 2.11224E-42 2.15911E-01 15 10-3.429660-01-2.45212E-01 16 10-1.76992E-01-5.46576E-02 
13 11-e.e1517,.-22 2.154527-01 14 11-4.0E192E-01-5.514731-03 15 11-5.615171403 2.114591-01 16 11-3.429661-01-2.452121-01 
13 12-3.429861-01-2.452127-01 14 12 2.51224E-02 2.559111-61 15 12 7.11696E-01 7.956231-02 16 12 3.44685E-01 5.773407-01 
13 13 1.947731-01 4.29645E-01 14 12-6.4 7266E-12-2.29631E-12 15 13 6.69179E-21-1.95460E-01 16 13 7.11686E-01 7.956200-02 
13 14 6.37313E-12-2.271191-13 14 14 2.474971-01 5.452E07-01 15 14-6.071011-12-4.116341-13 16 14-2.512241-02-2.558111-01 
13 15 8.691721-21-1.954691-01 14 15 6.144415-12 2.53265E-12 15 15 1,94773E-01 4.296457-0E 16 15-3.42966E-01-2.45212E-01 
13 16 7.116851-01 7.556200-02 14 1E-2.51224E-82-2.559111-31 15 16-3.42986E-01-2.452121-01 16 16-9.6673 4 E-01-7.94785E-01 
13 17-5.8151 7 /-02 2.114597-01 14 17 4.09192E-01 5.514727-03 15 19-5.81517E-62 2.15459E-21 16 17 7.11686E-61 7.95620E-02 
13 lc-3.42986E-01-2.45212E-01 14 12-2.51224E-02-2.15811E-01 15 18 9.11686E-01 7.956261-02 16 18-1.76892E-01-5.46576E-02 

17  I 1.719181-02 4.3.77a21-et 10 1-2.081770-12 2.76277E-12 
19 	2-2.123440-12 7.136321-14 10 2 1.16544E-02 3-98795E-02 
17 	3-1.71910E-02-4.37722E-01 19 3-4.11414E-01 4.73377E-31 
17 	4-1.176131-01-1.507741-03 18 4-1.16544E-22-3.96705E-02 
19 	5 1.69168E-13 1.826517-14 18 5 2.512241-02 2.518113-21 
17 	6 1.17612E-01 	1.59734E-03 10 6-3.02077E-02-1.0071E-01 
17 	9-2.616:16-01 	1.97234F-01 10 7 4.154147-01-4.73277E-01 
17 	0-1.227541-13 9.5',442E-14 18 8 3.12077E-02 1.20071E-01 Matrix 	p+ T 
17 	9 2.616211-01-1.922340-01 18 9 3.570165-12-5.69729E-12 1 	1 
17 10-3.420660-01-2.450121-01 12 10 3.446E-01 5.77340E-01 
17 11 6.65111-01-1.946Ar-11 tm 11-3.421-61-2.412120-01 
17 12-3.42926001-2.452127-31 12 12-1.762W5-21-5.465791-02 
17 13-5.215171-32 2.15 4 551-01 IF 12-3.4727.60-01-2.457171-01 
17 14 4.261921-21 	1.11472F-03 10 14-2.11224F-02-2.55211F-01 
17 15-5.8151 7 E-02 2.15451E-01 12 I5 7.11.1.1E-01 7.95920E-32 
17 16 7.11666E-et 	7.95626E-22 II, 18-1.752921-21-5.465761-02 
17 17 1.547727-21 4.220:457-21 18 	17 7 .116667-01 7.916207-02 
1' te 7.11696E-31 7.95620E-02 IR 18-8.66734E-01-7.94785E-01 

Table 7.1a Confirmation of the symmetry of the single grid scattering 
matrix o l  + Ti  
Grid parameters: d'id = 1.0, 2c/d = 2cYd = 0.8, 2h/d = 0.1 
Incidence parameters: Aid = 0.95, (I) = = 6 = 0°  
The tWo integers i,j indicate the matrix element (i,j). 



1 	1 1.2002214.00 0. 2 1 2.80714E-13 0. 3 1 6.69137E-12 0. 4 1 1.23332E-13 0. 
1 	2 2.80714E-13 0. 2 2 1.00000E+00 0. 3 2 1.50654E-13 0. 4 2 3.09808E-12 0. 
1  3 6.69137E-12 0. 2 3 1.50654E-13 e. 3 3 1.00000E+00 0. 4 3 1.72269E-13 0. 
1  4 1.23332E-13 0. 2 4 3.09808E-12 0. 3 4 1.72269E-13 0. 4 4 1.00;600E+00 0. 
1 	5 2.557951-12 0. 2 5 1.41406E-13 0. 3 5 6.43889E-12 0. 4 5 1.96152E-13 0. 
1 	6 1.706E1E-11 0. 2 6 1.52527E-12 0. 3 6 7.41576E-13 0. 4 6 2.27374E-12 0. 
1  7 4.138121-12 0. 2 7 1.74225E-11 0. 3 7 5.43999E-12 0. 4 7 1.42109E-13 0. 
1  8 2.60671E-14 0. 2 8 3.58161E-12 0. 3 8 1.71132E-11 0. 4 8 3.58161E-12 0. 
1 	S 3.51447E-12 0. 2 9 3.42243E-13 0. 3 9 5.50900E-12 0. 4 9 1.68541E-11 0. 
1 le 3.33635E-13 0. 2 10 2.59246E-12 0. 3 10 7.60936E-13 0. 4 10 1.36306E-12 0. 

5 	1 2.55795E-12 0. 6 1 1.70681E-11 0. 7 1 4.13812E-12 0. 8 1 2.60671E-14 0. 
5 	2 1.41426E-13 0. 6 2 1.52527E-12 0. 7 2 1.74225E-11 0. 8 2 3.58161E-12 0. 
5 	3 6.43889E-12 0. 6 3 7.41576E-13 0. 7 3 5.43999E-12 0. 8 3 1.71132E-11 0. 
5 	4 
5 	5 

1.96152E-13 
1.20220E+00 

0. 
o. 

6 
6 

4 
5 
2.27374E-12 
2.66348E-13 

0. 
0. 

7 
7 

4 
5 

1.42109E-13 
3.83998E-12 

0. 
0. 

8 
8 

4 
5 
3.58161E-12 
5.27361E-14 

0. 
0. 

5 	E 2.663 4 81-13 e. 6 1.020021+00 o. 7 6 1.36424E-12 0. 8 6 8.96037E-12 0. 
5 	7 3.83998E-12 0. 6 7 1.36424E-12 0. 7 7 1.00000E+00 0. 8 7 5.08423E-13 0. 
5 	0 5.27361E-14 0. 6 8 8.96037E-12 0. 7 8 5.08423E-13 0. 8 8 1.00000E+00 0. 
5 	9 4.151041-12 0. 6 9 3.88536E-12 0. 7 9 1.75329E-11 0. 8 9 4.54747E-13 0. 
5 10 1.71275E-11 0. 6 10 1.61435E-11 0. 7 10 3.70138E-12 0. 8 10 7.87974E-12 0. 

9 	1, 3.51447E-12 0. 10 1 3.33635E-13 0. 
9 	2 3.42243E-13 0. 10 2 2.59246E-12 0. 
9 	3 5.50920E-12 0. 10 3 7.60936E-13 0. 
9 	4 1.68541E-11 0. 10 4 1.38306E-12 0. 
9 	5 4.151041-12 2. 10 5 1.71275E-11 0. 
9 	6 3.88536E-12 0. 10 6 1.61435E-11 0. 

7 1.75329E-11 0. 10 7 3.70138E-12 0. 
9 	2 4.547471-13 0. 10 8 7.87974E-12 0. 
9 	9 1.00000E+00 0. 10 9 2.09628E-12 0. 
9 12 2.09628E-12 0. 10  10 1.00000E+00 0. 

Table 7.1b Confirmation of the conservation property J_ESHJr  SJr  = r J 	for the single grid 

specified in table 7.1a. 	Here S = p
1 

T
1

. 
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1 
2 

1.69139E-11 
2.95709E-12 

0. 
0. 

2 
2 

1 2.95709E-12 0. 
2 0.05.19!.1.-12 a. 

3 
3 

t 
2 
5.884340-12 
1.2044 96-12 

0. 
0. 

4 	1 
4 	2 

1.016650-12 0. 
2.119714E-13 0. 

3 
4 

5.68434E-12 
1.018e!t-12 

0. 
0. 

2 
2 

3 1.20449E-12 
4 2.60714E-13 

0. 
0. 

3 
$4  

3 
4 
9.09495E-12 
2.27374E-12 

a. 
0. 

4 	3 
4 	4 

2.27374E-12 0. 
7.27596E-12 d. 

5 5.109197-12 0. 2 5 6.69137E-12 P. 3 5 5.10959E-12 0 •  
8 3.27923E-12 

9.33876E-12 
0. 
0. 

2 
2 

6 1.232320-13 
7 2.50111E•12 

0. 
0. 

3 
3 

8 
7 

1.53019E-12 
1.61899E-12 

0. 
0. 

: 
4 	7 

3.1496980-12 0. 
1.60073E-12 0. e 2.27374E-12 0. 2 8 2.51791)-12 0. 3 8 2.03360E-12 P. 4 	8 1.414096-13 0. 

9 3.63796E-12 
IS 1.276400-11 

d. 
0. 

2 
2 

9 2.74636E-12 
10 2.03319E-12 

0. 
0. 

3 
3 

9 
te 

8.336761-12 
5.75215E-12 

0. 
0. 

4 	9 
4 te 

5.99262E-12 0. 
9.09495E-13 0. 

11 1.016541-12 0. 2 11 	1.706515711 0. 3 11 3.63795E-12 0. 4 11 1.52577E-12 0. 
12 
13 
14 
15 

9.09495E-12 
8.13477E-12 
4.966691-1? 
4.54747E-13 

0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 

2 
2 
2 
2 

12 2.41702E-12 
13 4.131412E-12 
14 2.60671E-14 
15 3.51447E-12 

O. 
d. 
0. 
0. 

3 
3 
3 
3 

12 
13 
14 
15 

9.16966E-12 
2.27374E-13 
4.06728E-17 
4.06738E-12 

0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 

4 12 
4 13 
4 14 
4 15 

2.77545E-12 0. 
1.742251-11 0. 
3.58161E-12 0. 
2.42243E-13 0. 16 1.28622 1-11 P. 2 16 4.198351-12 0. 3 18 1.678101-11 0. 4 16 3.66629E-12 0. 

17 
18 

4.54747E-12 
9.406271-12 

0. 
0. 

2 
2 

17 3.32635E-13 
18 3.050541-12 

0. 
0. 

3 
3 

17 
18 

4.83403E-12 
2.57244E-12 

0. 
0. 

4 	17 
4 18 

2.59246112 0. 
3.92508E-12 O. 

--------------- 

5 	1 5.10959E-12 0. 6 1 3.27923E-12 0. 7 1 8.32876E-12 0. 1 2.27374E-12 0. 
5 	2 6.69137E-12 0. 6 2 1.23332E-13 0. 7 2 2.501111-12 0. 2 2.55795E-12 0. 
5 	3 5.109191-12 0. 6 3 1.03819E-12 0. 7 3 1.81899E-12 0. 3 2.033691-12 0. 
5 	4 1.50654E-13 0. 6 4 3.09806E-12 0. 7 4 1.60272E-12 0. 4 1.41406E-13 0. 
5 	e 1.455191-11 0. 6 5 1.72269E-13 0. ? 5 4.68743E-12 0. 5 8.43889E-12 0. 
5 	6 
5 	7 

1.722E9E-13 
4.687431-12 

0. 
0. 

6 
6 

6.7.27516E-12 
7 4.06738E-12 

0. 
0. 

7 
7 

6 
7 

4.06738E-12 
1.09139E-11 

0. 
0. 

8 
9 

1.96152E-13 0. 
1.01685E-12 0. 

5 	e 6.438891-12 0. 6 8 . 1.96152E-13 0. 7 8 1.01685E-12 0. 8 9.09495E-12 0. 
5 	9 4.68743E-12 0. 6 9 1.13829E-12 a. 7 9 6.13909E-12 0. 9 9.16573E-13 a. 5 10 7.07974E-12 0. 6 te 3.99201E-12 0. 7 10 1.81899E-12 0. 10 3.09262E-12 0. 
5 11 7.41576E-13 0. 6 11 2.27374E-12 0. 7 11 3.96535E-12 0. 11 2.663480-13 0. 
5 12 
5 13 

9.23316E-12 
5.43999E-12 

0. 
0. 

6 
5 

12 3.74994E-12 
13 1.42109E-13 

0. 
0. 

7 
7 

12 1.72919E-11 
154.067380-12 

0. 
0. 

12 
13 

4.79645E-12 0. 
3.839980-12 0. 

5 14 1.71132E-11 0. 6 14 3.58161E-12 0. 7 14 3.66629E-12 0. 14 5.272611-14 0. 
5 15 5.50900E-12 2. 6 15 1.68541E-11 0. 7 15 4.06738E-12 0. 15 4.15104E-12 0. 
5 le 9.275161-12 0. 6 16 2.61161E-12 0. 7 16 1.05398E-11 0. 16 1.13687E-12 0. 
5 17 7.609361-13 0. 6 17 1.28306E-12 0. 7 17 5.75215E-12 0. 1? 1.71275E-11 0. 
5 le 8.213021-12 0. 8 18 1.364241-12 0. q 18 7.49989E-12 0. 18 1.09497E-12 0. 

• 	1 3.63798E-12 P. 10 1 1.27640E-11 0. 11 1 1.81899E-12 0. 12 	1 9.134771-12 0. 
2 2.046:6E-12 0. 10 2 2.03369E-12 0. 11 2 1.70691E-11 0. 12 	2 2.41702E-12 0. 
3 8.33876E-12 0. 10 3 5.75215E-12 0. 11 3 3.63798E-12 0. 12 	3 9.16968E-12 0. 
4 3.09262E-12 0. 10 4 9.69495E-13 0. 11 4 1.52527E-12 0. 12 	4 2.77545E-12 0. 
5 4.68743E-12 e. 10 5 7.87974E-12 0. 11 5 7.41576E-13 0. 12 	5 9.23316E-12 0. O 
7 

1.12826E-12 
6.13909E-12 

0. 
0. 

10 
10 

6 3.89201E-12 
7 1.818992-12 

0. 
0. 

11 
11 

6 
7 

2.27374E-12 
3.86535E-12 

0. 
0. 

12 	6 
12 	7 

3.74994E-12 0. 
1.72819E-11 0. 

O 9.16573E-13 0. 10 8 3.09262E-12 a. 11 8 2.66348E-13 0. 12 	8 4.79645E-12 0. 
1.273211-11 0. 10 9 1.055E3E-11 0. 11 9 7.85345E-12 0. 12 	9 9.29505E-12 0. 

10 1.00563E-11 0. 10 10 3.63799E-12 a. 11 10 1.21533E-11 0. 12 10 1.99468E-11 0. 
11 7.05345E-12 0. 10 11 1.21533E-11 0. 11 11 1.45519E-11 0. 12 11 1.297621-11 0. 
12 9.275061-12 P. 10 12 1.19468E-11 0. 11 12 1.297621-11 0. 12 12 3.63798E-12 0. 
13 3.86535E-12 0. 10 13 7.40275E-12 0. 11 13 1.36424E-12 0. 12 13 2.00914E-11 0. 
14 4.29006E-12 0. 10 14 2.273741-12 0. 11 14 8.960370-12 0. 12 14 1.01303E-11 0. 
15 5.14488E-12 0. le 15 4.06739E-12 0. 11 15 3.68536E-12 0. 12 15 3.18323E-12 0. 
le 7.717320-12 0. te 16 2.23122E-11 0. 11 16 5.75211E-12 0. 12 16 1.81899E-12 0. 
17 2.572441-12 0. 10 17 2.57244E-11 0. 11 17 1.61435E-11 0. 12 17 6.55E45E-12 0. 
le 1.595990-11 0. 10 18 1.28622E-11 0. 	. 11 18 2.30086E-11 0. 12 18 2.64300E-11 0. 

------- 

13 	1 3.13497E-12 0. 14 1 4.986691-12 0. 15 1 4.547471-13 0. 16 	1 1.285220-11 0. 
13 	2 4.13812E-12 0. 14 2 2.60671E-14 0. 15 2 3.514471-12 0. 16 	2 4.59035E-12 0. 
13 	3 
13 	4 

2.273741-13 
1.74225E-11 

0. 
0. 

14 
14 

3 4.067381-12 
4 3.501610-12 

0. 
0. 

15 
15 

3 
4 

4.06738E-12 
3.42243E-13 

0. 
0. 

16 	3 
16 	4 

1.67810E-11 0. 
3.66629E-12 0. 

13 	0 0.439901-12 e. 14 5 1.71132E-11 0. 15 5 5.50900E-12 0. 18 	5 9.27506E-12 0. 
13 	6 1.42109E-13 0. 14 6 3.561610-12 0. 15 8 1.685411-11 P. 16 	6 2.65161E-12 0. 
13 	7 4.06739E-12 0. 14 7 3.61629E-12 O. 15 7 4.96739E-12 0. 16 	7 1.05399E-11 0. 
13 	e 3.839281-12 0. 14 8 5.273010-14 0. 15 8 4.151041-12 0. 16 	8 1.13687E-12 0. 
13 	9 
13 10 

3.865351-12 
7.40275E-12 

a. 
0. 

14 
14 

9 4.29269E-12 
ta 2.2737 41,12 

0. 
0. 

15 
15 

9 
10 

5.14499E-12 
4.06739E-12 

0. 
0. 

16 	9 
16 te 

7.717321-12 0. 
2.33122E-11 0. 

13 11 1.264241-12 P. 14 11 8.96037E-12 0. 15 11 3.98536E-12 0. 16 11 5.75215E-12 e. 
13 12 2.00914E-11 O. 14 12 1.01303E-11 0. 15 12 3.18323E-12 0. 16 12 1.81899E-12 0. 
13 13 1.45519E-11 0. 14 13 5.08423E-13 0. 15 13 1.75329E-11 0.' 16 13 2.27374E-13 0. 
13 14 5.054271-13 0. 14 14 9.09495E-12 0. 15 14 4.547471-13 0. 16 14 9.97339E-12 0. 
13 15 1.75329E-11 0. 14 15 4.54747E-13 0. 15 15 1.45519E-11 0. 16 15 1.81899E-11 0. 
13 16 2.27374E-13 0. 14 16 9.97339E-12 0. 15 18 1.61899E-11 0. 16 16 3.63799E-12 0. 
13 17 3.701290-12 0. 14 1? 7.87994E-12 C. 15 17 2.99529E-12 0. 16 17 1.484911-11 0. 
13 le 5.75215E-12 p. 14 18 3.97091E-12 0. 15 18 9.09495E-12 0. 1608 1.9271110-11 0. 

1? 	1 4.54747E-12 2. 18 1 9.40827E-12 0. 
17 	2 3.33635E-13 0. 18 2 3.05054E-12 0. 
19 	3 4.83403E-12 0. 18 3 2.57244E-12 0. 
17 	4 2.592451-12 e. 18 4 3.92505E-12 e. 
17 	5 7.60926E-13 0. 18 5 9.213970-12 0. 
17 	e 1.363951-12 8. 10 6 1.26424E-12 0. 
17 	7 5.752151-12 0. 18 7 7.49989E-12 0. 
17 	8 1.71275E-11 0. 18 8 1.874971-12 0. 
1? 	1 2.572441-12 0. 18 9 1.59599E-11 0. 
17 10 2.172441-11 0. 18 10 1.266221-11 P. 
17 11 1.61435E-11 0. 14 11 2.10096E-11 0. 
17 12 6.55846E-12 8. 10 12 2.643001-11 0. 
1? 13 3.701301-12 0. 19.12 5.75215E-12 0. 
17 14 7.87974E-12 0. 114 14 3.970911-12 0. 
17 15 2.09679E-12 0. 16 15 9.094951-12 0. 
17 I. 1.464911-11 0. 18 16 1.927161-11 0. 
17 1? 1.455169-11 0. 19 17 1.11043E-11 0. 
17 te 1.150431-11 0. 19 18 1.61899E-11 0. 

Table 7.1c Confirmation of gie conservation property 
S HJ S+0 S-1B L".1

e - Jr = 0 for the single grid specified 
in table 7.1a. 	Here S = p

1 + T1 . 
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B
k
J
r
B
k 

= - iP
H 

B + iB
H
J P 

e k 	k e 
(7.72) 

Again, as in section 5.2.5.1, it is necessary to introduce alternate 

expressions for equations (7.15) and (7.16) in order to establish the 

proposition (7.72) for all k. By considering the (n41)-element grid 

as being composed of an n-element grid above the remaining element, the 

. following equations are derived according to section 7.2.2. 

A
n+1 

=A  
n 
+ BA

l
(J - AnAl)  1B 

n 	n 
(7.73) 

and 
-1 

Bn+1 = B
1 (J - Any Bn  (7.74) 

Equations (7.71) and (7.72) have been shown to hold for k = 1. If 

it is assumed that they are satisfied for k = n, then the proof that these 

relations hold for k = n41 follows exactly that given in section 

5.2.5.1, where Ir' 
I
e 

and I are now replaced by J r
, J

e 
and J 

respectively. It should be noted that this direct comparison is possible 

since nowhere in the proof is the relation J r 
+ J

e 
= J (which is the 

generalised expression of I r 
+ I

e 
= I) used. From the definitions of 

J
r 

and J it is obvious that this relation does not hold. 

Thus the multi-element grid has been shown to possess the same 

conservation properties as the individual elements composing it. These 

results have been numerically confirmed using the computer program 

describing the diffraction properties of a perfectly-conducting, 

rectangular-holed, multi-element inductive grid and a sample result is 

given in table 7.2. 

7.5 NUMERICAL INVESTIGATION OF THE FILTERING CHARACTERISTICS OF THE  

MULTI-ELEMENT INDUCTIVE GRID  

The long wavelength filtering characteristics of the multi-element 
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1-4. 021641-01 	1.764410-el 	2 1 9. 74962N-02-1.771421-V2 3 1 9.923941-92-2.7192!*-07 4 	1 9.549621-02-1.721-02 
2 A.749621-27-1.7254n-97 	2 2-8.563109-01-4.631.1.1.-01 3 2 9.749C:1-02-1.771.41-02 4 2-9.9112:.90-02 

9.931942-02-.71!W!.2-v7 	2 3 	.7t . i6: - E-62 - 1.74:'F-..2 3 3-4.621641-01 	1,7.11412-01 4 3 	1.0!0!.4 , -01-3.“61" , ,F.0, 
4 9.74911.2-32-1.74:7-..2 	2 4-9.A:';'::99-0:! 3 4 	1.3,3! . 41-01-3.A4 1914-02 4 

1.21-63n1-92-3.cp14131-07 	: 3 S 1.3!.639E-0-3.6,Al2Y-22 4 	11-1.30.91-12 9.314776-13 
1.8wAr- 1 -2.819 ,r - o: 	2 0-9.91.21'-02 3.31.7R , AY-V2 .3 A 51.749A27.:-A2-1.7:':AZF-02 4 	6 3.427721-01-4.570702-01 

7 9.613942-07-2.719:!.2-02 	2 
e 

7 	1.01.3'4F.-01-30+619:.2.27 
2 	A 3.42772 , -1.1 -4.e30765-01 

3 
3 

7-1.11711PR1-01-3.51.1144.-01 
9 	1.71.3141-01-3..61951-02 

4 	9.74k41-02-1.72541-01 
4 	8-1' .121157-67 3.3! ,91.6‘:-02 

.675991-91-3.521 	2 9 	1.e..31.41-11-3..61411-.%! 3 fl 9.53394E-02-2.71925).-22 4 	9 	1.01.31.42-01-3.86191.E-d2 
12-7.23273E-12 1.7.136E-13 	2 10. 2.748.171-22 1.476354-21 3 10 1 .6AP , 10-01-:1.1C:•489-91 4 	10-2.74!.671-0-1.476-el 
11 2.773771-01-1.5-01 	2 11-1 .44:!471.-11-:1.41612F-12 311-2.77327E-01 1.6986n-el 4 11-4.492301-03-2.02360E-07 
12-1.63P:111-01 2.16:!466-41 	2 12-6-745o7E-0?-1.47630-VI .  3 12-8.51071E-10 4.871531-12 4 12-1.14 540E-02 1.287491-01 
13-2.573271-31 2 13 4.49220-03 3 13 3.20966F-02 2.192292-91 4 	1 3 -1.261.627-11-2.54151, 2-12 
14 1.356291-02-3.6,1443-02 2 	14 5.73311.2-12 1.v17772-13 3 14-1.31624E-02 3.668131-22 4 14-1 .487290-03 2.44705E-05 
11-3.296657-02-2.1921, , 2-01 	2 11-4.452322-0.1-2.023602-22 3 15 2.77107E-01-1.69843E-01 4 15 4.90A042-12-2.343270-12 
16 1.63891E-01-2.162.6E-01 2 	16 1.1464.F-12-1.292497-01 3 16-6.54139F-12 4.079480-13' 4 16 2.7416872-02 1.47638E-01 
17 3.208F.61-02 2.1922n-01 2 	17 6.77562-12-2.331552-12 3 17-3.29.56E-02-2.19229E-01 4 17 4.482301-03 2.023601-02 
18-6.226250-13 2.277421-12 2 12-1.146400-02 1.29249E-01 3 18-1.63891E-91 2.162460-01 4 18 1.146401-02-1.29249E-01 

5 	1 1.356292-02-3.668132-02 1 1.25354E-01-3.66195E-02 7 1 9.83394E-02-2.71925E-02 1 1.052542-01-3.861950-02 
5 	2-1.48759F.-05 2.447252-25 2-9.92229E-02 3.359661-02 7 2 1.25354E-21-3.661951-02 2 3.42772E-01-4.63072E-01 
5 	S 1.356292-22-1.69.9122-02 3 9.74262E-02-1.72542E-02 7 3-2.97968E-21-3.59156E-02 3 1.053540-01-3.66195E-02 
5 	4 5.32579E-12 9.49413E-13 4 3.427727-01-4.632702-01 7 4 9.74962E-22-1.725427-72 4-9.92229E-02 3.359690-02 
5 	5-9.948641-01-8.445320-05 5 5.16693E-13 8.65186E-13 7 5-1.31629E-22 3.66813E-02 5 1.48739E-03-2.44705E-05 
5 	8-5.680207-12 3.261280-13 6-6.16365E-31-4.63085E-01 7 6 1.25354E-01-3.96195E-22 6-9.92270E-02 3.35966E-02 
5 	7-1.35629E-22 3.68613E-22 7 1.25354E-01-3.86195E-22 7 7-4.62184E-01 1.78841E-01 7 9.74962E-02-1.725422-02 
5 	e 1.427592-23-2.447057-25 8-9.92729E-02 3.35966E-02 7 8 9.74962E-22-1.72542E-02 6-6.563651-0 1-1.630652-21 
5 	9-1.35629E-22 3.59613E-02 9 9.74967E-22-1.72542E-22 7 9 9.833940-22-2.719257-22 9 9.74962E-02-1.725422-02 

12-6.71891E-02-3.17437E-22 te 1.14640E-02-1.292491-01 10-1.63991E-21 2.16246E-01 10-1.14640E-22 1.29249E-01 
5 11 7.46578F - 12 -?.97282E - 15 11 4.40237E-03 2.02360E-22 7 11-3.289661-02-2.192290-01 11 6.852682-12-2.744681-12 
5 12 6.71893E-02 3.17437E-02 12 2.74567E-02 1.476287-21 7 12-6.976630-12 4.269222-13 12 1.14640E-02-1.29249E-01 
5 13-1.547491-02-6.826371-02 13 5.27720E-12-2.75035E-12 7 13 2.77327E-01-1.698831-01 13-4.48230E-03-2.02350E-02 
5 14-5.627222-11-5.459162-13 14 1.487592-23-2.447052-05 7.14 1.356792-02-3.66811E-02 14-5.34386E-12 1.64252E-13 
5 15 1.547492-02 6.994370-02 11-1.29153E-11-2.17516E-12 7 15 3.28866E-02 2.19229E-21 15 4.482200-03 2.02300E-02 
5 16-6.712911-22-3.174370-02 16-1.14640E-02 1.292491-21 7 16-2.91145E-12 5.692291-12 16-2.745870 ,42-1.47638E-01 
5 17-6.946551-12 4.54722E-13 .17-4.492302-03-2.223601-02 7 17-2.77307E-01 1.69883E-01 17-1.43963E-11-1.95406E-12 
5 te 5.71893E-52 3.17437E-02 10-2.74587E-02-1.47638E-01 7 18 1.63891E-01-2.162461-01 18 2.74587E-02 1.47638E-01 

1-1.97928E-01-3.59156E-02 	10 1 1.20734E-12-4.27277E-12 11 1 2.77307E-01-1.69883E-01 12 1-1.63891E-01 2.162460-01 
2 1.253542-21-3.86171E-02 	10 2 2.745272-02 1.47638E-01 11 2 5.036262-13-3.33292E-13 12 2-2.745877-02-1.47638E-01 
3 9.833941-02-2.719250-02 	13 3 1.631912-01-2.16246E-01 11 3-2.77307E-01 1.699830-01 12 3-1.36395E-12 1.87719E-12 
4 1.25314E-01-3.861971-02 	10 4-2.745972-92-1.476362-01 11 4-4.482301-23-2.023601-02 12 4-1.14640E-02 1.29249E-01 
5-1.31639E-21 2 3.1.813E-92. 	10 5-5.718932-02-3.17427E-02 11 5-2.042272-12 2.741432-15 12 5 5.71893E-02 3.17437E-32 
6 9.74952E-22-1.72142E-72 	13 6 1.14640E-22-1.29249E-01 11 6 4.42232E-23 2.023401 -e2 12 6 2.74527E-02 1.47638E-01 

9.833941-22-2.71921E-82 	10 7-1.638912-01 2.162462-01 11 7-3.268683-02-2.192291-01 12 7-2.37067E-12-1.75E29E-12 e 9.74962E-12-1.72542E-02 	10 8-1.146401-62 1.29249E-01 11 8-8.73401E-13-2.24252E-13 12 8 1.146400-02-1.29249E-31 
9-4.62184E-01 1.785411-01 	te 9 2.93917E-12 6. 791281-14 11 9 3.26866E-02 2.192291-01 12 9  1.630911- 0 1-2.19246E-0 1 

10-5.34E816-13 2.5qA212-12 	10 10-8.1642.7-01-3.822632-01 11 10 4.43436E-01 2.71725E-02 12 10-1.367132-01-1.49091E-22 
11 3.268666-02 2.10225E-21 	13 11 4.43436E-21 2.71 705E-02 11 11-1.23522E-01-4.528.41-02 12 11 4.43436E-21 2.71721E-02 
12 1.63891E-01-2.162467-01 	12 12-1.357572-01-5.492915-02 11 12 4.43436E-01 2.717051-02 12 12-8.164291-01-3.82263E-01 
13-3.258E61-02-2.19229E-21 	le 13 4.,34352-71 2.717 0 1E-02 11 13 1.71826E-01 2.22109E-01 12 13-1.487911-21-3.42279E-01 
14-1.216391-02 3.62513E-02 	10 14 6.71893E-02 3.17437E-22 11 14 1.54749E-02 6.966371-02 12 14 8.71893E-02 3.17437E-02 
11-2.773071-21 1.59.32E-21 	13 15-1.49791E-21-3.43279E-01 11 15 1.71896E-01 2.221091-01 12 15 4.43436E-01 2.71705E-02 
1e-1.63891s-et 2.16246E-21 	10 16-1.367530-31-5.45e911-02 11 16-1.48791E-01-3.432791-01 12 067.669962-02 1.1E621E-01 
17 2.793071-01-1.595830-01 	10 17-1.487912-01-3.43279E-01 11 17 7.774531-01-4.651320-21 12 17-1.48791E-01-3.43277E-01 
18-7.85026E-12-6.119761-13 	10 18 7.68096E-02 1.186011-01 11 18-1.48791E-01-3.43279E-01 12 18-1.36753E-01-5.49091E-02 
---------- 	 ------ ----- 

13 	1-2.773071-01 1.699036-01 	14 1 1.15639E-02-3.60013E-32 15 1-3.29866E-02-2.19229E-01 16 1 1.63891E-01-2.16246E-01 
13 	2 4.48230E-03 2.02362E-02 	14 2-5.949212-13 2.160197-13 15 2-4.4E210E-03-2.02360E-02 16 2 1.14640E-02-1.29249S-01' 
13 	3 3.208662-02 2.19279E-22 	14 3-1.31639E-22 3.68613E-02 15 3 2.77307E-11-1.698837-01 16 3-1:20190E-12-1.36202E-12 
13 	4 1.59422E-12-2.243797-13 	14 4-1.48759E-03 2.44725E-25 15 4-1.72139E-12 3.4E444E-14 16 4 2.745971-02 1.47678E-01 
13 	5-1.547491-02-6.926371-02 	14 5 3.37709E-12 1.29987E-13 15 5 1.54749E-02 6.98637E-22 16 5-5.71893E-02-3.17437E-02 
13 	6-2.09849E-12 3.24735E-13 	14 6 1.49759E-03-2.44705E-25 15 6 1.445570-12 9.655 02E-15 16 6-1.14640E-02 1.29249E-01 
13 	7 2.773e:1-411 - 1.9925.7F -01 	14 7 1.31639E-02-3.68813E-02 15 7 3.28866E-02 2.192291-e1 16 7-1.96283E-12 1.56571E-12 
13 	8-4.422301-03-2.023630-02 	14 8 1.269657-12 5.143977-13 15 8 4.48230E-03 2.222602-02 16 8-2.745872-02-1.4 7639E-01 
13 	9-3.288061-12-2.192291-01 	14 9-1.316392-02 3.96813E-22 15 9-2.77307E-01 1.292831-01 16 9-1.63991E-01 2.16246E-01 
13 18 4•43436E-01 2.71725Y-02 	14 10 5.71293E-02 3.17437E-02 15 10-1.48791E-01-3.472 79E-01 . 16 10-1.367531-01-5.450911-02 
13 11 1.71826E-01 	2.22189E-01 	14 11 1.54749E-02 6.98637E-22 15 11 1.71896E-01 2.20109E-01 16 11-1.42791E-01-3.43279E-01 
13 12-1.487912-01-3.422732-e1 	14 12 6.71893E-02 3.17437E-02 15 12 4.43436E-01 2.717050-02 16 12 7.682861-02 1.196010 - 01 
13 13-1.225721-01-4.F2 ,1840-02 	14 13 1.022510-12-1.0142 4 2-13 15 13 7.77453E-01-4.651320-01 16 13 4.43436E-01 2.717252-02 
13 14-7.422431-12-1.223352-13 	14 14-9.94.64E-01-8.44932E-25 15 14.5.9.68330-12 	1.00 1921-12 1 6  14-6.719932-02-3.1741 7 E- 0 2 
13 15 7.774132-21-4.651372-01 	14 15-1.126662-12 4.99768E-13 15 15-1.23132F-01-4.528841-C2 16 15-1.487910-01-3.43279E-01 
13 16 4.43426E-21 	2.71705E-02 	14 16-6.716977-02-1.174371-02 15 16-1.48791E-01-3.432797-01 16 16-8.164290-21-3.82263E-01 
13 17 1.718061-21 	2.201091-01 	14 17-1.14749E-02-6.96617E-22 15 17 1.71606E-01 2.29109E-21. 18 17 4.434360-0 1 2.71705E-02 
13 16-1.487910-01-3.432790-01 	14 18-6.716830-02-3.174372-02 15 18 4.43436E-01 2.717051-02 16 10-1.36753E-01-5.49091E-42 

• 

17 	1 3.286660-02 2.192267-01 	11 1 1.229822-12-3.269312-13 
17 	2 C4140240-14 2.33577F-13 	18 2-1.14642E-02 1.29249E-21 
19 	3-3.2815060-22-2.132211-01 	19 3-1.678510-012.162462-91 
17 	4 4.48230E-03 2.02360E-02 	18 4 1.145.2E-02-1.29249E-01 
17 	5-3.805940-13-1.814252-13 	18 5 6.71293E-02 3.174370-22 

. 17 	6-4.402202-03-2.022622-02 	19 
17 	7-2.77307E-01 1. 53592E-01 	IR 

6-2.745877-02-1.47628E-01 
7 1. 61891E-01-2.162461-01 Array 	03  + T3  

17 	8-0.63771E-14 1.716780-11 	19 e 2.74557E-02 1.47638E-01 
17 	S 2.17a0?6 -21 -1.67-en -e1 	IA 9 2.313.3E-12-4.61127F-I2 
1 7  12-1.487912-01-1.4792-01 	18 IC 7 .580.61-02 1.18601E-01 
17 11 7.774170-01-4.651715-21 	16 11-1.47912-01-3.432790-01 
17 12-1.487911-01-3.43279Y-01 	18 12-1.267532-01-5.49291E-02 
17.15 1.719066-01 	2.21290-01 	IA 13-1.4 87 1 , 11-01-3.432701-01 
17 14-1.547490-32-6.91637E-02 	19 14-6.7141,11-02-3.174370-02 
17 11 1.71875E-01 	7.2010.2-01 	IR II 4.43476F-9i 	2.71795E-02 
17 16 4.43425E-21 2.717352-02 	IA 16-1.367! , 35-01-1.490912-02 
17 17-1.235321-01-4.52,941-22 	IR 17 	1.414261-01 	2.717052-32 
17 le 4.42436E-01 2.717051-02 	18 18-8,164291-01-3.822631-01 

Confirmation of the symmetry of the 3-element grid 
scattering matrix 0 3  +73. The individual elements are 
specified in table 7.1a and are separated by t1/d=t2/d=1.0. 

Table 7.2a 



1 	1 1.00220E+00 0. 2 1 2.23344E-13 0. 3 1 9.76131E-12 0. 4 	1 2.06799E-12 0. 
1 	2 2.23344E-13 0. 2 2 1.20000E+00 0. 3 2 5.097572-12 0. 4 	2 1.26275E-13 0. 
1 	3 9.76131E-12 0. 2 3 5.09757E-12 0. 3 3 130000E+00 0. 4 	3 4.19434E-12 0. 
1 	4 2.267992-12 0. 2 4 1.26275E-13 0. 3 4 4.194342-12 0. 4 	4 1.000e0E.00 0. 
1 	5 7.E26502-12 0. 2 5 1.92313E-12 0. 3 5 1.65194E-11 0. 4 	5 4.31379E-13 0. 
1 	e 1.45619E-11 0. 2 6 4.220602-12 0. 3 6 7.50897E-12 0. 4 	6 1.569382-12 0. 
1 	7 3.75591E-12 0. 2 7 1.13162E-11 0. 3 7 9.52878E-12 0. 4 	7 4.81745E-12 0. 
1 	e 5.94406E-12 0. 2 8 4.79648E-12 0. 3 8 3.32848E-11 0. 4 	8 5.73954E-12 0. 
1 	9 8.10220E-12 0. 2 9 3.91553E-12 0. 3 9 1.45434E-11 0. 4 	9 1.07804E-11 0. 
1 	le 6.63518E-12 0. 2 10 3.72598E-12 0. 3 10 5.55599E-12 0. 4 10 5.41452E-12 0. 

5 	1 7.60650E-q2 0. 6 1 1.45618E-11 0. 7 1 3.75591E-12 0. 1 5.84405E-12 0. 
5 	2 1.92313E-12 0. 6 2 4.22260E-12 0. 7 2 1.13162E-11 0. 2 4.79648E-12 0. 
5 	3 1.651941-11 0. 6 3 7.50897E-12 0. 7 3 9.52878E-12 0. 3 3.32848E-11 0. 
5 	4 4.21379E-13 0. 6 4 1.56938E-12 0. 7 4 4.81745E-12 0. 4 5.73954E-12 0. 
5 	5 1.22022E+00 2. 6 5 6.85581E-12 0. 7 5 7.78858E-12 0. 5 3.43435E-12 0. 
5 	E*6.96581E-12 0. 6 e 130000E+00 0. 7 6 1.128882-11 0. 6 3.38915E-12 0. 
5 	7 7.788E6F-12 0. 6 7 1.12888E-11 0. 7 7 1.000002+00 0. 7 4.922212-12 0. 
5 	2 3.43435E-12 0. 6 8 3.38015E-12 0. 7 8 4.92221E-12 0. 8 1.00000E+00 0. 
5 	9 3.38326E-12 0. 6 9 2.03369E-11 0. 7 9 1.37350E-11 0. 9 5.47478E-12 0. 
5 12 1.381122-11 0. 6 12 3.84369E-11 0. 7 10 1.82126E-11 0. 10 4.58463E-12 0. 

5 	1 8.12220E-12 0. 10 1 6.63618E-12 0. 
9 	2 3.91653E-12 0. 10 2 3.72598E-12 0. 
9 	3 1.45434-11 0. 10 3 5.55599E-12 0. 
9 	4 1.27824E-11 0. 10 4 6.41462E-12 0. 
9 	5 3.38326E-12 0. 10 5 1.39112E-11 0. 
9 	E 2.233E9E-11 0. 10 6 3.94369E-11 0. 
9 	7 1.373E0E-11 0. 10 7 1.82126E-11 0. 
9 	e 5.474781-12 0. 10 e 4.58463E-12 0. 
9 	9 1.22020E+00 0. 10 9 1.15961E-11 0. 
9 10 1.15961E-11 0. 10 10 1.00000E+00 0. 

Table 7.2b Confirmation of the conservation property J rSHJrSJr= Jr  for the 3-element grid 
specified in table 7.2a. 	Here S = p 3  + T 3 . 



I 1.014991-12 P. 2 1 1.47447E-12 0. 3 1 	1.!.1.1625-12 0. 4 1 2.!V1118-12 	O. 
2 1.87497E-11 0. 2 2 7.275,462-13 0. 3 2 4.147.6E-12 0. 4 2 8.272442-11 8. 
3 
4 

1.59112E-12 P. 
2,5011-12 	0. 

2 
2 

3 4.I 	11-1 
42•27:144F-11 

d. 
0. 

3 
3 

1 9.0449t4-12 
4 1.70:748-12 

0. 
0. : P. ..=1:;!;:1 1.7.  : : 

S 2.300751-12 0. 2 5 9.7417I8-17 0. 1 5 	2.417i.;!8-12 P. 4 5 5.047Y9F-17 0. 
P 2.145848-12 P. 2 6 2.0E7998-12 0. 3 6 7.44199V-12 6. 4 6 1.0E7752-13 0. 
7 5.044.1E-12 2. 2 7 5.1 	"9-12 0. 3 7 6.421715-13 0. 4 7 2.72794E-12 6. 
e 1.224448r-12 	8. 2 S 7.6.7E506-12 0. 3 A 2.448-12 0. 4 0 1.423172-12 W. 
0 1.44224F-12 O. 2 9 3.17927E-12 0. 3 9 5.0..42-12 0. 4 9 2.14CS.62-12 e. 

10 1.367114E-11 	0. 2 10 2.57244F-12 0. 3 Id 8.13477E-12 0. 4 10 1.97091E-12 0. 
11 5.75215E-12 0. 2 11 1.45616F-I1 0 . 3 11 9.2750E8-12 0. 4 11 4.220E0E-17 0. 
17 O. 	0. 2 12 2.03369E-11 6. 3 12 4.59762E-12 0. 4 12 4.452795-12 0. 
13 4.067348-12 0. 2 13 3.755915-12 0. 3 13 7.449498-12 0. 4 13 1.1Z1625-11 	0. 
14 2.14172E-12 0. 2 14 5.2442'6F-12 0. 3 14 2.145045-12 0. 4 14 4.79648E-12 0. 
15 2.417021-12 2. 2 15 8.10220E-12 2. 1 15 5.14488E-12 0. 4 15 3.416535-12 0. 
16 1.106451-11 	0. 2 16 2.13059E-12 0. 3 16 7.34973E-12 0. 4 16 2.03369E-12 0. 
17 5.532245-12 0.. 2 17 6.276188-12 0. 3 17 3.6379E5-12 0. 4 17 3.722981-12 0. 
te 4.67529E-12 0. 2 18 5.12482E-12 0. 218 1.81899E-12 0. 4 18 1.82099E-12 0. 

5 	1 2.30075E-12 e. 1 2.145842 - 12 0. 7 1 5.04851E-12 0. 1 1.22444E-12 0. 
5 	2 9.961318-120. 2 2.067995-12 0. 7 2 3.158785-12 0. 2 7.606505-12 0. 
5 	3 2.41702E-12 0. 3 2.89399E-12 0. 7 3 6.821215-13 0. 3 2.59246E-12 0. 
5 	4 5.09757E-12 0. 4 1.262758-13 0. 7 4 2.92794E-12 0. 4 1.82313E-12 0. 
5 	5 4.365575-11 0. 8 4.19434E-12 0. 7 5 3.57357E-12 0. 5 1.651845-11 0. 
5 	6 4.194348-12 0. 6 3.03798E-12 0. 7 6 2.944598-12 0. 6 4.313795-13 0. 
5 	7 3.57357E-12 0. 7 2.96459E-12 0. 7 7 1.818998-12 0. 7 6.243478-12 0. 
5 	e t.e51e48-tt 0. 8 4.31379E-13 0. 7 8 6.24347E-12 0. 8 3.63798E-12 0. 
5 	0 4.33839E-13 0. 9 2.727948-12 0. 7 9 2.955885-12 0. 9 6.82121E-13 0. 
5 10 2.285085-12 0. 10 2.05974E-12 0. 7 10 1.81899E-12 0. 10 5.57427E-12 0. 
5 11 7.508975-12 0. 11 1.569385-12 0. 7 11 2.14504E-12 0. 11 8.86641E-12 0. 
5 12 8.006885-12 0. 12 9.09495E-13 0. 7 12 1.068215-11 0. 12 4.20641E-12 0. 
513 9.5211748-12 0. 13 4.81746E-12 0. 7 13 4.06738E-12 0. 13 7.788288-12 0. 
5 14 3.328485-11 0. 14 5.72954E-12 0. 7 14 1.27106E-12 0. 14 3.434358-12 0. 
5 12 1.45434E-11 0. 15 1.07804E-11 0. 7 15 7.55825E-12 0. 15 3.38326E-12 0. 
5 16 8.681988-12 0. 16 1.76215E-12 0. 7 16 3.61521E-12 4. 16 9.094958-13 0. 
5 17 5.55589E-12 P. 17 6.41462E-12 0. 7 197.275968-12 0. 17 1.38112E-11 0. 
5 18 1.21899E-12 0. 18 2.73794E-12 0. 7 18 4.06738E-12 O. 16 3.092628-12 0. 

1 1.942081-12 9. 10 1 1.26789E-11 0. 11 1 5.75215E-12 0. 12 1 0. 	, 	0. 
2 3.279238-12 0. 10 2 2.57244E-12 0. 11 2 1.45618E-11 0. 12 2 2.03369E-12 0. 
2 5.08421E-12 0. 10 3 8.13477E-12 0. 11 3 9.27526E-12 0. 12 3 4.59722E-12 0. 
4 2.34096E-12 2. 10 4 3.970912-12 0. 11 4 4.22050E-12 0. 12 4 4.852798-12 0. 
5 4.32839E-13 0. 10 5 2.24508E-12 0. 11 5 7.50897E-12 0. 12 5 8.00988E-12 0. 
8 2.73794E-12 0. 10 6,2.259745-12 2. 11 6 1.599385-12 0. 12 6 9.09495E-13 0. 
7 2.955E6E-12 0. 10 7 1.61899E-12 0. 11 7 2.14504E-12 0. 12 7 1.06821E-11 2. 
8 6.82121E-13 2. 10 8 6.574278-12 0. 11 8 6.86681E-12 0. 12 8 4.20641E-12 0. 
S 3.237925-1.2 0. 10 9 8.556315-12 0. 11 9 1.942681-12 0. 12 9 5.45697E-12 0. te 6.55611E-12 0. 10 10 1.81995E-12 0. 11 10 1.833155-12 0. 12 101.299222-11 0. 

11 1.942085-12 e. 10 11 1.83315E-12 0. 11 11 4.26557E-11 0. 12 11 1.09214E-11 0. 
12 5.456978-12 0. 10 12 1.249228-11 0. 11 12 1.09234E-11 0. 12 12 5.45697E-12 0. 
13 8.18545E-12 0. le 13 9.882288-12 0. 11 13 1.128885-11 0. 12 13 1.091358-11 0. 
14 2.207408-12 0. 10 14 4.149185-12 0. 11 14 3.18015E-12 0. 12 14 2.73794E-12 0. 
15 3.637985-12 0. 10 25 7.44989E-12 0. 11 15 2.033695-11 0. 12 15 7.770738-12 0. 
16 8.75215E-12 P. 10 16 1.324448-11 0. 11 16 1.16472E-11 0. 12 16 1.09163E-11 0. 
17 5.75215E-12 0. 10 17 2.27919E-11 0. 11 17 3.44369E-11 0. 12 17 1.220222-11 0. 
te 1.0131u-11 0. 10 18 8.41283E-12 0. 11 18 2.36469E-11 0. 12 18 1.04121E-11 0. 

13 	1 4.06728E-12 0. 14 1 2.141725-12 0. 15 12.417025-12 0. 16 1 1.106452-11 0. 
13 	2 3.755911 120. 14 25.84406E-12 0. 15 28.102208-12 0. 16 2 2.33058E-12 0. 
13 	3 7.499898-12 0. 14 3 2.14504E-12 0. 15 35.14488E-12 0. 16 3 7.399725-12 0. 
13 	4 1.13162E-11 0. 14 4 4.79E48E-12 0. 15 4 3.910535-12 0. 16 4 2.033695-12 0. 
13 	8 9.5287E1-12 0. 14 5 3.828488-11 0. 15 5 1.45434E-11 21. 10 5 8.68198E-12 0. 
13 	6 4.617465-12 0. 14 e 5.73954E-12 0; 15 8 1.078042-11 0. 16 6 1.76215E-12 0. 
13 	7 4.067345-12 0. 14 7 1.27106E-12 0. 15 7 7.558258-12 0. 16 7 3.61521E-12 0. 
13 	8 7.784845-12 0. 14 8 3.434358-12 0. 15 8 3.381526E-12 0. 16 8 9.09495E-13 0. 
13 	0 8.18545E-12 0. 14 9 2.26742E-12 0. 15 9 3.63798E-12 0. 16 9 5.752158-12 O. 
13 le 0.282261-12 0. 14 10 4.149183-12 0. 15 10 7.43989E-12 0. 16 10 1.32444E-11 2. 
13 11 1.128895-11 0. 14 11 3.280155-12 0. 15 11 2.03369E-11 0. 16 11 1.16472E-11 0. 
13 12 1.09135E-11 0. 14 12 2.73794E-12 0. 15 12 7.770735-12 0. 16 12 1.091632-11 0. 
13 13 1.45519E-11 0. 14 13 4.922218-12 0. 15 13 1.373505-11 0. 16 13 1.13687E-12 0. 
13 14 4.92221E-12 0. 14 14 1.455142-11 0. 15 14 5.47478E-12 0. 16 14 3.53710E-12 0. 
13 15 1.37350E-11 	0. 14 15 5.474715-12 0. 15 15 2.9103E8-11 0. 16 15 1.15043E-11 0. 
13 16 1.134871-12 0. 14 16 3.517125-12 0. 15 16 1.15043E-11 0. 16 16 1.09139E-11 0. 
13 17 1.82126E-11 0. 14 17 4.584635-12 0. 15 17 1.15961E-11 0. 10 17 1.21e222-11 0. 
13 te 1.218991-12 0. 14 18 2.955868-12 0. 15 18 1.559623-11 0. 10 16 8.21382E-12 0. 

... 

17 	1 5.83224E-12 0. 18 1 4.87529E-12 0. 
17 	2 6.61618E-12 0. 18 2 5.124825-12 0. 
17 	3 3.617982-12 0. 18 3 1.21899E-12 0. 
17 	4 3.72595E-12 C. 18 4 1.820998-12 0. 
17 	5 5.52599E-12 e. te 5 1.61899E-12 0. 
17 	8 6.414E25-12 0. 18 6 2.71794E-12 0. 
17 	7 7.27596E-12 0. 18 7 3.62798E-12 0. 
17 	e 1.281125-11 	0. 18 8 3.89262E-12 0. 
17 	9 5.752151-12 2. 18 9 1.013115-11 0. 
17 10 2.279195-11 0. 18 10 8.412838-12 0. 
17 11 1.842895-11 0. 18 11 2.364695-11 0. 
17 12 1.220229-11 	0. 18 12 1.841215-11 0. 
17 13 1.821265-11 0. 18 13 1.414995-12 0. 
17 14 4844622-12 0. 18 14 2.955867.-12 0. 
17 15 1.159618-11 	C. 18 15 1.559425-11 0. 
17 16 1.210228-11 0. 18 16 4.211425-12 0. 
17 17 4.265578-11 	0. 18 17 5.57413E-12 0. 
17 12 5.57413E-12 0. 18 18 1.81893E-12 0. 

Table 7.2c Confirmation of the conservation property 

S J rS +.iJeS - iSHJe - Jr = 0 for the 3-element grid 
specified in table 7.2a. Here S = P 3 + T 3 . 
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rectangular-holed inductive grid were numerically investigated using a 

computer program relying upon the recurrence relation derived in section 

7.2.2 and upon the formalism described in section 7.2.3 for the 

scattering matrices of this inductive grid element. Sample results of 

these investigations are presented in this section. 

Figure 7.4 depicts low pass transmission characteristics of three 

multi-element inductive grids operated in normally-incident TE 

polarized radiation. It should be noted that under these conditions, 

the square-holed (c = c') grids are polarization independent and the 

results given in this figure therefore apply to radiation incident with 

any polarization angle. The curves given in figures 7.4a, 7.4b and 7.4c 

correspond to grids with one, two or three elements, having varying 

aperture widths and depths. The elements of each grid are separated by 

a constant separation t = t 1  = t2  = 0.25. 

It is seen from figures 7.4a and 7.4b and figures 7.4b and 7.4c, 

that decreasing the aperture width and increasing the aperture depth 

leads to sharper cut-off between the transmission and rejection regions. 

The edge steepness is also observed to increase as the number of elements 

in the filter is increased and under these conditions the interference 

ripple in the passband also becomes more significant. These observations 

were noted for the multi-element grating in section 5.3, a feature also 

observed by Ulrich [7.5] and Holah [7.6] for grids. 

Figure 7.5 shows in detail the resonances occurring at X/d L.-- 8.5 

for a multi-element grid Fabry-Perot interferometer operated in normal 

incidence. This arrangement was considered in chapter 6 when investigating 

the filtering properties of the double grid and the two-element curve given 

in figure 7.5a reproduces that given in figure 6.2a. The splitting of this 
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Figure 7.4 Normal incidence (4) = = 0) wavelength 
spectra for a 1, 2 or 3 element square-holed 
inductive grid, operated in TE(d= 0 0 ) 
polarized radiation. In each case, the 
elements are separated by t/d = 0.25 and 9 
Rayleigh orders are used to couple the elements. 
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resonance for three and four-element grids, shown in figure 7.5b, is noted. 

These curves also demonstrate that the finesse of the resonances 

increases as the number of elements in the filter increases. These 

results are similar to those obtained by Botten [7.7] for the multi-element 

grating. 

7.6 CONCLUSIONS  

A rigorous multiple scattering approach has been used in this 

chapter to describe the diffraction properties of multi-element grids 

having an arbitrary number of up-down symmetric elements. A matrix 

recurrence relation for the scattering matrices of this structure was 

derived using this procedure. 

A rectangular-holed, perfectly conducting inductive grid was 

considered in detail. The scattering matrices associated with both the 

individual elements as well as the entire grid stack were shown to be 

analytically constrained by a series of conservation properties. These 

properties rely upon the lossless nature and the up-down symmetry of the 

elements. In particular, the sub-matrix containing the elements of the 

scattering matrix corresponding to the diffracted propagating waves arising 

from propagating incident waves, was shown to be constrained to be unitary. 

A brief description of the long wavelength filtering properties of 

the rectangular-holed multi-element inductive grid was presented. It was 

demonstrated numerically that increasing the number of elements in the 

filters causes an increase in the steepness of the edge between passband 

and stopband regions of low pass filters. It also increases the finesse of 

resonances occurring in the transmission spectra of multi-element grid 

interferometers. 
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CHAPTER 8 

THE CROSSED LAMELLAR TRANSMISSION GRATING 

8.1 INTRODUCTION  

The investigations discussed in this chapter were motivated by a 

suggestion of Horwitz [8.1] that doubly periodic diffracting structures 

could provide an effective solar selective surface. Herein, the 

structure considered is termed the crossed lamellar transmission grating 

and it consists of two singly periodic, perfectly conducting lamellar 

gratings arranged in spatially separated parallel planes. The two axes of 

periodicity of the structure may be inclined at any non-zero angle and 

consequently the grating is doubly periodic. 

Firstly, a brief review of the literature relevant to investigations 

of doubly periodic structures whose two non-parallel axes of periodicity 

lie in separated parallel planes, is given. One of the earliest studies 

of this type was undertaken in 1953 by Groves [8.2], who investigated 

both theoretically and experimentally the transmission properties of a 

pair of parallel wire gratings, the wires of which formed some arbitary 

angle with each other. This study, which was restricted to gratings 

having periods much smaller than the wavelength of the incident radiation, 

was based on the formalism derived by Wessel [8.3] . 

Wessel's theory, derived for a grating composed of perfectly 

conducting wires of circular cross-section, is developed by determining 

the currents induced in the wires by the electric field (parallel to 

the wires). The radius of the wires was assumed to be much smaller than 

the wavelength of the incident radiation and thus it was possible to 

apply a scalar optics approach to the problem. 
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Adonina et al [8.4] in 1969, adopted a substantially different 

approach to determine the diffraction properties of a grating - composed of 

MO lamellar gratings, whose axes of periodicity formed an arbitrary angle 

to each other, (that is, the crossed lamellar transmission grating with 

inclined axes). They considered radiation incident normally on the 

structure and solved the diffraction problem using a multiple scattering 

approach. In their analysis, however, the wavelength was assumed greater 

than the grating period, so that the specularly reflected and transmitted 

orders were the sole propagating orders. Furthermore, they assumed that 

the separation of the two component gratings was sufficiently large so 

that the evanescent fields did not contribute to the coupling between the 

gratings. 

In 1974, Hill and Wait [8.5] considered the diffraction of plane 

waves by a structure consisting of a pair of wire gratings arranged in 

separated planes with orthogonal axes of periodicity. Again the wire 

radius was assumed much smaller than the wavelength of the incident 

radiation so that there was no spatial variation of the current 

distribution across the wires. They then determined the current induced 

on the wires of the grating by the incident field. 

This was the stage at which research on structures of this type had 

reached when the investigations described in this chapter were undertaken. 

The lack of a rigorous description of the diffraction properties of the 

crossed lamellar transmission grating and the earlier success of McPhedran 

and Maystre [8.6] when determining the diffraction properties of perfectly 

conducting inductive grids, provided further motivation for this study. 

In section 8.2, two theoretical formalisms for the crossed lamellar 

transmission grating are derived. The first of these is described in 
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section 8.2.2 and considers in detail a grating with orthogonal axes of 

periodicity. Investigations of the properties of this structure were 

originally undertaken as the author's project [8.7] for an Honours degree 

in Science, and are the subject of a paper 18.8]. The analysis is 

performed by describing the fields in the grooves of each grating by a 

modal expansion and specifying the fields in each free space region, above, 

between and below the gratings by Rayleigh expansions. These expansions 

are then matched by applying the field continuity conditions and the 

Method of Moments [8.9] to derive a system of linear equations for the 

unknown modal coefficients. The modifications to this procedure, which 

are necessary when considering gratings with inclined axes of periodicity, 

are indicated. The formalism for this structure is not given in detail, 

since the crossed lamellar transmission grating is shown to have 

application as a solar selective surface only if the periodicity axes 

are orthogonal. Thus it is not thought necessary to complicate the 

discussion by the introduction of this parameter. 

Bearing in mind the cumbersome nature of this formalism, an 

alternative,less involved technique is given in section 8.2.3 for solving 

the diffraction problem of the crossed lamellar transmission grating with 

orthogonal axes of periodicity. This approach is based on a multiple 

scattering analysis, valid for arbitrary angles of incidence and 

incorporating all plane wave interactions between the upper and lower 

gratings of the structure. The analysis described is somewhat similar to 

that used in chapters 5 and 7 in the study of multiple-element gratings 

and grids. This formalism is shown to be computationally more efficient 

than that given in section 8.2.2, provided the wavelength to period ratio 

is sufficiently large. 

Since the plane wave and modal expansions describing the fields must 
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be truncated to determine a numerical solution to the diffraction problem, 

it is necessary to test the formalism against theoretical constraints, 

such as those imposed by conservation of energy and reciprocity. - A new 

theoretical test is derived in this chapter, which constrains the complex 

amplitudes of the fields diffracted by square symmetric . , doubly periodic 

structures operated in a Littrow mount. This is an extension to doubly 

periodic structures Of an earlier result derived by Botten [8.10] for 

singly periodic gratings. 

A detailed discussion of the spectral characteristics of the 

crossed lamellar transmission grating with orthogonal periodicity axes is 

given in section 8.3. The structure is shown to have filtering 

characteristics comparable with those of the inductive grids widely used 

in infrared . spectroscopy [8.11]. However, the crossed lamellar 

transmission grating has an additional feature, the array separation 

parameter, which may be used to tune the transmission bandwidth. In 

particular, the grating is shown to have application as a solar heat 

mirror. 

Previous theoretical studies of the application of doubly periodic 

structures as solar heat mirrors have been, undertaken by McPhedran and 

Maystre [8.6], McPhedran and Botten [8.12] and Bliek et al [8.13]. 

McPhedran and Mays tre showed that perfectly conducting inductive grids, 

having square apertures, are capable of providing high absorptance to 

emittance ratios if they are used in direct illumination and employ 

diurnal tracking. Subsequently, the theory was extended [8.12, 8.13] to 

consider an inductive grid with circular apertures, dielectric layers 

above and below the grid and dielectric plugs in the apertures. 

Finally, in section 8.4, the multiple scattering analysis described 

in section 8.2.3 is used to study the effect of the grating separation 



parameter on the behaviour of the Structure. In particular, the extent 

of the evanescent coupling between the component gratings as a function 

of their separation is investigated. 

8.2 THEORETICAL FORMULATIONS OF THE DIFFRACTION PROBLEM  

8.2.1 Notation and Description of the Diffraction Arrangement  

The doubly periodic structure considered in this chapter consists of 

two perfectly conducting lamellar transmission gratings arranged in free 

space as shown in figure 8.1. The lamellar gratings are placed in 

spatially separated parallel planes, a distance S apart and are 

arranged so that the two axes of periodicity are orthogonal. 

The OY axis of a rectangular Cartesian coordinate system is chosen 

to be orthogonal to both sets of grooves such that y = s + h and 

y = s - h correspond to the top and bottom surfaces respectively of the 

upper set of grooves, and y = -s + h' and y = -s - h' correspond 

respectively to the top and bottom surfaces of the lower set of grooves. 

The OX axis of the coordinate system is chosen to be in the direction of 

periodicity of the upper grating and the OZ axis then lies in the 

direction of periodicity of the lower grating. The apertures of the upper 

grating are all identical in shape, are of width 2c and have spatial 

period d. Similarly, the apertures in the lower grating are all 

identical in shape but arc chosen to have width 2c' and a period 

The unit vectors aligned with the OX, OY and OZ axes are designated 

x, y.  and z respectively. 

The structure may be generalised to allow for an arbitrary 

inclination of the two axes of periodicity. This grating is termed the 

crossed lamellar transmission grating with inclined axes and is depicted 

in figure 8.2. The upper array is chosen to be inclined at an angle 
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Figure 8.1 The geometry of the crossed lamellar transmission 
grating with orthogonal axes of periodicity. 



Figure 8.2 The geometry of the crossed lamellar transmission 
grating with inclined axes. 
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Figure 8.3 Specification of the incident field. 



ii (a t 0 ) to the OX axis. This notation is adopted in order to 

preserve the periodicity directions and consequently preserve the 

notation introduced in chapter 6, when discussing the properties of 

inductive grids. An additional coordinate system, distinguished by 

superscripted primes, is introduced for this problem, as shown in figure 

8.2. 

Thus 

[ X I 
	

SIII . 	—cos T-1 	X 	

(8.1) 

L z' 
	

cos 	sin n 

A plane wave of wavelength A = 2ff/k is assumed to be incident upon 

the structure with direction specified in figure 8.3. The wavevector of 

this wave therefore is specified by 

k = (a  -a  Y ) 
0'  00' 00 

where the direction sines and cosines are given in equation (6.1). 

As in chapter 6, •the fields in all grating regions are specified in 

terms of TE and TM orthogonal vector modes and throughout the 

analysis, the temporal dependence term exp(-iwt) is suppressed. 

The transverse resolutes of the incident electric and magnetic 

fields are given by 

 

Ei  = E .  RTE + F RTM 
-1 

E. 
 i —00 

(8.2) 

and 
8 1 	00 v x H = — 	E RTE + — F. RTM } 

-t 	Z
o 

k i ---00 a  ---oo oo 
(8.3) 

where all symbols are defined in equations (6.2 - 6.5) and (6.8). 

8.2.2 The Modal Formulation of the Diffraction Problem  

In this formalism, the fields in all free space regions are 

described in terms of plane wave expansions, while the fields within the 
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aperture regions are specified by wavcguide modal expansions. The 

continuity conditions at each grating surface are applied and the field 

problem is explicitly solved in terms of the modal coefficients by 

applying the Method of Moments [8.9]. The formalism is presented for the 

crossed lamellar transmission grating with orthogonal axes of periodicity, 

but modifications required in considering the inclined axes case will be 

indicated. 

8.2.2.1 Free Space Fields  

The crossed lamellar transmission grating is doubly-periodic, and 

so gives rise to doubly-infinite series of diffracted plane waves in the 

three free-space regions. Each diffracted wave is numbered by two 

integers p and q, with its direction of propagation being specified 

by the direction cosines 	a , a 	and y p 	pq  

a 	= a
0 
 + pK 

q  
y 

	

=10 + qK' 

given by 

if 

i f 

l a2 
p  

l a 2 
p  

,2I 

,21 
1,4 1 

k21 

< k2 

(8.4) 

(8.5) 

(8.6) 

= 	_ a 2 wpq 	p  _ ,2 r q  

= 	_ a2 
P 

_ ,2 

where K = 2n/d 
	

and K' = 2n/d' 

It is to be noted that for an arbitrary inclination of the periodicity 

axes, 	, the direction sine y is a function of the two integers 

and 

y
pq 

= y
0 
+ qK' - pK/tan n 
 

(8.7) 

Using the notation of chapter 6, the transverse resolute of the 

electric and magnetic free space diffracted fields in the region 

y > s + h are given respectively by the following plane wave expansions 
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= E  E  [E 	RTE n 	(x,y,z) + F 	RTM (x,y,z)] q ---pq 	pq 
p= —co  r  

(8.8) 

and 

co 
1  c°  

 

/xH = — — E  E• 
—t  z0 p=....00 q= —co 

 

E 	RTE (x,y,z) +-----F 	RTM (x,y,z)] pq  a
Pq Pq 

---Pq 

 

(8.9) 

where for later convenience the following definitions are made: 

RTE (x,y,z) = f
1;pq

(x) exp i 	y + y z) , 
Pq 

RTM (x,y,z) =
:2;pq

(x) exp i(a y + y z) , pq 	 Pq 

(8.10) 

(8.11) 

and 
= -1 
V exp(ia

p
x) 

L.?1;pq  
(8.12) 

r.2;pq 
= V

2  
e xp(ia x) 

Here 1  
YI 

= 	{y x - a z} 

1  
Y 	{a x + y z} 

Cimpqrr P  q  

 

(8.13) 

  

and c  = 412 4_ y2 
Pq 	P 	q 

(8.14) 

The transverse resolutes of the transmitted fields in the region 

y < -s - h' and of the upward and downward going fields in the region 

-s + h' <y<s-h are given by equations (6.18) to (6.23). 

At this stage it is worth confirming that the direction sines of 

the diffracted waves are indeed given by equations (8.4) and (8.7) if 

the axes of the grating are inclined. Consider a,plane wave with 

direction sines (a0' —80 
y
0 

 ) incident upon the upper grating. In the 
'  

primed coordinate system, these direction sines are given by (a;,-8 0 ,y;) 

where using equation (8.1) , 



27 , 27 
Ypq  cot n 

a = a' sin n + y' cos n 
0 

= a
0 
 + 11-2-1  

That is, 

Also 

• 

a' = a
0 
 sin n — y

0 
 cos n 

0  

and 
	y

0  
' = C o  cos n + y sin n 

The field upon interaction with this grating, is diffracted in the OX' 

direction only and hence the direction of the p
th 

diffracted wave is 

specified by (a;, 13 0' Y;) 

27p  
where 	a' = a + 

0 	d sin n • 

In the original reference frame, the direction cosines of this 

diffracted wave are 

a = a' sin n + y' cos n 
0 

y
p = 

- a' cos n + y' sin n 
0 

This wave, incident upon the lower grating, is then diffracted only 

in the OZ direction. Thus the waves diffracted by the lower grating 

have direction cosines (a , 	) where p, 	, pq pq 

- 	- 	lEi 
Y pq 	Yp 	d' 

= - a' cos n + y' sin n + 
0 	d' 	• 
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Thus the direction cosines given in chapter 6 for the grid problem are 

recovered. 

8.2.2.2 Fields Within the Groove Regions  

Firstly the crossed lamellar transmission grating with orthogonal 
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axes of periodicity is considered. Adams et al [8.8] have shown that the 

relevant Cartesian modes for the upper grating are given by the functions 

 

mn 
MEXU(x,z) = P cos--(x + c) exp iy z 

mq 
 

m 	2c 

mn 
MEZU

mq
(x,z) = P

m 
sin-(x + c) exp iy z 

(8.15) 

(8.16) 

where 
Ic 

P - m  
m 	2cd' 

  

and 	in 
=1 	if 	m = 0 	

(8.17) 

	

= 2 	otherwise 

It is worthwhile to note that the form of the mode functions given 

in equations (8.15) and (8.16) for the grooves of the upper grating, can be 

qualitatively explained as follows. Firstly, the x-dependent functions 

are those of a lamellar transmission grating operated in a classical mount. 

Secondly, since the grooves are open-ended in the z-direction, the field 

has a z-dependence characterised by the pseudo-periodicity of the Rayleigh 

expansions. 

The TE and TM modes for the fields within this region can be 

shown (see appendix 8.1) to be given by 

MTEU (x,z) = 	M -1;mq exp iy z 
	

(8.18) 

and MTMU (x,z) = 2;mq 
exp iy z 

—raq 
(8.19) 

where 
mit 	 mnmn 	A 

M
1;mq 

= g
mq

fiy
q 

cos—(x + c)x,+
.2-s

in 	+ c)z} 	(8.20) 

MIT 	MIT MIT 
Al2;mq 

= g
mq 	

cos- x + c)x + iy
q 

sin
2

-(x + c)z} (8.21) 

g  • . p [(112)2 4. v21 -1/2  
mg 	m 2c 	,q, (8.22) and 
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The transverse resolutes of the electric and magnetic fields in the 

upper grooves are then given respectively by 

E = E 	E flamqsin(pmq (y - s)) + bmqcos(pmq(y  - s)MMTEU (x '  z)} 
mq -t m=0 q=-.0 

CO 	00 

+EEI[c.sin(p(y-s))+d.cos(p 	, (y - s))]MTMU (x z)} 
mq 	mq 	mq 	mq 	

____mq 
m1 = 

(8.23) 

and 

p 
I X H = 	E 	E (2121[a cos(p

mq
(y-s)) - b

mq
sin(pmq

(y-s)MMTEU (x z)} 
-t Z

0 m=0 q= 	
k mq 	 mq 

00 	00 

	

+
mZ=1 ql 	pmq 

[c
mq

cos(p
mq

(y-s)) - d
mq

sin(p 	y-s))]MTMU (x z)}} ____mq  

(8.24) 

where p = A2 1 2 _ (T1)2 	 (8.25) 
mq 	q 	2c 

is obtained upon application of the Helmholtz equation. 

Similarly, the mode functions appropriate to the lower grooves, 

expressed in TE/TM coordinates are given by 

MTEL (x,z) = M 	exp(ia x) 
----mp 	-1;mp 

(8.26) 

and 

MTML (x,z) = M 	exp(ia x) -2 ;mp 
(8.27) 

where 
MR MIT 	 mn 

r.1;mp 
= g

mp
{
2c

, sin[-
TC-T

(z+c')]x + ia cos[--T-(z+c')]z} (8.28) 
2c 

mn 	- MR 	MR 
= g (ia sin[---(z+c')]x + ---cos[---(z+c')]z} 	(8.29) 

2;mp 	mp 	p 	2c' 	— 2c' 	2c' 

and 
IC 

m  FIEIT_N2 	a21 -1/2 
e'mp 	2c'd 	P j  

(8.30) 

is the normalisation factor. 
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Then the transverse resolutes of the electric and magnetic fields in the 

grooves of the lower grating are given respectively by 

. 	... ... 	... 	.. 
E = E  E {[a sin(p (y+s)) + b cos(p (y+s))]MTEL (x,z) 
—t 	mp 	mp 	mp 	mp 	----mp 

m=0 p= 

+ E 	E 	[C 	+ d cosai (y+s)MMTML (x z)} 
m=1 p= -co mP 	mP 	

mp 	mp 	 p 

(8.31) 

and 

W 	co 	p 
r 

E {12-Campcosat (y4s)) -b sin( 	(y+s)MMTEL (x,z)1 
-t Z0 m=0 p=-  

mp 	mp 	mp 	____mp 

CO ' 	CO 

k + E 	E 	cos 	(y+s)) - d sin( 	(y+s))]MaImp (x,z)}} 
P  mP 	mp 	mp 	mp m=1 q= —W mp 

where 
1-1 	= 	_ a2 _ (E2

'
)2 

mp 	p 	2c 

(8.32) 

(8.33) 

When considering the crossed lamellar transmission grating with 

inclined axes, the modal fields in the grooves of the upper grating are 

defined with respect to the primed coordinate system. In this case 

MTEU (x',z') = g' iiy 1 MEXU (x',z')X 1  + 	MEZU (x 1 ,z 1 )k} 
—mq 	mq q mq 	— 2c sinn mq 

(8.34) 

and 

- 
MTMU (x',z') = gMq 2c sine 

{ 	
mn 	

MEXU (x',z 1 )x' + iy'MEXU 	(x',z 1 )z'.1 	(8.35) 
—mq 	 mq 	q mq 

where 

HE
XUmq(x',e) = Pm cos[

urr(x' + c sin n) 
] 2c sin 	
exp(iy'z') 

n 

MEZUmq
(x' ' z 1 ) = P Sinrinff(X1  

2c sin n 
+ c sin n exp(iy'ci z') 	, 
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1117T  	2 	12, 2 
Y J 

	

mq 	rn 2c sin n 

	

and X' and 	are unit vectors aligned with the OX' and OZ' axes 

respectively. Appropriate continuity conditions must now be applied at all 

grating surfaces to relate the free space and modal fields. 

8.2.2.3 Application of the Continuity Conditions  

The continuity conditions applying to this problem are that the 

transverse electric and magnetic fields are continuous across all aperture-

free space boundaries. Again, the crossed lamellar transmission grating 

with orthogonal axes of periodicity is considered. 

The continuity of the transverse electric field at y = s + h for 

this structure can be written 

E {[E Y (s+h) + E Y (-s-h)6 6 111TE (x,0,z) 

	

pq pq 	i 00 	p0 q0 ---pq 
pq 

+ [F Y (s+h) + F.Y (-s-h)6 6 IRTM (x,0,z)} 
Pc1 Pc1 	00 	p0 q0 ---pq 

	

= E E [a 	+ b ]MTEU (x,z) + E 	E [c 	+ d ]MTMU (x,z) 
mq 	mq ----mq 	mq 	mq ----mq 

meA q 	 meA' q 

if 	xe [-c,c] 

= 0 	 otherwise 	(8.36) 

Here 	Y (y) = exp(i
Pq  

a y)  (8.37) 

a
mq 

 

a
mq 

   

sin(p
mq

h) 
c
mq 	

c
mq 

* 
b
mq 	

b
mq 

d
mq 

d
mq 

j cos(p
mq

h) 

(8.38) 
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and 	A = C m m= 0,1,2, 	 

A' = fml m = 1,2, 	 

In this equation and hereafter summations over the integers p, q 

are understood to run from -co to co unless otherwise stated. 

The Method of Moments is applied to equation (8.36) by multiplying 

throughout by RTE (y0) and integrating the resulting equation over the 

region xe[-c,c), z [0,d']. This procedure leads to the following 

equation; 

E Y (s+h) + E.Y (-s-h)d
r0sO rs rs 	00 

= E [a 	+ b ]J (rs-ms) + E 
' ms 
[c 	+ d 	

' (rs-ms) A  ms 	ms 11 	' 	ms 12 mEa 	 mEA  

r,s c 

(8.39) 

Here the modal inner products are defined by 

c 
J.(rs;ms) = d' f R.  . M.  dx 1j 	-c -s;rs -3;ms i,j = 1,2 	(8.40) 

where R and M are defined by equations (8.12), (8.13) and (8.20), (8.21) 

respectively. Analytic expressions for these inner products are given 

in appendix 8.2. It is also to be noted that in deriving equation (8.39), 

the following relation has been used 

d' c 
f f R.  . M.  exp[i(y

q 
- y

s
)z] dxdz = J..(rs;mq)

sq -s;rs -3;mq 
0 -c 

Furthermore, the orthogonality properties of the plane wave terms have 

also been applied in the derivation of equation (8.39). 

A second equation may be derived from equation (8.36) by multiplying 

throughout by the orthogonal plane wave term RTM s (y=0) and integrating 

over the region x e[-c,c], z c [0,d'] to yield 



F Y (s+h) + F.Y (-s-h)6 6 
rs rs 	00 	r0 sO 

= E [a 	+ b]J
21

(rs;ms) + E [c 	+ d]J
22

(rs;ms) 
m=0 ms 	

m
s 	

m=1 ms 
	ms  

r,s e (-00,00) 	(8.41) 

Consider briefly haw this procedure is modified for the case of the 

crossed lamellar transmission grating with inclined axes. Equation (8.36) 

is replaced by 

E [[E Y (s+h) + E Y (-s-h)6 6 ]RTE' (x 1 ,0,z') 
Pq

Pq Pq 	i 00 	p0 q0 ---pq 
, 

+ [F Y (s+h) + F.Y (-s-h)6 6 1RTM' (x' 0 z')} 
Pq Pq 	00 	p0 q0 ---pq " 

= E E[a 	+ b ]MTEU (x',z 1 ) + E 	E[c 	+ d DITMU (x l ,z') 
-- 

meA q 
mq 	mq ----mq 	

meA' q mg 	mg 	
mq 

for x' e[-c sin n,c sin n] 

=0 	 otherwise 	(8.42) 

Here MTEU q  (x',z') and MTMU mq (x 1 ,z') are given by equations (8.34)  

and (8.35) and RTE' 	, 	and RTM' (x',z') are given by equations 
---pq(x ,z') 	---pq 

(8.10) and (8.11), but a p  y pq are replaced by a 	ypq'  . 	In this case, 
, 	 p ,  

the Method of Moments is applied by multiplying equation (8.42) by 

RTE' S ( 	') or RTM' (x l ,z') .  and integrating the resulting equation 
-T 	 --TS 

over the region x' e[-c sin n, c sin n], z' c[0, d'/sin n]. Relations 

similar to equations (8.39) and (8.41) are derived, but naturally the 

inner products are different. 

Attention is now returned to the crossed lamellar transmission 

grating with orthogonal axes of periodicity and the continuity of the 

transverse magnetic field is considered. 
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- 	{-21(E Y (s+h 

Z
0 p,q 

k 	pq pq 
- Ei Y

00 
 (-s-h)d

p0q0
)RTE (x,0,z) 
 ---pq 
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+ —  Y ( a  Pq pq pq 
s+h) - FY (-s-h) ,5 	)RTM (x,0,z)} 

i 00 	p0 q0 ---pq 

= -z--{EE[(Di 	a 	-D 	b )MTEU (x,z)] 
0 mcA q 	;mg  mg 	

2;mq mq ----mq 

where 

and 

+ 	E 	EHD 	c
*  

-D 	d
* 

)MTMU  
meA l  q 	

3;mq mq 	4;mq mq ----mq 

if 	x c[-c,c] 

z c [0,e] 

D
1;mq 

= p
mq

cot(p
mq

h)/k 

D
2;mq 

= ptan(p 	h)/k 

	

mq 
	

mq 

D
3;mq 

= k cot(p)/p mq 	mq 

D4;mq 
= k tan(ph)/p 

mq 	mq 

(8.43) 

(8.44) 

The Method of Moments is applied to this equation by multiplying 

throughout by the conjugate of either modal basis function MTEUMQ 
or 

MTMUmQ  and integrating over the region x c[-c,c], z c[0,d'] to yield 

E Y (s+h) - E.Y (-s-h)d 0QO
1](pQ;MQ) 

PQ PQ 	iOO 	p  

Q 
YPQ (s+h) - F.Y00 

(-s-h)d p0 dQO 0-21 (PQ;MQ)}  8 	P  
PQ 

= i(D 	_ - D 	b ) 
1;MQ

a 
 mQ 	2;MQ MQ 

for each M e A, Q c (-00,0.) 

(8745) 

and 
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n  
- 	[E Y (s+h) - E Y (-s-h)dp0Q0

15
-12

(pQ;MQ) 
k PQ PQ  i ,00 

[F Y (s+h) -F.Y
oo 

 (-s-h)(5
p0QO

1J
22

(pQ;MQ)1 

pQ pQ pQ  

= i(D3;11QcMQ  - Dii;mQdmQ ) 

for each 	M A' , Q (-00,03) 	(8.46) 

Similarly, twelve equations may be derived from application of the 

Method of Moments to equations. derived from applying the continuity 

conditions at the remaining grating surfaces. Integrations are performed 

over the rectangular apertures 

(i) z c[0,d'], x e[-c,c] for equations derived from continuity 

conditions at y = s-h and 

(ii) . z e[-c' ,c'], x c [0,d] for those derived from continuity 

conditions at y = 	-s-h'. 

It is to be noted that for the case of the crossed lamellar 

transmission grating with inclined axes integrations for case (i) are 

performed over the region z i e[0,d'isin n], x'e[-csinn,c sinn] and that the 

analysis is unchanged for the second grating. 

Naturally, in the derivation of equations obtained from applying 

the continuity conditions at the lower grating surfaces, a new set of 

modal inner products must be defined and these are specified by 

c 
K..(rs;mr) = d f R. 	. M. 	dz 	i,j = 1,2 	(8.47) 

-c
, -s;rs 

where M is given by equations (8.28) and (8.29) 

R. 	= V.exp(iy z) 
-J;pq 

where the V. are defined by equation (8.13). 

j =1,2 	(8.48) 
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Also, to simplify the equation, the following notation is introduced 

a 
mp 

,* 
mp 

mp 

-* 
mp 

a 
mp 

'up 

mp 

'up 

sin(p mph') 

p 	10) cos( mp 

(8.49) 

Then following an exactly analogous treatment to that described in 

chapter 6, the following matrix equations are obtained constraining the 

unknown modal coefficients. In these equations the integers P,Q take 

values in the range (-00,c0). 

800 	k — 
2[---E. 	

a
o 
 1 21 

J (00;MO) + 	F.J (00;MOMY (-s-h) 
k 1 11 	 00 

= E a [E L (pQ;mm) 	01 mQ6mm ] mg 	11 
meA 	P 

+ E bmn [E L11 (pQ;mM) - iD 2;14Q6mm ] 
meA 	p 

where 

and x 

* 
+ 	I 	(c

mQ 
meA' 

L..(PQMM) = 13 

is a 	2 x 2 	matrix 

	

x(P,Q) 	= 

n=1,2 

* 
+ d

mQ 	
L
12 (pQ;mM)] 

	

M e A 	(8.50) 

E 	.(pQ;m0xnn  (p,Q)Jnj (PQ;mQ) 	 (8.51) 

given by 

0
Q 
 /k 	0 P 	 (8.52) 
0  

PQ 



(00 ;MO) + ---F .J (00 ;MO) ]Y (-s-h) 
00 k 	12 	 22 	00 13  

= E [a 	+ b ] [E L21 (pQ ;mM) ] + E cmQ [E  1,22 (PQ;mM) + iD 	d ] mQ 	mQ 	 3 ;mQ meA 	 meA l 	p 

+ E d [E L22 (pQ;m11) - iD
4 ;mQ6mm ] 	M e A' 	 (8.53) mQ meA' 	p 

E a [ET L (pQ;mM) + iD1 ;mQ6111,14] + E b
mQ 

[-E TpQL11(pQ  ;mM) + iD 	d ] 
mQ 	PQ 11 	 2 ;mQ mM meA 	p 

-* 
+ Z 

1 
( c

mQ - dmQ) (E TpQL12(p  ;mM) ] + E E (a +b ) [-T' N (pQ ;111M) ] mp mp 	pQ 1 
MER 	p 	 meA p 

^* 	-* 
+ E 	E (c 	+ d ) [-T' N (pQ ;mM) ] 	= 	0 	NeA' 	(8.54) mp 	mp 	pQ 12 meA p 

where T 	= i cot (8 S) 
Pq 	Pq 

	

T' - 	1  
pq 	i sin (0. S) 

Pq 

and 	N..(PQ,mM) = 	E 	(pQ.moxn  (1301( .(pQ;mp) 
13 	 ni  n=1,2 

(8.55) 

(8.56) 

E (a
mQ - bmQ) [E TpQL21(pQ;mM)  ] + E ,cmQ[  E  TpQL22 (pQ ; mM) + iD

3 mQ(5 111m  

	

MER 	p 	 MER 

+ d [-i T L (pOmM) + iD
4;mQ

d
m mQ 	pQ 22 

mcA' 

^* 
+ E 	(a 	+ b ) [-T' N (pQ;mM) ] 

meA p mp 	mp 	pQ 21 
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-* 
+ E 	E (c 	+ d ) [ -T N (pQ;mM) ] = 0 melt' p  mp 	mp 	pQ 22 M A T 	(8.57) 
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*  '* 

	

X(-a 	+ b )IT' N (Pg;mM)I + E 	E(-c 	+ d )IT' N (Pg;mM)] 

	

mat g m
g 	mg Pq 11 	mcA' q mg 

	mg Fq 12 

	

A 	 A 

+ E a
mP [E  TPqL11

(Pg;mM)+iD1;mP 6  mM 

	

meA 	q 

	

A* 	
A 

+ E b MM) 	iD 	6 ] p [E Tp 	2  

	

m 	
;mp mm  

meA ' q -q  

.* 	A * 
+ E (c_v  + d_pHE TPq

L
12

(Pq;mM)] = 0 	Mc A 	(8.58) 
mcA'   

where 	Nii (Pq;mM) = E i (Pc1;11P)Xnn (PA" * (Pq;mq)  
n=1,2 n 	

n3 

L..(Pq;mM) = E K nl  .(pump)xnnuo)Knj(pq;mp) 
 ' 

n=1,2 

(8.59) 

(8.60) 

and D.1;mp (for i = 1,4) are given by equations (8.44) but p mq 
and 

h are replaced by 1.̂1 	and h' respectively. 
mp 

E E(-a 	+ b )[T' N (Pg;mM)] + E 	E(-c 	+ d )[T' N (Pq;mM)] 
mq 	mq Pq 21 	mg 	mq Pq 22 

	

meA q 	 meA' q 

-* 
+ E (a + b )[E T

Pq
L
21

(PumM)] 
mP 	mP 

meA 

+ E c [E T L (Pg•mM) + iD 	6 
mP 	Pq 22 	' 	3;mP Mm 

meA' 	q 

-* 
+ E d

mP
[E  TPqL22

(Pq;mM) - iD4;mP 6Mm ] = 0 	
M EA' 	(8.61) 

meA' 	q 

	

A* 	
A 	 A * 	A  

E a [-E L
11

(Pq;mM) - iD 	6 ] + E bmP[E  L11
(Pq;mM) - 	6 ] 

mF 	1;mP Mm 	 z;mP mM 
meA 	q 	 meA 	q 

^lc 	-* 
+ E (-cm 

+ d
mP

)[E L
12

(Pq;mM)] = 
meA' 

M e A 	 (8.62) 

and finally, 
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„ic  
X ( - a 	II)) 	L, 	ci ;mM)1 + 	c 	L 	Pq; mM) - Li) 

mP 	mP 	
(P 	

mo, mP 
[ - X 	( 22 	 3;mV

6 
 mM 

ma 

-* 
+ E d fE L (Pq.mM) - iD 	6 	0 	Me 11 1  mP 	22 	' 	4;mP mM 
ma 	q 

(8.63) 

Thus eight matrix equations (8.50, 53, 54, 57, 58, 61-63) which are 

functions of the eight infinite sets of modal coefficients have been 

derived. Solution of this set of relations and reconstruction of the 

Rayleigh coefficients permits evaluation of the reflected and transmitted 

energies associated with each order and mode as a function of wavelength 

and grating parameters. 

8.2.2.5 Numerical Solution of the Equations  

The matrix equations derived in the previous section involve 

infinite summations over the Rayleigh orders p,q and the modal index m. 

Since these summations must be truncated to obtain a numerical solution, 

reciprocity and conservation of energy tests are needed to verify the 

accuracy of the numerical results. The numerical implementation of the 

formalism was also tested against a new constraint derived in appendix 8.3. 

This result constrains the complex amplitudes of the diffracted field 

quantities of a doubly periodic structure having rectangular axes of 

symmetry, operated in a Littrow mount. For a (f,g) order Littrow mount, 

the result is expressed simply by 

13nn 
Re {E t

E
f-p 	

+E E 	) ,g-q 	pq f-p,g-q pq  
P q 

+F 	+F pciFf_p,g_cd]l = 0 	(8.64) 
Pq 

Numerical confirmations of this test and the Reciprocity Theorem are given 

in tables 84 and 8.1 respectively. 



Table 8.1 Numerical Confirmation of the Reciprocity Theorem  
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Method Parameters: 

d = 1.0, d' = 1.2, 2c = 0.25, 2c' = 0.4, S = 0.4, 
2h = 2h' = 0.6 (all lengths in arbitrary units). 

Aid = 1.1 
0 	30o , 	. 35o, 6

= 90° 
- 0 = 48.46421 ° , 11 = -22.52765 ° , 6 = 90 °  

(return of (-1,0) order) 

4 modal indices and 5 Rayleigh orders to describe 
the diffracted fields in both arrays. 

Grating Parameters: 

Wavelength: 

Incidence Parameters: Problem 1 
Problem 2 

- 
E

10 F-10  
E.T. 

Problem 	1 

Problem 2 

(0.10428, 	-7.710 ° ) 

(0.22526,-172.764 ° ) 

(0.34942,-168.887 ° ) 

(0.34979,-168.887 ° ) 

0.00287 

0.00457 

This table confirms the reciprocity relation: 

cos 6' E +k sin 6' F 	= a cos a E' + k sin 6 F' 	(see [ 
Pq 	pq 	pq 	00 	Pq 	Pq 

.17]) 

Table 8.2 Demonstration of the Properties of the Littrow Expression for  

a (-1, -1) order Littrow Mount  

Grating Parameters: 	did /  = 1.0, 2c/d = 2c / id = 0.9, S/d = 0.6 
2h/d = 2h//d = 0.3 

Wavelength: 	A/d = 1.2 

Incidence Parameters: 0 = 58.0596
0
, ji = 45 ° , 6 = 0

0 
 . 

In each case, the same set of Rayleigh orders and waveguide modes were used 
to describe the diffracted fields in the two arrays. 

Rayleigh orders 

Waveguide modes 

L.H.S. 	of Littrow 
expression 

0, 	-1,1 

0,1,2 

3.83 x 10-3 

0, -1,1, 

0,1,2 

3.78 x 

-2,2 

10
-4 

0, 	-1,1, 

0,1,2 

5.96 x 

-2 

10
-11  
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It should be noted that these equations cannot be decoupled as was 

possible for the inductive grid [8.6] and numerical solution for N modal 

indices and Q Rayleigh orders in both arrays involves inversion of a 

matrix with 2 xQ x (4N - 2) complex elements. For N = 3 and Q = 5, 

this solution requires 176 seconds of central processor time on the 

Burroughs B6700 computer. Thus, machine computation time and array 

storage limit the number of modal quantities which can be determined. If 

too many orders are propagating the matrices to be generated become too 

large and consequently the numerical solution has been restricted to 

normalised wavelengths (Aid and Aid') in excess of 0.5. 

8.2.3 A Multiple-Scattering Theory for the Crossed Lamellar Transmission  

Grating with Orthogonal Periodicity Axes  

In this section a rigorous multiple scattering approach is used to 

analyse the diffraction properties of the crossed lamellar transmission 

grating with orthogonal axes of periodicity. 

8.2.3.1 The Multiple Scattering Analysis  

The notations introduced in section 8.2.1 will be used in this 

section. Again the analysis is simplified if the electric and magnetic 

fields are expressed in terms of TE and TM components. 

The diffracted fields in the three free space regions are composed 

of plane waves propagating in directions (a 
P 
 , 8 

Pq 
 , y 

q
) where the 

direction cosines are again specified by equations (8.4) to (8.6). 

The complex amplitudes of the TE and TM components of the 

incident field are denoted by Ei  and Fi  as in section 8.2.1, with 

the phase origin of these amplitudes being the centre of the grating. 

The complex amplitudes of the incident field with respect to the centre 

of the upper grating are denoted by E
i 

and F
i
. The response of the 

upper grating to this incident field is now considered. The TE/TM 



amplitudes for the (p,q)
th  order diffracted by this grating in 

reflection and transmission are written respectively as E 	FE pq pq  p q 

and F 
Pq

. Here the phase origin of these quantities is taken to be the 

centre of the upper grating and thus the amplitudes EF pq are pq,  

different in phase to those introduced in section 8.2.2. 

The amplitude E
Pq 
 is determined not only by the TE coefficient 

E
i in the incident field, but also by F 1 , and similarly for F. 

Pq 

to 	E
i

, 

The linearity 

F
i 

Pq 

of 

by a 

the diffraction 

matrix expression, 

ee 	em 
E 	kE 	/ a 
Pq 	Pq 	Pq 

process 

Ei 

enables 	EF 	to be related pq, 	pq 

(8.65) 

Fme 	kFmm  / a Fi 

_
F
Pq_ • Pq 	Pq 	Pq- 

where 	E
ee 	

and 	Fme  are the amplitudes of waves reflected by the upper 
Pq 	Pq 

grating when a TE polarized wave (6 = 0
o) is incident upon it, while 4  

E
em 

and Fmm  are the corresponding quantities for a TM polarized 
Pq 	Pq 

incident wave. 

In order to perform the multiple scattering analysis, the response 

of the upper grating not only to this incident wave, but also to a wave 

incident in the general channel (r,$) needs to be characterised. The 

corresponding scattering matrix elements are written with subscripts 

pq;rs where (r,$) denotes the incident channel and (p,q) the 

diffracted channel. It is to be noted that the diffraction process by the 

first grating changes only the first subscript, so that a typical non-zero 

matrix element for it has subscripts ps;rs. 

A vector C
i describing the most general incident field is 
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introduced: 
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c (8.66) 

where the TE coefficients in all possible channels (r,$) are listed, 

followed by the TM coefficients in all incident channels. A similar 

notation is used for the vector C r  characterising the field diffracted by 

the upper grating into the region y > s + h : 

 

[E 
Pq 

  

(8.67) 

 

[F 	] 
Pq _ • 

 

   

The vectors C
r 

and C
i 

are linked by the matrix equation 

C = pC 

where p is the reflection scattering matrix for the upper grating: 

(8.68) 

[Eee 	] 	[kE
em  
pq;rs / 6pq pq;rs 

(8.69) 
me 	ITIM [F
pq;rs

] 	
[kFpq;rs /pq 

Similar notations describe the setting up of a field transmitted by 

the upper grating 

(8.70) 

and C = TC (8.71) 

The transmitted field C-  from the upper grating travels downward 

through a distance (2s) from the phase origin at y = s to that for the 
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lower grating at y = -s. A transfer matrix P is used to calculate the 

amplitude modifications resulting from this propagation: 

EPpq;rs .  pq;rs 
(8.72) 

;rs l  [Ppq.rs ] 
_ Pq 	_ 

where 
Ppq;rs 

=
prqs

exp(2iB
pq

s) (8.73) 

The incident field vector for the lower grating is then PC - . The 

diffraction by this grating is characterised by scattering matrices p' 

and 	(for the reflected and 	transmitted fields respectively). Thus, 

the reflected and transmitted field vectors are respectively 

C  + 

	

= o'PC- 	 (8.74) 

and 
	

c t 
= 'CPC- 	 ( 8.75) 

The reflected field vector C
+ 

of (8.74) gives, after 

multiplication by P, the vector characterising a field incident from 

below on the upper grating. This is shown in figure 8.4. By utilizing 

the up-down symmetry of the individual grating elements and •the principle 

of linear superposition, the following relations constraining the 

scattered fields are derived; 

    

  

(8.76) 

   

 

(8.77) 

Upon elimination of C and C
+ 

from equations (8.76) and (8.77), 
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PC 
2S 

PC- 

Figure 8.4 The fields considered in the multiple scattering 
analysis. 



it follows that 

C
r 
= [p + TPp'P(I - pPp'P)

i 	
(8.78) 

and 
	

C
t 
= 'P(I - pPp'P)

-1
TC

i 	 (8.79) 

where I denotes the identity matrix of appropriate dimension. 

Equations (8.78) and (8.79) could be derived by noting that 

(I - pPp'P) -1  = (I + pPp T P + (pPp'P) 2  + 	 

Thus, for example, equation (8.78) is 

r 
C = pC

i 
 + TPp'P(I + pPp f P + (pPp'P) 2  + 	)TC1  

which represents the steps of a multiple scattering analysis. 

Although this alternative equation makes the analysis easy to 

comprehend, it is difficult to use this representation to derive equation 

(8.78) since it is not easy to establish the necessary and sufficient 

condition that the spectral radius of pPp'P be less than 1, and hence 

show the existence of the inverse. 

Given the four scattering matrices p, T, p' and T I , the reflected 

and transmitted fields for the structure may be obtained from equations 

(8.78) and (8.79). 

8.2.3.2 The Lamellar Grating in Conical Diffraction  

This section considers the evaluation of the scattering matrices for 

the two lamellar gratings composing the structure. It is noted that the 

response of each grating is required not only for all possible propagating 

incident waves, but also for all evanescent waves, which are capable of 

providing significant coupling between the two gratings. Also, it is 

noted that some waves strike each grating out of their principal plane. 

That is, they give rise to conical diffraction effects. 
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For a propagating incident wave in conical diffraction, a theorem 

due to Maystre 18.1411 permits the evaluation of the reflected and 

transmitted fields, knowing only how the grating responds to waves incident 

in the classical diffraction mounts. However, Maystre's Theorem does not 

apply to evanescent waves incident in conical diffraction. For this 

reason, the formalism described in this section has been developed for 

perfectly conducting lamellar gratings utilised in conical diffraction. 

The upper element of the crossed lamellar transmission grating is 

considered in this derivation. A plane wave is assumed to be approaching 

the upper grating from above in the channel (r,$). The polarization of 

the plane wave is specified by the TE/TM complex amplitudes E ir's  and 

F
i 

respectively. In the region y > s + h, the electric field is 
rs 

written, where y' = y - s 

E = E { [E ps;rs  exp(ia  psy')  + E
i 
exp(-ia y')d DITE (x,0,z) -t 	rs 	rs 	pr ---ps 

+ 1F 	exp(ia y') + F i  exp(-i8 30)6 ]RTM (x,0,z)} ps,rs 	ps 	rs 	rs 	pr ---ps 
(8.80) 

The vector bases functions are defined by equations (8.10) to (8.13). 

Similarly for the transmitted field in y < s - h 

•■• 

= E [E 	exp(-ia y')RTE (x,0,z) + F 	exp(-if3 y')RTM (x,0,z)] 
ps;rs 	ps ---ps 	ps;rs 	ps -Ps 

(8.81) 

The following modal expansion is used to specify the field in the 

groove region of the upper grating, s-h<y<s+ h 

E =El la sin(p 3°) + bm
cos(prosy'MM

r-1;ms 
+ 

m --t 	ms 

+ [cmsin(pmsy') + dmcos(pmsy')]1112;ms exP(ils z) 
	

(8.82) 
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and 

MEP 

* 	* 
+ E (c + d )J' (ps;ms) 

m 	m 12 
(8.83) 
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where M and M2 are defined by equations (8.20) and (8.21) 
-1 

respectively, and ii 	defined by equation (8.25). 

The use of Maxwell's equation permits the deduction of the 

transverse resolutes of the magnetic fields in all three regions. As in 

section 8.2.2.3, the diffraction problem is solved by applying the 

continuity conditions on the electric and magnetic fields at the aperture 

boundaries y' = + h, and the boundary conditions on the electric field 

in the metallic region of the planes y' = + h. The structure, however, 

in this case is up-down symmetric and this permits a decoupling of the 

field problem into its y-symmetric and y-antisymmetric parts. 

Consider the y-antisymmetric problem firstly. The equations derived 

from the continuity of E t  at y' = ± h may be written, after 

multiplying by RTE (x,z) and integrating over the aperture region 
---ps 

x e [-c,c] 

* 	* 
Y (h) + Ei  Y (-h)6 	= E (a + b )J' (ps;ms) 

ps;rs ps 	rs rs 	pr 	m 	m 11 
mEA 

ps;rs ps 
-h 

* 	* 
= E (-a + b )J' (ps,ms) 

m 	m 11 
mEA 

+ E (-c
* 
+

* 	
(pspos) 

m 	m 12 
mEA' 

(8.84) 

Here the inner products J!. are given by 
13 

J!. = 13 	13 

* * * 
whereis defined in equation (8.40), and a

m
, b

m' 
c
m 

and d
m 

are Jij  
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defined by equation (8.38). Also Yrs (y) is defined by equation (8.37). 

The y-symmetric modes may now be eliminated from equations (8.83) 

and (8.84) by taking their difference: 

Y (h) - E 	Y (-h) + Ei  Y (-h)(5 
ps;rs ps 	ps;rs ps 	rs rs 	pr 

= 21 E a J' (ps-
'
ms) + E c J! (ps-ms) 

meA m 11 meA
, m 12 	' 

Using a similar analysis, it follows that 

Y (h) - F 	Y (-h) + F Y (h)(5 
ps;rs ps 	ps;rs ps 	rs rs 	pr 

= 21 E a
*
L' (ps;ms) + E c

* 
L' (ps;ms)} 

m 21 m 22 
meA 	meA ,  

(8.85) 

(8.86) 

The magnetic field continuity conditions may be derived in a 

similar manner to that described in section 8.2.2.3. These can be written 

for the y-antisymmetric problem as 

(3ng 
E  [E 

ps;rs  Y  ps 
 (h) 	E 

ps;rs  Y  ps 
 (-h) - E

TS
i  Y 

rs  (-h)(pr 	1 
5 ] 5' (ps;Ms) 

k 	 1 

+ —k  [F Y (h) -F 	Y (-h) - F Y (-h)5 I  5' (ps;Ms) 

	

ps;rs ps 	ps;rs ps 	rs rs 	pr 	21 8
Ps 

and 

PMs * 
= - 2i 	amcot(pmsh) M c A 	(8.87) 

E 	[E 	Y (h) - E 	Y (-h) -E
i 

Y 	-h)6 I5' 
k 	ps;rs ps 	ps;rs ps 	rs rs 	pr 	1 

s ; Ms) 

+Y(h) - F 	Y (-h) - Fi  (-h)6 	(ps-Ms) 
ps;rs ps ps;rs ps 	rs 	pr 	22 	' 

Ps 

k * 
= - 2i ---- cmcot(pmsh) 

4Ms 
M e A' 	(8.88) 



Substitution of equations (8.85) and (8.86) in equations (8.87) and 

(8.88) leads to the following equations: 

0 g  
E { a

*
{E{-1-=  m 	k J11' (ps;ms).111

' (ps;MS) + 	J' (ps;ms) ,;(ps;ms)] 2 meA 	p 	a ps  

1-1Ms + i cot(1 Msh)6mM
}} 

T * + Etc {E[-2- J' (ps;Ms)d' (ps;MS) + -
h 

J'  k 12 	11 	0 	22 meA m p 	 Ps 

= 6 	E J' (ps.MS) + ----F i 
 J' (ps;Ms)] Y (-h) pr k ps 11 	' 	ps 21 	ps 

ps 

M e A 	(8.89) 

and 

an. 
E I a

m 
{E F-E= J I  (ps;ms) 	

2 
 (ps;MS) +---- J' (ps;ms) .I(ps;MS)]}} 1 	21 	. meA 	

a ps  

	

f * 	Bn 
+E tc{E[-ri J'

2  (ps;ms) J'(ps;MS) + — J' 	22 (ps;ms) .1 1  (ps;MS)] 

	

k 	1 	• 	• 	1 	22 meA' 	m 	 a p 	 ps 

+ 

0 

• 	cot(p h)6.  }} 
Ms mM Ms 

DS i - 

1 	
-h- 	 - = 6 	E 	J I  (ps;MS) + 	F 	J' (ps;MS)] Y (-h) pr k ps 2 	0 	Ps 22 	ps ps 

M e A' 	8.90) 

Corresponding equations for the y-symmetric modal amplitudes b
m 

and d
m may be derived by replacing "cot" by "-tan" in equations 

(8.89) and (8.90). 

A set of linear equations has thus been derived, which permits the 

evaluation of the modal amplitudes and through them, the plane wave 
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coefficients, Although attention has been restricted to the upper grating, 

analogous methods enable the evaluation of the scattering matrices for the 

lower grating. In this case, however, the plane wave coefficients are 

subscripted by (rq;rs) and the mode functions are given by equations 

(8.28) and (8.29). 

8.2.3.3 Nuterical Congiderations  

The multiple scattering formalism presented in section 8.2.3.1, 

in conjunction with the single lamellar grating formalism described in 

section 8,2.3.2 was implemented numerically. A flow chart for this 

problem is given in figure 8.5. 

Numerical solution for this problem thus involves solving each 

single lamellar diffraction problem for each order (p,q) (with the 

integers p and q taking values -(Q-1)/2 to (Q-1)/2 ) chosen to 

couple the arrays and then evaluating the multiple scatter expressions 

(8.78) and (8.79). If N modal indices and R Rayleigh orders are used 

to describe the fields for each single lamellar grating problem, then the 

matrices to be inverted are of dimension N and are thus independent of 

the number of Rayleigh orders. However, the matrix to be inverted in the 

expression (8.78) is of dimension 2 x Q 2 . Thus most of the processor 

time is expended in the evaluation of the multiple scattering expressions. 

This procedure is therefore more computationally efficient than the 

method described in section 8.2.2, provided that the wavelength to period 

ratio and the separation of the elements is sufficiently large so that few 

orders couple the arrays. As the wavelength to period ratio becomes 

smaller and more orders propagate, the size of the scattering matrices 

becomes prohibitively large and the computational efficiency of the 

method drops rapidly. 



Figure 8.5 Flow chart for the multiple scattering program 
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This formalism was verified numerically using the well-known 

constraints of conservation of energy and reciprocity. Results of a 

test confirming the Reciprocity Theorem is given in table 8.3. 

8.3 SPECTRAL PROPERTIES AND SOLAR SELECTIVITY  

In this section, the performance of the crossed lamellar 

transmission grating with orthogonal axes of periodicity is discussed and 

in particular, the grating parameters are optimised for the application of 

the structure as a solar selective surface. This investigation is carried 

out using the formalism described in section 8.2.2. 

8.3.1 Spectral Characteristics  

The diffraction properties of the crossed lamellar transmission 

grating have been extensively studied in the area where the grating 

periods are comparable with the wavelength of the incident radiation. 

Figure 8.6 shows the spectral characteristics of a typical grating used 4 

in normally incident radiation. This curve, characterising the behaviour 

of this class of gratings, can be divided into three main regions 

- the transmission region Aid < 1.0 , 

- the transition region 1.0 < Aid < 2.5 , 

▪ the long wavelength filtering region Aid 2.5 . 

In this figure, the broken curve designates the energy transmitted through 

the grating by the (0,0) order E.T.(0,0), while the total energy 

transmitted through the grating is indicated by the solid curve. It is 

seen that the (0,0) order no longer carries the total energy below the 

Wood anomaly when the higher orders begin to propagate. This anomaly 

separates the transmission and transition regions of the spectrum. For 

the grating discussed in figure 8.6, five orders in both reflection and 

transmission propagate immediately below the Wood anomaly, whereas only 



Table 8.3 Confirmation of the  Reciprocity   Theorem  Usins  the Multiple  

Scattering Formalism  
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Grating Parameters: 

Wavelength: 

Incidence Parameters: 

Method Parameters: 

d = 1.0, c/d = 0.8, h/d = 0.2, S/d = 1.0, 
n = 90 °  
Aid = 0.95 

= 10° , i = 20° , 6 = 92 °  
= 10° , 	= 20° , 6 = 0 
= 52.11 ° , 11, = -4.32 0 , 6 = 0 °  
(return (-1,0) order) 

15 Rayleigh orders, 6 modes for each single 
lamellar diffraction problem. 

3 orders in multiple scattering analysis. 

Problem 1 - 
Problem 2 - 
Problem 3 - 

Problem - 
E

10 F-10  
E.T. 

(0.223723 ,-46.2539 ° ) (0.212196 406.9350 ° ) 0.7720 

2 (0.556825 436.36600 ) (0.109583 408.8331 0 ) 0.7354 

3 (0.347288 436.3808° ) (0.137408 ,-46.2537 ° ) 0.2708 

The left and right hand sides of the Reciprocity relation 

0 cos pq E +k sin 6' F 	= a00cos 6 E' + k sin 6 F' 	(see [8.17]) 
pq Pq 	 Pq 	Pq 

are calculated to be 

(0.908700, -46.2539 ° ) and (0.908705, -46.2537 ° ) for problems 1 and 3, 

(2.261664, 136.3660 ° ) and (2.261787, 136.3808 ° ) for problems 2 and 3. 
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the specularly reflected and transmitted orders propagate above it. 

This figure also shows that most of the energy is reflected in the 

long wavelength filtering region. This high reflectance is due to the 

fact that strong and unperturbed current flows can be set up. Either or 

both of the spatially separated gratings composing the structure can 

contribute to behaviour characteristic of a singly periodic lamellar 

transmission grating operated in P polarized radiation. In this 

configuration the electric vector is aligned with the grooves and the 

induced currents flow unperturbed along the length of the grooves. 

It is to be noted that in all efficiency curves, the abscissae 

represent the normalised wavelength (Aid). This choice is appropriate 

since the grating is perfectly conducting and consequently the formalism 

has no absolute wavelength dependence. Predictions made from the curves, 

therefore, will apply equally well to any wavelength range if the grating 

period is rescaled suitably. 	 4 

8.3.2 Effect of the Grating Parameters and Incident Radiation on the  

Spectral Characteristics  

The numerical investigations have shown that gratings, having 

square symmetry (d = d' and c = c'), have a transmissivity which does 

not depend greatly upon the polarization of the incident radiation. This 

property is not analytically assured as was the case for the inductive 

grid discussed by McPhedran and Maystre [8.6]. 

Figure 8.7 confirms that the transmission properties of gratings, 

which do not possess square symmetry are dependent on the polarization of 

the incident beam. Departures from square symmetry cause detrimental 

effects on the transmittance of gratings operated in unpolarized 

radiation. All subsequent curves shown will therefore correspond to 

gratings having square symmetry. 
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The effects of altering the angle of incidence (I) of the incident 

radiation are illustrated in figures 8.8a to 8.8f. Again the broken 

curves depict the transmission characteristics of the (0,0) order. The 

curves show that the transmissivity decreases as the angle of incidence 

increases. This is to be expected since, as (t. tends to 90 0 , the 

incident wave propagates almost parallel to the grating surface and thus 

cannot adequately couple to the modal field to produce a significant 

transmitted energy component. Thus to obtain maximum transmissivity, 

is imperative to operate the grating at near normal incidence (that is, 

< 30 ° ) . 

An examination of the curves in figure 8.9 shows that the larger 

grating apertures produce greater transmissivity in the transition region. 

This property is also observed to hold in the transmission region. 

The effect of increasing the groove thickness in the transmission 

curves is demonstrated in figure 8.10. This parameter can be increased to 

tune the long wavelength filtering tail without substantial effect on the 

transmission peak at shorter wavelengths. The deeper grooves produce a 

sharper fall-off from the transmission peak. This effect is produced by 

an enhanced guiding of the waves through the grooves. For example, if the 

groove depth is of the order of a few wavelengths, the longer wavelengths 

will be rejected, whereas the shorter wavelengths will only be slightly 

attenuated. This effect can also be explained by close examination of the 

formalism presented in section 8.2.2. In the limit as h 	, the 

y-symmetric and y-antisymmetric modal coefficients become identical in 

amplitude and differ in phase by iT/2, thereby reducing the total flux 

of energy to zero. 

Some interesting properties have been observed by altering the 

groove separation and transmission features similar to those encountered 
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in Fabry-Perot interferometers (see chapters 3 and 6) are demonstrated. 

For the classical interferometer, resonance maxima caused by constructive 

interference occur at wavelengths defined by 

X = 2 x [optical distance]/n 	= 1,2,3  	(8.91) 

Hence for a grating used in normally incident radiation with an array 

separation S/d = 1.25, resonance maxima in the vicinity of wavelengths 

of Aid = 2.5, 1.25, etc. are expected. Figure 8.11 shows that resonances 

do occur in these regions. Similarly, resonances are seen occurring in the 

region of X/d = 1.8 for S/d = 0.9 and X/d = 1.2 for S/d = 0.6. The 

resonances are moved slightly from the predicted positions because of a 

phase term introduced by each grating. Normalised separations in the 

range 0.5 to 0.6 will produce resonances in the transition region and 

consequently produce enhanced transmission there. Further discussion of 

the effect of the array separation is given in section 8.4. 

These observations are used in the following section to optimise 

the crossed lamellar transmission grating for its application as a solar 

selective surface. 

8.3.3 Application to Solar Selective Systems  

Figure 8.12 demonstrates that over 50% of the incident solar flux 

is either reflected by or absorbed within the atmosphere. It is therefore 

necessary to minimise any further losses within the absorbing system to 

maximise the efficiency. Although convection and conduction losses may 

be significantly reduced by thermal insulation, the third loss 

mechanism, radiation, is more difficult to control. 

Thus it is necessary to introduce a device, in this case a solar 

selective surface, which ideally is totally transmitting in the solar 

spectrum (0.2 < X < 1.5 pm), yet totally reflecting in the infrared. 



Figure 8.11 The transmission properties of a crossed lamellar 
transmission grating (n = 900 ) for several array 
separations. 
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The aim of this section is to discuss the design of the crossed lamellar 

transmission grating to fit this ideal as closely as possible, and to 

determine its viability as a solar selective surface. 

The system under consideration consists of a grating placed in 

front of a perfect black body which absorbs all the solar energy 

transmitted through the grating, heats up to some equilibrium temperature 

(= 700 K) and re-emits infrared radiation characteristic of this 

temperature, isotropically through the hemisphere of all possible 

directions. 	The grating then must inhibit the escape of this energy 

radiated at infrared wavelengths. 

Since incident solar radiation is largely unpolarized and since 

large bandwidth selectivity is required, the grating should not act as a 

polarizer for normal incidence and hence the grating must possess square 

symmetry. The preceding section leads to the conclusion that optimal 

filtering and passband characteristics for solar selective surfaces are 

obtained for a grating having deep grooves (2h/d > 0.3) with thin grooVe 

(2c/d > 0.9) walls and a normalised separation in the vicinity of 

S/d = 0.6. Figure 8.8 shows that tracking of the sun would maximise 

the integrated absorptivity, since if the sun's centre lies at large 

angles to the grating normal, the grating will reflect the short 

wavelengths. 

An a/e (absorptivity/emissivity) ratio was calculated for a 

system consisting of the grating referred to in figure 8.6 placed in 

front of .a black body absorber which reaches an equilibrium temperature 

of 700 K. This was undertaken using the procedure reviewed by McPhedran 

and Maystre 18.16]. Table 8.4 lists the calculated absorptivity, 

"a(0,0)" for energy passing undeviated through the grating and "a" for 

all energy passing through the grating, and emittance "e" as a function 



Table 8.4 

d pm 

Case 1 

a(0,0)% a% 

Case 2 

a(0,0)% a% 

Case 3 

a(0,0)% a% e% 

0.5 58 64 25 32 20 26 0.6 

0.6 61 71 28 35 23 30 0.8 

0.7 61 75 29 38 24 32 1.0 

0.8 61 78 30 40 25 34 1.2 

0.9 61 79 31 41 26 35 1.5 

1.0 61 81 31 42 26 36 1.8 

1.5 59 84 32 44 28 38 4.6 

2.0 52 86 32 45 28 39 9.2 

Absorptivity and emissivity as a function of period for a grating having 

square symmetry, ic/d = 0.9, S/d = 0.6 and 2h/d = 2h7d = 0.3. 
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of grating period for the following three cases: 

(1) a steered grating in direct illumination, 

(2) an unsteered grating in direct illumination, and 

(3) an unsteered grating in diffuse illumination. 

This table shows that optimal solar selectivity is obtained for 

grating periods in the range 0.8 - 1.0 pm. Weighted absorptivities of 

around 80% are possible if the system is tracked to follow the sun, but 

in the absence of tracking or in diffuse illumination this value is 

approximately halved. The emissivity was derived for a perfectly 

conducting grating and is in the range 1 - 2%. However, this assumption 

is not necessarily valid for many metal coatings used in the visible and 

conductivity effects would probably raise this value of emittance to 

3 - 4%. 

8.4 NUMERICAL INVESTIGATION OF THE EVANESCENT COUPLING BETWEEN THE  

ARRAYS  

In this section, the multiple scattering formalism described in 

section 8.2.3 is used to investigate numerically the extent of evanescent 

coupling between the individual arrays of the crossed lamellar 

transmission grating. 

Figures 8.13a to 8.13e are spectra obtained for a square symmetric 

grating with normalised separations (S/d) varying from 0.1 to 4.0. 

• The curves are limited to wavelengths longer than the grating period so 

that the zeroth orders are the sole propagating orders. The solid curves 

were obtained assuming the zeroth propagating order and five evanescent 

orders couple the individual gratings, whereas the broken curves were 

computed assuming zeroth order coupling only. Figure 8.13c should be 

compared with figure 8.11, which was obtained using the formalism 
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described in section 8.2.2. The agreement between the two methods is 

excellent. 

The evanescent orders which most strongly couple the arrays are 

considered (that is, those orders (p,q) Q 
 

for which 16 
Pq

1 2  is 

closest to zero) . . . Here St =  
1RePq 

(6 ) = 0}. It appears 

empirically that the evanescent coupling by these orders becomes 

negligible for values of the normalised wavelength (Aid) and separation .  

(s/d) such that at the point halfway between the two component gratings, 

the evanescent field has fallen to 1  of its value at the centre of the 

individual grating. That is, the values of A and S such that 

expli
pq  6( + h)] = exp(-1)  2 

or = 1 	 (8.92) 

For the gratings described in figure 8.13, the orders (0,-1), (-1,0), 

(0,1) and (1,0) should provide the strongest evanescent coupling between 

the gratings for normalised wavelengths A/d > 1. For Aid < 1, the 

orders are propagating and must interact between the gratings. Then using 

equation (8.92), it follows that these evanescent orders couple the 

component gratings of the structures considered in figure 8.13, as 

indicated below: 

(1) S/d = .1, h/d = .1 - noticeable coupling for all Aid > 1. 

(2) S/d = .3, h/d = .1 - negligible coupling for Aid > 1.3 

(3) .S/d = .6, h/d = .1 - negligible coupling for Aid > 1. 

These predictions are confirmed by inspection of figure 8.13. 

The separations for which the components of the crossed lamellar 

transmission grating are no longer coupled by the evanescent orders are 

in accordance with those suggested for the douhle grating (see 
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chapter 3), but are much smaller than those obtained for the double 

grid (see chapter 6). That is, the double grid appears to be coupled 

much more strongly by the evanescent fields than either the crossed 

lamellar transmission grating or the double grating. This is a matter 

requiring more investigation. 

Finally, figures 8.13d and 8.13e confirm the suggestion proposed in 

section 8.3.2, that resonance maxima occur at wavelengths in the vicinity 

of those specified by equation (8.91). 

8.5 CONCLUSIONS  

Two new formalisms describing the diffraction of a plane wave by 

a perfectly conducting lamellar transmission grating have been detailed. 

The first theory was formulated by using Rayleigh expansions to describe 

the fields in the three free space regions and applying the continuity 

conditions and the Method of Moments to match these fields to the modal 

expansions describing the fields in both groove regions. This 

necessitates the solution of eight series of matrix equations for the 

unknown modal coefficients. The second theory was derived using a 

rigorous multiple scattering technique incorporating the interaction of 

both propagating and evanescent orders between the two gratings. 

Although the formalisms are appropriate for any wavelength range, 

the numerical implementation has been restricted to wavelengths greater 

than 0.5 due to limitations imposed by currently available computing 

resources. The multiple scattering formalism was shown to be the more 

computationally efficient, for wavelength to period ratios sufficiently 

large. 

A new amplitude constraint for doubly periodic structures with 

rectangular symmetry, operated in a Littrow mount has been derived (see 
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appendix 8.3) and has been shown to be a valuable check on the accuracy' 

of the numerical implementation of the crossed lamellar transmission 

grating formalism. This test was used in conjunction with the constraints 

of conservation of energy and reciprocity to confirm the validity and 

physical accuracy of the two methods. 

The numerical simulations described in this chapter have shown that 

the crossed lamellar transmission grating with orthogonal axes of 

periodicity has potential use as a solar selective surface, capable of 

providing ale ratios of the order of 30. Its performance is very 

similar to that of the optimised grid investigated by McPhedran and 

Maystre [8.6]. However, the separation parameter is an additional 

feature possessed by the crossed lamellar transmission grating, which may 

be used to optimise. the transmission bandwidth .  for this solar energy 

application. It is stressed that the assumption of perfect conductivity 

made in this study is not necessarily valid for many metal coatings Used 
0 

in the visible and further investigations are necessary to.include the 

effects of finite conductivity into the formalisms.. The modal 

formalism presented in chapter 2 for finitely conducting lamellar gratings 

represents the first.step towards the realisation of this aim. 
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APPENDIX 8.1 DERIVATION OF THE TE/TM MODAL BASIS FUNCTIONS  

In this appendix, an orthonormal set of TE/TM modes characterising 

the fields within the upper groove region are derived. 

In Cartesian components, it has been shown [8.8] that the x and 

variations of the modal fields are given respectively by MEXU
mq

(x,z) and 

MEZU
mq (x,z), which are defined by equations (8.15) and (8.16). 

The following vectors are introduced to describe the transverse 

components of the electric and magnetic fields 

MTEU (x,z) = A
Mq 	mg 	mq 

MEXU 	+ BMEZU
mq 
	 (A1.1) 

and 

MTMU (x,z) = C MEXU x + D MEZU z mq 	mq 	mg- 	mq 	mg- 
	 (A1.2) 

(These are vector fields whose y-components are zero). The unknown 

coefficients are now determined. 

Using Maxwell's equations, it follows that 

div (MTEU ) = 0 mq 
	 (Al. 3) 

and 

(MTMU ) = 0 mq 
	 (A1.4) 

It can easily be shown using equations (A1.1) and (A1.3) that 

B
mq 

= - 	A
mq 

•i mn , 

q • 
	 A1.5) 

Similarly, using equations (A1.2) and (A1.4), it follows that 

. 	2c 
D
mq 

= ly - C 
q mn mq • (A1.6) 

In order to normalise the modes according to 

c d 

f f MTIU (x,z) . MTIU (x,z) dzdx = 
-c 0 	

dramdgQ --n 	--MQ 
-

tn 
 

(A1.7) 



where 	1. 

written 

MTEU 	(x,z 

may take the values 	E 	and 

= g 	(iy MEXUx z X + Mff  
mq 	q 	mq 	' 	— 	2c 

M, 	the vector functions are 

MEZU 	(x,z)i} 
mq 
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(Al .8) 
inq 

and 

mn 
MTMU (x,z) = g {---NEXUmq

(x,z)x + iyq
MEZU

mq
(x,z 

—mq 	mq 2c 

where g
mq 

is given by equation (8.22). 

It is readily seen that he vector modal fields 

MTMU (x,z) are orthogonal. 

MTEU (x,z 
—mq 

(A1.9) 

and 

APPENDIX 8.2 ANALYTIC EXPRESSIONS FOR THE INNER PRODUCTS FOR THE UPPER  

GRATING  

In order to detail expressions for the inner products, two integrals 

are evaluated. 

. mn 
I
1 
= f sinl--(x+c)]exp(-ia

p
x) dx 

2c 
-c 

sin(a c) 
. MIT 

= 71 m even or 0 

cos(a
p
c) 

mn 

 

m odd 

    

+. muT  ic exp(- 1 y-) 

where 
b= (E2) 2 

2c 

and f cosffl(x+c)] exp(-ia x) dx 
2c 

-c 

sin (a c) 
= 2a

p 
	 m even or 0 

cos(ac) 
= - 2ia 	 m odd 

MIT 

2c 



2c ± r  • Mff  = -
cm 

exp v  1 
2 	

112 = ±, u  
2c 

Then 

J
11

(pq;mq) = 	[iy 2 1 2  -  q 	2c p 1 

MIT (pq;mq) = F [y q — I
2 
 - iy 

q 
 a 
P
I ] 2c  

mn J (pq;mq) = F [iy a I- + 	y 21 	q p z 2cq 

r mff 2 J
22

(pq;mq) - r rz- a I_ 	i  y 1  ,] 
zcpz .  

where 

and c
pq

,  g
mq are given by equations (8.14) and (8.22) respectively. 

Similar evaluations may be made for the inner products appropriate 

to the lower grating. 

APPENDIX 8.3 AN AMPLITUDE CONSTRAINT FOR THE LITTROW MOUNT  

The search for this property, which applies to doubly periodic 

structures having rectangular axes of symmetry, operated in a Littrow 

configuration, was motivated by the derivation by Botten [8.10] of a 

. constraint on the diffracted field quantities ofa symmetric, singly 

periodic grating operated in a (-1) order Iittrow mount. 

In the following derivation, it is assumed that field quantities 

represent the physical fields, in contrast to those used in the numerical 

implementation, which,are represented by truncated expansions. It is 

also assumed that the coordinate axes are symmetrically located within 

the grating apertures. 

In the space y > (s+h) the transverse resolutes of the electric 

and magnetic fields are given by 
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RTE (x,0,z) ----pq E= 
p
E

c1 MPq 
{exP(1-pq8Y)-1-E.exP(-i008 Y)6p0 6 -t 	 q 

,  

+ UF exgi8 	F.exp(-i8 y)6 6 ]RTM (x,0,z)} .  
. Pq 	Pq 	1 	00 p0 q ---pq 

(A3.1) 

a 
= -

ZO  pE q 
 {-4[Ep 

q 
 exp(i

P
8 cly) - E iexp(- 	6060 )RTE q (x,0,z) 

-t 	, 	k 	
iN)037) 

+ 	[F exp(i8 	F.exp(-i8 y)6 6 	RTM (x,0,z)} 
• 8 

Pq 
 pq 	Pq 	00 p0 q ---pq 

(A3.2) 

If the case of an (f,g) order Littrow mount is considered, then 

the values of a and y are given by 

a = - a 	- f/2) K 	and 
•P 

(A3.3) 

y = - 	= (q - g/2) K' 

By now operating the grating in a (-f,--g) order Littrow mount, 

the corresponding transverse resolute of the electric field is 

r , t 
Et  = 	tlEEexp(Wy+Et.exp 	y)6 6 ]RTE (x,0,z) 
-t 	Pq 	Pq 	1 	00 p0 q0 ---pq 

P , q 

+ [Ft exp(i8
t 
y) + Fexp(-i8 y)6 	MTNt (x,0,z)1 

Pq 	Pq 	1 	00 p0 q ---pq 
(A3.4) 

where 

at = (p + f/2) K = -a 
-P 
	and 

yt = (q + g/2) K' _q  
and RTE' 	and RTMt 	are given by equations (8.10) and (8.11) 

respectively, but a 9  8 	and y 	are replaced by 
at 

) 8 t and  yt 

 

13 	pq 	 p 	pq 

respectively. 



The symmetry of the optiCal arrangement implis that E pq = 

and F 	= F. pq  and thus 'egnatton (A3.4) becoMes 

E WP( -1-8 Y)(5 RTE (x,0,z) 

  

+ [F 6 RTM (x„ )} exp(i8 	+ F.exp(-iR v) 
f-p,g-q 	f-p,g-q 	1 	-- 00--6pf qg ---Pq 

(A3.5) 

A similar relation is derived for the transverse resolute 	x H) 
 of 

this field. 

If these two fields are superposed, the total electric and 

magnetic field quantities, given by E
T 

and (i x )
T
, can be written 
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and 	(v x H 
—t = 	x 	4- (I- x  Lit • 

The total flux of energy through the surface T, defined in figure 8.14 g 

is given by 

dzdx = -1/2Re { ff ETt  

+ T2  . 

. (i x H ) T 
dzdx 

(A3.6) 

1 
where 	T 	1 t 	exPOL8 Y) + E. Xp(-i8 y)6 6 1 • 22

0 	p,q 	Pq . 	Pq 	• 	0 	p0 q0 

Qexiqui 	E.exp -ia Y P 	P 
6 	6 	] 
pf qg 

73-  
X k pq 	Pq 

00 
jT Eexp(i800

y)6
p0

6
q0 

8 	8 PQ  — 00 + 	E exp(-18 Y) - 	Ee(
ii300Y)6pfq 6 d }1  k 	PQ 	k •

. 
 

and T2 
is given by exactly the same expression, but throughout E is 



1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
1 1 
1 t 
1 

Figure 8.14 The surfaces of integration used in the derivation 
of the amplitude constraint for the Littrow. mount. 
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I 
I 
1 
I 
1 
1 



8 
replaced by F and 

pq 
 k 

b
Y

k 

Pq 
Q = g-q have been made. 

Here the definitions P = f-p, 
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The expression for T
1 

can be expanded to the form 

1 Re { 1 [IE 1 2exp(-2Im(8 )y)+ -21 1E 	2exp(-2Im(8 )y) 
2Z0 	i•,4 

k 	pq 	Pq 	k . P 	Pq 

-(3-  
+ 2 I-2g- R 

X 

a 0 
- 4i k 

EIm(E
00

exp(21.8
00
y)) - 4i E.Im(E

fg 
 exp(2i

008 y)) 

2E• !PP1} 
k 

So T
1 

reduces to 

13„ 
T = 	[-r21-(1E 1 2  + 
1 

p,qa 
k 	pq 

2  - 2EiSpo do 	2Re(E •E ))] 
pq PQ 

where = f(p,q) 	
Im(Pq 

8 ) = 0} 	. 

Similarly, 

E E )exp(-2Im(8 )y) 
pq PQ 	pq 

k , 
T
2 

= 	E 
p,qeS2 "pq 

Ft 2  - 2Fid po q  + 2Re(F 	))] . pq PQ 

A similar result can be derived for the total flux of energy through the 

surface B shown in figure 8.14. Since If Sy  dzdx = 	Sy  dzdx 

physically within the formalism and since conservation of energy imposes 

the constraint 

8 
E { —El [IE 1 

k 	pq 
p,qeS-2 ,  

1E 
Pq 

2 + I Ep  2  - 2E160 60 ] 

2  - 2F5 0 ó q0 11, 



the following relation can be derived 

a 
E  FJP-a Re(EE

f  
+

E 
E 	) 

-p,g -q  pqf -p,g -q pq 
 

p,q
c r 

+ 	Re(F F 	+F F
f -p,g -q)] = 

8Pq 	
pq  pq 

 

(A3.7) 

This relation, the Littrow expression, for a general Littrow mount 

is the two dimensional analogue of the expression derived for lossless, 

singly periodic transmission gratings [8.10]. The Littrow expression is 

in general not precisely satisfied by the computed field amplitudes and 

thus it can be used as a convergence check for the algorithm. However, if 

the truncated set of Rayleigh orders is chosen in the following field 

symmetrical fashion: 

 

1 
= {(p,q)I f-n.5.13.< n 
	

if. 	f < 0; 

-n <p<f+ n 
	f > 0; 

	

g -f m <q< m 	g 0; 

—m <q<g+ m 	g > 0} 

where n and m are arbitrary positive integers, then the constraint is 

analytically satisfied, as demonstrated in [8.8]. 
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